The Stampgroup - Private Treaty List No.26 - All prices are in £
Sterling - subject unsold
Catalogues Used are:
NVPH (Netherlands), France & Colonies (Yvert), British
Commonwealth (Stanley Gibbons),
Europe & South Americas (Michel)
Key: ** = Unmounted mint MNH
*= Mounted mint
a.o=amongst others
Catalogue values are given as a guide only

MIXED LOTS
25842 AFRICA: Folder with album pages with various mint
hinged and used classic material from Africa, including many
British colonies like British Morocco, Goldcoast, Cape of Good
Hope, Mauritius etc.
£ 250

28518 Africa: Two stockbooks with mostly MNH sets and
souvenir sheets of various African countries, amongst which
much French colonies. Nice thematic material and a high cat.
value!
£ 200
27172 America's ca. 1860-1960 Well filled, mint hinged
and used collection Argentina, Brazil, Canada and Cuba in
old Spanish album in somewhat mixed quality (some stamps
with rust). Nice collection with nice classic material, better
stamps and souvenir sheets. High cat. value!
£ 400
27558 Arab States: 1964-1968 Almost complete, mint
hinged collection in Scott album, in which a.o. (Michel no's):
Ajman, Dubai 1-17A*, 18-25A*, 179-192*, 208-210*, 243256*, 276-285*, 307-314* in block of 8, 327-334* in block of
8,345-352* in block of 8, souvenir sheet 1-4B*, Fujeira, Ras
al Khaima, Sjarjah 48-53aA*, Khor Fakkan, Umm al Qiwain
and South Arabia. Much material, including many nice
thamatic sets. High cat. value!
£ 875
25841 Asia: Folder with album pages with various mint
hinged and used classic material from Asia, including many
British colonies like India, Ceylon, Hong Kong, Straits
Settlements etc.
£ 600

28267 Balkans: 1866-1933 Fresh mint and used collections
of Bosnia, Montenegro, Serbia and Yugoslavia, all reasonably
complete incl. many better stamps and sets, in old album.
Superbargain!
£ 450
28155 Balkans: 1866-1943 Album with a mint hinged and
used collection countries from the Balkans like Serbia,
Montenegro, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia.
£ 600
27414 Baltic States 1918-1934 Nicely filled, mint hinged
and used collection Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania on album
pages in folder. Collection contains some better stamps like
(Michel no's): Estonia 43-44A*, 43-45B*, 89*, 94-97*, Latvia
107-111A*, 124-128*, 144-148A*, 144-148B*, Lithuania
176-186*, 196-208*, 237-240*, 293-306*, etc.
£ 725
28433 Baltic States: 1918-1940 Nicely filled, mint hinged
and used collection on album pages in binder. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): Estonia 48-52**, 54, 138-141**
in blocks of 4, Latvia 159-160A*, 225-227A*, 225B*, 227B*,
Lithuania 417-420*, 421-424*, 429-431U** (imperforated),
439* imperforated in pair, 441* imperforated in pair, 443445U* (imperforated), etc.
£ 475
28694 Baltic States 1918-2009 Small, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in blanc album, in which nice MNH
modern material of mostly Estonia.
£ 150
26536 Baltic States 1918-2010 Nice, MNH, mint hinged
and used lot, in which much MNH modern material.
£ 325

27740 Asia: Nice mixed lot incl nice collection Japan from
earlies onwards, Japan loose, very much China incl. 100's of
Junks, Shanghai better stamps, Philipines etc. etc. in album,
boxes, in box. Adventure!
£ 750

25679 Baltic States: 1918-2013 Well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in
2 blanc Davo albums. Modern part is MNH, last years are in
glassines.
£ 1150

28598 Asia: Stockbook with MNh, mint hinged and used
material of India and states, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan
and Ceylon. Much material, including some better stamps.
£ 300

27108 Baltic States 1919-1995 Nicely filled, mint hinged
and used collection, in which very nice Lithuania with many
better (perforated and imperforated) sets.
£ 500

25560 Australia, Australian States and New Zealand: Nicely
filled, mostly used collection on cards in stockbook. Contains
very nice part Australian States including much better
material.
£ 1050
27200 Bahamas and Barbados Small mint hinged and used
collection in stockbook.
£ 125

24680 Bosnia-Herzegowina, Croatia, Serbia and Yugoslavia
till ca. 1940 Mint hinged and used collection on album pages
in folder.
£ 425
24537 British Colonies in Africa: 1860-1977 Nice mint and
used collection, also mint never hinged, including better
Ascension, Gold Coast, Kenya, Marokko, St. Helena,
Rhodesia, South Africa etc. in 2 well filled Minkus albums.
Nice collection!!
£ 1250
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25581 British Colonies in Europe: 1885-1950: Nice mint
and used collection incl. many better issues of mainly
Gibraltar and Malta, also some Ireland, in album.
£ 350
25307 British colonies in the Middle East: Mint hinged
collection on Yvert album pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. Eritrea, Bahrain, Kuwait, Somalia etc. Nice quality, high
cat. value!
£ 700
28425 British Commonwealth: 1860-1960 Mint hinged and
used collection on album pages in folder, in which a.o.
Cyprus, Morocco agencies, British Guiana (including nice
postal stationeries), St. Lucia etc.
£ 550
28447 British Commonwealth: 1860-1960 Wonderful fine
mint and used quality collection, countries from Aden to
Zululand, many countries with good classic part like British
Guyana, Ceylon, Hong Kong, Malaysia etc. etc. But the main
value is in the very large amount of definitive sets to the high
pound or dollar values of King George VI and early Queen
Elizabeth II with so many of these expensive and sought after
sets present including the strong countries, housed in 5 very
well filled homemade albums. Good and fresh collection with
so much better material present + a massive catalogue value!!!
£ 2500
26677 British Commonwealth: 1863-1972 Well filled,
MNH, mint hinged and used collection Cyprus, Gibraltar and
Malta in blanc album.
£ 800
25577 British Commonwealth: 1870-1995 Nice mint and
used collection incl. St. Kitts 1920/22 1/2d to 10sh mint,
Nevis with much material, St. Lucia from the classics
onwards, in album.
£ 425
27730 British Commonwealth 1870-2005 Mint/used but
mainly mint never hinged stock of Australia, New Zealand,
Ross, Papua new Guinea and Australian Antarctic, sorted on
stockcards, with duplication, including better sets and singles,
most value in the fresh mint never hinged modern material
with enormeous face value, also many good thematics, in 2
flat boxes. Massive retail value, good lot to split up for
resellers!
£ 2300
25575 British Commonwealth: 1873-1985 **/*/0 collection
of Cayman Islands incl. Edward to 10sh, George V to 10sh,
1938 George VI mint to 10sh with types/perfs, Leeward incl.
George VI pound used, Turks & Caicos from classics
onwards, in album.
£ 450
24863 British Commonwealth: 1880-1965 Mint hinged and
used collection on blanc album pages in binder.
£ 400
27278 British Commonwealth 1882-1965 Wonderful
mint/used/mint never hinged collections, countries A-Z, very
many better sets present, definitive sets to the high values of
George VI and early Elizabeth II, many Royal Silver Wedding
issues etc. etc. housed in 2 albums + 1 stockbook. Massive
catalogue value and many better sets present!!
£ 2400
24683 British Commonwealth: 1886-1950 Mint hinged and
used collection Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland on
blanc album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): Basutoland 18-28*, 37, Bechuanaland 1*, 2, 4,
5, 6, 7, 16, 17, 20 (fiscally used), 21 (fiscally used?), 23*, 26,
28, 40*, 41*, 44, 45, 46, 64*, 65*, 118-128*, 137*, 137, 1120*, 28-38*, 47*, etc.
£ 1550
26727 British Commonwealth: 1919-1973 Nice mainly
mint/mnh collection incl. nice Rarotonga, Cook Islands with
high values, Australia with specialities as imprint blocks of 4,
sheetlets, booklets and booklet panes, Christmas 1971 block
of 7 and block of 25, Captain Cook sheetlets overprinted, New

Zealand Health sheetlets etc. etc. on album pages and in
stockbook.
£ 600
25529 British Commonwealth: 1937-1952 Only used
collection George VI, countries A-Z, incl. many better stamps
and sets, 1948 RSW, definitive issues to the pound or dollar
values, including nice covers, in special Stanley Gibbons
album. Many useful pickings!!
£ 1600
24661 British Commonwealth: 1937-1954 Nicely filled,
mint hinged and used collection in 2 Stanley Gibbons New
Age albums.
£ 675
33075 British Commonwealth: 1985-2006 Nice mint never
hinged collection of beautiful miniature sheetlets incl. good
thematics, of many different countries, in stockbook.
BARGAIN!!
£ 125
33076 British Commonwealth: 1985-2006 Nice mint never
hinged collection of 75 beautiful miniature sheetlets incl.
good thematics, of many different countries, all 10x, so in
total 750 sheetlets. BARGAIN!!
£ 600
26667 British Commonwealth: Big box with approval
booklets with MNH, mint hinged and used material from old
till new, including better material. Priced for 40.000 pound.
Cat. value 60.000 pound. Now only 2% cat. value! £ 1350
28417 British Commonwealth: Classic collection in old
album, in which mostly Australian States, including better
stamps and cancels.
£ 350
25151 British Commonwealth: Extensive, MNH, mint
hinged and used (partly stuck to paper)
collection/accumulation of various British colonies of the
George VI period (1937-1952) in 8 volumes. Lot contains
very much material, including better stamps, covers, omnibus
1937 (coronation) etc.
£ 2000
24777 British Commonwealth: Extensive, mostly MNH
thematic lot in 12 blanc Davo albums. Lot has been strangely
ordered, partly by theme and partly by country. Mostly
material from ca. 1960 till 1980, but also some older and
better stamps present like (Stanley Gibbons no's): Kenya
Uganda Tanganiyka postage dues D7-D12** in strips of 10,
good Jamaica, very extensive Ghana, Grenada 192-204*, 231245**, Tonga 101-114, 305-314**, Trinidad and Tobago 267278*, 284-297*, etc. Very many good thematic sets and
souvenir sheets present.
£ 2750
27990 British Commonwealth: Folder with mostly used
collections Hong Kong, Malaysia and Ceylon on blanc pages.
£ 350
27731 British Commonwealth Massive mainly mint never
hinged accumulation of (better) sheetlets and booklets from
countries A-Z, gigantic quantity incl. much better, thematics,
many countries with high face value (like Great Britain
prestige booklets, Canada and New Zealand with face value
etc. etc.), housed in 2 stock boxes. Very good lot for
resellers/Ebay etc.
£ 3200
26167 British Commonwealth: Mint hinged and used
collection in blanc album. Contains mostly material til ca.
1940.
£ 400
24946 British Commonwealth: MNH lot in 3 stockbooks.
Lot contains mostly semi-modern material, including much
thematic 'Sir Rowland Hill' and 'Silver Jubilee' and much New
Zealand.
£ 650
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28640 British Commonwealth: Nice adventure lot with part
collections incl. better sets on album pages, nice Papua new
Guinea incl. better, blocks of 4 and first day covers, Rhodesia
definitive set to $2 in blocks of 4, issues in envelopes etc. etc.
in small box.
£ 300
28509 British Commonwealth: Stockbook with MNH
material of various British Commonwealth countries,
including many thematic sets like Churchill, Silver Jubilee,
Royal Wedding etc.
£ 175
28510 British Commonwealth: Stockbook with MNH
material of various British Commonwealth countries,
including many thematic sets like Churchill,Disney, Royal
Wedding etc.
£ 200
28512 British Commonwealth: Stockbook with MNH
material of various British Commonwealth countries,
including many thematic sets like Churchill, Silver Jubilee,
Royal Wedding etc.
£ 275
26334 British Commonwealth: Stockbook with various
better stamps of British colonies. Contains a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): Australia 11* (2x), 13* (5 shilling 1st
watermark, gum discoloured with certificate), 16 (2 pound,
1st watermark), 114 (2 pound watermark CofA with
certificate), label Ross Smith flight on cover with letter inside
(extremely scarce), Malta 96(*) (10 shilling black, no gum),
Mauritius 7 (1 penny orange-vermillion with certificate), etc.
Very high cat. value!
£ 7500
25441 British Commonwealth: Stockbook with various
MNH and mint hinged items. Contains (Stanley Gibbons
no's): Canada 341-351** in blocks of 4 (340, 50 cents
missing), Singapore 31-32**, Leeward 114** (2x), 114*,
Malta 121*, New Zealand 470** etc. High cat. value!
£ 550
27513 British territories in Europe: Box with 4 stockbooks,
2 FDC albums and 1 folder with various MNH, mint hinged
and used material of Malta, Cyprus and Gibraltar.
£ 450
27921 British territories in the Pacific: MNH, mint hinged
and used collection on blanc pages in binder. Contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): Australian Antarctics 8-18**, Cocos
Islands 1-6**, 8-19**, 20-31**, Christmas Island 1-10**, 1120**, Norfolk 13-18, 24-36**, nice West and South Australia
etc.
£ 395
26454 Bulgaria, Denmark and Norway 1856-1970 Mint
hinged and used collection in old album, in which also some
better stamps.
£ 250
28474 Central African Republic 1959-1978 MNH collection
in stockbook, in which better material (a.o. Michel 132-136)
and also some imperforated stamps. Cat. value Michel over
1200 euros.
£ 180
27886 Central America: 1867-1900 Blanc album with a
mint hinged classic collection Middle America (Ecuador,
Honduras, Nicaragua, El Salvador), in which also many
blocks of 4, various complete sheets, amongst which postage
dues stamps El Salvador in combined sheets (various values
in 1 sheet) etc. Nice collection!
£ 575
25567 Central America: Nice, mint hinged and used, mostly
classic collection on cards in 2 stockbooks, including a.o.
Cuba, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Mexico, Puerto Rica, El
Salvador etc.
£ 850
25147 Cocos 1963-1993 and Papua 1952-1988 Nicely
filled, canceled collection in stockbook.
£ 225

24956 Colonies in Africa and Asia: 1864-1914 Mint hinged
and used collection in old Yvert album, including nice French
and Portugese territories.
£ 625
25758 Denmark and Norway: 1855-1990 Well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Spanish album. Collection
ontains a.o. (Michel no's): Denmark 6 (signed), 51, 52, 61, 66,
81, 116-117, 143-145*, 159-165, 180-181*, postage due 919**, parcelpost (postfaerge) 2, 3, 4, 15, Norway 1, 2-5, 13,
19, 62-64*, 67-69*, etc.
£ 1000
27458 Denmark and Norway 1856-1988 Stockbook with
various MNH, mint hinged and used material, including a
nice classic part.
£ 300
25569 Eastern Europe: Nice, mint hinged and used
collection on cards in 2 stockbooks, including a.o. Hungary,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Russia, Romania etc. Mostly older
material.
£ 850
25496 Eastern Europe: Nice mint hinged and used older
material of various Eastern European countries, including
Albania, Baltic States, Bulgaria, Fiume, Romania etc.
£ 750
27105 Egypt and Thailand: 1879-2009 MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in ringbinder, in which some nice
material.
£ 250
25884 Europa: Albums with 180 covers, cards and various
from and to the great Dutch philatelist Jan Poulie, mostly sent
by himself from various international exhibitions. Contains
a.o. nice frankings, signed menucards, etc. Nice collection!
£ 500
28356 Europa CEPT 1942-1984 Ultra, ultra specialised
collection including pre-runners, sympathy issues, East
European issues including the hard to get imperfs (several
extra on first day cover collected), with the main Cept issues
mint never hinged + on first day cover, then also a collection
of blocks and tons of sheetlets, other specialities, in overal
very good condition, housed in 19(!!!) overful albums with
descriptions + big pile of album pages, because the collector
ran out of binders. Seldom seen such extensive collection of
Europa Cept issues, this truly has cost a fortune to get
together, now offered at an absolute bargain price!!!
£ 2000
27748 Europa Cept 1942-2006 Fantastic apparantly all mint
never hinged collection, looks complete from 1956 onwards
inclu d i n g t h e good i s s u es li ke Lu x emburg 56/57,
Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra 1972 etc. etc. Further
the sheetlets, booklets, many sympathy issues and other
extra's, housed in 8 very expensive Lindner albums. Massive
catalogue value, offered very cheap!!
£ 1750
28140 Europa CEPT 1949-1989 Mostly MNH collection
front and co-runners on stockpages in folder, amongst which
much better material like (Michel no's): Belgium 976-978**,
Berlin 71**, Greece 582-587*, Italy 774-776**, Luxembourg
478-483**, Saar 297-298**, Portugal 778-779** (Nato),
Greece 615-617** (Nato), etc. High cat. value!
£ 300
28307 Europa CEPT 1949-2005 With the exception of a
few (inexpenive) cancelled stamps, totally MNH collection
including better fore runners and Luxembourg 1956, 1957,
Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra 1972 etc.
£ 800
26777 Europa CEPT 1950-1974 Almost complete, used
collection including front runners and co-runners in Davo
album. Collection contains a.o. Liechtenstein 1960 and
Spanish Andorra 1972.
£ 250
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28044 Europa CEPT 1950-2009 Beautiful, almost complete,
cancelled collection including front runners, souvenir sheets,
better stamps (a.o. Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra
1972), corunners etc. in 3 blanc albums and 1 stockbook.
£ 850
28287 Europa CEPT 1956-1971 Almost complete, MNH
and mint hinged collection in stockbook, in which a.o.
Luxembourg 1956, 1957 and Liechtenstein 1960 (all hinged).
£ 175
28080 Europa CEPT 1956-1979 Reasonably filled, MNH
collection in special album, in which a.o. Liechtenstein 1960.
£ 125
26021 Europa Cept 1956-1991 Mint never hinged complete
collection incl the good sets and. sheetlets + some extra's, in
3 expensive albums with slipcases (Lux 56: 2fr *). Catalogue
value over 6800 EURO!!! Offered very cheap!!!
£ 750
33079 Europa CEPT 1956-1992 In the main numbers
complete mint never hinged collection in nice condition,
including all the key sets like Luxemburg 1956 and 1957,
Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra 1972 + all the sheetlets,
per year on stockcards. Michel catalogue value around 5500
euro!!! Bargain!!!
£ 475
26776 Europa CEPT 1956-1997 Almost complete, used
collection including souvenir sheets in 2 albums. Very high
cat. value!
£ 375
26352 Europa CEPT 1956-1999 Almost complete, mostly
MNH (few sets from 1956 and 1957 hinged) collection in 5
luxe Lindner albums. Collection contains a.o. Luxembourg
1956 mint hinged, Luxembourg 1957 MNH, Liechtenstein
1960 MNH, Spanish Andorra 1972 MNH etc. High cat.
value!
£ 1050
26296 Europa CEPT 1956-1999 Almost complete, mostly
MNH (first years canceled) collection including souvenir
sheets in 2 albums.
£ 825
28637 Europa Cept 1956-2000 In the mainnumbers
complete, MNH collection including souvenir sheets and
various extra's in 6 expensive Safe albums with slipcases. Cat.
value Yvert over 9200 euros.
£ 1000
26013 Europa Cept 1956-2000 Wonderful and valuable
mint never hinged collection, in the main numbers complete
incl. the sheetlets, many extra's like Kleinbogen, sheets,
Monaco imperf sets etc. etc. in 6 expensive Lindner albums
+ slipcases. (Lux 56 slightly toned). Catalogue value around
10.000 EURO!!! Offered very cheap!!
£ 1350
27355 Europa CEPT 1956-2001 Apparently complete,
MNH collection in 5 albums including many corunners.
Collection contains all the good items like Luxembourg 1956
and 1957, Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra 1972 etc.
£ 825
25262 Europa CEPT 1956-2001 Apparently complete,
mostly MNH collection in 7 luxe albums including front
runners and co-runners. Collection contains a.o. Luxembourg
1957 MNH, Liechtenstein 1960 used, Spanish Andorra 1972
MNH.
£ 1300
25521 Europa CEPT 1956-2004 As good as complete,
MNH collection in 6 luxe Lindner albums. Collection
contains all the good stamps like Luxembourg 1956, 1957,
Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra 1972 etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 1350

28638 Europa Cept 1961-2011 Nice collection souvenir
sheets and sheetlets on FDC's in 5 albums. In total over 270
FDC's. seldomly offered!
£ 300
28144 Europa CEPT 1978-1993 Sheet album with over 150
MNH kleinbogen. High cat. and face value!
£ 295
33036 Europa CEPT 1991-1995 MNH collection souvenir
sheets and minisheets in 2 stockbooks and a sheetfolder. Lot
contains a.o. face value material and better issue of smaller
countries like Guernsey 1993, Yugoslavia 1992, Croatia
1992, 1994, 1995, Moldavia 1994, 1995 etc. Total cat. value
over 5100 euros.
£ 750
33078 Europa CEPT 2006 Incredible investment lot mint
never hinged sets and sheetlets, perf and imperf of the 50 year
Europa Cept jubilee, 34 different issues of 13 different
countries, all 1000x present, mainly smaller countries with
hard to get issues like Georgia, Bosnia, Croatia, Montenegro,
Turkish Cyprus, Albania, Macedonia etc. The face value
alone is (converted) around 116.000 EURO, the Michel
catalogue value around 572.000 EURO (list with contents
with lot). Magnificent lot for (bourse)dealers, Ebayers,
approval etc. Huge profit potential!!!
£ 7500
33080 Europa CEPT 2006 Incredible investment lot mint
never hinged sets and sheetlets, perf and imperf of the 50 year
Europa Cept jubilee, 34 different issues of 13 different
countries, all 100x present, mainly smaller countries with
hard to get issues like Georgia, Bosnia, Croatia, Montenegro,
Turkish Cyprus, Albania, Macedonia etc. The face value
alone is (converted) around 11.600 EURO, the MIchel
catalogue value around 57.200 EURO (list with contents with
lot). Magnificent lot for (bourse)dealers, Ebayers, approval
etc. Huge profit potential!!!
£ 1500
28524 Europa CEPT Mostly MNH collection front and corunners in Lindner album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): Berlin 71**, Italy 774-776**, Luxembourg 479-483*,
etc.
£ 110
2804 5 E u r o p a CEPT St ockb ook wi t h can celled ,
IMPERFORATED corunners. Seldomly offered, cat. value
over 1200 euros.
£ 125
28544 Europa CEPT Stockbook with various front and corunners, including better like (Michel no's): Hungary souvenir
sheet 126B** (6x, cat. 30,00 each), 128B** (6x, cat. 70,00
each), Romania souvenir sheet 122** (6x, cat. 60,00 each),
144** (4x, cat. 30,00 each), etc. High cat. value!
£ 275
28505 Europa CEPT Stockbook with various MNH and
mint hinged front and co runners, like (Michel no's): Belgium
976-978**, Greece 615-617** (NATO), Italy 774-776*,
Luxembourg 478-483*, 552-554**, Turkey 1388-1390**
(NATO), 1391-1394**, various souvenir sheets, etc. High cat.
value!
£ 125
28504 Europa CEPT Stockbook with various MNH CEPT
material, including some souvenir sheets and co runners.
Bargain!
£ 125
27508 Europe: 1840-1930 Nicely filled, mint hinged and
used collection in old Schwaneberger album. Collection
contains much material, including nice Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Turkey, Scandinavia etc.
£ 800
28643 Europe: 1880-1950 Stockbook with various, MNH,
mint hinged and used better material of various, mostly
European countries like France, Vatican, Canada, Romania,
etc. Cat. value over 8800 euros.
£ 650
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27814 Europe: Abum with various MNH, mint hinged and
used material of several European countries like Great Britain
(a.a. 1 pound green Edward (misses a perf), many castle
stamps MNH), French Andorra (incl. Epreuves de luxe),
Vatican, Monaco, Romania, Switzerland, Italy etc. Exciting
lot, high cat. value!
£ 900
27533 Europe CEPT 1956-1971 Mostly MNH collection in
small stockbook, in which a.o. Luxembourg 1956 and 1957
(both MNH), Liechtenstein 1960 (hinged) etc.
£ 200
27767 Europe CEPT 1956-2001 Almost complete, mostly
MNH collection in 9 albums. Collection contains the normal
stamps (first few years hinged, from ca. 1961 apparently all
MNH), including Luxembourg 1956 and 1957 (both hinged),
Liechtenstein 1960 (hinged), Spanish Andorra 1972 (MNH)
etc. Further all expensive frontrunners present, like (Michel
no's): Belgium 976-978**, Berlin 71**, Greece 582-587**,
Italy 774-776**, Luxembourg 478-483**, Saar 297-298**,
very many sheets and sheetlets and many co-runners in
cluding better ones like Bulgaria souvenir sheet 53B**,
Cyprus souvenir sheet 18 (!! cat. 450,00), Hungary 3060363B** (imperforated strip), souvenir sheet 113B**, 115B**,
Romania souvenir sheet 122**, 125**, etc. Very high cat.
value!
£ 1400
26347 Europe: Fantastic lot better stamps of various
European countries in stockbook. Contains a.o. (Michel no's)
:Iceland 111* (4x), 119*, 120* (2x), 124* (2x), 141*, 167*
(2x), hopflug 1933 mint hinged (172-174, signed), Italy
service 10* (10 lire overprinted servizio di stato), Denmark 2
(6x!), 6 (3x), 22* in pair inverted frame, 1 stamps with
missing first in Danmark (Facit 28v), Finland 2, 3, 11 (32 p.
perf 14:13¶½, 3x!), 1 6 1 * (Zep p li n overp rint, 2x),
Belgium129-142* (red cross 1918), France (Yvert no's): 148155* (orphelins), 154*, 155, 156*, 257A*, 262B* (20 frank,
perf 11), airmail 14* (2x), 14 (2x), 15**, 15* (3x), 15 (2x),
postage dues 8*, 23, 24 Valenciennes 1 (war stamp 1914) etc.
Also nice Belgian, French and Italian colonies present, classic
France including nice strips etc. Gigantic cat. value!
£ 16000
27366 Europe: Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged
and used material of various, mostly European countries,
including (Michel no's): Switzerland 48* (white paper), 108*,
K1*, Italy 61-66*, 120-123*, 157-159*, service 10* (!
overprint Servizio di Stati), Italian post abroad general issues
9, Vatican 32, 33, 48, 53**, etc.
£ 320
27505 Europe: Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged
and used material of various European countries like (Michel
no's): Yugoslavia 507-511**, 515-520** in pairs, 548-551**,
575-577**, 583-586**, 605-608**, 611-615**, 616-620**,
souvenir sheet 3 I**, 3 II**, 4A**, 4B**, France Pexip sheet
1937 MNH, Philatec sheet 196 MNH, Austria 984-987** (3x,
birdset, cat. 350,00 per set), Norway 1, Albania 2254-2255**,
Switzerland souvenir sheet 12**, Hungary 1765-1768B** in
kleinbogen (cat. 350,00), souvenir sheet 1**, Latvia 210214A**, 210-214B**, 228-231A**, 228-231B*, etc. Also a
booklet with cinderella's for the international exhibition of
Liege 1930. High cat. value!
£ 1750
28534 Europe: Stockbook with various, mostly cancelled
material of Italy, Czechoslovakia and Turkey, including some
better stamps.
£ 175
26796 Europe: Stockbook with various, mostly older
material of European countries, amongst which better stamps
like Baden 30 kreuzer (thin spot), France classic, Denmark 3
Ore with missing 1st A in Denmark, Sweden (a.o. Gustav
1928 MNH, 5x), Switzerland, etc. Nice lot!
£ 350

27723 Europe: Stockpage with various mint hinged and
used classic stamps of Europe, including old Italian States,
old German States and France. High cat. value!
£ 650
28061 Falkland Islands, Falkland dependencies and British
Antarctics 1953-1998 For 99% complete, MNH collection in
luxe Leuchtturm album with slipcase. Nice collection, high
cat. value!
£ 1000
24962 Folder with old album pages with various mint
hinged and used material of the Netherlands, Belgium and
Luxembourg in somewhat mixed condition.
£ 425
28034 Great Britain and Commonwealth: 1840-1995
Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used collection Great
Britain and colonies in 10 old binders, in which nice classic
material of a.o. Great Britain, Ireland, Canada, etc. Very high
cat. value!
£ 3150
28526 Great Britain and Commonwealth: Safe album with
various MNH, mint hinged and used material including nice
classic part, graphite stripes, face value material, nice
Morocco Agencies, Tangier, Levant etc.
£ 400
28589 Guatemala 1871-1988 and Uruguay 1859-1980
Stockbook with a MNH, mint hinged and used collection, in
which a.o. (Michel no's): Guatemala 18*, 20*, 21-25, 62, 8384* with inverted overprints, 591-599**, 633-642**, 643650**, service 1-5*, Urugay with nice classic part and further
a.o. 379-381, 437, 438, 439, 527, 533, 838*, nice part service
stamps etc.
£ 225
26259 International Year of the Child: 1979 Extensive
collection FDC's in 3 special albums. In total 283 FDC's.
£ 150
26141 Jamaica and Trinidad & Tobago 1860-1980 Small,
mostly used collection in album, including some nice stamps.
£ 250
28285 Large box with approx. 150 used approval booklets
with nice material of mostly European countries. Exciting
sorting lot, high value!
£ 600
27928 Latin America 1880-1950 Mint hinged and used
collection on blanc pages in binder. Much material! £ 400
26712 Latin America, Box with 3 small ring binders and 4
approval booklets with various mint hinged and used, mostly
classic material, amongst which many better stamps. High cat.
value!
£ 2600
24675 Middle East: Folder with album pages with classic
material of Egypt, Syria, Persia etc. Also a set of Aden
(Michel 116-121** with black overprint) and a stamp of
Lybia with certificate.
£ 250
28597 Middle East: Stockbook with various, mostly
cancelled material of Iraq, Iran, Jordan and Lebanon.
£ 200
24814 Papua, Samoa and Tonga 1887-1910 Mint hinged
and used collection on album pages in folder, including some
better material in nice quality.
£ 625
27947 Portugal and Spain Stockbook with various MNH,
mint hinged and used. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): Portugal
345*, 346*, 454*, 468*, 470*, 622-629*, 693-700*, Spain
989-993*, souvenir sheet 13**, 14**, etc. Also some material
of Portugese and Spanish territories present.
£ 150
25626 Scandinavia: 1851-1930 Well filled, mostly used,
classic collection on blanc album pages in folder. Cat. value
ca. 9500 euros, so for less than 10%!
£ 900
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27499 Scandinavia 1851-1955 Virtually complete collection
of the different countries, in mainly very good condition, so
many key stamps and sets present, perfs, types, including
Norway 1855: 4sk(2), 1856/7 set, 1863/66 set, 1867/8 set,
1872/76 set, 1877/84 set incl. 25 ore, 1882: 12 ore, 1907/09
sets, Denmark with 1853 to 16sk, 1860: 16sk roulette, 1864/8
to 16sk, 1870 to 48sk, 1871 service set to 16sk, postfaerges,
Faroer incl. 1919 2 ore on cover, 1941 war issue (60 ore on
sweet small cover), Greenland incl. Befriet overprint set,
Estonia incl. Eesti post overprints, Finland 1856: 5k and 10k
used, serpentines to 1 mark, 1885 to 10 mark, 1891 to 7
rouble, other better issues, Sweden incl. 1855: 4sk to 24sk,
1858 set, 2 Stockholm local stamps, 1 riksdaler perf 14, 1907
Landstormen, 55 ore blue unused no gum, both UPU sets and
other better issues, fantastic Iceland incl. 1873 set mint to
16sk (in the expensive perforation, very rare stamp!!), 1875/6
set, prir overprints (2), Gildi overprints incl. pretty cover,
1903/4 to 5kr, 1907/8 to 5kr, 1912 set to 5kr mint etc. etc. in
album. What a great collection, offered intact including so
many scarce and rare issues, seldom offered so extensive!!!!!
£ 8750
26487 Scandinavia 1851-1969 Very well filled, mint hinged
and used collection in old Schaubek abum. Collection
contains a.o. Denmark including 2 RBS, Greenland including
8 Pakke Porto stamps, American issue mint hinged complete,
Denmark free issue complete (without 5 Kr.), Finland incl.
Zeppelin overprint, Norway almost complete, Sweden well
filled etc.
£ 3000
28430 Scandinavia: 1851-1970 Very well filled collections
of Norway, Denmark, Iceland and FInland, with very much
expensive classic material like: Norway nr. 1(3x), 1856/57
incl. 2sk, 3sk, 4sk and 8sk, 1863/67 incl. 1sk, 4sk to 24sk,
1867/68 set, Denmark incl. 1851: 2Rbs used, 1912: 5kr
Postoffice mint, 1925/29 airmail set mint, Iceland with
interesting classic part incl. high values, 1902 and 1907 to 5kr
incl. mint, 1930 Althing service overprint set mint to 10kr,
Finland incl. nr. 1 with certificate, serpentines incl. 8p strip of
3 on piece, 1930 Zeppelin mint etc. etc. in well filled Facit
album. Wonderful collection with so many expensive stamps
and sets present. Massive catalogue value!!
£ 3000
28290 Scandinavia: 1851-1972 Reasonably complete
mainly used collections of Denmark, Sweden, Finland and
Norway incl. older and better material, in very well filled
Swedish album. bargain!!
£ 400
27739 Scandinavia 1851-1989 Pretty mint and used
collection of Sweden (incl. booklets), Denmark (incl. 16sk),
Finland and Norway (incl. expensive classics), in 4 albums.
With many pretty and better covers as well!
£ 600
27925 Scandinavia: 1855-1957 MNH, mint hinged and
used collection on blanc pages in ordner. Collection contains
o.a. (Michel no's): Faroe Islands 2-6** (British occupation
overprints, with certificate), Greenland 8-16**, Finland
169**, 199-201**, 217-220**, Norway 1, 2-5, 109-115, 116119, 195-197**, etc.
£ 900
27060 Scandinavia: 1930-1990 Mostly MNH stock on cards
in small box. Lot contains a.o. Finland, Denmark, Faroe
Islands, Greenland and Iceland. Also some Ireland present.
£ 800
28056 Scandinavia: 1938-1993 MNH collection Greenland,
Aland and faroe Islands in Leuchtturm album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): Greenland 1-7**, 8-16**, 2627**, 28-36**, 37-38**, Faroe Islands 1975-1993 MNH
complete, Aland 19841992 MNH complete.
£ 400

28243 Scandinavia: 1965-1987 Mostly MNH part
collections Denmark, Iceland, Greenland, Faroe Islands and
Finland in 2 albums.
£ 210
28117 Scandinavia: 1967-2002 Album with MNH stamp
booklets of Sweden, Denmark and Iceland. Cat. value over
2350 euros. High face value!
£ 350
27511 Scandinavia 1970-1995 Almost complete, MNH
collections of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland,
Greenland, Aland and Iceland in 3 albums.
£ 1250
25565 Scandinavia and Baltic States: Nicely filled, mostly
used collection on cards in 2 stockbooks. Collection contains
a.o. nice classic Iceland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden etc.
£ 1750
26711 Scandinavia: Box with various, mostly MNH
material, including many year sets, complete Julen sheets,
face value etc.
£ 500
28359 Scandinavia: ca. 1855-2000 Collector estate in 6
Davo albums and 2 stockbooks. Contains MNH, mint hinged
and used material of Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland,
Iceland, Faroe Islands and Greenland.
£ 2000
25682 Scandinavia: Stockpage with various mint hinged
and used material, including better stamps. Contains Sweden,
Norway, Denmark and Danish West Indies.
£ 150
26946 Serbia, Croatia and Montenegro: 1866-1945 Big fat
duplicate lot from a very specialised collection, very much
material present, incl. many better issues, with types, perfs,
cancellations, varieties, imperfs, stamps on piece, fiscals,
German Occupation etc. etc. housed in exploding stockbook.
Wonderful lot of this seldom offered material!!!
£ 1200
27039 South America: 1850-1950 Very nicely filled, mostly
used collection Brazil, Chile and Peru in binder. Well filled
collection with nice classic material.
£ 700
27059 South America: 1900-1980 Mainly mint never
hinged lot in quantities, sorted by sets in envelopes, very
many incl. much better material, very many different
countries, in box. Gigantic catalogue value and very much
useful material present, bargain!!!
£ 800
25489 South East Europe: 1869-1935 Mint hinged and used
collection on old album pages in folder. Contains a.o. Bosnia,
Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro, Yugoslavia etc.
£ 425
25561 South East Europe: Mint hinged and used collection
Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro and Yugoslavia on cards in 2
stockbooks.
£ 450
27041 South Europe: 1866-1954 Nice, mostly cancelled
collection in 2 albums, in which a.o. Triest, Fiume (including
Arbe and Veglia), Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro, Bosnia etc.
£ 550
25563 Spain and Portugal: Mint hinged and used collection
on cards in stockbook. Collection contains nice classic
material and also some material from the Spanish civil war.
£ 1050
25468 Spain, Portugal and colonies: Small box with album
and stock pages with various MNH, mint hinged and used
material of a.o. including many classic stamps.
£ 650
25493 Spanish and Portugese Colonies: Album with a mint
hinged and used collection and also some Italian territories.
£ 625
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28337 Stamp on Stamp: 1840-2001 MNH, mint hinged and
used collection stamp on stamp in 3 albums, in which also
various original stamps like penny black of Great Britain,
Belgium 1-2 etc.
£ 400
27805 United Europe 1956-2004 Almost complete, MNH
(1956 hinged) collection in 9 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases, in which better stamps (Luxembourg 1956*,
1957**, Spanish Andorra 1972**), very many sheetlets, co
runners etc.
£ 1150
27122 United Europe: Strange, used collection co-runners
in 4 albums, in which also souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
imperforated stamps, birds of Europe etc.
£ 240
26385 UPU 1949 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in blanc album. Collection contains a.o. Berlin
(MNH), British Commonwealth Omnibis set (mint hinged,
almost complete), Macau (MNH), Vatican (mint hinged),
India (MNH), etc. High cat. value!
£ 625
27950 UPU: 1974 MNH, mint hinged and used remainder
collections UPU 1974 in 7 albums, in which various better
mat eri al li ke (Mi ch el n o's ): Bhutan 592-59 9 ** i n
IMPERFORATED kleinbogen of 5 (not in Michel), Maldiven
515-519** in IMPERFORATED kleinbogen of 5 (not in
Michel), souvenir sheet 25B**, Ecuador souvenir sheet 8687**, Togo souvenir sheet 84B**, Bulgarije souvenir sheet
52B**, Qatar 591-596* (2x), Norfolk souvenir sheet 1* (2x),
1, China 1195-1197* (2x), Bangladesh souvenir sheet 1* (2x),
India souvenir sheet 3*, 3 (2x), etc. Much material, very high
cat. value!
£ 750
25603 Very unusual collection of all world stamps in the
shape of a triangle, from old to recent, including better of
Obock, Monaco, South America, Djibouti, also recent
material from new issue subscription, in stockbook. Seldom
offered in this quantity!!
£ 800
28723 West Europe: 1855-1960 Nice lot of better singles
and sets incl. better Monaco with 1949/51 Red Cross blocks
of 4, Ireland with definitive set to 10sh multiple to 10sh +
many other better Irish sets, Sweden pretty classics, often
with nice cancellations and high valeus, San Marino with
some scarce issues, in stockbook. Michel catalogue value over
5400 EURO!! Offered under 10% cat. value!!
£ 500
28367 West Europe: Covers from 1849. Nice lot mainly
classic covers of Belgium and France incl. better, frankings
and cancellations, receipts, in total 33 items + some seals, in
stockbook. Nice little lot!
£ 200
28358 West Europe: Massive amount of stampbooklets
from collector estate, unpicked including face value of
Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, also GB incl. Wedgewood
1 pound scarce booklet, other prestige booklets, Netherlands
and Overseas incl. better booklets + small varieties etc. etc. in
shoebox. In total around 650 booklets!
£ 375
28063 Western Europe 1900-1960 MNH (also older stamps
with hinges) engros lot in 2 stockbooks. Lot contains a.o
France with 9x Philatec 1964 souvenir sheet and various
better stamps, German reich with various better sets (mostly
hinged, including Wagner set), nice Austria (a.o. Michel 937940** (3x), 960-963** (3x)) etc. Also some material of
countries outside Europe present.
£ 950

25052 Western Europe: Collector estate to 1993, mainly
mint never hinged (some old stuff used or *), with collections
Netherlands incl. better, Curacao/Antilles, Aruba, Indonesia
incl. better sheetlets (very high cat. value!), Surinam incl.
republic period, Israel, South Africa, South West Africa and
homelands (nice thematics), many part collections West
European countries, also some better first day covers, housed
in 28(!) albums, in 2 superheavy boxes. EL CHEAPO!!.
£ 1500
26941 Western Europe two stock albums with various
MNH stamps and sets of Bundespost, Berlin, Switzerland
(much face value) and Andorra. Much material!
£ 275
26800 World: 1840-1930 Incredibly powerful mint and
mainly used collection, very many countries near completion,
including fantastic Scandinavia with Denmark, Danish West
Indies, Finland, Norway, Iceland incl. first set, 1930 set,
better Netherlands and Colonies, great Portugal with very
much Colonies, France and powerful Colonies, Italy and
territories/colonies, Russia, Bulgaria, North and South
America with many better issues, powerful USA incl. good
classics, Columbus incl. $2, Omaha to $1, 2 volumes of Great
Britain and Colonies incl. good Malayan States, Malta,
Gibraltar, Australian States, Canada incl. better values,
Mexico with good earlies etc. etc. in 8 Schaubek albums.
Highly recommended collection with tons of good stamps,
offered at a fraction of catalogue value!!! Would give a
considerable profit if sold as one country collections!!!!
£ 32500
26016 World A-Z Extensive MNH lot of various countries
in 8 fat dealer books. Much material, from old till new and
many souvenir sheets. Unfortunately older stamps and
souvenir sheets partly tinted.
£ 2600
28123 World Airmail: MNH and mint hinged collection,
mostly in blocks of 4 of airmail stamps of various countries
from the '20s till '40s on album pages in folder. The blocks
consist generally of 2 hinged and 2 MNH stamps. Some
stamps with some rust, but also various better material
present like (Michel no's): Greece 437-446*, Curacao (NVPH
airmail 18-25 in blocks of 4), much French colonies, etc.
£ 950
27276 World album 1870-1950 Reasonably filled, old
Schwaneberger with a.o. nice China, Japan and British
colonies.
£ 425
25456 World Classics: Interesting lot incl. Penny black on
cover, 2 other classic covers, German States incl. better,
Norway local post, Japan, Austria incl. better 30's, British
Commonwealth incl. better, Also some classic forgeries, in
stockbook.
£ 700
26995 World collection 1840-1950 Well filled, mint hinged
and used in ancient fat world album. Messy collection, but
with nice material, including better Japan and China.
£ 2000
28104 World: Collection of ca. 500 MNH items (souvenir
sheets and sets) of alle countries and themes in 8 special
albums, including, definitive sets, face value etc.
£ 750
28121 World: Extensive dealerstock of various countries in
18(!) volumes. Lot contains a.o. better Baltic States, much
face value material, Japan, thematic sets, face value, Portugal,
Italy, British colonies, Russia etc. etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 3250
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28521 World: Fat stockbook with MNH sets and souvenir
sheets of various countries, including face value material,
many thematic sets, imperforated material etc. High cat.
value!
£ 250
25580 World in Stockbook full with slightly better material
incl. China 1982 bird set and bird sheetlet, Europa Cept better
sheetlets of Portugal and Monaco etc. etc.
£ 180

25284 World: Stockbook with mostly MNH and mint
hinged, better material of many countries. Some examples
(Michel no's): Luxembourg 245-249** (19x!), 252-256**
(2x), 259-264** (2x), Sweden 159-173** (2nd UPU set),
Portugal 96-108* (107 missing), Spain 985-986**, good
Belgium and territories, Ras Al Khaima 21-23** in blocks of
4 with inverted overprint (3x), Israel 10-14**, good German
occupations etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 4000

28149 World: Incredible collector estate bought in Spain
with **/*/0 material (very much mint never hinged incl. prewar and pre-1900, with nice part-collections USA incl. better
old, Hungary, thematic shells, Scandinavia incl. better old
material mint never hinged, very old duplicated stockbooks
(with very much mnh, some toned) incl. much better France,
British and French Colonies, Italie incl. better sets,
Netherlands, Germany, China incl. many valuable stamps etc.
etc. in 23 albums/stockbooks, in big box. Very much sorting
pleasure, adventure!!
£ 4600

28537 World: Stockbook with mostly MNH material of
various countries, including many souvenir sheets. £ 110

28159 World: Incredible lot of ancient approval booklets
from 1947, all very well filled, offered intact by us, with very
many expensive issues in well above average condition,
cancels, varieties, incl. much GB and Colonies, French
Colonies, Germany incl. States and territories, Portugal,
Eastern Europe, Scandinavia, Baltic States, Luxemburg incl.
better, Greece, Turky, France etc. etc. Great addition to your
collection or to sell retail!!
£ 4250

28527 World: Stockbook with various MNH sets and
souvenir sheets of many countries, including nice thematic
material.
£ 160

27247 World: Nice lot MNH, mint hinged and used stamps
of various countries on stockcards in box. Contains a.o. nice
Monaco and various countries outside Europe.
£ 750
27908 World outside Europe: Extensive, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 nicely filled, old Schaubek albums.
Mostly material till ca. 1940, amongst which nice Asia and
Latin America.
£ 850
28503 World: Stockbook filled with MNH souvenir sheets
of various countries.
£ 150
28511 World: Stockbook filled with MNH souvenir sheets
of various countries.
£ 175
28513 World: Stockbook filled with MNH souvenir sheets
of various countries including some nice Africa.
£ 175
28515 World: Stockbook filled with MNH souvenir sheets
of various countries.
£ 125
28523 World: Stockbook with MNH material of various
countries, including better sets and souvenir sheets. Cat. value
ca. 1750 euros.
£ 275
28535 World: Stockbook with MNH material of various
countries, including face value Australia, modern Brazil,
Barbados and various other countries.
£ 125
28517 World: Stockbook with MNH sets and souvenir sheet
of various countries. Nice thematic material and high cat.
value!
£ 125
28502 World: Stockbook with MNH sets and souvenir
sheets of various countries, including nice Africa and much
British Commonwealth. Nice thematic material and high cat.
value!
£ 175

28508 World: Stockbook with mostly MNH sets and
souvenir sheet of various countries, amongst which much
British Commonwealth. Nice thematic material and high cat.
value!
£ 150
28538 World: Stockbook with mostly MNH souvenir sheets
(and some loose stamps) of various countries.
£ 110

AUTOGRAPHS
28357 For the specialist:Incredible French collection of over
2500 (TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED), mainly
different autographs of theater celebrities, writers, politician,
nobility and royalty, of the 19th century and early 20th
century on written letters, illustrated hotel cards etc. Partly put
on alphebetical order in albums, others in folders, mainly with
descriptions of the celebrity. Several with retail prices in
euro's, this material has cost a fortune, prices of hundreds of
euro's EACH up to 400 euro and more!! Now offered at less
than 4 euro each!!! Go and find this cheaper anywhere in the
world!!!
£ 10000
OMNIBUS
27587 Coronation omnibus set 1937 With the exception of
1 stamp (Canada) complete, MNH collection in stockbook.
£ 150
POSTAL HISTORY
25928 Album with ca. 225 airmail covers special flights of
a.o. USA, Belgium, Luxembourg, Austria etc.
£ 400
27460 Hotel Post: Nice collection of ca. 60 older covers and
cards, sent from various hotels around the world, including
ancient Egypt, Japan, Netherlands,Italy, Switserland etc. in
album.
£ 275
26400 Special old Schaubek album with square cuts from
postal stationeries from the whole world. Also some complete
cards present, including Deadwood Camp of St. Helena
(1901).
£ 325
25888 World Aerograms: Beautiful, extensive, somewhat
specialised, mostly mint collection aerograms of the whole
world in 8 albums. Collection contains over 1150 different
aerograms, of very many different countries, including better
sheets.
£ 2500
27377 Zeppelin stamps: 1930-1935 Stockpage with mostly
mint hinged Zeppelin stamps of various countries. Contains
a.o. (Michel no's): Argentina 342-345* (2x), 384-386* (2x),
Brazil 366-367*, 366-367, 369-370*, Zeppelinpost Zp 1-3*,
Zp 4-6*, Paraguay 414-418**, 432-436*, 437-441*, Russia
390B*, 391A*, 402-405B*, Hungary 478-479**, etc. Nice
assortment, high cat. value. Very cheap offered!
£ 650
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POSTCARDS
27266 1900-1920 Mouth watering lot of 77 very old
postcards from all over the world, all franked on the front of
the card, including from Portuguese and British Colonies,
Russia, Japan, Scandinavia etc. etc. in album. Seldom offered
and very scarce material!!
£ 375
27968 1905-1920 Lot of ca. 340 picture postcards, of
various, mostly European countries in 2 albums.
£ 500
28006 Collection of ca. 175 old picture postcards of the
Hague 3 ringbinders. Nice lot, unfortunately the cards are
stock with (some) gum to the pages.
£ 250
REVENUES & CINDERELLA
26771 Four albums and stockbooks with various fiscal
material of a.o. the Netherlands (many on complete
documents), Belgium and various other countries. Also many
cinderella's. Nice lot!
£ 395
33077 Locals/Cinderella's 33 different sheetlets of
'countries' like Pabay, Stroma, St. Kilda etc. all 100x used, so
in total 3300!! sheetlets incl. many nice thematics, in small
box. Offered very cheap.
£ 165
27275 Locals/Cinderella's Around 13.000 to 15.000!!!!
sheetlets of 'countries' like Pabay, Stroma, St. Kilda etc.
mainly used, around 30 different issues in quantities, most
sheetlets with good thematics, in 2 big boxes. Offered
extremely cheap.
£ 375
27180 Red Cross: Beautiful lot of Red Cross cinderellas in
album. Lot contains very much material, including 12
booklets and various sheetlets. Contains stamps of a.o.
France, Spain, Czechoslovakia, Italy, Scandinavia etc.
£ 1000
33072 Stockpage with 2 complete sheets (1 red and 1 blue)
of 48 cinderella's with 'tanks of the allies'. In total 16x block
of 8 different stamps. (vertical perforation in the middle partly
loose).
£ 100
THEMATICS
26445 1959-1972 Stockbook with designs and proofs of
bird stamps of Niger.
£ 200
26670 Boxing: 1896-2009 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used thematic collection in 8 luxe Lindner albums.
Collection also includes covers, FDC's, imperforated material,
sheetlets etc.
£ 600
26388 Centenary of stamps: Nice MNH and mint hinged
thematic collection 100 years of stamps of various countries
in blanc album. Contains better material of a.o. Spain
(hinged), Luxembourg (hinged), Netherlands (hinged),
Bundespost (hinged), Vatican souvenir sheet 1 (MNH), etc.
High cat. value!
£ 625
27356 Christmas: Collection of ca. 700 covers, cards and
FDC's in 5 luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 300
28105 Collection 'famous persons and moments of the 20th
century' in 4 binders with various MNH material and many
FDC's.
£ 275
27359 Errors: MNH and cancelled collection of errors on
postage stamps in 3 special Lindner albums with slipcases.
£ 200

27360 Euro stamps: MNH special collection first Euro
stamps of the various Euro countries in 2 special Lindner
albums.
£ 220
27034 Euro: Thematic collection on the introduction of the
euro with much face value material, older stamps, special
covers etc. in 2 special albums.
£ 175
27233 Flora and Fauna: Stockbook and stockpages in folder
with mostly MNH material. Also some other themes present,
like shipping and some various material of several countries.
£ 1200
28721 Flora: Stockbook with MNH sets and souvenir sheets
of various countries.
£ 140
25549 Flowers: Extensive, MNH and canceled lot flowers
of various countries, including imperforated stamps and nice
material of China in 2 fat stockbooks.
£ 750
27310 Madonna: MNH thematic collection including
souvenir sheets in 4 special Lindner albums with slipcases.
£ 420
27361 Olympics 1896-1992 Mostly cancelled, well filled
collection in 2 self made albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): Greece 96-107 (107 signed), 118-122, 144-157,
Netherlands 205-212, etc. Also many covers, cards and FDC's
present.
£ 1000
25177 Olympics 1968 Extensive, mostly MNH collection in
5 luxe Kabe albums. Collection contains much material,
including many imperforated stamps and souvenir sheets.
£ 950
27976 Olympics: MNH collection sets and souvenir sheets
issued for the Olympics 1984 in special album.
£ 175
27368 Pope travels 1979-1993 MNH collection including
souvenir sheets, sheetlets, FDC's etc. in 8 luxe Safe albums
with slipcases.
£ 450
27316 Postage Stamps: MNH (few stamps cancelled)
thematic collection 150 years Postage stamps in 2 special
Lindner albums with slipcases.
£ 250
28516 Religion: Stockbook with MNH sets and souvenir
sheet of various countries with religious themes, mostly
Christmas and Eastern. High cat. value!
£ 175
27495 Royal Families: Mostly cancelled collection of Royal
families from the whole world in 10 ordners, mostly period
1850-1950. Very many stamps!
£ 700
27779 Rubens (Artist): MNH thematic collection Rubens in
3 special Lindner albums. Much material!
£ 175
26751 Scouts: 1937-1996 Gigantic collection of covers,
cards, first day covers, all related to the popular thematic
scouting, over 900 items present(!!!) in this big collection,
seldom offered so extensive for such a low price, from old to
new, from very many countries incl. interesting section of
Asia, many better items bought as single items, housed in 10
albums, in box!!!
£ 1100
27706 Sport: Mainly mint never hinged collection of mainly
sets and sheetlets, (also some used material, not values),
countries A to Z, from old to new, many better issues
including better China, imperf issues etc. etc. in 8 stockbooks.
Offered very cheap!!
£ 800
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28722 Sports: Stockbook with MNH sets and souvenir
sheets of various countries with sports. Lot contains much
material, including some imperforated stamps and face value
material.
£ 240

28241 1892-1998 Very impressive mint and used collection
including many better singles, sets and sheetlets, also imperfs,
back of the book and duplicates, partly specialised, in Minkus
album + 2 stockbooks. Seldom offered!!
£ 1500

26747 Stamp on Stamp: Nice thematic collection stamps on
stamps in album, in which better material like Berlin UPU
1949 MNH, Netherlands ITEP 1952 MNH, Luxembourg
airmail 1952 MNH, Portugal Rowland Hill 1940 MNH,
France Pexip sheets 1937 MNH (few small gumless spots),
Switzerland various better souvenir sheets etc.
£ 375

ALAND
28584 1984-2011 Apparently complete, MNH collection in
luxe Lindner album with slipcase, including souvenir sheets
and many booklets.
£ 225

27188 Stockbook with various thematic MNH material, cat.
value ca. 1600 euros.
£ 180
33050 Trains - Nice lot of 30 different proof sheetlets of the
1987 Grenadines of St. Vincent trainset in different colours,
with and without value inscription, all imperf, from the
printer. Seldom offered!!
£ 200
27370 Various MNH and cancelled thematic collections in
13 (!) albums with slipcases, including souvenir sheets and
various covers, cards and FDC's, amongst which year of the
peace, 40 years Federal republic of Germany, Luther,
Madonna, UPU, music etc.
£ 550
27362 Various MNH thematic collections in 5 albums with
slipcases including souvenir sheets, various covers, cards and
FDC's, amongst which 50 years Germany, worldrecords,
Europa CEPT (a. o. Spanish Andorra 1972 MNH) etc.
£ 225
27358 Various MNH thematic collections in 6 albums with
slipcases including souvenir sheets and various covers,
amongst which costumes, Goethe, erotics, Interpol, van Gogh
etc.
£ 425
28101 WWII: Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection 2nd world war in 9 special albums, in which also
various FDC's.
£ 375
ADEN
28672 Aden Qu'aiti State: 1942-1966 Nice, complete, mint
hinged and cancelled double collection in blanc album, in
which also many duplicates, some FDC's, plateflaws etc.
Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 1-11*, 1-11,
12-13* with Specimen perforation, 12-13** in complete
sheets of 60, 14-15*, 14-15, 20-27*, 29-40*, 41-52*, 41-52
etc.
£ 650
AEGEAN ISLANDS
33083 Stockpage with 5 different, cancelled values of the
WC football 1934 issue of Italy (including the 3 highest
values), overprinted with Isole Italiane Dell Egeo, in strips of
10 with sheet margin. Contains Sassone 75, 79, A34, A36 and
A37. Cat. value 12200 euros, seldomly offered!
£ 1250
33084 Stockpage with the highest value (5+2½ lire) of the
WC football 1934 issue of Italy, overprinted with Isole
Italiane Dell Egeo, in cancelled strip of 10 with sheet margin.
Sassone 79, cat. value 5500 euros, seldomly offered!
£ 750
AFGHANISTAN
26568 1871-1973 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in blanc Schaubek album. Collection contains much
material, amongst which nice classic, souvenir sheets,
imperforated stamps, etc.
£ 900

27713 1984-2011 Complete mint never hinged collection
including sheetlets etc, in album. From 1999 in the official
post office year sets up to 2011.
£ 275
26494 1986-2010 Complete collection year sets in folder.
Original post office price over 330 euros!
£ 210
27747 FDC's Nice collection of sets and sheetlets, also some
duplicates and special issues, from older to very recent, in
box. Very high new issue price!
£ 225
ALBANIA
26969 1913-2003 Messy, but reasonable, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Scott album, in which some
better stamps like (Michel no's): 144-150(*), 757-762A**,
757-762B**, 757-762B, 828-831**, 870-879*, souvenir sheet
2*, 3, 29**, 30**, etc.
£ 600
26756 1914-1973 Nicely filled, mint hinged and mostly
used collection on blanc pages in folder.
£ 300
ALGERIA
28228 1924-1975 Messy, but well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in album. Collection contains a.o. (Yvert
no's): 47a** (imperforated), 51a** (centre shifted in block of
4), 51a** centre shifted), 53a* (5the tree), 58-70**, 83b**
(5th tree), 87-99*, 1 0 0 **, 1 0 0 a* (p erf 11), 100b*
(imperforated withou t gum), 149-152*, 200-204**
imperforated, 254-265** imperforated, 273-274*, 292a**
(cardboard paper in block van 4), 300-301** imperforated,
304-306** imperforated, 316-317** in blocks of 4, 319-322**
in blocks of 4, airmail 1-6** imperforated, 9-12**, extensive
part parcelpost etc. Also nice part after independence present.
£ 850
27294 1962 Nice, specialised, MNH collection of EA
overprints on album pages in folder.
£ 250
ANTIGUA
27186 1863-1980 Mint hinged and used collection in
stockbook. Cat. value ca. 1800 euros.
£ 200
ARGENTINA
27750 1858-1963 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Schaubek album, including several souvenir
sheets, service stamps etc.
£ 425
28592 1858-1987 Stockbook with a MNH, mint hinged and
used collection, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 1, 2, 5, 6, 27, 29,
329**, 330**, 331**, 607-610**, 908** in kleinbogen, 909933**1465-1478** in sheet, 1666-1677** in sheet, nice part
service stamps etc.
£ 275
26919 1858-2002 Mint hinged and used collection in large
blanc album. Part of the mint stamps are unfortunately partly
stuck to the paper.
£ 400
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28157 1890-1960 Very impressive collection, in wonderful
fresh condition, over 300(!!) covers, all with descriptions,
mainly airmail covers sent abroad including destinations,
Condor, nice frankings, Registered covers, postage dues etc.
etc. in 2 albums. Great collection of this seldom offered
material for such a low price!!
£ 1250

27140 1977-2003 Mainly mint never hinged collector estate
with mnh issues, mainly 2x present, also yearbooks 19891999 + 2002, further some Antarctic, Christmas, Nauru, first
day covers etc. in stockbook, box and loose, in box. Catalogue
value according to collector Seven Seas AUD$ 8500 Offered
very cheap!!
£ 750

27069 1940-1970 Massive mainly mint never hinged
accumulation, most issues in sheets or half sheets, including
better issues and thematics, also some sheetlets and first day
covers, in box. Massive catalogue value!!!
£ 250

26660 And New Zealand: 1930-1980 Messy, but reasonably
filled, mostly MNH collection including territories in blanc
album.
£ 200

ARMENIA
26239 1919-2009 Well filled, mostly MNH collection on
Scott pages in springback binder. Collection contains various
extra's like imperforated material, souvenir sheets, kleinbogen
etc.
£ 1475
AUSTRALIA
24934 1912-1950 Well filled, mostly used lot on album
pages in folder, including nice part kangaroos with some nice
cancels, George V, 5 shilling Harbour Bridge, nice service,
postage dues etc.
£ 900
27618 1912-1966 Mostly MNH and mint hinged lot on
stockpages in folder. Lot contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's):
42 (5 shllling yellow/grey, watermark crown above A), 75 (1
pound grey, watermark crown above A), 136 (kangaroo 10
shilling watermark CofA), 137 (kangaroo 1 pound watermark
CofA), souvenir sheet 1** (2x, Kookaburra sheetlet), service
51, etc.
£ 2900
25078 1912-1970 Mainly used/mnh collection, reasonably
complete incl. Kangaroos to 5sh used, 10sh and 1 pound mint
with Specimen overprints, 30/s to 60's nearly complete,
Navigators to 2 pound mint never hinged + extra 10sh and 1
pound on fdc(?), decimal Navigators to $4 mnh, AAT first set
to $1 mint never hinged + on fdc etc. etc. in expensive Safe
album
£ 450
25297 1912-1998 Nicely filled, used collection in blanc
album. Collection contains nice classic part, somewhat
specialised and with a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 44 (1 pound
kangaroo brown/blue), 75 (1 pound kangaroo grey), service
22, 10, 133, 136, good part postage dues etc.
£ 2500
28633 1913-1983 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 2 Davo luxe albums. Collection contains nice
part kangaroos and George V and also a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 147-149*, 150-152*, 156-158*, 161-163*, 193-195**,
196-199**, etc.
£ 1000
28201 1913-1994 Nice used collection, very well filled,
including Kangaroos to 5sh, George V heads to 1/4, from
1931 nearly complete incl. several sheetlets, in well filled
Schaubek album, bargain!
£ 300
24654 1913-2009 MNH, mint hinged but mostly used
collection in 2 stockbooks. Nicely filled collection, including
many duplicates and some face value material.
£ 225
26157 1914-1985 Nicely filled, used collection in Stanley
Gibbons album.
£ 225
27343 1914-1988 Almost complete, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Seven Seas album, in which various better
stamps.
£ 725

25420 And States: 1854-2013 Messy, but reasonably filled,
mostly used collection in fat self made album. Much material,
including nice classic part.
£ 1200
26534 And States: 1855-2004 Well filled, used collection
in 2 blanc albums. Collection contains good part Australian
States and also nice part kangaroos and George V, postage
dues Australia, some Australian territories etc.
£ 1300
AUSTRALIAN ANT. TERR.
27651 1957-1999 In the main numbers complete, MNH
(few stamps hinged) collection on Leuchtturm album pages in
folder.
£ 175
24948 1957-2004 Almost complete, double (MNH and
canceled) collection in album.
£ 385
AUSTRALIAN STATES
27781 Nice, mint hinged and used sorting lot Australian
States in 2 stockbooks, in which many stamps, including
better material, service and postage dues, various fiscal
stamps etc.
£ 700
AUSTRIA
28313 1850-1910 Exciting specialised lot in mainly very
good condition, many nice cancels, mint stamps, varieties etc.
etc. Including 1850: 1kr, 2kr (3), 9kr mint with gum, signed
Diena, 3x blue Mercury, 1858 and 1860 newspaper stamps
multiple incl. mint, 1867 to 50kr specialised, very nice
cancellation material, Levant incl. better etc. etc. on album
pages, in folder. Ex. collection Wiesenthal!!!
£ 1500
28603 1850-1937 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase. Collection
contains good classic part and further a.o. (Michel no's): 156,
415-424*, 433-441*442-446*, 474*, 483*, 485*, 486, 487*,
494-497*, 508*, 512-517*, 524-529*, 530-543*, 584, 586,
587, 591-595*, 613-616*, 617-622*, 623-626*, 632-637*,
postage dues 1-9, 118-131*, 159-174**, Fieldpost general 121 o/*, 22-48*, Serbia 22-42* etc.
£ 800
24789 1850-1947 Extremely well filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in Scott album. Collection contains extensive and
nice classic part and very much better material like (Michel
no's): 161-177* (175 canceled), 418-424*, 433-441*, 442446*, 468-487*, 494-497*, 498-511*, 512-517*, 524-529*,
530-543*, 544*, 545-550*, 551-554*, 555A*, 556A* (Wipa
stamps, both papers), 557-562*, 563-566*, 567-587*, 588*
(Dolfuss), 591-596*, 598-612*, 613-616*, 617-622*, 623626*, souvenir sheet 1* (Wipa sheet, stamps MNH), 693696I* (Hitler overprints), 693-696II* (Hitler overprints),
postage due 118-131*, 132-158*, Kuk Fieldpost 1-21* (19
and 20 canceled), 53-72U* (imperforated), VIII*, X*, XII*,
etc. Also nice Lombardia, Austrian Levant, BosniaHerzegowina, etc. Very nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 5200
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25103 1850-1955 Strong lot with many better sets and
singles, 1850 issue very extensive with shades and
cancellations, 1910 Jubliee set to 5sch and 10sch(2x) (high
values mint never hinged), 1935 Airmail set to 10sch mnh,
1936 FIS set, 1936 Dolfuss 10sch mint (creased), 2x Bird
airmail set mnh etc. etc. in stockbook. Massive catalogue
value!!!
£ 1500
25960 1850-1969 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
Collection contains nice classic part and better material like
(Michel no's): 156, 418-424**, 433-441*, 442-446**, 466**,
508*, 510**, 511**, 563-566**, 586**, 587**, 591-596*,
598-612*, 613-616**, Va-d* (Hitler overprints), 693*, 694*,
695, 772-775B** (Renner imperforated), 929-932**, 937940**, 952-954*, 960-963**, etc.
£ 1650
27396 1850-1976 Almost complete, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in Scott album. Collection contains nice
classic part and a.o. (Michel no's): 139-156*, 175*, 418-424*,
433-441*, 442-446*, 447-467*, 468-487*, 494-497*, 498511*, 512-517*, 518-523* (Rotary), 524-529*, 530-543*,
545-550**, 551-554*, 557-562*, 584*, 588* (Dolfuss), 591596*, 617-622*, 623-626*, 929-932*, 937-940*, 952-954*,
960-963*, etc. Also nice part Austrian territories present.
High cat. value!
£ 2450
25688 1850-1991 Nicely filled, mostly used collection in 2
Davo albums, including some Levant, Bosnia, Lombardia etc.
£ 425
28164 1850-2004 Nicely filled, mostly used collection in 3
stockbooks. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 156, 494497, 512-517, 518-523 (Rotary), 524-529, 544, 563-566, 591596, 616, 617-622, 623-626, 632-637, 878-884, 929-932,
937-940, 952-954, 960-963, etc. High cat. value!
£ 750

25860 1919-1970 Album with better. mostly MNH sets like
(Michel no's): 255b** (certificate), 613-616**, 617-622*,
650-657** (2x), 650-657, Va-Vd** (Hitler bars signed), 693696** (Hitler certificate), 772-775B** (Renner imperforated),
929-932** (3x), 852** (4x), 853** (4x), 937-940** (3x), 937940, 947** (5x), 949** (4x), 952-954** (3x), 952-954,
959U** (imperforated), 960-963** (5x), 960-963 (2x), 984987**, 985**, 986**, 996** (6x), 997** (5x), 1007** (6x),
1012-1016** (9x), nice covers etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1800
27521 1939-1953 Collection of over 120 covers to and from
Austria, many with censor tape and neatly documented in 3
albums.
£ 850
24835 1945-1967 Stockbook with better material, including
(Michel no's): Va-Vd**, 674-692* (4x), 693-696 II* (2x),
(Hitler overprints), VI* (SS lightning, 1946), 929-932**, 929932*, 952-954* (2x), 960-963* (3x), 960-963, 984-987**,
984-987* (27x!!), 1012-1016**, some imperforated stamps
and (black) prints and also some plateflaws. Very high cat.
value!
£ 1850
28602 1945-1989 very well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 838-853*, 878-884**, 893-926* (912 and 924
missing), 929-932*, 937-940**, 952-954**, 960-963**, 10121016**, etc. Also some United Nations Vienna present.
£ 400
27839 1945-1989 Well filled, MNH collection in Davo luxe
album with slipcase.
£ 300
27270 1970-2014 Very well filled, MNH collection in 3
Edifil albums. Collection contains very much material,
including much face value.
£ 750

26233 1850-2009 Almost complete, mostly mint hinged,
partly double collection in fat Scott album. Nice quality and
with much better material like (Michel no's): 67-68*, 76*,
82*, 418-424*, 433-441*, 447-467*, 468-487*, 499-511*,
512-517*, 518-523* (Rotary), 524-529*, 530-543*, 545-550*,
551-554*, 555A* (Wipa normal paper), 557-562*, 567-587*,
591-596*, 617-622*, 623-626*, 693-696 I*, 693-696 II*
(Hitler overprints), 929-932*, 952-954*, 984-987*, etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 3250

28709 1980-2003 Almost complete, MNH collection and
United Nations Vienna 1979-2003 in 2 Davo luxe albums,
including souvenir sheets and face value material.
£ 250

27693 1867-1880 Fantastic unpicked hoard of 5000+
newspaper stamps imperf and perf, in pairs, blocks, part
sheets, shades, varieties and cancellations, wonderful virgin
lot! The collector first accumulated these stamps to build an
exhibition collection, but never had time to start on it, now
this is your opportunity to make this chaos in something
beautiful. Very much potential with so much material for such
a low price!!!
£ 1100

27328 And Territories 1850-1923 Mint hinged and used
collection on old album pages in folder, in which better
stamps like (Michel no's): Austria 1-5, 10-15, 41 (2x), 418424*, 433-441*, Austrian Levant 1-7, 30-31*, etc. Also some
Liechtenstein present.
£ 550

27439 1914-1918 Collection of ca. 130 covers and cards of
the Austrian Fieldpost K.u.k. in album with various
destinations.
£ 450
27438 1914-1918 Nice lot sensored covers and cards (ca.
75) in blanc album with accurate descriptions of the
destinations and various cancels.
£ 750

28720 2002-2011 Wonderful mint never hinged lot new
issues, sets, singles, sheetlets, blocks, including many good
thematics, day of the stamp sheetlets, sheetlets of 10,
Svarovsky, stamps made of silk etc. etc. in stockbook, Face
value alone already over 750 euro, offered well below face
value!!
£ 600

27017 And Territories: 1850-1985 Extensive, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 2 albums. Collection contains
unusual material, including private issues and many better
stamps like (Michel no's): Oostenrijk 1-5 including nice
cancels, 156, 161-177, 418-424, 433-441*, 494-497, 812817*, 518-523 (Rotary), 524-529*, 545-550*, 551-554, 557562*, 591-596*, 617-622*, 623-626, 693-696* (signed), 893896**/*, 929-932**, 952-954**, 984-987*, AustrianHungarian Fieldpost 1-21, issues for Italy I-XIV*, Serbia 121*, 22-42 on 2 overs etc. Also nice Lombardo-Venice,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Austrian Levant etc.
£ 2600
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26304 And Territories: 1850-1994 Well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 2 albums. Collection contains
nice classic part and also a.o. (Michel no's): 156, 418-424**,
433-441*/o, 442-446*, 494-497*, 524-529*, 545-550*, 555A
(Wipa, normal paper), 591-596*, 632-637*, 649-657**, 878884**, etc. Also nice Bosnia and Austrian-Hungarian
fieldpost present.
£ 950
27384 And Territories 1850-1996 Very well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 4 luxe Leuchtturm albums
with slipcases. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-5, 41,
101-104*, 156, 433-441, 512-517, 524-529*, 545-550*, 557562, 591-596, 598-612**, 617-622, 623-626*, 632-637**,
772-775**, 838-853**, 929-932**, 933**, 937-940**, 947**,
949**, 952-954, 960-963, 969**, 972**, 984-987, 988**,
Austrian post on Crete 9, 17-22, Austrian Levant 5 I, 6 I*,
Austrian Fieldpost, issues for Italy I-XIV* (not issued), etc.
Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1650
25215 And Territories: 1910-1976 Nicely filled, MNH and
mint hinged collection in Spanish album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 468-487*, 494-497*, 512-517*, 524-529*,
544*, 545-550*, 551-554*, 557-562*, 563-566*, 591-596*,
613-616*, 617-622*, 623-626*, 878-884**, 929-932*, 937940*, 952-954*, 960-963*, 984-987*, etc. Also some
Austrian territories like Bosnia present. Nice collection, high
cat. value!
£ 750
27524 Beautiful collection of rail road post and station
cancels of Austria in 17 (!) albums. Collection contains over
200 covers, stationeries etc. and is very extensively
ducumented.
£ 3200
27564 Folder with 25 pre philately covers of Austria,
amongst which Levant, various border and transit cancels and
many foreign destinations.
£ 350
27094 Small lot of 37 stamps of the Austrian-Turkish ships
service. Contains 21 labels of the Morton and co service and
16 stamps of DDSG. Very scarce material, very nice addition
on your collection!
£ 650
27717 Stockbook with various material of Austria,
including many MNH and signed stamps. Contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 36-41*, 154-156** (2x, of which 1x with
certificate), 175*, 176*, 177* (signed), 518-523** (Rotary,
signed), 563-566**, 598-612**, 613-616**, 632-637**, VaVd** (Hitler overprints, 2x, of which 1x signed), 693696**(Hitler overprints, 2x, of which 1x signed), 772-775B
(Renner stamps imperforated), 960-963**, 985*, 986*, etc.
High cat. value!
£ 1375
28506 Stockbook with various MNH and cancelled
material, amongst which some nice modern souvenir sheets.
£ 125
25970 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 418-424*, 433-441*, 442-446*, 447-467*, 494-497*,
512-517*, 518-523* (Rotary), 524-529*, 545-550*. 551-554*,
563-566*, 591-596*, 598-612**, 613-616*, 617-622*, 623626*, 929-932*, 937-940*, 952-954*, etc.
£ 1000
AUSTRIA - TERRITORIES
25432 Lombardy-Venetia: 1850-1864 Nice, used lot in
stockbook. Nice lot for cancels, high cat. value!
£ 495
AZERBAIJAN
26236 1919-2009 Very well filled, mostly MNH collection
in Scott album. Seldomly offered!
£ 1600

BAHAMAS
25774 1859-1968 Incredible mint and used double collected
super collection with most key stamps both mint and used
present, partly specialised starting with 1859 imperf 1d mint
(thick paper), 1d used (thin paper with cert.), 1860/87
extensive with many rare stamps, several signed, all values
multiple, also includes a fascinitang 6d with watermark CC
unused, variety: IMPERF!!!, 1883: fourpence overprint both
used and unused, 1884/90 set to pound both mint and used,
Edward VII to pound mint with margin with platenumber,
George V with pound mint and used, extensive War Tax
overprints incl. 1d George mint inverted overprint, 1d
waterfall double overprint one inverted (SG 93a, cat. 850
pound), 3d waterfall mint with inverted overprint (SG 94b,
cat. 1100 pound!!), 1924/34 George V to pound mint, George
VI to pound multiple, incl. 1948 RSW on cover, Elizabeth
with the sets to the pound and dollar values etc. etc. in album.
Some stamps a little toned, but nevertheless a great collection
with a large number of very rare stamps!!!
£ 7200
27981 1859-1983 Used collection in Kabe album, in which
a.o. nice classic material.
£ 300
27185 1860-1962 Small, mint hinged and used collection in
stockbook. Cat. value ca. 3000 euros.
£ 300
26824 1860-1980 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
on album pages and stockpages in binder. Collection contains
a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 2*, 6, 54, 56**, 57, 59*, 60**,
61**, 66, 67, 69*, 74*, 79*, 80, 88*, 89*, 95*, 104*, 124,
130*, 157*, 178-193, 195*, etc.
£ 600
25428 1860-1996 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in blanc album. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 57, 60*, 67*, 80*, 80, 129*, and further very
much MNH material.
£ 900
24872 1937-1939 Small, mint hinged and used, somewhat
(mostly on colors) specialised collection on album pages in
folder. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 156a,
157*, 157, 157a*, 157a (2x), 157b*, 162-175*, 178-193*, etc.
High cat. value!
£ 675
24862 1953-1986 Reasonably well filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in luxe Kabe album.
£ 250
BARBADOS
27187 1852-1966 Small, mint hinged and used collection in
stockbook. Cat. value ca. 2100 euros.
£ 210
26137 1952-1900 Classic cancel collection on stamps of
Barbados, including better cancels. Collection contains ca.
125 stamps.
£ 300
BARBUDA
33071 Small box with 1000 (!) imperforated MNH souvenir
sheets of Barbuda, World Championship football 1974. Ideal
lot for reseller or ebay.
£ 500
BELARUS
26237 1992-2009 Well filled, mostly MNH collection in fat
S c o t t a l b u m , i n clu d i n g n i ce s ou ven i r s h e e t s a n d
stampbooklets.
£ 1650
28094 1992-2012 Well filled, MNH collection in 2
stockbooks.
£ 225
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BELGIAN CONGO
27701 1886-1909 Small, mint hinged and used collection
on stockpage. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): independent 3*,
5(*), , 9, 13, Belgian Congo 1-10 I/II (1 and 8 missing), 1-10
III, parcelpost 4*, etc.
£ 450
24796 1886-1953 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on Scott album pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. (OBP no's): 5, 9*, 11 (2x), 12*, 12, 13, CP4-5*, 14-29,
extensive part overprints, 72-80* (no. 79 canceled), 150-158*,
185-191*, 209-213*, souvenir sheet 2*, etc. Nice collection,
high cat. value!
£ 1650
27650 1886-1963 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on stockpages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): independent Congo 3*, 9, 12, 13*, II*, III*,
24*, 24, 25, Belgian Congo 8II* (certificate, thin spot), 9II*
(certificate), 24*, 33-41* (Red Cross), 66-77*, 110-118*,
Ruanda Urundi 34-42**, 65-68**, 75I** pair with inverted
overprint etc.
£ 875
28328 1886-1971 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in blanc Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
(OBP no's): 1*, 2*, 3, 4* (crease), 9**, 14-29, 37, 38*, 47*,
49*, 54-63*/o, 72-80* (red cross), 135-149*, 150-158**, 159161A**, 209-213**, postage dues 6C, 7-16 (without 14), 1726 (without 24), 27-30, 38, 39, 40, souvenir sheet 2**, 2, etc.
£ 1100
27469 Belgian territories 1886-1962 Well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Davo luxe album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Belgian Congo 3, 13,
II*, III*, 33-41*, 63 I-II*110-118*, 165-169*, 300-316**,
322-329**, souvenir sheet 2**, Ruanda-Urundi 9*, 10*, 12*,
18*, 20*, 23, 25-33*, Ruanda Urundi 34-42*, 65-68*, etc.
£ 1000
27485 Belgian territories 1886-1963 Reasonably filled,
mostly mint hinged collection in blanc album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): Belgian Congo 3A*, 63 I-II*, 110118*, 121-129*, 146*, 157-163*, souvenir sheet 2*, 322329*, Ruanda-Urundi 25-33*, 34-42*, 152-155*, etc.
£ 425
27434 Belgian territories 1886-1975 Well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in old album. Collection
contains Belgian Congo, Republic Congo, Ruanda-Urundi,
Katanga etc. Much material, including better stamps like
(Michel no's): Belgian Congo 3, 179-184**, 185-189*, 322329**, Congo 11-28**, 151-154 II**, souvenir sheet 8-11**,
Ruanda Urundi 65-68**, etc.
£ 525
28206 Congo/Zaire 1960-1977 Almost complete, MNH
collection including souvenir sheets in blanc album.
£ 150
BELGIUM
24577 1849-1927 Mostly used collection on old album
pages in folder.
£ 350
25433 1849-1950 Stockbook with various mint hinged and
used material, including very many classic stamps. £ 1200

25963 1849-1952 Almost complete, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in Davo album with slipcase. Collection
contains very much better material like (Michel no's): 42-47*
(parly regummed), 53-59*, 67-70*, 71-77*, 81-88 II*, 81-88
III**, 121-128*, 129-142**, 145-158*, 186* in kleinbogen
(Yvert S/S 1), 235-243*, 287**, 291-297*, 314*, 315-321*,
333-341* (Mercier), 342-343*, 347-353*, 354-365**, 366372*, 386-392*, 828-829**, 835-840**, 909-913**, 929940*, 941-946**, 947-948*, souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, 3*, 4*, 5*,
20**, 21**, 22**, 23**, 24*, 25**, etc.
£ 4200
25357 1849-1959 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains nice
classic material, nice back of the book and further much
material, but unfortunately in somewhat mixed condition.
£ 500
27429 1849-1961 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in old Schaubek album. Collection contains nice
classic part and also (Michel no's): 127 (5 Franken), 186 in
kleinbogen, 191-203*, 235-243*, 244-249*, 287, 291-297*,
313*, 315-321*, 342-343*, 347-353, 366-372*, 386-392*,
828-829*, 845*, 854-862*, 867-871*, 902-903*, 909-913*,
929-940*, 941-946*, 947-948*, 967-972*, 989-991*, 992994**, 995-1000*, etc.
£ 900
27536 1849-1963 Messy, but reasonably filled, mint hinged
and used collection in old Marini album. Collection contains
nice classic material and some better stamps like (Michel
no's): 129-140* (red crosss till 2 frank), 155*, 191-203*, 235243*, 275*, 1000*, postage dues 1-2*, telegraph 2, etc.
£ 400
25964 1849-1966 Very well filled, partly double, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 2 Davo albums. Collection
contains nice and extensive classic part (incl. Michel 34, 5
Frank) and also very much better material like (Michel no's):
71-77*, 81-88 II*, 127 (5 Franken), 129-142*/o (red cross),
156, 157*, 158*, 186** in kleinbogen, 235-243*, 287**,
297*, 314*, 315-321*, 333-341 (Mercier), 342-343*, 342343, 347-353*, 359-365 (large Orval), 386-392, 405*, 432**,
433, 828-829*, 835-840*, 909-913, 929-940, 941-946**, 947948*, 995-1000*, souvenir sheet 1**, 2, 3*, 4* (misses
corner), 5*, 20*, 21**, 22**, 24**, 25**, etc. Also much nice
cancel material present.
£ 3600
26910 1849-1969 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
on blanc album pages in binder. Also some Europa CEPT and
Vatican present.
£ 400
28334 1849-1971 Decent mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, missing only a few stamps, incl. strong classic part,
1869: 5fr mint, 1910 and 1911 oveprints, 1919/1920 steel
helmet 5fr and 10fr, most of the expensive issues of the
20/30/50's present incl. Mercier set mint etc. in very well
filled Davo album.
£ 1200
26908 1849-1974 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in old Prinet album.
£ 575
25356 1849-1975 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 old Davo albums.
£ 400
26155 1849-1976 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 Davo cristal albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 127 (5 Franken), 155*, 235-243*287*, 315321*, 342-343*, 386-392*, 828-829*, 835-837**, 902-903**,
906-908**, 909-913**, 929-940**941-946*, 947-948*, 967972*, 995-1000**, souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, 5**, 20*, 25**, etc.
£ 1200
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26753 1849-1979 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged but
mostly used collection in Davo album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 81-88 II, 127 (5 Franken), 129-142 (red
cross overprints), 145-158 (steel helmet), 235-243 I (Orval
with crown overprint), 287*, 333-341 (Mercier), 354-365
(large Orval), 386-392, 835-840 (on macimumcards), 947-48,
souvenir sheet 24, 25*, etc. Also nice Back of the Book
present (airmail, railroad stamps, newspaper stamps etc.).
£ 2000
25360 1849-1984 Well filled, used collection in Davo
album. Collection contains nice classic part (some mixed
condition) and a.o. (Michel no's): 235-243, 287, 314, 315321, 386-392, 432, 909-913, etc.
£ 575
27010 1849-1988 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used, specialised collection in 5 Davo albums. Collection is
specialised on perfs, paper, cancels, colours, varieties,
plateflaws etc. Also includes better stamps like (Michel no's):
1-2, medallions specialised, 15 imperforated with specimen,
69 on cigarette paper, 81-87 II, 124** in kleinbogen of 25,
127* (5 Franken), 127, 157, 158*, 165** in kleinbogen of 25,
235-243*, 287(*), 291-297*, 314**, 315-321**, 366-372*,
386-392*, 909-913**, 929-940**, 941-46**, 947-948**, 9951000**, souvenir sheet 2*, 3**, 4**, 5**, 20**, 21*, 22*, 24,
25**, newspaper stamps 1-19*, 20-41*, etc. Nice collection,
very high cat. value!
£ 3750
26923 1849-1995 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 6 Davo luxe albums. Collection contains
good classic used part and further a.o. (Michel no's): 81-88 II,
127* (5 Franken), 145-158* (steel helmet), 186* in
kleinbogen (Yvert souvenir sheet 1), 235-243*, 244-249*,
262-265*, 270-275*, 291-297*, 305-313*, 315-321*, 333341* (Mercier), 342-343*, 347-353*, 354-365* (Orval), 366372*, 386-392*, 909-913*, 929-940*, 941-946*, 947-948*,
967-972*, 976-978*, 995-1000*, souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, 3*
(rust), 4*, 5*, 20*, 21*, 22*, 23*, 24*, 25*, newspaper stamps
1-19**, railroad stamps 321-324*, 325-343**, 357-378**, etc.
Also nice part combinations and stampbooklets present. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 3700
27687 1849-1995 Very extensive nearly complete
mint/used/mnh collection, very powerful earlies incl. nr. 1/2,
imperf to 40c, perf 1c to 40c, 1885 set, 1869/78 to 5 franc,
1915 incl. 5 franken, 1919/1920 steelhelmet set to 10fr, 1929
L-overprints, 1932 Mercier, 1934 Madonna set (toning), all
good sheetlets, airmails, colis postaux, collected in 3
expensive Lighthouse albums. Magnificent collection with a
huge catalogue value!!
£ 3250
25189 1849-1998 Extensive, in the main numbers
complete, partly double collection in 4 Kabe albums.
Collection contains very much better material like (Michel
no's): 34 (5 Frank, signed), 127 (5 Franken, signed), 129-142
(Red Cross 1918, signed), 145-158, 235-243*, 235-243 I
(monogram, signed), 235-243 II* (violet Antwerpen cancel),
287*, 315-321*, 315-321, 333-341* (Mercier), 333-341, 342343*, 342-343, 347-353*, 347-353, 354-365*, 366-372*, 366372, 386-392*, 386-392, souvenir sheet 1, 2*, 3*, 4**, 21**,
22**, 24**, etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 4950
25150 1849-2000 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 stockbooks and a luxe Leuchtturm album. Nice
lot, including duplicates, better sets from the '50s etc.
£ 800
27525 1849-2001 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 5 small blanc albums and 2 stockbooks.
Much material, including over 550 euros face value material.
£ 900

27489 1849-2001 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 5 Davo albums, in which a nice classic part
and a.o. (Michel no's): 127 (5 Franken), 145-158, 186 in
kleinbogen, 234** in kleinbogen, 235-243**, 287**, 291-297,
314*, 333-341** (Mercier), 342-343*, 347-353*, 354-365**
(Orval), 366-372, 386-392*, 402-404** in kleinbogen, 405,
477** in kleinbogen, 828-829**, 835-840, 947-948*, 976978**, 992-994**, 995-1000**, souvenir sheet 2**, 3**, 4**,
5, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24**, 25, etc. Also nice part precancels,
stamp booklets etc.
£ 4250
25404 1849-2003 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 Davo albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 145-158* (steel helmet), 235-243*, 244-249*,
287*, 291-297*, 315-321*, 366-372*, 386-392*, 906-908**,
909-913**, 929-940*, 941-946* (943 canceled), 947-948**,
967-972*, 989-991**, 992-994*, 995-1000* (creases), etc.
Further face value over 900 euros present.
£ 1700
28114 1849-2004 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 4 albums with slipcases.
£ 375
26922 1849-2006 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 6 Davo albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 81-88 II*, 127 (5 Franken), 145-158* (steel
helmet), 235-243*, 287**, 291-297*, 314**, 315-321*, 333341* (Mercier), 342-343*, 347-353*, 354-365* (Orval), 366372*, 386-392*, 405**, 432**, 433**, 909-913**, 941-946**,
967-972**, 976-978**, 989-991**, 992-994**, 995-1000**,
souvenir sheet 20**, 21**, 22**, etc. Nice collection, high cat.
value!
£ 2400
26394 1849-2014 Very well filled, used collection in 7
blanc Victoria albums. Collection contains nice classic part
including a few covers and much better material like (Michel
no's): 34 (5 Frank), 127 (5 Franken), 129-142 (red cross),
145-158 (Albert with steel helmet), 235-243I (Orval with
overprint), 287, 291-297, 354-365, 835-837, 838-840, 909913, 929-940, 941-946, 992-994, 995-1000, souvenir sheet
1*, 2, 3, 5*, 5, 23, 24, etc. Very much material, very high cat.
value!
£ 4000
27714 1851-1960 Extensive, mostly MNH and mint hinged
lot in stockbook, in which many better stamps like (Michel
no's): 43*, 46*, 186* in kleinbogen, 266-269**, 305-313**,
372**, souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, 4**, 5**, railroad stamps 297*,
299**, 321-324**, newspaper stamps 1-19* (2x, 1 set without
no. 8), telephone stamps in MNH gutterpairs (not in Michel),
etc. High cat. value!
£ 975
26911 1858-1960 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo album, in which various better stamps.
£ 700
27684 1858-1996 Wonderful fresh mint/mint never hinged
collection, virtually complete incl. very much scarce material,
starting with 1858: 1c geen imperf, 1863: 1c, 20c, 40c(2),
1865/66: 10c, 20c(3 different shades), 40c, 1883 set, 1884/91
incl. the scarce 1franc stamp, 1893/1900 to 2fr(2), 1905 set to
2fr, 1911 overprints, 1912 to 5fr, 1915 to 10fr including 5
franken(!), 1918 scarce Red Cross set to 10 franc, 1919/20
Steelhelmet set to 10fr, 1929: L-overprints, Mercier, Madonna
and all the other good sets, in 2 Italian albums. Great
collection with so many good and expensive stamps and sets,
with an enormeous catalogue value!!
£ 4250
28554 1869-1960 Mint hinged and used collection in old
Schaubek album, in which various better stamps like (Michel
no's): 139*, 191-203*, 235-243*, 275*, 297*, 315-321*, 366372*, 909-913*, 976-978*, 989-991*, 995-1000, 1028-1034*,
souvenir sheet 5*, 24* (!), 25*, etc. Few stamps are (lightly)
stuck to the paper.
£ 300
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27580 1869-2003 Two small stockbooks with mostly
cancelled material, including 2 Frank steel helmet, 5 Franken,
Infantery stamps etc. High cat. value!
£ 400

28071 1927-1929 MNH stamps, including Orval and high
values Montenez (very lightly toned) on stockpage. Cat.
value OBP over 1250 euros.
£ 175

27138 1870-1996 Wonderful collection of around 650 used
postal stationery cards and envelopes, all different, incl.
W.W.I occupation, change of address, altered rates,
advertising etc. etc. Many scarce items present and never
offered so extensive!!!
£ 600

26069 1929-2001 Beautiful, partly double collection in 7
blanc Biella albums. Collection contains much better material
like (OBP no's): 293-298*, 301**, 301, 308-314*, 325**, 325,
326-332*, 346-350* (Mercier, highest 5 values), 342-350
(Mercier), 374A-374K (Mercier with overprint!), 351-352**,
351-352, 356-362*, 356-362, 363-374 (large Orval), 377383*, 377-383, 394-400*, 394-400, 792-794, 795-797, 863867*, 880-891** (UPU), 880-891, 892-897*, 898-899*, 898899, 946-951*, 946-951, souvenir sheet 3*, 4, 5, 6*, 6, 26*,
26, 27*, 28*, 30, 31, tete beches 3-12*, PUB's (stamps with
advertisements) 5-58* (!!), 67-72*, 99-106**, etc. Further
many covers present, including better ones. Very nice
collection, very high cat. value!
£ 5400

27137 1870-2002 Wonderful collection of around 280
postal stationery cards and envelopes, all different, incl. some
Congo and W.W.I occupation, many scarce items present!
£ 400
28333 1870-2003 Extremely well filled and reasonably
complete **/*/0 collections of se-tenants, railway very
extensive, colis postaux, postage due, service, pre-cancels,
nice part private issues, housed in 2 albums. Very pretty
collection with so many good stamps and sets present!!
£ 1250
28646 1879-1982 Well filled, mostly used collection
Belgium back of the book in 2 Davo albums, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): railroadstamps 1-6, 7-14, combinations W1,
W2, W10, W35, W53, nice airmail, newspaper stamps etc.
£ 550
27474 1893-1972 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in blanc album. Collection contains better material
like (Michel no's): 191-203, 217*, 29-297*, 305-313*,
souvenir sheet 5* and better definitive sets, including
Boudewijn with glasses.
£ 1000
28625 1893-2004 Very well filled, somewhat specialised,
cancelled collection including souvenir sheets in 5 blanc
albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 127 (3x
Franken), 145-158, 186 in kleinbogen, 235-243 II (Orval with
violet cancels), 235-243 III (Orval with zigzag perforations),
314, 342-343, 347-353, 366-372, 386-392, 929-940, 941-946,
947-948, 995-1000, souvenir sheet 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 20, 21, 22,
24, 25 etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 2300
26903 1894-1967 Well filled, mainly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 3 blanc albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 191-203**, 235-243**, 291-297**, 315-321*,
347-353*, 386-392*, 909-913**, 929-940**, 941-946**, 947948**, 976-978**, 992-994*, 995-1000**, souvenir sheet 1*,
2**, 21*, 22*, 23*, 24**, etc.
£ 1500
27385 1905-2002 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in 5 Schaubek albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 89-99*, 141*, 156*, 157*, 158*, 191-203*,
216*, 217* (2x), 235-243**, 244-249*, 262*, 263*, 313**,
506-513**, 828*, 829**, 867-871*, 902-903** triptych, 906908**, 941-946*, 947-948*, 961-966*, 967-972*, 989-991*,
992-994*, 995-1000*, souvenir sheet 1*, 4*, 5*, 6*, 23*, 25,
railroad stamps 126*, 136-155* (147 missing), 157-170*,
171-190*, 225-248**, 293**, 294**, 325-343**, 345**,
356**, 357-378**, 383-384**, newspaper stamps 15*, 38*,
39*, 41*, etc.
£ 1250

27585 1933-1982 Beautiful lot of over 200 airmail covers
of Belgium, mostly 1st flights of Sabena, and also some
material of Belgian Congo and German Reich. Interesting lot!
£ 675
26238 And Colonies: 1849-1970 Almost complete, mostly
MNH and mint hinged collection in fat Scott album.
Collection contains very much better material like (OBP no's):
Belgium 37 (5 Frank Leopold), 147* (5 Franken), 150-163**
(red cross), 165-178* (steel helmet), 342-350* (Mercier), 351352*, 363-374* (large orval), souvenir sheet 1**, 2**, 4*,
postage dues 12-16*, newspaperstamps 1-18*,19-36*, rairoad
stamps 52* (signed), 58-78*, 128-134*, 178-201*, 321*, 334335*, 354B**, 369-372**, 378-398**, etc. Further Belgian
Congo, Kasai, Ruanda Urundi etc. almost complete. Very nice
collection, very high cat. value!
£ 7500
28264 And territories: 1849-1968 Nicely filled, mint hinged
and used collection in blanc album.
£ 650
27582 Messy, mint hinged and used lot Belgium back of the
book on album pages and in glassines in 2 binders. Lot
contains better stamps like (Michel no's): train stamps 136155*, 225-248*, postage dues 1-2*, 6*, telegraph 17,
newspaper stamps 1-19*, 20-41*, Eupen 11*, 12*, 13*, 1517*, Malmedy 12*, 13*, 15-17*, etc. Also many precancels
present.
£ 725
27332 Stockbook with precancels of Belgium before 1938.
£ 220
26971 Well filled, mostly MNH collection precancels of
Belgium in Davo cristal album, in which various better
stamps.
£ 850
BELGIUM - TERRITORIES
25352 1960-1997 Apparently complete, MNH collection in
2 albums, contains Congo, Zaire, Katanga and Sud Kasai,
including souvenir sheets, luxe sheets, non issued stamps etc.
£ 900

25995 1915-1930 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, partly double collection in blanc Biella album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 127** (5 Franken),
127, 129-142* (red cross without 10 Frank), 129-143 (red
cross), 145-158* (steel helmet), 145-158, 165** in
kleinbogen, 186** in kleinbogen, 210-217**, 235-243*, 235243 I (Orval with crown overprint), 235-243 II (Orval with
violet cancels), 235-243 III (Orval with zigzag perforation)
etc. Nice quality, high cat. value!
£ 3000
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BERMUDA
25450 1865-1965 Fantastic overcomplete mainly mint/mint
never hinged collection in overal very fresh condition,
includes incredible amount of scarce and rare stamps,
collected on perfs, colours and watermarks, includes also
some varieties, starting with 1865: 1d(2), 2d, 3d, 6d (incl. the
scarce dark shade!!), 1sh, 1874/75 'one penny' overprint set of
3 complete, 'three pence' on 1sh in both types of overprints
(used), 1883/98 overcomplete to 1sh incl. shades, 1910/34
magnificent section of high values George V incl. the good
colours and perfs, with 10sh(6), 12/6(3) and 1 pound(2),
George VI high values with all kinds of shades, colours and
perfs, even 8 blocks of 4 present (4 even corner marginal
blocks of 4!!), 1st 2 booklets exploded present etc. etc. in
album. Wow, what a great collection with so many rarities!!!
£ 13500
27195 1865-1980 Small, mint hinged and used collection in
stockbook.
£ 200
26703 1865-1994 Mint/used/mint never hinged stock in
quantities, incl. better stamps, also nice part cancellations, in
well filled double thick stockbook.
£ 350
BOLIVIA
24531 1867-1969 Various MNH, mint hinged and used
material in 2 albums and 1 stockbook. Lot contains nice
classic part and some better stamps like (Michel no's): 292309*, 329-335*, 576-585*, 637-654**, souvenir sheet 28**,
etc. In the stockbook very many mostly used duplicates,
including many classic.
£ 675
BR. P. O. in MOROCCO
27645 Almost complete, mint hinged collection British Post
in Morocco on stockpages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 1-8*, 9-16*, 17-23*, 24-30*, 31-38*,
112-123*, 128-135*, 141*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 675
BRAZIL
26001 1843-1966 Nicely filled, mostly used collection in
Schaubek album, including nice classic material, many
airmail stamps, postage dues etc.
£ 725
28156 1894-1964 Stunning and mouth watering collection
of mainly airmail covers, wonderful fresh condition, 360
covers(!!) on pages with descriptions, including a wide variety
of frankings, destinations, Zeppelins, registered, censored etc.
etc. in 2 albums. Offered incredibly cheap!!!
£ 1250
BRITISH ANTARC. TERR.
28712 1963-2016 Almost complete, MNH (few cancelled
stamps present) collection in Davo luxe album (album is for
Falkland dependencies), including souvenir sheets and
sheetlets. Seldomly offered till so modern!
£ 650
BRITISH EAST AFRICA
26299 Extensive collection cancels of British East Africa,
including Kenya, Uganda and Tanganiyka including
duplicates in 3 stockbooks. In total over 1700 stamps. Also a
cancel catalogue of the East Africa Study Circle 1991.
£ 850
BRITISH HONDURAS
25540 1865-1991 Mint and used collection incl. better
classic part incl. higher values, 1938 to $5, 1948 RSW, 1953
to $5, later part Belize much present, in album.
£ 400

BRITISH VIRGIN IS.
27875 1866-1952 Well filled, mint hinged collection on
album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 24-25*, 26-31*, 41*, 42*, 43-50*, 54-62*, 6977*, 82-85*, 86-101*, 103-106*, 110-121*125*, 136-147*
etc. Nice collection!
£ 675
27594 1867-1904 Almost complete, mint hinged and used
collection of old album page in folder, in which a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 24*, 25, 26*, 27*, 29, 31, 42*, 43-50*, 54-62
etc.
£ 650
BRUNEI
27649 1947-1988 MNH collection Brunei on album pages
and stockpages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 66** in strip of 3 with 66a (5c retouch), 7992**, 100-113**, 118-131**, etc. Recommended!
£ 425
BULGARIA
27055 1879-1907 Small stockbook with classic material,
like (Michel no's): 1-5, 6-11 (2x), 21-24, 46F (!), postage dues
1-3, 4-6, 7-9, etc.
£ 400
26963 1879-1959 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in blanc album, in which a.o. (Michel no's):
10, 21-24, 2242-248*, 49-251*, 252-258** (!), 274-279*,
280-285*, 291-295*, 1094B**, 1100**, A1100**, souvenir
sheet 4**, 5**, 6**, postage dues 1, 2, etc. Nice collection,
high cat. value!
£ 850
26676 1879-1965 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Kabe album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-5, 6-11, 21, 23, 206-209*, 242-248, 249-251,
260-265*, 286-290*, postage due 2, 3, 4-6, etc. Also some
Eastern Romalia present.
£ 600
24947 1879-1975 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 2 albums and also an album with souvenir sheets
from 1937 till 2009. Collection contains better material like
(Michel no's): 1-5, 6-11, 21, 22, 23, 206-209*, 266-271*, 286290*, 291-295*, souvenir sheet 4**, 5**, 6**, 40**, 41**(!),
47B**, 52B**, 53B**, 84**, 87B**, 90** in sheetlet of 4,
91** in sheetlet of 4 (!), 95**, 105**, 158B**, postage dues
1-3, 4-6, 10, etc. Also some kleinbogen present. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 850
27514 1879-1982 Reasonably filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in 3 blanc albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 2-5, 10* (!), 21, 23, 24*, 249-251*, 252-257* (without
the 50L.), 286-290*, 291-295*, souvenir sheet 4* etc.
£ 600
28588 1879-1989 MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
stockbook, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 4, 5, 6-11, 704-707*,
731-737*, 1079-1084B**, 1088-1092**, A1100**, 11351136**, souvenir sheet 4** (gum discoloured), 5**, 6**, etc.
£ 125
27584 1879-1990 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in album and stockbook. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1*, 2(*), 3(*), 4, 6*, 7*, 11(*), 206-209*, 242248*, 249-251*, 274-279*, 280-285*, 291-295*, 593-595**,
etc.
£ 900
28291 1879-2000 Wonderful nearly complete mint/mint
never hinged/used collection, starting with powerful classic
part incl. the good issues, 20/30's with the good issues, later
mainly mint never hinged incl. very large quantity of sheetlets
incl. the better issues, housed in 2 albums and 2 stockbooks.
Very nice collection and offered at a very reasonable price!!
£ 1250
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26968 1879-2005 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in fat Scott album. Collection contains much
material, including some nice souvenir sheets.
£ 475
27682 1882-2013 Wonderful collection, earlies incomplete,
from 1930 onwards for 99% complete and mainly mint never
hinged including the better stamps and sets, sheetlets, some
imperfs, back of the book, the very hard to get and expensive
new issues, in 6 albums. Massive catalogue value and seldom
offered so extensive!!!
£ 2100
BURMA
28556 1937-1947 Mint hinged and used collection on
album pages in folder, including a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's):
14*, 18b-33*, 51-63*, 68-82*, service 4*, 6*, 7*, 8*, 9*, 10*,
etc. Cat. value ca. 500 pounds.
£ 125
BURUNDI
28499 1962-1994 Fat stockbook with MNH material, in
which many better stamps and souvenir sheets, much
imperforated material etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 250
CANADA
27040 1851-1968 Mostly classic collection in Leuchtturm
album, in which various better used and mint (mostly without
gum) material.
£ 750
27887 1851-1972 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in White Ace album. Collection contains
besides a nice classic part a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 115116, 128**, 130**, 131*, 132, 133*, 134, 141-149*/o, 150165*/o, 187, 188-195, 210*, 212*264-265*, 266-270**, 303,
319-325*, 331*, 335-340*, special delivery 1, 5, 7*, 9*, 10**
etc.
£ 1100
27346 1851-2000 Very well filled, used collection in Davo
album. Collection contains nice classic part and much better
material like (Stanley Gibbons no's): 115-116, 132, 133, 134,
137, 141-149, 150-165, 173-187, 188-195, 227, 275-285,
288-303, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1350
25099 1852-1978 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains nice
classic part and better stamps like (Stanley Gibbons no's):
115-116, 129*, 132, 133*, 134, 136* (1 dollar), 141-149,
159*, 160*, 187, 188-195*/o, 285, special delivery 1*, 6*, 7*,
etc. Also some provinces present.
£ 1100
24557 1852-1992 Used/mint/mnh collection, incl. strong
classic part, little bit mixed condition, incl. 1852: 1/2 penny
imperf used, 1859/64 incl. 2c, values up to 17c multiple,
1868/90 to 15c incl. shades, 1870/93 to 10c multiple, 1893:
20c, 50c(3), 1897 to 10c, 1898 to 20c, 1908 tercentenary set
to 20c used, later incl. dollar values, also some interesting
service and territories, in thick stockbook. Cheap collection!!
£ 800
27507 1859-1960 Specialised collection in 2 binders, in
which various cancels including numeral cancels, precancels,
perfins, FDC's, postal stationeries, airmail covers etc.
£ 850
25350 1859-1989 Nicely filled, mostly used collection in
Davo album, including some better (MNH) stamps like
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 385**, 387**, 388**, etc.
£ 500
26355 1859-2000 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 Schaubek albums with much MNH
material in the last years.
£ 725

28710 1859-2008 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 luxe Leuchtturm albums. Collection is
mostly cancelled till 1990, after that apparently complete and
MNH. Also some better material present like (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 116, 131, 132, 137 (2 dollar), 284, 285, 303,
etc.
£ 1150
28634 1868-1982 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 2 luxe Davo albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 116*, 129*, 130*, 131*, 132*, 133*,
142-148*, 151*, 153*, 155*, 159*, 160*, 161*, 173*, 175*,
178*, 180*, 188-194*, 210*, 243*, 288-303*, 319-325*, 357367*, special delivery 1*, 6*, 7**, 9-10**, etc. High cat.
value!
£ 975
28704 1868-2003 Very well filled, from 1900 almost
complete, cancelled collection in 4 Davo luxe albums.
Collection includes better material like (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 142-149, 165, 188-195, 275-285, 288-303, special
delivery 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9-10, 11 etc.
£ 1100
27729 1870-1973 Very pretty mint and used collection incl.
better stamps and sets, many (better) and pretty covers, back
of the book incl. airmails, pre-cancels, booklets, stationery,
OHMS and G overprints, in 4 albums. Nice lot!!
£ 600
26584 1870-2011 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 albums, including much face value material.
Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 115-116, 121135, 141-149, 150-165, 173-187, 188-195*, 225, 226, 275285, 288-303, 318, 340*, special delivery 1*, 1, 2*, 3, 4*, 4,
5*, 5, 7, postage due 8, 9*, 12*, 13, 14-17*, etc.
£ 750
28696 1872-1939 Small album with 21 old covers of
Canada, including various first flight covers.
£ 150
CANADA - PROVINCES
28116 Norfolk Islands: 1983-2006 MNH collection
souvenir sheets in stockbook.
£ 175
CEYLON
27194 1857-1989 Messy, mostly cancelled collection on
blanc pages in binder.
£ 200
CHINA
28622 1987-2008 Box with MNH sets and souvenir sheets,
yearbooks FDC's etc.
£ 450
CONGO
26226 1997-2003 in blanc Scott album. Apparently, mint
hinged collection of Republic of Congo. Enormous amount of
stamps and souvenir sheets, very high cat. value!
£ 600
CROATIA
25434 1941-1945 More than complete, MNH collection,
including all the really good stuff in stockbook. Also many
extra's present, like imperforated, kleinbogen etc. £ 1375
25940 1941-1945 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Kabe album. Collection contains nice
material, unfortunately the famous souvenir sheet (Michel no.
8) is fake.
£ 475
26949 1941-1949 Powerful mint/used/mnh specialised
collection with types, proofs, varieties, wonderful covers,
partly double collected incl. many good and scarce items, in
album. Highly recommendable collection with many scarce
and rare issues!!!
£ 900
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27374 1941-1994 Nice lot MNH, mint hinged and used
material in stockbook.
£ 225
27909 1941-1999 Collection in 2 albums. One album with
cancelled stamps, amongst which better ones like (Michel
no's): 1-8, 9-23, 39-40, 47-64K (tÇ|te bÇ|ches) 115, 117, 161,
souvenir sheets 1, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 6, etc. and 1 album with
MNH material from 1991-1999 (almost complete). £ 475
CYPRUS
26135 1880-1980 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in album. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 60-71*, 117**, 133-143**, 144-147**, 151-163**, 166167**, 173-187**, 188-202**, 211-223**, 211-223** with
specimen overprint, MS231a** (scouting sheet), etc.
£ 900
28539 1880-2006 Stockbook with a MNH (few stamps
hinged) collection. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 153*, 154*,
273-286**, 345-358**, 525-538**, etc. Also some Turkish
Cyprus present.
£ 125
27490 1955-2001 Almost complete, mostly MNH collection
in 2 luxe Lindner albums, including the better definitive sets
and the souvenir sheets.
£ 625
27405 1960-1985 MNH, almost complete collection in Safe
album. Also some material of Turkish Cyprus present.
£ 250
28532 1960-2006 Stockbook with various MNH material
(including scouting souvenir sheet 1) and Turkish Cyprus.
Cat. value Michel ca. 920 euros.
£ 150
26103 1977-2011 MNH, complete (without the 1995
souvenir sheet overprint) collection in Leuchtturm album and
also a complete, MNH collection Turkish Cyprus 1974-2011
in Leuchtturm album.
£ 750
28583 Stockbook with MNH material of Cyprus and
Turkish Cyprus, mostly 1960-1990, inclusing some better
stamps.
£ 125
26125 Turkish Cyprus 1974-1998 Apparently complete,
double (MNH and canceled) collection in album, including
souvenir sheets and extra's like FDC's.
£ 350
25944 Turkish Cyprus 1974-1998 Complete, MNH
collection in luxe Leuchtturm album with slipcase. £ 200
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
27477 1918-1968 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in blanc album.
£ 200
26503 1918-1970 Nice, MNH, mint hinged and used lot in
stockbook, in which nice souvenir sheets, local overprints
1945, registered notes, perfins etc.
£ 400
27437 1918-1974 Nicely filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in fat Schaubek album. Much material, bargain!
£ 200
28274 1918-1978 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Schaubek album.
£ 450
26625 1918-1983 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 2 albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
209-211*, 212-215* (215 canceled), souvenir sheet 12, 13,
16A**, 16B**, 18A, 18B, and many kleinbogen.
£ 650

26626 1918-1988 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 4 albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
192-194A*, 192B*, 193C*, 194C*, 199-201*, 214*, 215*,
etc. Also many souvenir sheets and kleinbogen present.
£ 700
26775 1918-1989 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 Schaubek albums. Collection contains no
souvenir sheets, but nice Slovakia present.
£ 750
28254 1918-1992 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 6 albums, in which various better material,
many souvenir sheets, kleinbogen, various FDC's etc. High
cat. value!
£ 1250
28305 1918-1992 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 albums, uncluding souvenir sheets, kleinbogen,
postage dues etc.
£ 1100
27984 1918-2009 Almost complete (without the top
stamps), mostly mint hinged collection in 2 Abria albums.
£ 500
25249 1919-1992 Back of the book, Well filled, partly
double, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in blanc
album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): airmail 192194A*(signed), 192B** (signed), 193B** (signed), 194C**
(signed), 199-201*, souvenir sheet 7*, 7, 8II**, 8II, 12**,
13**, 13, 16A**, 16A, 16B**, 16B, 18B**, 18B, 31B**, 31B,
35B**, 35B, 39IIB, 40B**, 40B, service, postage dues etc.
Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 950
28691 1919-1992 Reasonably filled, mostly used collection
in 3 Schaubek albums.
£ 165
27081 1945-2003 Used nearly complete collection incl. the
better sets and sheetlets, very much material, very high
catalogue value (period 1981/92 missing), in Kabe album and
stockbook.
£ 350
DANZIG
27553 1920-1923 Beautiful lot used stamps in stockbook.
Almost all the stamps are infla signed, gigantic cat. value!
£ 2850
27940 1920-1937 Almost complete, cancelled collection on
album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
1-15 signed on pieces (the expertmarks are on the pieces,
which the collector soaked off....), 53-62, 181-192, 207-211,
221-230, 231-235, 289-297, 298-301 etc. High cat. value!
£ 675
24920 1920-1939 Nicely filled, double (mint and used)
collection in blanc album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 163 (2x), 168, 231-235*, etc.
£ 850
DENMARK
27823 1848-1977 Beautiful, specialised, used collection in
2 blanc albums, in which a nice and very extensive classic
part, including cancels, inverted frames, types, watermarks,
plateflaws etc. Also good postage dues, service and parcelpost
stamps (Postfaerge) present. Very high cat. value! £ 2600
26591 1850-1875 Nice collection numeral cancels on blanc
album pages in folder. Contains both better cancels and better
stamps.
£ 500
27442 1851-1902 Virtually complete mainly used
collection, including a luxury number 1 with wide margins
and signed Buhler, 1853 to 16sk, 1864/68 to 16sk, 1870 to
48sk, 1875/79 to 100 ore mint/used etc. in mainly good
condition, on album pages, in folder.
£ 800
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26340 1851-1921 Almost complete, mostly used collection
in nice quality on album pages in binder. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 1, 2 (!), 3-6, 8 (on piece), 11-15, 16-21, 2231, 32-33, 62, 66, 82-83, 116-117, 143-142*, service 1, 2, 3*,
parcel post stamps (postfaerge) 1-4, etc. Also Faroe Islands 1
on piece and 6 mint hinged Pakke Porto stamps of Greenland.
£ 1700
25246 1851-1948 Used collection in mostly nice quality in
small stockbook. Cat. value over 3400 euros.
£ 450
25030 1851-1960 Stockbook with various, used material,
including many better stamps like (Michel no's): 1 (6x), 2
(signed Pfenniger), 6, 16, 17, 20, 21, 81 (2x), service 1, 3, etc.
Also 2 Pakke Porto stamps of Greenland present. £ 1500
27518 1851-1963 Wonderful used collection in mainly very
fresh condition, starting with a very widemargined 2
Rigsbankskilling (rare stamp in this condition), 1854/64 to 16
skilling(2) incl. shades, 1864 to 8sk, 1970 to 48sk, later
specialised with frames and perfs, both 5 kroner Postoffice
stamps, better back of the book, postfaerge, stamps with
advertising labels etc. etc. in album. Very nice collection!!!
£ 1450
27051 1851-1974 Reasonably filled, mostly classic, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection Denmark and colonies 18511974 in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): Denmark 2, 6, 11-15, 16-21, 47-52, 66, 131-142(*),
180-181(*), service 1-3, parcelpost (Postfaerge) 1, 2, 3(*),
4(*), Faroe Islands 1 (1929 overprint), 6 mint parcelpost
stamps of Greenland (Pakke Porto), nice Danish West Indies
etc.
£ 1000
25942 1851-1974 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains much
better material like (Michel no's): 6, 8, 11-15, 16-21, 22-31,
47-52, 60-62*66, 81, 82-83*, 131-142** in blocks of 4 (2x),
159-165*, 168-173**, 177-179**, 185-194*, parcelpost
(postfaerge) 12*, 13*, 14*, 16-21**, postage dues 1-7*,
service 3, etc. Also Greenland present, including 1-7*, 8-16*
(New York set), etc.
£ 800
25659 1851-1984 Beautiful, first used, later mint hinged
and MNH, somewhat specialised (perfs) collection in
Schaubek album. Collection includes service, postage dues,
airmail, parcelpost (postfaerge) etc. Fantastic collection with
a very high cat. value!
£ 4150
28431 1851-1989 In the main numbers complete collection
in mainly very fresh and wonderful condition, includes all the
hard to get issues like 1851: 2Rbs blue used very fine with
giant margins, 1854/1863 to 16sk, 16sk roulette, 1864 set to
16sk, 1870 set to 48sk, 1912/1915: 5kr postoffice in both
watermarks, 1918 overprints wmk. crown and cross, 1919: 2
ore on 5 ore green used (for use in Faroes!), 1925/30 airmail
set to 1kr, postfaerges complete incl. the expensive values,
service first skilling set in both perfs, postage dues etc. in
Viking album. Great collection with so many expensive issues
present in such wonderful condition!!!
£ 2000
25816 1851-1990 Well filled, used collection in Davo
album. Collection contains better material, classic part is in
some what mixed condition. Further 2 albums with covers,
cards and FDC's, including many Christmas cards with Julen
stamps.
£ 600
27300 1851-1994 Well filled, used collection in 2 Kabe
albums. Collection contains nice classic part and various
better stamps like (Michel no's): 60, 61, 81, 84-96, 116-117,
131-142 together in blocks of 4, 143-145, 159-165, 177-179,

etc. Also a Kabe album with a used collection Greenland
1938-1994.
£ 900
26307 1851-1998 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 6 (2x), 8, 11-15, 60-62*, 66, 81, 82-83*, 116117*, 131-142*, 143-145*, 180-181*, service 1-3, postage
dues 1-7*, 17*, 18*, 19*, parcelpoststamps 1-4*, 5*, 6, 10,
15*, etc.
£ 1575
26940 1851-2001 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
stock (and Greenland and Faroe Islands) in stockbook. Stock
contains very much better material like (Michel no's):
Denmark 1 (4x), 3 (6X), 5 (2X), 6 (5X), 8 (5X), 15 (4X),
30B*, 31B*, 66, 131-142* (2X), 143*, 145*, 176* (!), 177179* (2X), 217-221* (4X), 222-227* (2X), parcelpost 10*,
postage dues 6*, 19*, Greenland 1-7* (4x), 11* (2x), 12*, 15*
(2x), 16*, 26-27* (4x), parcelpost (Pakke Porto), 4A**, 5A**
(!), etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1150
25250 1854-1991 Messy, but reasonably well filled, partly
double, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in blanc
album, including various stamp booklets.
£ 700
27882 1864-2014 Well filled and from 1930 almost
complete, cancelled and MNH collection in 2 Davo albums.
£ 500
28051 1904-1993 From 1924 almost complete, MNH
collection in Spanish album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 84-96**, 116-117**, 131-142** together, 143-145**,
159-165**, 168-173**, 177-179**, 180-181**, 185-194**,
etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 850
24967 1904-2010 Very well filled, mostly MNH (few
stamps with hinges) collection in 2 Facit albums and a
stockbook.
£ 800
26590 Collection cancels of Denmark/Schlesvig-Holstein on
over 155 stamps on pages in folder. Contains better stamps
and better cancels.
£ 400
27743 Nice collection of sets and sheetlets, also some
duplicates and special issues, from old to very recent 2014, in
small box. Very high new issue price!
£ 250
27607 Nice mint hinged and used collection local post
stamps of Denmark on old album pages in folder. In total ca.
200 stamps of a.o. Aalborg, Odense, Fredericia, Aarhus etc.
£ 850
24763 Remainder collections Denmark in 13 albums and 1
stockbook. Also includes some Faroe Islands and Aland.
Much material, bargain!
£ 550
DOMINICA
25579 1874-1995 Mint and used collection, partly both
mint and used, including nice classics, 1938 to 10sh, 1948
RSW both mint and used, Elizabeth definitives to high values,
sheetlets, thematics etc. etc. in album.
£ 525
EGYPT
27797 1866-1979 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in old large Yvert album. Much material, including
souvenir sheets, postage dues, some Palestine etc.
£ 850
28176 1867-1975 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in blanc Excelsior album. Collection contains
nice classic part and further a.o. (Michel no's): 94-96*, 103*,
104*, 160-163*, 1085-1086**, 1087-1090**, 1212-1215**,
1334-1337** in sheet, souvenir sheet 27**, etc.
£ 600
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28664 1872-1884 Used collection on blanc album pages in
folder, specialised on perfs, watermark, plateflaws etc.
£ 425
27919 1900-1920 Album with ca. 140 old picture postcards
of Egypt, mostly Suez canal and Port Said, many with ships.
Nice collection!
£ 375
28208 1925-1982 Beautiful, well filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in blanc Scott album with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 94-96**, 97-102*, 160163**, 186-190*, 356-373**, souvenir sheet 1A**, 1B**, etc.
Also some FDC's present, including Palestine.
£ 950
27389 1958-1998 Almost complete, mint hinged (souvenir
sheets mostly MNH) collection in Minkus album. Collection
is with the exception of only a few stamps complete.
£ 625
27074 Hotel Cancellations: Wonderful collection of this
rarely offered material, several hotels had their own
cancellation, to cancel the post, many stamps, on piece and on
cover, in album with description. 226 items. Great and cheap
collection!!!
£ 450
ERITREA
27592 1893-1909 Mostly cancelled, complete collection on
old album pages in folder. Collection contains Michel no's 135 and postage dues 1-11 I.
£ 850
ESTONIA
27664 1918-2010 Almost complete, used collection in Kabe
album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 32-39B, 4345B, 47A, 46-47B, 87-89, 90-93, 102-105, 109-112, 127-130,
131-134, 142-145, 152-155, souvenir sheet 1-4, etc.
£ 950
FALKLAND IS. DEPS.
28626 1944-2007 Almost complete, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo luxe album, in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): G26-40*, South Georgia 1-16* etc.
£ 400
28713 1944-2016 Almost complete, MNH (few mint hinged
and a few cancelled stamps present) collection in Davo luxe
album, including souvenir sheets and sheetlets. Seldomly
offered till so modern!
£ 650
FALKLAND ISLANDS
28714 1918-2016 Almost complete, mostly MNH collection
in 2 Davo luxe albums. Collection contains many definitive
sets, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, much thematic and face
value material. Seldomly offered till so modern!
£ 1100
26140 1937-1998 Well filled, mostly MNH (till 1949
hinged) collection in blanc album, including the good
definitive sets with various colours, souvenir sheets, much
thematic material, etc. Also good Dependencies present and
British Antarctics. Nice collection, high cat. value! £ 1250
27251 And Dependencies 1953-1991 Almost complete,
MNH collection in luxe Leuchtturm album. Nice quality, high
cat. value!
£ 750
FAROE ISLANDS
26336 1919-2004 In the main numbers complete, MNH
collection Faroe Islands 1975-2004 and also the frontrunner
of 1919 (2 ore overprint on piece) and the occupation
overprints of 1940 both MNH and canceled in luxe Kabe
album.
£ 700

26337 1919-2004 In the mainnumbers complete, MNH and
largely also (double) canceled collection Faroe Islands 19752004 and also frontrunner 1919 (2 ore overprint on cover
together with Denmark Michel 67, with certificate), cover
with Denmark no. 67 and bisected no. 80 (cat. 1000,00) and
occupation 1940 canceled in luxe Kabe album.
£ 800
27363 1975-1981 MNH, complete collection and also
cancelled the frontrunner from 1918 (Michel 1) and the
British occupation from the 2nd worldwar on pieces (Michel
2-6) on album pages in folder. Also Thulen present. £ 350
26731 1975-1991 Extensive first day cover collection in
blocks of 4 + duplicates, a few hundred covers, in small box.
Seldom offered in blocks of 4!
£ 200
26798 1975-1994 Complete MNH collection and also a
complete FDC collection in 2 ordners. Bargain!
£ 215
26346 1975-2007 Very extensive, MNH and used stock in
3 stockbooks. Very much material and a very high cat. value!
£ 400
26876 1975-2008 Almost complete, MNH collection in luxe
Schaubek album (pages till 2007), in which also 38
stampbooklets. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 300
26505 1975-2008 Apparently complete collection FDC's
including souvenir sheets in small box. High cat. value!
£ 220
28661 1975-2009 Complete, MNH collection on self made
pages in binder.
£ 175
27878 1975-2009 Very well filled, MNH collection in Davo
album. Bargain!
£ 140
24641 1975-2011 Mostly canceled (also some MNH
duplicates present), nicely filled collection in stockbook.
£ 125
28242 1975-2012 Almost complete, cancelled collection in
Schaubek album.
£ 275
26957 1975-2012 Overcomplete, MNH collection including
Julen stamps, stamp booklets etc. in 2 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases.
£ 400
FIJI
24514 1922-2009 Beautiful, as good as complete, MNH
collection in 2 albums and also 4 albums with FDC's.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 71-84**, 85-88**, 92110** including different perfs, 114-115**, 124-138**, 141153**, 154-167**, 387-390**, souvenir sheet 8**, postage
dues 11-18**, etc. Also a very extensive FDC collection in 4
albums.
£ 2400
FINLAND
25994 1856-1956 Well filled, mint hinged and used, partly
double collection in blanc Biella album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 47, 54 (2x), 60, 158160, 164-166*, 164-166, 169, 199-201*, 217-220*, etc.
£ 1450
25864 1856-1988 Nice, mostly used collection on album
pages in folder, including very nice classic material.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-2, 3-4, 5-10, 14A,
15A, 18A, 19A, 33, 34, 169*, etc. High cat. value! £ 1800
26986 1856-1993 Well filled, cancelled collection in Lape
album. Collection contains a.o. 5 kopeken 1856, 32 penni
1875 (expensive perfs, Michel no. 11), Zeppelin overprint
1930 (Michel 161) etc.
£ 1100
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27432 1856-2000 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in stockbook. Collection contains much
material, including 22 serpentines, Michel 11 (32 penni, perf
14, not so nice), much MNH material etc. Also some Aland
present.
£ 275
26010 1856-2009 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used,
partly double collection in 3 Leuchtturm albums. £ 1200
28586 1856-2011 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 4 luxe Lindner albums with slipcases and
1 stockbook. Collection contains very much better material
like (Michel no's): 2 (thin spot), 3-4, 5-10 (reasonable quality,
most stamps are missing 1 perf), 11 (32 penni, perf 14:13½
with certificate), 12-19, 25, 26, 45, 47, 54, 60, 161* (Zeppelin
overprint), 164-166, 169, auto-parcelpoststamps 1-5, 6-9,
Karelia 1-15 etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 2000
25355 1860-1973 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains nice classic
part including various serpentines and also better stamps like
(Michel no's): 33A*, 34A*, 45, 54, 138-139*, 161*
(zeppelin), 162-163*, 164-166*, 169*, 199-201, auto
parcelpost stamps 1-5*, Karelia 1-15* etc.
£ 700
26397 1860-1981 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in album.
£ 400
26173 1860-1995 Very well filled, somewhat specialised,
double, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in 6 Schaubek
albums. Collection contains very nice classic part including
Serpentines, various 10 Mark stamps, Michel 33-34 in used
pairs (signed Buhler), auto parcelpost stamps, Karelia, etc.
Also many nice cancels and various covers and postal
stationeries present. Nice collection!
£ 3100
27927 1860-2013 Cancelled collection in Kabe album, from
1930 almost complete. Much material, high cat. value!
£ 1000
27292 1866-1995 Well filled, cancelled collection in Kabe
album. Collection contains much material, including
stampbooklets, auto parcelpost stamps, various covers etc.
£ 550
28134 1866-2013 With the exception of only a few stamps
complete, mostly MNH and mint hinged collection in 3 luxe
Leuchtturm albums with slipcases. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 5*, 6*, 7(*), 8, 9, 12A*, 14A*, 18A*, 12-19B*,
27-34A** with overprint specimen, 35-47*, 54*, 161*
(Zeppelin overprint), 162-163*, 164-166**, 169*, 199-201**,
auto-parcelpost 1-5*, Fieldpost 8**, etc. Also many stamp
booklets present.
£ 2250
26492 1875-1999 Very nice, canceled collection, from 1930
almost complete including booklets and souvenir sheets in
Schaubek album. Also Aland 1984-1999 present.
£ 675
26874 1875-2000 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
stock in fat stockbook. Contains very much material,
including nice classic stamps and many modern MNH sets.
£ 800
27113 1875-2010 Well filled, cancelled collection in 3
albums, in which a.o. very many modern souvenir sheets and
stampbooklets.
£ 750

26480 1900-2011 Till ca. 2000 well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection (also some older material present) in
2 albums, in which also an almost complete, MNH collection
Aland 1984-2011.
£ 900
28662 1936-2004 Well filled, MNH collection on self made
pages in binder. Collection contains some better stamps, face
value material, some stamp booklets etc.
£ 375
28236 1945-1993 Ni cely fi lled , MNH s tock in 2
stockbooks, including some better material like (Michel no's):
384**, 465-466**, 474-475** (2x), 502** (4x), 533** (5x),
543-545** (5x), 562-568x** (3x), auto-parcelpost 1-5**, 1013**, etc.
£ 325
FIUME
27090 1918-1923 Mint and used reasonably complete
collection in mainly very good condition, partly double, first
set and postage due sets, better overprint sets etc. on album
pages, in folder. Very high catalogue value!
£ 495
28231 1918-1924 Almost complete, mint hinged and used,
partly double collection on album pages in folder, including
nice part Arbe and Veglia.
£ 450
27637 1918-1924 Small special album with various mint
hinged and used material of Fiume, including some nice
picture postcards.
£ 200
FRANCE
25483 1849-1939 Mint hinged and used collection on
album- and stockpages in folder. Collection contains better
material like (Yvert no's): 155 (!), 156*, 162-169*, 252*,
256*, 308*, 321, 354-355*, 398*, airmail 14, souvenir sheet
3 (Pexip), etc. Also some Monaco present, including souvenir
sheet 1*.
£ 1350
24689 1849-1942 Very well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Yvert no's): 1-6, 9-10, 11-18, (33 damaged), 39-49 (49*),
148-155*, 156*, 216*, 229-232*, 321 (2x), 354-355, 398,
airmail 1-2*, 8-13*, 14*, postage dues 6*, 7*, 8*, 9, 17, 19,
20, 21, 22(*), 23, 25-27, 49-50*, 64-65*, etc. Also some
French territories present like Levant, Cavalle, Andorra a.o.
24-45* (without 29 and 30). Nice collection, very high cat.
value!
£ 3100
25100 1849-1945 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged (classic part used) collection in Marini album.
Collection contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 33, 156*, 162-169*,
182* (congres Bordeaux), 206-208*, 216**, 229-232*, 246248**, 249-251**, 252*, 256*, 257* (exposition le Havre),
266-268*, 269*, 275-277**, 321*, 354-355*, 398**, 701AC** (! signed), 701D-F** (! signed), airmail 20**, 24-27**,
29**, 32*, 33**, 35-37**, souvenir sheet 3** (Pexip), etc.
High cat. value!
£ 2750
27832 1849-1950 Very well filled, mostly cancelled
collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase. Collection
contains very much better material like (Yvert no's): 1, 2, 5,
9, 15, 33 (5 Frank), 39-49 (Bordeaux set), 76, 152, 156*, 162169, 182* (Bordeaux overprint), 216, 229-232*, 252, 256,
269, 308*, 321, 348-351, 354-355, 398, airmail 1-2, 14, 15,
souvenir sheet 3*, 2*, etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 2750

27883 1875-2012 Well filled and from 1917 almost
complete, MNH, mint hinged, but mostly cancelled collection
in 2 Davo albums, including many souvenir sheets and stamp
booklets.
£ 600
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26533 1849-1959 Very nice, specialised, almost complete,
mint hinged and used collection in album. Collection contains
many better stamps like (Yvert no's): 9 (2x), 11-18, 19-24, 21
with specimen overprint, 26 with specimen overprint, 27 with
specimen overprint, 33 (5 Frank, 3x, of which 1 damaged),
39-49 (42 and 49 with certificate), 61-72, 74-82, 148-154
(Orphelins without 5 frank), 156, 162-169, 182 (Bordeaux),
188** (Phena), 188A** (Mineraline), 216, 229-232, 252, 256,
257A (le Havre), 262B (20 Frank perf 11), 269 (certificate),
321, 354-355, 398, airmail 1-2, 3 (signed B hler), 14, 15,
postage dues 17, 20, precancels 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 36,
souvenir sheet 2**, 3, etc. Beautiful collection, very high cat.
value!
£ 6250
27615 1849-1960 Fantastic, mostly MNH and mint hinged
dealer stock in fat stockalbum. Lot contains very many better
stamps like (Yvert no's): nice classic, 1st Orphelin set 148155 3x mint hinged! , Congres Bordeaux (182) 2x mint
hinged, Exposition le Havre (257A) 1x MNH and 1x mint
hinged, airplanes (320-321) 2x MNH, 1x mint hinged, Louvre
(354-355) 4X MNH, 1x mint hinged, famous men from the
'50s in numbers, airmail both 50 frank stamps 3x, postage
dues, precancels, souvenir sheet 1 (4x), 2 (3x), 3 (6x),
imperforated stamps, specimen overprints, parcelpost stamps
etc. etc. Extremely high cat. value!
£ 21750
28126 1849-1982: Mostly MNH and mint hinged, in the
period 1932-1980 almost complete collection in 3 luxe Edifil
albums with slipcases. Collection contains a.o. (Yvert no's):
61, 63, 122, 143*, 145*, 156, 308*, 867-872**, 891-896**,
930-935**, 945-950*, 989-994*, 1027-1032*, airmail 29*,
35-37*, etc.
£ 800
27036 1849-1983 Almost complete, mostly used collection
in mostly good quality in 2 Borek albums. Collection contains
very well filled classic part including postage dues and further
a.o. (Yvert no's): 148-153, 156, 162-169, 229-232, 256, 269,
308, 321, 354-355, 398, airmail 15, souvenir sheet 2
(Strassbourg, canceled in 1978), 3 (Pexip, partly stuck), etc.
Nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 3750
28335 1849-1997 Exciting nearly complete used collection,
sometimes very specialised with many extra's, shades,
varieties, types etc. etc. incl. 1849: 10c, 20c, 25c, 40c, 1853
to 80c, 1863/71 to 5fr with cancels and shades, 1870
Bordeaux to 80c, pax and commerce very specialised, high
values incl. varieties etc., semeuse extensive, 1917 orphelins
to 1fr, other orphelin sets, 1926 Bordeaux overprint, 1929 le
Havre, very much back of the book incl. airmail 1/2, both 50fr
airmail stamps, pre-cancels, sheetlets, booklets, telegraph,
postage dues etc. etc in 2 very well filled Davo albums.
Gigantic catalogue value and many useful pickings present!!!
£ 3500
27923 1853-1873 Nice collection letter cancels on stamps
(ca. 125) and covers (ca. 25) in album.
£ 400
27157 1853-1984 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 old Davo albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Yvert no's): 156, 262, 308, 354-355, 580A**, 583-858*, 867872*891-896*, 930-935*, 945-950*989-994*, 1027-1032*,
1066-1071*, etc.
£ 400
27987 1859-1945 Mint hinged and used collection back of
the book on album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Yvert no's): souvenir sheet 3, postage dues 20, 22-24*,
precancels 24, 25, 26*, 27 (2x), 32, extensive part specimen
and annula overprints, extensive parcelpost including 145* in
pair imperforated between, China overprints etc. Very high
cat. value!
£ 2000

27971 1859-1946 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
postage due stamps on album pages in folder, in which
various better stamps like (Yvert no's): 6 (5x and 1x on
cover), 7, 9 (5x), 17, 20, 22, 25, 34, 62*, etc. Also some mint
parcelpost stamps of Paris.
£ 1450
28569 1859-1982 Almost complete, mint hinged and used
collection postage dues on blanc pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 1, 3*, 4*, 6*, 7* (signed Calves),
9*, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23(*), 24(*) (repaired), 25-27, 41*, 47*,
49-50**, 51-54*, 55-62*, 78-89**, 90-94**, etc. Cat. value
over 7750 euros.
£ 1200
26593 1859-1983 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection postage dues, including most of the key
stamps on album pages in folder. Very high cat. value!
£ 1650
26594 1881-1941 Nice, mostly used engros lot postage due
stamps on stockpages in folder. Contains a.o. 1881 2 frank
mint hinged (cat. 2000).
£ 475
28276 1900-2002 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 5 Davo luxe albums with slipcases and 1
stockbook. Collection contains very much material, including
some better stamps like (Yvert no's): 156*, 162-169*, 183186*, 229-232*, 256**, 300*, 308*, 354-355*, 398**,
580A**, 841**, 867-872**, 891-896**, 930-935**, 945950**, 989-994*, 1027-1032*, 1066-1071**, airmail 5-6*, 7*,
20*, 24-27*, 29**, 35-37**, etc.
£ 1350
27844 1900-2003 Very well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 6 Davo luxe albums with slipcases. Collection
contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 123*, 126*, 127*, 128(*), 152*,
153* (rust), 156*, 162-169*, 182* (Bordeaux overprint),
207**, 216**, 229-232*, 252**, 256*, 257A* (le Havre
overprint), 259-262*, 269**, 275-277*, 294**, 308**, 348351**, 354-355*, 398**, 580A**, 867-872**, 891-896**,
930-935**, 989-994**, 1027-1032**, airmail 1-2*, 14*, 15*,
29*, 30-33**, souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, 3** (few brown spots),
precancels 47**, etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 4500
25376 1902-1985 Well filled, mostly used (before 1944 also
some mint hinged) collection in blanc album. Collection
contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 156, 254*, 255, 256, 262, 266-268,
300, 308, 354-355, 379*, 380-385*, 395*, 398*, 580A*867872, 891-896, 930-935, 989-994, 1027-1032, 1066-1071, etc.
Nice quality.
£ 650
27931 1914-1945 Mostly MNH and mint hinged collection
on self made pages in ordner. Collection contains a.o. (Yvert
no's): 147**, 156**, 162-169*, 354-355**, 394**, 398**,
580A**, 701D-F** in blocks of 4, airmail 8-13**, legion
stamps souvenir sheet 1** (icebear sheetlet), 2-3**, 4-5*,
(including various plateflaws, listed in Michel special), 610**, Saint Nazaire 8-9**, 8-9 on cover, various RF
overprints etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1750
28232 1920-1950 Stockpage with better MNH, mint hinged
and used material like (Yvert no's): 182 (Bordeaux, signed),
252, 256*, 257A (le Havre, 2x of which 1x signed), 308*,
354-355**, 354-355*, airmail 1-2, 15 (!), souvenir sheet 2*
(no gum) etc. High cat. value!
£ 1500
28059 1959-1996 For 99% complete, MNH collection in 3
luxe Filabo albums with slipcases.
£ 375
28046 1963-2006 Specialised collection Marianne in 2
albums. Collection contains a.o. coilstamps in strips, coins
dates, booklets, black prints etc.
£ 550
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27056 1995-2001 Nice collection of 380 epreuves, incl.
man y better, housed in 7 sp eci al alb u ms . Offered
supercheap!!! Under 1 euro each!!!
£ 375
28695 Beautiful collection of over 220 covers and cards of
the French marine from the eastern part of the Mediterranean
See in 2 ordners and 1 stockbook. Also much documentation
present. Nice collection!
£ 1400
28004 Collection of ca. 420 loose stamps and 27 covers
with starcancels of Paris in stockbook. Nice lot.
£ 325
26393 Postage due and telegraph stamps, Very nice, mint
hinged and used lot in stockbook. Cat. value ca. 20000 euros.
£ 2100
26983 Postage Dues: 1859-1946 Well filled, mint hinged
and used collection on album pages in folder. Collection
contains much better material, including 1, 2 and 5 frank
black (bit mixed quality). High cat. value!
£ 1250
24546 Sheet album with MNH sheets and sheet parts of
France and various French territories. Contains a.o. (Yvert
no's): France 833A** in complete sheet (10x), 2x 1435** in
strips of 10 with number (coilstamps), souvenir sheet 6**
(Philatec 1964), postage dues 96-102** in sheets of 100, nice
Monaco, St. Pierre et Miquelon 455-469** (20x), TAAF 140142** (in complete sheets of 25), sirmail 109** (in complete
sheet of 10), etc. Nice lot, high cat. value!
£ 350
26478 Stockbook with newspaper stamps of France, fiscal
stamps of France, radio stamps of France and also the front
side of a newspaper (l'illustration from 1854) with postal
cancels Nice lot!
£ 700
25182 Stockbook with over 80 fake stamps and reprints of
France and colonies (and a few Polish stamps). Nice lot for
reference collection.
£ 950
28030 Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged and used,
better material of France like (Yvert no's): 162-169*, 232**,
252**, 307-308**, 321 (2x), 398* (2x), 580A**, airmail 15
(3x), 29**, red cross booklet 1955**, war stamps (Saint
Nazaire) 8-9**, etc.
£ 1875
FRANCE - COLONIES
27444 1860-1970 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection
with a lot of duplication, many different countries incl. better
material, nice part general Colonies, Algeria, Haute Volta,
Cameroen etc. etc. in well filled stockbook. Catalogue value
over 4000 euro!! Offered very cheap!!
£ 300
25939 French Andorra 1931-2000 Well filled, mostly MNH
and mint hinged collection in luxe Safe album. Collection
contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 21**, 46**, 138-153* (without
150A), 179-180**, 188-189**, 194-195**, 202-203**, airmail
1**, 2-4, postage dues 1-8*, 17-20*, 41**, etc.
£ 400
27367 French Andorra 1932-2016 Very well filled, MNH
collection in stockbook including a.o. (Yvert no's): 30**,
33**, 34**, 39**, 39A**, 40**, 41**, 42**, 46**, 74**, 80**,
83**, 138-153**, 167-170**, 179-180**, 188-189**, 194195**, 212-213**, airmail 2-4**, etc. Also some Spanish
Andorra present.
£ 950
28146 French Andorra 1964-1986 Wonderful collection of
139 mainly different 'epreuves de luxe' incl. many very scarce
and seldom offered issues, also nice thematics, in stockbook.
The Dallay catalogue value (underrated!) is over 4270 euro!!
£ 650
26588 French Indies 1892-1950 Nice, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection on album pages in folder.
£ 225

27760 French Somalia 1894-1941 Mint hinged and used
collection on Yvert album pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. (Yvert no's): 8, 8b* (overprint specimen), 9, 9b*
(overprint specimen), 10, 10b* (overprint specimen), 11, 12*,
13 (2x), 14*, 15* (overprint specimen), 17*, 18, 43*, 47*,
48*, 50*, 51*, 52*, 64*, 66* (2x), 74-81*, etc.
£ 220
28040 Guadeloupe 1884-1947 Well filled, double (mint
hinged and used) collection on album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 27-39*, 27-39, 40-44*,
43, postage dues 6, 7, 11, 12, etc.
£ 600
25327 Guadeloupe: 1919-1947 Nicely filled, mint hinged
and used collection on album pages in folder.
£ 350
26029 Nice lot French colonies in 2 stockbooks, including
classic material, proofs, epreuves de luxe, imperforated
stamps, much MNH etc. Also some material of other
countries present like Ghana and Liberia.
£ 800
27944 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and used stock
French colonies in 3 stockbooks, in which also some better
stamps, imperforated material etc.
£ 300
28657 Obangi-Shari/CAR 1916-1985 Nice, almost
complete, mostly MNH and mint hinged collection in Scott
album, including souvenir sheets and various extra's.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): CAR 132-136*, A206C206**, 225-229*, 413-416*, 532-537*, 622A**, etc.
Seldomly offered!
£ 750
GEORGIA
26222 1919-2009 Very extensive, MNH collection in Scott
album, in which unusual material, including the overprints
1993. Also some material of Abkhazia.
£ 1850
GERMANY
28639 1800-1900 Nice specialised collection cancels of
Berlin on covers and stamps in 5 albums, in which also much
scarce and unusual material.
£ 1000
28345 1849-1955 Very pretty specialised collection of all
stamps and covers related to Aachen with interesting part
stampless covers incl. registered, many franked covers with
NDP or Prussia stamps/postal stationary, all with Aachen
cancels, 3rd Reich issues incl. sheetlet cancelled in Aachen
etc. in album. Sweet little collection!
£ 225
25055 1849-1994 Genuine collector estate with collections
and duplicates, the collector was in love with Bavaria stamps
because there is an extensive Bavaria collection incl. nr. 1
used, later issues very, very extensive + tons of duplicate
books with Bavaria, other German States also present in
quantities incl. better stamps, Germany Reich decent
collection incl. good issues of the 30's, Ostropa sheetlet, Bund
and Berlin with mint and used collections, duplicates,
propaganda postcards etc. etc. housed in 27 volumes and
loose, in 2 very heavy big removal boxes. Lots of fun for a
low price!!
£ 4500
28189 1851-1945 Very powerful mint and used collection,
starting with extensive Bavaria and Wurttemberg, Germany
Reich nearly complete incl. Brustschilder, the better later
issues, inflation period including many expensive stamps
used, the good issues of the 20/30's, incredible part
combinations from booklets incl. so many high ticket itemst,
further Zeppelins, sheetlets, German Colonies, Occupation
first world war, Memel, Danzig etc. etc. in very well filled old
Abria album. Extremely high catalogue value and includes so
many better stamps and sets!!!
£ 3350
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28295 1851-1959 Fresh mint and used collection, starting
with Bavaria, Baden, Wurttemberg classics, further nice
section of Saar incl. better, Bund and Berlin with they early
better issues fresh mint or used etc. etc. in album. Very high
cat. value.
£ 600
27411 1868-1870 Nice, cancelled lot Norddeutscher
Postbezirk on stockpage. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-6
(2x), 7-11, 12 (2x), 23 (!), 23-26 (2x) etc. Nice quality, high
cat. value!
£ 475
27413 1868-1870 Nice, mostly cancelled collection
Norddeutscher Postbezirk on album pages in folder. Contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 1-6, 7-11, 7u (imperforated), 9u
(imperforated), 10u (imperforated), 12, 13-18, 19-23, 25-26,
service 1-5, 6-9, Elzas etc. Nice collection including various
pairs and strips. High cat. value!
£ 1475
27415 1868-1870 Nice, mostly cancelled lot Norddeutscher
Postbezirk in stockbook. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 8u
(imperforated, signed Spalink), 11 (4x, of which 1x signed
Spalink), 12 (3x, of which 2x signed), 20, 23 (certificate), 2626, service 1 (4x, of which 3x signed), 6-9 (8 and 9 signed),
etc. High cat. value!
£ 1450
25340 1868-1966 Mostly mint hinged (also some used
material) collection in blanc album, including a.o. (Michel
no's): German Reich 209 PY (Vierpass watermark), 365*,
407-409*, American Zone I/I-IX/I* (signed), I/II-IX/II*
(signed), Bundespost 111-112*, 116*, 123-138* (posthorn
set), 147*, 161*, 167-170*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 850
27448 1870-1950 Over 900 postal stationery cards and
envelopes, mainly different, very many used items, including
German States, German Colonies, Territories and Occupation,
illustrated items, additional frankings, cancellations,
destinations, offered intact as bought incl. all the good items,
in 2 supersize albums. Very interesting collection!!!
£ 900
25481 1871-1940 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder but unfortunately in
mixed condition. Part of the mint stamps is (partly) stuck to
the album pages, but the lot also contains better material like
(MIchel no's): 66 (5 mark Reichspost), 423, 424*, 450-453 on
card with Zeppelin cancel, 455, 457, 496, 497, 499-507
(Wagner), 529-539, etc.
£ 800
28346 1872-1874 Brustschilder: Very powerful duplicated
lot of used stamps, mainly in good condition, with so many
nice cancellations, possible findings as plate faults, varieties,
shades etc. not checked for. Counted as cheapest stamps is the
catalogue value already over 13.000 EURO!!! Superbargain,
only 5% catalogue value!!!
£ 650
28371 1872-1923 Mint and used collection, large part
double both mint and used, with better classics, very much
infla incl. much used incl. better, extensive service + very
nice part combinations to 1941, in expensive Lindner album
+ slipcase. Massive catalogue value!!
£ 380
27086 1872-1935 Nice lot mainly used in quantities, very
much Germania and infla, unpicked and unsorted, in 4 albums
+ envelope with envelopes. Much sorting pleasure!!
£ 400

28370 1872-1945 Mint and used collection, main value
after 1925 incl. many Nothilfe sets mint and used, 1933
Wagner set unused no gum, 1934 Stande, 1935 Folklore,
1928 Nurnbergring overprint set used, airmails incl. 1926/7
set, 1928/31 zeppelins, 2Rm Sudamerikafahrt used, service
nearly complete, in well filled Davo album. Massive catalogue
value!!
£ 400
26169 1872-1945 Stockbook with various used material on
stockcards, including nice part Brustschilden, nice Wagner
and better stamps. Cat. value 13400 euros.
£ 900
25017 1872-1945 Used/mint never hinged nearly complete
collection, used up to 1932 in mainly very good condition,
very many stamps signed, nice section of 1872 issue, later
with many shades extra, powerful inflation period with very
many stamps signed, incl. many high ticket stamps, from
1933 nearly all mint never hinged incl. the good sets and
sheetlets (there is also a Nothilfe sheetlet in very bad
condition, we did not calculate this and you get it for free!!),
good airmail sets etc. etc. in 2 very well filled expensive
Lindner albums. Massive catalogue value and offered very
cheap!!
£ 3500
28680 1872-1949 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used, partly double collection in 6 Schaubek albums.
Collection contains much material, scarcely before 1920, after
that very extensive, including Zeppelins, Zeppelin covers,
souvenir sheets, MNH sets, may covers, German occupations,
French Zone, Bizone etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 6250
25558 1872-1963 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection on cards in 3 stockbooks. Collection contains nice
German Reich, early years Bund, Berlin and DDR, nice
territories, Zones, colonies etc.
£ 1350
26488 1872-1970 Very well filled, old Schaubek album
with an almost complete mint hinged and used collection
German Reich (a.o. Zeppelin Chicagofahrt), Bundespost with
many early better issues, Berlin idem, DDR including Debria
sheet mint hinged, Karl Marx sheets canceled, nice French
Zone etc.
£ 2000
27178 1872-1974 Nicely filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in 2 Spanish Philos albums, in which German
Reich, Bundespost including the good stamps of the early
years and DDR with good material.
£ 600
25660 1872-1980 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection German Reich, German territories and Bundespost
in fat album.
£ 425
24744 1872-1987 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 albums and 3 stockbooks. Collection contains
German Reich (reasonably filled), West Berlin, Bundespost
1949-1987 apparently complete, DDR 1949-1963 as good as
complete including Debria sheet mint hinged and the 4 Marx
sheets MNH.
£ 1250
27671 1875-1972 Well filled, mostly used collection in old
album, in which good German Reich (a.o. Iposta, Nothilfe and
Ostropa sheetlets mint hinged), Bizone, Bundespost with all
the good stamps etc.
£ 2100
25109 1880 Stockbook with over 750 x Michel no. 41 (10
pfennig red) of Germany with various plateflaws. For the real
specialist!
£ 200
27556 1880-1910 Extraordinary collection of over 1000
items (stamps, stamps on pieces and a few covers), with
traincancels of 49 diferent routes in Germany in blanc album.
Collection includes a few French stamps and is in very nice
condition.Very sought after material!
£ 1650
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26459 1880-1990 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
German Reich, Bundespost, Berlin and DDR in 2 albums,
including better German Reich, good early years Bundespost
and Berlin etc.
£ 750

28150 1939-1945 Impressive collection of this sought after
material incl. many scarce covers, frankings, great variety of
cancellations, types of covers, many with descriptions, on
album pages. Offered very cheap!!
£ 1000

27611 1910-1922 Nice, double (mint and used) collection
combination of Germania stamps from Germany in
stockbook. Some highlights (Michel no's): S1.13, W1.1*, W4,
W5-W14*, W5-W14, S3-S10*, S3-S10, S11-S14*, S11-S14,
KZ1-KZ5, KZ6-KZ9, S23, S24, S25, S27-S30, etc. (incl. a
few doubtful cancels). Also various Heftchenblater present
and 2 stamp booklets. Very high cat. value!
£ 2300

28200 1945-1946 Wonderful mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, very much material incl. many better stamps, sets
and sheetlets, also covers, stamps used on piece, stamps BPP
expertised, blocks and larger multiples, paper- and other
varieties, in 2 well filled albums. Offered very cheap!!
£ 1750

28660 1916-1941 Very well filled, mostly mint hinged
collection combinations in Borek album. Collection is in very
good quality and contains many better combinations like
(Michel no's): S4*, S6*, S7*, S8*, S39*, S41*, S72, S114,
W6*, W7*, W9*, W10*, W11*, W12*, W13*, W22*, W22 on
piece, W31, W34, W35, W36, W53*, K7*, K8*, KZ13*,
RL15.2*, etc. Very nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 3150
27555 1919-1990 Scott album with an almost complete,
mostly mint hinged collection Berlin 1949-1990, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): 21-34*, 35-41** (UPU MNH), 57-60**, 61-63*
(Goethe), 75-79*, 82-86*, 101-105*, souvenir sheet 1**, etc.
Also some material of the Belgian occupation of Germany
present (Eupen and Malmedy), nice French Zone, Soviet Zone
etc. Nice quality!
£ 1450
26279 1920-1941 Small box with 12 complete rolls
coilstamps. Contains rolls of (Michel no's): 150, 160, 163,
230, 232, 239, 245, 268, 269, 271, 272, 785. Cat. value over
7465 euros.
£ 750
27626 1920-1955 Goodies book with just better stamps,
sets, sheetlets and covers, very much better material incl.
Ostropa sheetlet on cover, other better Germany Reich, Saar
mint never hinged set to 10 mark!!! (5 mark and 10 mark
signed), Bund with better earlies like Posthorn set,
combinations from posthorn unused, Rheinland Pfalz Red
Cross set on 2 covers, Red Cross sheetlet used, Baden ditto,
Saarland the 2 scarce sheetlets used etc. etc. etc. in fat
stockbook. Huge retail potential!!
£ 3500
27696 1921-1923 Fantastic collection of over 1850 (!)
covers of Germany from the inflation period, both domestic
as foreign destinations, service covers, registered covers etc.
From the very early inflation period to the hyperinflation with
covers of 60 billion mark , mixed frankings, many colourful
frankings, massfrankings, 'gebuhr bezahlt' markings and
stamps on cover, offered intact. Great collection, with so
many scarce and rare covers!!!
£ 9750
28187 1928-1955 Stockbook with better MNH, mint hinged
and used material like (Michel no's): German Reich 497*, 497
(2x), 538*, 539** (2x), souvenir sheet 9, 10*, 11*,
Bundespost 113-115, 116 (17x), 117-120, 121-122, 139140*, 141-142 (3x), 147 (9x), 150 (10x), 161 (11x), 173176**, Berlin 62 (2x), 63 (7x), 82-86, 101-105 (3x), etc. High
cat. value!
£ 1350
27573 1933-1945 Nice lot covers with combinations from
stampsbooklets and various Heftchenblatter in metal box.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): combinations on cover:
S103, S107, S106 and S110 (2x) together on 1 cover, S156
and S164 together on cover, S158 and S166 together on
expres cover, W143, etc. Heftchenblatt: 78**, 97** (hinge on
selvage), 100**, Markenheftchenbogen 47*, 49*, 63**
(unfortunately in 2 pieces), 64** (unfortunately in 2 pieces),
65**. Nice lot!
£ 825

26935 1945-1953 Stockbook with some MNH and mint
hinged souvenir sheets, including Debria sheets MNH (2x),
Debria sheet cancelled, Karl Marx sheetlets (without gum,
2x), etc.
£ 325
26563 1945-1964 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in old Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
good Bundespost with all the expensive issues (also with
Michel plateflaw 116 I), Berlin with a.o. UPU set, Goethe, all
the church bell sets, DDR with a.o. Debria sheet, 4 Karl Marx
sheets mint hinged, nice Saar, German Zones etc.
£ 975
26249 1945-1969 Very nice, canceled collection, in which
Bizone , French Zone including many (signed) souvenir
sheets, Saarland almost complete (much signed), Bundespost
etc. Nice collection in Leuchtturm album.
£ 1250
25207 1945-1970 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection (Bundespost, Berlin and DDR) in 3 blanc albums.
£ 220
28293 1945-1978 Wonderful mint/mint never hinged
collection in very fresh condition, Allied zone incl. band/net
overprint set hinged, Bund complete incl. all the good early
sets, posthorn set fresh mlh, Berlin incl. black and red
overprint sets, UPU set, definitive set to 5 mark, the bells etc.
etc. in Italian album. Very pretty collection!!!
£ 900
28555 1945-1983 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in fat Davo album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): Bundespost 111-112**, 113-115**, 116**,
117-120*, 121-122**, 139-140* (139 with plateflaw), 141142, 143-146, 156-159*, Berlin 21-34*, 35-41* (UPU), 61-63
(Goethe), 68-70*, 71**, 72-73, 75-79*, 82-86, nice French
Zone etc. High cat. value!
£ 900
25198 1945-1987 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection German Zones and Bundespost in Kabe album.
£ 150
25367 1945-1990 Nice MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in blanc album. Collection contains a.o. almost
complete French Zone (mint hinged), very good Berlin,
Saarland, etc. High cat. value!
£ 625
28685 1946-1969 As good as complete, almost only mint
hinged (mostly first hinge) collection in 2 Kabe albums.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): soviet zone souvenir
sheet 3A*, 3B*, 4*, 6* (Goethe), French Zone apparently
complete, Bundespost 111-112*, 113-115*, 116*, 117-120*,
121-122*, 123-138* (posthorn), 139-140*, 141-142*, 143146*, Berlin 1-20* (black overprints), 21-34* (red overprints),
36-41* (UPU), 42-60*, 61-63* (Goethe), 68-70*, souvenir
sheet 1 II* (sheet with plateflaws 68 I and 70 I, crease in
sheet), DDR 284-285*, 286-288*, souvenir sheet 7* (Debria
sheet, 2x), 8-9 A/B* (Karl Marx sheets), etc. Very nice
collection, very high cat. value.
£ 2100
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27467 1946-1974 MNH and mint hinged collection in Davo
album, in which Bundespost, Berlin, Bizone, Baden etc.
Contains a.o. (Michel no's): Bundespost 111-112**, 113115*, 116*, 117-120*, 121-122*, 150*, 167-170**, 173-176*,
177-196**, Berlin 75-79*, 80-81**, 82-86*, 87*, 101-105*,
110-111*, French Zone Baden 28-37**, 38-41*, souvenir
sheet 1*, etc.
£ 400
26644 1946-2000 Very well filled, mostly used, partly
specialised collection German Zones, Bundespost and Berlin
in 3 Davo albums. Collection contains very much better
material like (Michel no's): Baden 37, 38-41**, 42-45**, 46,
souvenir sheet 1A**, 1B**, Rheinland-Pfalz 30-31, 32-41, 4245**, Bizone souvenir sheet 1, Bundespost 111-112, 113-115,
116, 117-120, 139-140, 141-142, 143-146, 147 Z, 156-159,
249 I*, 255 VIII, Berlin 35-41, 61-63, 68-70, 71, 72-73, 74,
75-79, 82-86, 101-105 etc. High cat. value!
£ 800
27837 1953-2009 Reasonably filled, MNH collection in 4
Davo luxe albums with slipcases. From 2001 less filled, face
value ca. 150 euros.
£ 500
27960 1975-2005 MNH, as good as complete collection
Bundespost and Berlin in 3 Davo albums. Also some material
before 1975 present. Face value already 260 euros. £ 350
26797 And Territories 1849-1972 Nicely filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 3 albums, in which a.o. old
German States, German Reich, German territories,
Bundespost with good material from the, early years etc.
£ 600
28172 Beautiful, cancelled collection combinations of
German Reich in fat stockbook. Lot contains many better
combinations like (Michel no's): W1, W4, W9, W10, W11,
W12, W13, S6, S7, S8, S24, S26, KZ3, KZ4, KZ5, KZ6, etc.
Cat. value over 17000 euros. Also some Bundespost
combinations present (not counted).
£ 2500
25067 Box with ca. 45.000 (!) MNH infla stamps of the
German Reich, mostly in sheets and sheet parts. Now only 2
cents each!
£ 900
25840 Box with complete, MNH infla sheets of the German
Reich in nice quality. Also some sheetparts present. Cat.
value ca. 27000 euros.
£ 1750
26206 Bund 1990-2008 Massive used very fine stock in
quantities, high and higher values mainly, mainly with round
cancels, incl. thematics, blocks, self adhesives etc. etc. many
per 100+ present, sorted on quality, also some material pre1990, housed in 18 doublet hick stockbooks. Michel
CATALOGUE VALUE 200.000 EURO (YES, TWO
HUNDRED THOUSAND EURO'S!!). Ideal lot for reseller,
bourse traders, splitting up in smaller lots etc. etc. ONLY 2%
CATALOGUE VALUE!!!
£ 4000
27020 Exciting stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged
and used material of Germany, including nice old German
States, localpost 1945, Saar and Danzig, French Zone etc.
Also some doubtful material present, but very nice lot!
£ 950
28378 Fat stockbook with various mint hinged and used
material of the German Reich, amongst which various better
stamps and souvenir sheets, including 18 Zeppelin stamps.
Cat. value ca. 11800 euros (4800 euros mint hinged and 7000
euros used).
£ 1200

28376 Fat stockbook with various MNH material of the
German Reich including many stamps with sheet margins and
some Han numbers. Cat. value ca. 2500 euros.
£ 250
25290 German Occupations: 1938-1945 Well filled, mint
and used collection in blanc album, including expertised
stamps, strange material, various covers, etc. Nice, Mooie,
unusual collection, very high cat. value!
£ 3500
24922 German Occupations: 1939-1945 Nicely filled,
somewhat messy, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
2 albums. Collection contains a.o. Bohemia and moravia,
General Gouvernement, Serbia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Laibach etc.
£ 850
27465 German Reich 1872-1923 Well filled, used collection
in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains nice part
Brustschilden, inflastamps, service stamps, various signed
stamps etc.
£ 775
27862 German Reich 1872-1945 Very extensive, cancelled
stock in 6 fat stockbooks. The lot contains only stamps and
souvenir sheets with nice cancellations. Cat. value ca. 51500
euros (every stamp counted as the cheapest type and colour).
£ 5000
27861 German Reich Stockbook with various better used
material. Nice assortment, cat. value ca. 12000 euros.
£ 1200
26369 German Reich Stockbook with various MNH
material, including various strips of 11 (coilstamps). Cat.
value ca. 2500 euros.
£ 300
27863 German Reich Stockpage with various, mostly
cancelled, plateflaws. Cat. value ca. 1600 euros.
£ 150
27422 Germany Reich 1872-1945 Stockbook with a nice lot
used material, including nice classic part, many better stamps,
combinations, etc (also few doubtful cancels). Cat. value
according to collector ca. 24000 euros.
£ 2000
33056 Germany Reich 1923 Michel 244c, 40m green olive
mint never hinged full original gum, bloc of 18!! Each stamp
signed Buhler. Michel 2006 cat. value 11.700 EURO!
£ 750
33057 Germany Reich Inflation period Mint never hinged
better stamps in part sheets with Michel 253aZ(80),
290Z(150) en 295Z(120), partly signed Buhler, cat. value
11.000+ euro, stupidly cheap price!!!
£ 360
27400 Norddeutscher Postbezirk 1868-1870 Fantastic,
beautiful quality exhibition collection in Safe album. Contains
besides the normal stamps also a beautiful part cancellations,
both on stamps as on covers. All neatly documented, a lust for
the eye!
£ 1750
27917 Norddeutscher Postbezirk 1868-1870 Nicely filled,
mint hinged and used collection on album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1 in strip of 4 on cover,
11 (3x), 12 (2x), 23 (2x), etc. Very high cat. value! £ 675
27406 Norddeutscher Postbezirk 1868-1870 Very extensive
collection on stockpages in Safe album. Collection contains
very much cancellation material from many different states,
some covers, stamps on cut outs from stationeries from other
states, many pairs and strips etc. Very nice collection, for the
Germany specialist.
£ 3000

28375 Fat stockbook with various MNH material of the
German Reich. Cat. value ca. 8300 euros.
£ 900
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28186 Reich 1872-1945 Almost complete, mostly used
collection in old Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 11, 29-30, 66 (5 Mark Reichspost), 344-350,
378-384, 398-401, 407-409, 423-424, 425-429, 438-439
(Zeppelin Sudamerika Fahrt), 450-453, 455, 456, 457 on
Zeppelin card, 459-462, 474-478, 496-498 (Zeppelin
Chicago), 499-507 (Wagner), 556-564, 716-729, souvenir
sheet 3 (Ostropa), 9, 10, 11, etc. High cat. value! £ 2500
28561 Reich 1872-1945 In the main numbers almost
complete, mostly cancelled collection in Davo album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-11, 12-13*, 24(*),
29-30, 66 II (5 Mark reichspost), I*, II*, III, IV (overprint
Gelber Hund), 398-401, 425-429*, 430-434, 438-439
(Zeppelin), 456 (1 Mark Zeppelin Polar Fahrt), 497 (2 Mark
Zeppelin Chicago), 499-507 (Wagner), souvenir sheet 1*
(Iposta), etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 2500
28684 Reich 1872-1945 In the main numbers complete,
MNH, mint hinged and used collection in 2 albums.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 12*, 13(*), 66 (5 Mark
Reichspost),I-III** (Flugpost 1912), IV (Gelber Hund
overprint), V-VI** (E.EL.P. overprints, MNH, signed Brettl),
344-350*, 378-384, 392Y (signed Schlegel), 398X (mint
without gum, Kurzbefund Schlegel), 401Y** (signed), 423424, 438-439 (**) (Zeppelin Suid-amerika Fahrt, regummed),
456-458 (**) (Zeppelin Polar Fahrt, regummed), service
stamps including railroad service stamp 1 on cover, souvenir
sheet 1 MNH (Iposta), 2 MNH (Nothilfesheet 1933), etc. Very
well filled collection, very high cat. value!
£ 4450
28469 Reich 1872-1945 Reasonably filled, cancelled
collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase. Collection
includes some better material, like various souvenir sheets,
Zeppelin 2 and 4 Mark etc. Also some German Zones present.
£ 250
28171 Reich 1872-1945 Well filled, MNh, mint hinged and
used collection in stockbook, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 37,
351-354, 378-384, 423-424, 455, 474-478, 498 (4 mark
Zeppelin Chicago), 529-539, 695-697, 699**, 716-729, etc.
High cat. value!
£ 800
26567 Reich: 1872-1949 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used lot in stock album. Lot contains better material like
Zeppelin Chicago fahrt (2x), Wagner, nice combinations,
souvenir sheets etc. Also some material of German territories
and German Zones present.
£ 1800
26203 Reich 1875-1944 Lot used material engros in good
quality, including better stamps, colours etc. Not been picked
for plateflaws or cancels. In 10 small stockbooks. Cat. value
ca. 28000 euros. Now for less then 3%!
£ 750
28560 Reich 1875-1945 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled
collection in Kabe album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 378-384, 474-478, 529-539, 556-564, 588-597, 695697, souvenir sheet 7, 8, 9*, 11, etc.
£ 550

25073 Reich: Nice used lot, including many Brustschilden
and higher values in 2 stockbooks. Total cat. value ca. 20800
euros.
£ 1500
25897 Reich: Small stockbook with better, used material of
the German Reich, including (Michel no's): 28 on piece,
355y, 424 (Zeppelin 4 Mark, 3x), 428X, 539 (2X), 572Y,
souvenir sheet 5, 6, good combinations, etc. Cat. value ca.
8000 euros.
£ 600
26708 Reich: Stockbook with MNH, mint hinged and used
plate flaws. Cat. value ca. 7000 euros.
£ 650
26657 Reich: Stockbook with used combinations of the
German Reich, amongst which some combinations with Han
numbers. Cat. value ca. 5000 euros.
£ 650
26769 Reich: Stockbook with various mint hinged material
of German Reich, including better stamps, souvenir sheets
and nice combinations. Cat. value ca. 9000 euros.
£ 900
27121 Reich: Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged
and used plate flaws of the German Reich and also some nice
used material. Cat. value ca. 7900 euros.
£ 600
25793 Reich: Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged
and used plateflaws of the German Reich. All flaws are listed
in the Michel catalogue. Cat. value ca. 8500 euros. £ 700
26808 Reich: Stockbook with various used combinations of
German Reich, in which much better material. Cat. value ca.
22500 euros.
£ 2250
26368 Reich: Stockbook with various, used material,
including better stamps and souvenir sheets. Cat. value ca.
13000 euros.
£ 850
26656 Reich: Stockbook with various used material,
including many Brustschilden and many higher values. Cat.
value ca. 17000 euros.
£ 1500
26805 Reich: Stockbook with various used material of
German Reich, in which many Brustschilden, some Zeppelin
stamps, souvenir sheets and various higher values. Cat. value
ca. 33000 euros.
£ 2500
27120 Reich: Stockbook with various used material of the
German Reich, including many better stamps. Cat. value ca.
13700 euros.
£ 1000
25094 Small box with stockcards with better, MNH, mint
hinged and used material. Contains a.o. Old German States,
German Reich, Berlin, Bundespost etc. Nice assortment, cat.
value ca. 14000 euros.
£ 1100
25106 Small box with stockcards with various MNH, mint
hinged and used plateflaws of Germany. Cat. value according
to Schantl ca. 5300 euros.
£ 375

26707 Reich: Beautiful, MNH, mint hinged but mostly used
collection combinations in stockbook, in which many better
items. Cat. value ca. 18700 euros.
£ 2500

25925 Small box with stockcards with various MNH, mint
hinged and used material of Germany. Contains a.o. nice
German Reich, including combinations, German Zones,
including nice Han numbers, DDR, Berlin, Saar etc. Cat.
value ca. 21000 euros.
£ 1500

25794 Reich: Beautiful used lot, including very many
Brustschilden and higher values in 2 stockbooks. Total cat.
value ca. 32700 euros.
£ 2250

25278 Small box with stockpages with various material of
Germany, including better stamps. Cat. value Michel ca.
12500 euros. Bargain!
£ 850

25298 Reich combinations: 1933-1942 Very well filled,
used collection combinations in blanc album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): S105, WZ10, WZ11, S107, S109,
S111, S113, W48, W50, W54, W56, W58, S126, etc. Nice
quality, high cat. value!
£ 1500
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27530 Small box with various MNH, mint hinged and used
material of Germany on stockcards and in small stockbooks,
including some complete sheets, Debria souvenir sheet DDR
mint hinged, better stamps Berlin mint hinged, German
Zones, better stamps Bundespost etc. Cat. value ca. 16000
euros.
£ 1200
28377 Small stockbook with various, mostly MNH and mint
hinged plateflaws of the German Reich. Cat. value ca. 3700
euros.
£ 325
27118 Stockbook with various used commbinations of the
German Reich. Cat. value ca. 9400 euros.
£ 900
25504 Territories: 1914-1945 Well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection German occupations 1st and 2nd
worldwar and German territories in 3 luxe Lindner albums.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Belgium 8*, 9*, 23**,
24*, 25, Postgebiet Ost 1-12*, Dorpat 1-2** (both signed),
nice Eupen and Malmedy (Belgian occupation Germany),
Estonia 1*, 3*, Lithuania 2-9*, Laibach 33-38*, 40*, 44*, 4560*, Montenegro 15-18**, Serbia 16-25*, 26-30*, souvenir
sheet 1*, 2*, 3*, Memel 1-17*, 72-83*, 234-237* (signed),
Danzig 13** with Han number (signed), 181-192**, 212**
(signed), etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1550
28566 Territories: 1914-1959 Well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in old album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): Oberschlesien 30-40** (overprint
Plebiscite), various stamps of the French occupation (CIHS
overprint, not signed), Sleeswijk-Holstein 1-14**, 15-28**,
Danzig 207-211*, 212-213*, Saar 104-107*, etc. High cat.
value!
£ 1200
28322 Territories: 1920-1945 Nicely filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in album, in which a.o. Danzig,
Saar, etc. Also some nice old Wurttemberg present. £ 300
27732 World War I and II: Fantastic lot of over 1000 covers
and cards, Prisoner of War, Red Cross, Staff maps,
Concentration camp, censor, field bakery specialised
collection with cancels and cards, in albums, folders and
loose. Offered intact and very cheap, very many scarce and
rare items noted!!
£ 5000
27738 WWI: Fantastic collection in albums, all written up
with field post station, many different kinds of cancels on
covers and cards, R-covers, from the low to the high numbers
of the different fieldpost stations, gigantic number of items,
in albums, in boxes. Unique and spectacular collection!!!
£ 4250
GERMANY - COLONIES
28374 And territories: 1897-1922 Well filled, mostly mint
hinged (but also various MNH stamps) collection in luxe
Lindner album with slipcase. Collection contains very much
better stamps like (Michel no's): China 1-6 I*, 1-6 II*, 33*,
36B*, Morocco 1-6*, 19*, 20**, 30*, 32* (signed Richter),
45*, 46-58*, Turkey 1-5*, 6-10*, 20*, 21*, 22*, 44*, 45*,
46**, 47(*), German New Guinea23* (2x), German East
Africa 3*, 4*, 5*, 6-10*, A38*, 39**, 39*, German SouthWest
Africa 1-4*, I-II*, 11-22*, 24-32*, Cameroon 1-6*, 7-19*, 25*
(2x), Karolinen 3 I*, 4 I*, 1-6 II*, 22*, Kiautschau 1 II*, 2837*, Marianen 1-6 II*, 7-19*, 21* (2x), Marshall Islands 1325*, 27* (2x), Samoa 23* (2x) etc. Very nice collection, very
high cat. value!
£ 2000

27936 German East Africa 1893-1918 Mostly mint hinged
collection on album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-5*, 6-10*, 11-21*, 11-18* with overprint
Specimen (cat. 150,00 each), 22-29*, 30-39*, etc. Also
Belgian occupation present, like 1-8*, 25-33*, and 25-33*
imperforated (no. 30 and 31 missing). High cat. value!
£ 975
27932 German Levant 1884-1908 Almost complete, mint
hinged and used collection on album pages in folder (1st issue
some reprints). High cat. value!
£ 1125
27938 German occupations 1914-1945 Beautiful, MNH,
mint hinged and used lot on album pages in box. Lot contains
a.o. (Michel no's): Kotor 1-4**, Kurland 1-3**, 4A**, 4B**,
4BK (inverted overprint on piece, signed van Loo BPP),
Laibach 1-20**, 21-27*, 28*, 29-30**, 31-32**, 33-38*, 3944*, 45-60**, Macedonia 1-8*, Generalgouvernement 89 U91U in pairs (imperforated without gum), Sudetenland Asch
4b** (signed Dr. oertel), 2K**, 3K**, 5K**, Karlsbad 15*,
62-63*, Rumburg etc. etc. Also various local camp post
stamps, including a complete booklet Lithuania red cross
1946. Nice exciting lot!
£ 3650
28579 German occupations and territories 1914-1938 Well
filled, partly double, MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
Belgium 1-9*, 10-25*, Dorpat 1* (signed), 2*, Libau 2Ba(*),
Eupen and Malmedy 1-7*, 1-7, Eupen 1-17*, postage dues 15*, 1-5, Malmedy 1-17* (no. 13 missing), postage dues 1-5*,
Oberschlesien 38K(*) (75 pfennig, inverted overprint), Saar
28 (signed),29 (signed), 31* (signed), 104-107*, 122-125*
135-141**, 144-150**, 151-157, 161-167*, 168-170, Danzig
207-211, 207*, 208* (2x), 220-230*, 231-235*, Port Gdansk
1-13**/*, etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 2450
27404 Marshall Islands: Small album with 8 covers with
manuscript town cancels. This so called atolpost took covers
of the remote islands to Jaluit, from where it was taken further
if necessary. The 'cancellation' was done by pen by putting
with the name of the island and the year on the stamp. Very
scarce material.
£ 1150
GERMANY (EAST)
25517 1945-1990 Very well filled, large part double (MNH
and canceled) collection of DDR in 5 Davo luxe albums.
Collection contains nice Soviet Zone, including Goethe sheet
used and further DDR 1949-1990 almost complete, early part
used, later most used and MNH present, including Debria and
Karl Marx sheets used.
£ 950
25313 1949-1985 Wonderful mint never hinged and used
collection, incl. very strong early period double present incl.
the Marx sheetlets both mint and used, the other better issues,
reasonably complete, housed in 6 expensive albums. Massive
catalogue value and offered very cheap!!
£ 800
28572 DDR: 1945-1990 Mainly used very fine collection,
starting with nice part local stamps and soviet zone (these also
**/*) incl. many better issues, then from 1949 in the main
numbers overcomplete incl. the expensive early sets, the
ex p en s i ve mi n i at u re s h eetlets + many extra's like
combinations from blocks, covers etc. Also nice part back of
the book, in 2 exploding Schaubek albums. Catalogue value
according to collector (looks ok) over 11.000 EURO
MICHEL!!! Bargain!!
£ 900
28136 DDR 1946-1983 MNH, mint hinged and used stock
in 2 stockbooks, in which various nice material.MNH, mint
hinged and used stock Berlin 1852-1983 in stockbook, in
which various nice material.
£ 210
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28607 DDR 1948-1990 Complete, MNH collection in 3
Davo cristal albums and 1 Davo luxe album with slipcases.
Collection contains all better sets and souvenir sheets like
Debria sheetlet and the 4 Karl Marx sheetlets. Additional also
some soviet zone present, part postage dues (partly cancelled),
nice part service stamps etc. Cat. value over 6000 euros.
£ 900

25559 Stockbook with a nice, mint hinged and used
collection Old German States on cards, including many better
stamps. High cat. value!
£ 2300

28611 DDR 1949-1953 Almost complete, cancelled
collection, including Debria and the 4 Karl Marx souvenir
sheets in stockbook. High cat. value!
£ 200

GERMANY - W. BERLIN
28135 1852-1983 MNH, mint hinged and used stock in
stockbook, in which various nice material.
£ 180

28563 DDR 1949-1974 Almost complete, cancelled
collection in fat Schaubek album, including the good early
years (but without souvenir sheets). Cat. value ca. 3000 euros.
£ 250

25211 1948-1972 Well filled, double (mint and used)
collection in Lindner album.
£ 175

27189 DDR 1949-1990 Almost complete, first mint hinged,
later (from ca. 1960) mostly MNH collection in 2 large Yvert
albums.
£ 400
26382 DDR 1949-1990 As good as complete, canceled
collection in 6 luxe Lindner albums, including a.o. Debria
sheetlet, Karl Marx sheetlets etc.
£ 600
27829 DDR 1949-1990 Complete, MNH collection in 4
Davo luxe albums with slipcases. Collection includes also the
souvenir sheets like Debria sheetlets and Karl Marx sheets,
but no service stamps. Cat. value ca. 6000 euros.
£ 900
27277 DDR 1949-1990 In the main numbers complete
collection including the better early sets and the good early
sheetlets, mainly used or mint never hinged, (earlies also
some mh), in 2 Davo albums. Massive catalogue value!!!
£ 395
28174 DDR 1949-1990 Very well filled, mostly MNH
collection in 3 stockbooks in which a.o. (Michel no's): 242**,
243-244**, 245**, 246-247*, 260**, 261-270, 276-276**,
280-281**, 286-288**, 327-341 (signed), souvenir sheet 7**
(Debria sheetlet), etc. High cat. value!
£ 375
28468 DDR 1949-1990 Well filled, cancelled collection in
5 Davo luxe albums with slipcases. Collection contains a.o.
Debria sheetlet and the 4 Karl Marx sheets.
£ 300

27766 Stockpage with various used material of old German
States, including some better stamps. Reasonable quality,
high cat. value!
£ 175

28388 1948-1980 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Lindner album.
£ 125
26364 1948-1987 Complete, mostly used collection in Davo
cristal album. Collection contains a.o. the black- and red
overprints of 1948 (both sets signed), UPU 1949, Goethe
1949, souvenir sheet 1 (cancel doubtful) etc. Nice collection,
high cat. value!
£ 800
28604 1948-1990 Almost complete, cancelled collection in
old Schaubek album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
33, 34, 35-41 (UPU), 61-63 (Goethe), 64-67, 68, 71, 72-73,
74, 75-79, 80-81, 82-86, 87, 106-109, etc. Bargain! £ 350
28605 1948-1990 Almost complete, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 17*, 18*, 19*, 20*, 27**, 32** (signed
Schlegel), 36-41* (UPU), 42-60*, 61-63* (Goethe), 64-67*,
69*, 70*, 71**, 72-73*, 74**, 75-79*, 80-81**, 72-79 on
cover with special cancel Wagner Festspiele 11-8-1951, 8286*, 87**, 88-90**, 91-100**, 101-105**, 106-109**, 110111**, souvenir sheet 1*, etc. Nice collection, bargain!
£ 700
28118 1948-1990 Complete, MNH (from ca. 1961) and
mint hinged collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-20* (high values signed), 2134*, 35-41*, 42-60*, 61-63*, 64-67*, 68-70*, 71*, souvenir
sheet 1*, etc.
£ 650

28533 Fat stockbook with mostly MNH (some cancelled
material present) combinations of DDR and also some
souvenir sheets and sets. Very high cat. value!
£ 175

27032 1948-1990 Complete, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in luxe Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 35-41*, 61-63*, 64-67*, 68-70*, 71*, 73, 7579*, 82-86, 87, 101-105*, souvenir sheet 1*, etc.
£ 850

GERMANY - P.O. Abroad
27911 German post offices in China: Small collection of 50
stamps and 1 postal card, amongst which 6 front runners
(German stamps used in China) on album pages in folder.
Almost all the stamps with nice, readable cancels. Cat. value
Michel ca. 2900 euros.
£ 475

26288 1948-1990 Very well filled, partly double, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Lindner album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 21-34**, 35-41** (UPU), 61-63**
(Goethe), 64-67**, 68-70**, 71**, 72-73**, 74**, 75-79**,
80-81**, 82-86**, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value.
£ 700

GERMANY - STATES
27906 1849-1920 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection on old album pages in binder, in which very
much better material in somewhat mixed quality. Very high
cat. value!
£ 6500

27831 1948-1990 Well filled, cancelled collection in Davo
luxe album with slipcase. Collection contains better material
like (Michel no's): 35-41 (UPU), 61-63 (Goethe), 72-73, 7579, 82-86, 101-105, etc.
£ 400

25141 Baden: 1851-1868 Overcomplete collection on
album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
1 on small piece, 12*, 16, 21, etc. Nice quality, high cat.
value!
£ 700

28011 1948-1990 Well filled, first mint hinged later (from
ca. 1968) MNH collection in stockbook. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 1-20*, 68-70*, 71*, 72-73*, 74*, 75-79*,
80-81*, 82-86*, 87*, 88-90*, 94-100*, 101-105*, etc. Nice
quality, high cat. value!
£ 250

26291 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used collection Baden,
Bavaria, Wurttemberg and Thurn & Taxis in Lindner album.
£ 700
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28260 1949-1952 Nice MNH and mint hinged collection
combinations of Berlin on Leuchtturm album page in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): W6**, W8**, W9*,
W11*, W13**, W15*, W18*, W19*, W24*, S1-S4**,
SZ1A**, SZ1B*, SZ3A**, SZ3B*, SZ4B*, SKZ1B*,
SKZ2B*, etc. Nice collection, cat. value over 5000 euros.
£ 800
27190 1949-1990 Almost complete, first mint hinged, later
(from ca. 1960) mostly MNH collection in large Yvert album.
£ 450
27830 1954-1990 Almost complete, MNH collection in
Davo luxe album with slipcase.
£ 200
28455 1954-1990 Almost complete, MNH collection in
Davo luxe album with slipcase.
£ 125
28390 1955-1990 Well filled, MNH (few stamps hinged),
collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase (pages 1948-1955
are included).
£ 125

26210 1949-1992 Complete, used collection Bundespost in
3 luxe Safe albums. Collection contains all the expensive
issued and in good quality. Cat. value 3500 euros. Now only
10%!
£ 350
28606 1949-1993 Almost complete, cancelled collection
Bundespost in Davo album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 11112, 113-115, 116, 117-120, 121-122, 139, 141-142, 143146, 156-159, 173-176, etc. Also nice part American-British
zone present.
£ 350
26297 1949-1995 Complete, mostly MNH (but also partly
double) collection Bundespost in 3 luxe Lindner albums. Few
posthorn stamps are probably regummed, but the rest looks
ok, including the first years. High cat. value!
£ 700
26248 1949-2009 In the main numbers complete, canceled
collection Bundespost including the first expensive years,
souvenir sheets and modern (few modern stamps missing) in
6 expensive Deutsche post albums. Cat. value over 5000
euros.
£ 550

28012 1976-1990 Apparently complete, MNH and
cancelled (mostly first day cancels) collection in stockbook.
£ 150

28173 1949-2013 Almost complete, cancelled collection
Bundespost in 4 stockbooks, including some duplicates. Cat.
value over 6000 euros.
£ 600

GERMANY (WEST)
28178 1945-1993 Well filled, mostly used collection
Bundespost in blanc album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 111-112*, 116, 117-120, 121-122, 147*, 150, 151, 153154, 156-159*, 161, etc.
£ 175

28031 1954-2001 Collection Bundespost in 8 stockbooks,
in which the stamps are 2x MNH and 1x cancelled (mostly
with 1st day cancels) present. Nice quality, cat. value
according to collector ca. 6800 euros.
£ 350

28122 1948-1983 Extensive, mostly MNH stock of
bundespost in 2 stockbooks. Much material, including many
blocks of 4.
£ 325
25979 1948-2000 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 Davo albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 111-112*, 113-115*, 116, 117-120*, 121-122,
139-140*, 141-142, 143-146, 156-159, etc.
£ 450
28488 1949-1953 Stockpage with better used stamps of
Bundespost. Contains (Michel no's): 111-112 (2x), 117-120
(no. 118 misses a perf), 121-122 (2x), 139-140 (2x), 141-142
(2x), 145, 159, 173-176, 176. Cat. value 1355 euros.
£ 175
28125 1949-1959 Complete, mint hinged collection
Bundespost on album pages in folder, including all the
expensive stamps.
£ 300
28180 1949-1974 Almost complete, MNH and mint hinged
collection Bundespost in blanc album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 111-112*, 113-115*, 116*, 117-120*, 121122*, 139-140*, 141-142*, 143-146*, 147*, 156-159**, 161*,
173-176*, etc.
£ 175
28387 1949-1974 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection Bundespost in Lindner album, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): 111-112, 116, 117-120, 121-122, 139-140*,
141-142, 143-146, 153-154*, 156-159 etc.
£ 200
28389 1949-1983 Well filled, cancelled collection
Bundespost in Marini album, in which a.o. (Michel no's):
111-112, 117-120, 121-122, 139-140, 141-142, 143-146, 153154, 156-159 etc..
£ 200
28453 1949-1984 Apparently complete, cancelled collection
Bundespost in stockbook. Nice quality, cat. value ca. 3000
euros.
£ 200

28485 1958-1999 Almost complete, MNH collection
Bundespost in stockbook. High cat. value.
£ 200
28379 1958-2000 Beautiful MNH stock Bundespost in 4 fat
stockbooks, in which very many stamps also in blocks of 4 (or
larger units) present and also souvenir sheets. Cat. value ca.
17500 euros. Now for only 5%!!
£ 900
28391 1977-1990 Box with 14 official yearbooks of
Bundespost. Cat. value Michel 1255 euros.
£ 100
26205 1990-1998 Stockbook with neatly used surcharge
sets of Bundespost, all 100x. Cat. value 5650 euros, now for
only 3½ %!
£ 200
25924 Box with sheet album and glassines with MNH
sheets of Germany. Contains sheets of the German Reich,
some Bundespost and much French Zone, including many
plate flaws. Cat. value ca. 17000 euros.
£ 1000
25041 Bund: 1949-1962 Pretty and valuable mint never
hinged collection incl. many good extra's like 1949 stamp on
stamp set in mint never hinged cornerblocks of 4, 1949
Wohlfart set, UPU corner margin stamp with printingdate,
Posthorn to 25pf, Postal savingscard with Posthorn stamps,
20pf Marienkirche mint never hinged strip of 3 with corner
sheetmargin etc. etc. in expensive Safe album. Nice
collection!!
£ 495
25048 Bund: 1949-1994 Mint never hinged/used virtually
complete collection (missing only 139/140) in very good
quality, used up to 1962, from 1963 onwards mint never
hinged, in 2 expensive Kabe albums. Very high cat. value and
offered very cheap!
£ 375
25389 Bund and Berlin: 1949-1972 Mainly mint never
hinged collection (also some hinged) incl. very many good
stamps and sets of the early period, in well filled Schaubek
album. Bargain!!
£ 400
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25204 Bundespost: 1949-1969 In the main numbers
complete, used collection in luxe album. Cat. value ca. 2000
euros.
£ 200

28108 Small stockbook with various MNH material of
Bundespost, including nice combinations. Also some material
of German Zones. Cat. value ca. 1500 euros.
£ 120

27174 Bundespost 1949-1977 Almost complete, mint
hinged collection in Spanish Philos album. Collection
contains all the stamps from the early years, including the
posthorn set.
£ 400

28547 Stockbook with various material of Bundespost,
including many used pairs posthorn and Heuss. Lot contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 126 in used horizontal pairs (10x, cat.
140,00 per pair), 126 in used blocks of 4 (7x, cat. 280,00 per
block), 184 in used pairs (4x), 186 in used pair, 193 in used
pairs (2x), 179-186y, 186y, 259-260y, etc. Cat. value over
6500 euros!
£ 450

25241 Bundespost: 1949-1980 Nice, MNH large lot sorted
in glassines. Lot contains very much material, including better
stamps like (Michel no's): 111-112, 163, 171-172, 173-176,
200-203, 222-225 (2x), etc.
£ 700
26351 Bundespost 1949-1987 Almost complete, canceled
collection in 2 blanc albums. Nice quality, high cat. value!
£ 325
25507 Bundespost: 1949-2000 Apparently complete, used
(souvenir sheets MNH) collection in stockbook. Nice quality,
cat. value ca. 4500 euros.
£ 400
26367 Bundespost 1949-2000 Very extensive, MNH, mint
hinged and used stock in fat dealer book. Stock contains very
much material, including better like (Michel no's): 111-112,
113-115 (114 with plate flaw II, cat. 180,00), 116*, 116 (2x),
117-120, 139-140, 141-142*, 156-159, 173-176*, etc. Very
high cat. value!
£ 525
25508 Bundespost: 1949-2000 Well filled, MNH collection
in stockbook. The years 1949-1952 are scarcely filled, from
1953 almost complete. Cat. value ca. 4000 euros.
£ 350
25206 Bundespost: 1949-2001 In the main numbers almost
complete (years 1987-1988 missing), used collection in 2 luxe
leuchtturm albums. Cat. value ca. 3500 euros.
£ 300
25908 Bundespost: 1950-1980 Box with ca. 1500 different,
mint, illustrated postal stationeries.
£ 300
27705 Bundespost 1951-1996 In the early part scarcely
filled and used, from 1965 mostly MNH and almost complete
collection in 2 Leuchtturm albums.
£ 150
27888 Bundespost and Berlin: 1949-1987 Very well filled,
cancelled collection in large Yvert album, in which better
material. Bargain!
£ 375
26371 Bundespost and Berlin 1949-1990 Very well filled,
mostly MNH and mint hinged collection in 4 albums.
Collection contains much better material like (Michel no's):
Bundespost 111-112*, 113-116*, 116*, 117-120*, 139-140*,
141-142, 143-146*, 156-159*, 173-176, Berlin 1-20*, 21-34*,
35-41* (UPU), 61-63*, 64-67*, 68-70**, 75-79*, 82-86*, 101105*, souvenir sheet 1*, etc.
£ 800
25885 Bundespost and Berlin: Stockbook with various,
better, used material. Cat. value ca. 7000 euros. Bargain!
£ 450
26207 Bundespost and Zones Stockbook with used
material. Cat. value ca. 1900 euros.
£ 150
26932 Bundespost stock 1949-2000 Very extensive, MNH,
mint hinged and used stock in 2 fat stockbooks. Contains very
much better material from the early years.
£ 750
25175 Small stockbook with better used stamps of
Bundespost, including duplicates. Contains a.o. (Michel no's):
113 (3x), 114, 115 (3x), 116, 117-120, 121-122, 141-142,
143-146, 173-176, etc. Total cat. value ca. 2700 euros.
£ 300

28487 St ockb ook with various MNH materi al of
Bundespost, including many blocks of 4. Much material, high
cat. value!
£ 125
GERMANY - ZONES
26571 1945-1949 Beautiful, mostly canceled collection in
luxe Kabe album, in which many better sets and souvenir
sheets.
£ 975
26561 1945-1949 Beautiful, mostly MNH collection in
Lindner album, in which very much better material like
(Michel no's): Baden 28-37**, 38-41**, 42-45**, 46 I**, 46
II** (!), souvenir sheet 1A**, 1B**, 2**, Rheinland-Pfalz 3241**, 42-45**, souvenir sheet 1**, W rttemberg 28-37**,
40-43**, souvenir sheet 1**, etc. Also nice American Zone
present, including some nice varieties.
£ 1000
28681 1945-1949 Very nice, mostly mint hinged collection
in Borek album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): soviet zone B1
(Potschta), souvenir sheet 1**, 2**, 4**, 5X**, 5Y**, 5SX(*)
(large sheet), 6** (Goethe), American-British zone I/I-IX/I*
(tape overprint), I/II-IX/II* (network overprint), souvenir
sheet 1**, 1, etc. Nice quality, high cat. value!
£ 2100
28580 1945-1949 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection German including many covers in Leuchtturm
album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): soviet Zone 2022**, 36** imperforated, B I** (Potschta, signed Richter), 9397** imperforated (96 gumless spot), 150-155X**, 195b**,
souvenir sheet 1**(type 3), 1**(type 5), 2**(type 3), 2**(type
4), 4** (2x), 5X**, 5Y**, 6** (2x, Goethe), French Zone
Baden 28-37**, 28-37, 38-41**, 42-45**, 46 II* (2nd issue,
signed Schlegel), souvenir sheet 1A** (signed Schlegel),
1B** (signed Schlegel), 2* (signed Schlegel), Rheinland-Pfalz
32-41**, 32-41, 42-46**, souvenir sheet 1**, Wurttemberg
28-37**, 28-37 (35 and 37 signed Schlegel), 40-43**, 44-46
(signed Schlegel), souvenir sheet 1**, British American Zone
49 I** (signed), 52-68 II** (signed Schlegel), I/I-IX/I**, I/IIIX/II**, etc. Very nice collectiom, very high cat. value!
£ 4250
25196 1945-1949 Well filled, mostly used collection in nice
album. Collection contains much material, including better
stamps and souvenir sheets. High cat. value!
£ 750
27483 1945-1951 Nice collection of 62 covers, send from
and to the German Zones, many censored. All nicely
documented in blanc album.
£ 600
26530 Allied occupation of Germany Very extensive, MNH,
mint hinged and used lot in 9 stockbooks. Lot contains very
much material, including Notopfer Berlin, Bizone, Soviet
zone overprints etc. Weeks of sorting adventure!
£ 875
27942 French Zone and Berlin 1945-1960 Almost complete,
MNh and mint hinged collection on Scott album pages in
folder. The main part of the collection is MNH.
£ 875
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26275 Leuchtturm album with various, MNH and mint
hinged material of the German Zones, in which nice French
zones, American-British Zone including some imperforated
stamps, Saar and some early issues of Bundespost. Cat. value
ca. 3000 euros.
£ 400
27943 MNH and mint hinged specialised colelction of the
Bauten set of the British American Zone. Contains much
variant material, like different perfs, (partly) imperforated
stamps, misperforations and double perforations, double
prints, etc. Nice lot!
£ 675
26292 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and used collection
German Zones and Saar in album. Collection contains a.o.
good Saar like (Michel no's): 1-17*, 18-31*, 69*, 70-83**,
97*, 104-107**, 122-125, etc.
£ 950
25752 Small box with parts of parcelcards with stamps of
the general isssues of the German Zones. Nice lot with nice
cancels.
£ 150
27719 Small stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged
and used material, amongst which overprints including some
varieties.
£ 150
28329 Soviet Zone/DDR 1945-1990 Nearly complete
mint/used/mint never hinged collection, soviet zone incl. most
expensive singles, sets and sheetlets, Goethe sheetlet, DDR
apparantly complete incl. the good early sets, all the good
sheetlets, also nice section of service stamps, in 2 extremely
well filled Davo albums. Very nice lot with a gigantic
catalogue value!!!
£ 1000
GHANA
24805 1957-1971 Apparently complete, MNH collection in
album, including sheetlets, imperforated stamps, kleinbogen
etc. Collection contains better material like (Michel no's):
185-187A** in kleinbogen, 185-187B** in kleinbogen (cat.
360,00), 287-296**, 319-321A** in kleinbogen, 405-408A**,
souvenir sheet 40**, postage dues complete 1-23** (including
13b) etc. Very nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 425
24829 1957-1971 Nice, complete, MNH collection in
corner blocks of 4 with also 4x the souvenir sheets, some
imperforated sets and many kleinbogen in 2 stockbooks. Nice
quality, cat. value over 5500 euros.
£ 775
27341 1957-1990 Very well filled, mostly MNH (first few
years hinged) collection in 3 albums, in which also sheetlets,
postage dues, various imperforated stamps etc.
£ 450
25906 1964-1978 Beautiful collection of 166 sheetlets of 30
MNH, IMPERFORATED stamps. In total so ca. 5000 stamps,
mostly complete sets, good thematics and various not in
catalogue.
£ 900
GIBRALTAR
27670 1880-2007 MNH, mint hinged and used lot in
stockbook, in which much modern MNH material. £ 225
28057 1886-1993 Nicely filled, MNH collection on
Leuchtturm album pages in binder. Collection contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 10**, 20**, 21**, 30**, 50**, 71**,
82**, 83**, 84**, 85**, 106**, 129**, 130**, 135**, 145158**, 160-173**, etc. Nice colelction, high cat. value!
£ 750
28587 1886-1997 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Scott album. Collection contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 25*, 32*, 80*, 81*, 102a*, 117*,
212**, 213**, etc. Also some stamps from Cyprus present.
Bargain!
£ 175

28716 1886-2000 Multiple, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 2 albums. Collection seems a bit messy, but it
contains much better material like (Stanley Gibbons no's): 3
(2x), 5*, 6, 7*, 10*, 10, 12, 13*, 14, 18*, 19*, 20* (2x), 21,
29*, 29, 32* (3x), 32, 33, 53(**), 54* with overprint
specimen, 73*, 103*, 104*, 105*, 105, 106*, 107*, 114-117*,
129b*, 130a*, 131*, 135*, 145-158**, 145-158, 160-173**,
etc.
£ 1600
28628 1886-2013 Almost complete, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases. Collection
contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 2*, 3*, 4(*), 5*, 6(*),
13*, 14(*), 15-21*, 22-33*, 46-51*, 66-73*, 76-85*, 100*,
110-113*, 121-131*, 134-135**, 145-158*, 160-173**, etc.
Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1500
28636 1938-1977 Nice, MNH and cancelled, specialised
collection on album pages in folder. Collection is specialised
on perfs, watermark, colour etc.
£ 250
26147 1946-2002 Almost complete, mostly MNH collection
in 2 luxe Kabe albums (pages from start present), with a.o. the
good definitive sets, souvenir sheets, much thematic material
etc.
£ 525
26560 1953-2012 MNH (first set hinged) collection in 2
stockbooks, including souvenir sheets. Cat. value ca. 4000
euros.
£ 800
25972 1964-1986 Well filled, MNH collection on
Leuchtturm album pages in springback binder.
£ 250
26728 1970's and 80's Massive mint never hinged
accumulation of sets, singles, booklets and sheetlets,
enormeous quantities incl. better like better booklets, high
value 5 pound stamp multiple, thematics etc. etc. Big flat box
full of useful material. Gigantic catalogue value!!!
£ 500
GREECE
27492 1861- ca. 2000 MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 4 ringbinders and 1 folder. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 105*, 111B, 120*, 120, 121*, 121, 122,
116-117A*, 116-117B*, 124A*, 123-124B*, 155, 156* (thin),
344, 369-371, 418-420, 581, 637-650**, 654-667**, etc.
£ 800
27806 1861-1985 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used starters collection in 3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 581, 596-602**, 603614**, 667**, etc.
£ 425
26406 1861-1990 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection including duplicates in 2 albums and 1
stockbook. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 105*, 118
(3x), 119 (3x), 120 (2x), 121, 125-138*, 300-303*, 323*,
324*, 355-361*, 592-595*, 618-623*, 637-650*, 654-667*,
696-705*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 1300
28251 1861-1992 Simple, mostly cancelled collection in 2
Davo albums.
£ 150
27327 1870-1945 Mint hinged and used collection on
album pages in folder. Collection contains nice part
Hermesheads and also a.o. (Michel no's): 104*, 105* (thin
spot), 300-303*, 315*, 316*, 317*, 321-326*, etc.
£ 425
28631 1875-1966 MNH and mint hinged collection on
blanc pages in binder, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 119*, 207*,
282*, 292*, 300-303*, 322*, 340*, 341*, 342*, 343*, 352*,
421-424*, 425-426*, 560-562*, etc. Also some used material
present, including a nice part Hermesheads.
£ 350
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27802 1896-1980 Slightly messy, but well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 119, 300-303**, 317*, 321-326*, 327344*, 352-354*, 361, 371, 416-420*, 578-581*, 588-591*,
618-623**, 765-772**, nice part occupation stamps etc.
£ 850
26918 1896-1987 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled collection
on blanc pages in Davo luxe album, in which various better
stamps.
£ 325
27765 1930 Mostly MNH (20 lepta hinged), almost
complete set (1 drachme brown missing) Greece 1930
(Michel 327-344) on stockpage. Also some MNH stamps
from 321-326. Cat. value total ca. 425 euros.
£ 100
27425 1942-2005 Almost complete, cancelled collection in
4 luxe Safe albums.
£ 525
26916 Album with stockpages and loose album pages with
many hundreds of mint and used small Hermesheads of
Greece.
£ 600
GREENLAND
26545 1956-1988 Beautiful collection FDC's with blocks of
4, including better stamps and some duplicates. Over 500
covers!
£ 400
27721 1959-1966 Collection FDC's in box, including many
duplicates. In total over 600 FDC's.
£ 250
25686 Nice lot cancels of Greenland on pieces in
stockbook.
£ 225
GRENADA
27590 1861-1908 Nice, mostly cancelled collection on 4 old
album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 2, 27, 29, 37, 38, 39, 41, 43, 44, 46, 47, 4855*/o, 57-66, 82-83*, 87*, 88*, etc.
£ 1000
25573 1861-1986 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection
incl. interesting part Victoria incl. types, perfs and
watermarks, later incl. high values, sets and sheetlets, in
album.
£ 425
HAITI
26482 Album and 2 stockbooks with various, mostly classic
material of Haiti, including blocks of 4 and various
misperforations.
£ 400
HELIGOLAND
25608 1869-1876 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.
£ 975
HONDURAN REP.
28037 1866-1977 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 2 stockbooks, in which much material, including
better sets and souvenir sheets, nice part service stamps etc.
£ 600
HONG KONG
26414 1862-1979 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
on album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 133-136*, 163-168*, 173-176*, 209-210**,
242-243*, 245-246*, 257-258*, 261-262*, etc.
£ 625

33070 1993-2001 Beautiful mint never hinged collection
souvenir sheets, all different incl. better, high face value
sheetlets, also good thematics, in stockbook. Very high face
value and catalogue value!
£ 100
HUNGARY
24729 1871-1953 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection on blanc pages in binder. Collection contains nice
classic part and much better material like (Michel no's): 403410*, 478-479* (Zeppelin), 484-487, 502-510, 511-515*,
1080*, 1081*, 1082*, 1086-1087*, 1139-1141*, 1201-1203*,
1243*, 1274-1275*, souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, 3, 4, 5**, 6**,
10**, 11**, 12**, 13**, 16**, 19**, etc. Nice collection, high
cat. value!
£ 725
26450 1871-1980 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 7 Lindner albums, including better stamps,
souvenir sheets, imperforated material etc.
£ 900
28300 1871-1980 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in 4 Schaubek albums, in which very much
material, including many souvenir sheets.
£ 750
28181 1871-1989 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, partly double collection in 2 Schaubek albums and 1
stockbook. Collection contains nice classic part and further
a.o. (Michel no's): 128-144*, 128-144, 145-161*, 145-161,
210-211*, 403-410*, 403-410, 470*, 478-479* (Zeppelin),
487*, 487, 502-510, 511-515*, 844-851*, 985-992*, 989992* imperforated, 1066-1068* imperforated, 1069-1082*
(1070 missing), 1086-1087*, 1139-1141*, 1142-1144*
imperforated, 1201-1203*, 1243*, 1340*, 1571-1577**
imperforated, souvenir sheet 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 17(!), 19**, 19,
24, 25, 26A*, 26A on FDC, etc. Also nice postage dues,
service, issues occupied territory (Arad, Banat, Baranya,
Debrecen), etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1100
28692 1871-1990 Reasonably filled, mostly used collection
in 4 albums.
£ 200
25786 1871-1990 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 5 albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
128-144*, 210-211*, 403-410**, 430-437*, 467-470*, 478479* (Zeppelin), 484-487, 502-510*, 511-515*, 517-521*,
528-537*, 844-851*, 1139-1141*, 1201-1203*, 1330-1337*,
1449* , souvenir sheet 1**, 3, 4, 5**, 6**, 10**, 11**, 12*,
13*, 17** (!), 19**, 20, 21, 22, 30B**, 115B**, etc.
£ 1000
28112 1871-1992 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 4 Davo luxe albums with slipcases and 17
(!) other albums and stockbooks. Bargain of the week!
£ 1000
28304 1871-2000 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 Schaubek albums and 1 stockbook. Collection
contains nice part 1st issue and better material like (Michel
no's): 142-144*, 159-161*, 210-211*, 210-211, 403-410*,
423-426*, 458-462*, 467-470*, 478-479* (2x), 484-487, 502510*, 1069-1082*, 1086-1087**, 1139-1141**, 1201-1203**,
1243*, 1274-1275*, souvenir sheet 1*, 10**, 11**, 12**, 13*,
17**, 20-22**, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value! £ 1300
25223 1900-1972 Very well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Spanish album. Collection is from 1919 almost
complete, but without the expensive souvenir sheets.
£ 400
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27269 1913-1990 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 4 albums. Collection is unfortunately
damaged by rust but contains much better material like
(Michel no's): 458-462*, 467-470*, 478-479* (Zeppelin),
484-487*, 502-510, 511-515*, 517-521*, 1139-1141*, 1340*,
etc.
£ 1000
28530 1919ca.-1990 Fat stockbook with various, mostly
MNH sets and souvenir sheets, amongst which some better
material like (Michel no's): 1065** in minisheet, souvenir
sheet 2**, 3* (2x), 4**, 30A** (2x), 33B**, etc. Very much
material, high cat. value!
£ 275
28141 1934-1977 MNh and mint hinged collection souvenir
sheets on stockpages in folder. Contains a.o. (Michel no's):
1*, 12*, 13*, 17**, 24*, 25**, 27B**, 30B*, 37b*, 96B*,
99B**, 115B**, etc. Cat. value over 2750 euros.
£ 375
28528 Stockbook with various MNH sets and souvenir
sheets. Much material, high cat. value!
£ 175
ICELAND
27674 1873-1952 Stockbook with various better MNH and
mint hinged material like (Michel no's): 1* (no gum), 6*, 3547*, 62*, 75**, 114-118**, 119*, 122-123*, 124*, 125-140**,
142-146*, 147-149** (Zeppelin, 3x), 150-155*, 161**, 164**,
164*, 165**, 166*, 175-180** (2x), 181-182**, 218-221**
(2x), 275-277**, 277**, service 33-40**, 60-61**, 62**, etc.
£ 1300
26551 1873-1978 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Behrens album. Collection contains better
material like (Michel no's): 5*, 11, 137*, 138*, 139*, 142146*, 147-149*, service 7, 8, 41 II, 57*, etc.
£ 550
28673 1873-1992 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
1A(**), 2B(*), 3A, 4A*, 16-17*, 68, 80, 111**, 112-113*,
142*, 143*, 147-149*, 161*, 167**, service 58*, etc.
£ 850
27662 1873-2004 Very well filled, used collection on
Leuchtturm pages in album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 4, 9, 14Aa (certificate), 16, 17, 20-21, 35-47, 48-62, 6368, 69-75, 76-82, 83-98, 99-103, 111, 122-123, 142-146, 147149, 150-155, 167, 218-221, souvenir sheet 2 on cover, etc.
£ 1650
28585 1873-2013 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 2 Schaubek albums and 1 stockbook.
Collection contains very much better material like (Michel
no's): 3A(*), 5B, 6-11, 17*, 35-47, 48-62, 69-75, 119, 124**,
125-140, 142-146**, 147-149**, 150-156*, 218-221**, 275277*, 278-280*, and further almost complete, mostly MNH
till 2013, service 44-59*(!) etc. Nice collection, very high cat.
value!
£ 2000
28013 1873-2015 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 stockbooks. Collection contains much
better material like (Michel no's): 1, 3, 4, 5, 6-11, 16-17, 3547, 48-62, 69-75, 114-118**, 119-120, 122-123**, 125-140,
141, 142-146, 147-149, 156-167, 181-182**, 183-186**, 218221**, service 1A (perf 14:13¶½), 41-42, 44-59, etc. Cat.
value according to collector over 20000 euros.
£ 2500
27512 1875-1990 Reasonably filled, MNH and cancelled,
partly double collection on blanc pages in ringbinder.
£ 350

25233 1900-2013 Nicely filled, MNH (classic part partly
hinged) collection in stockbook, including nice classic
material, souvenir sheets, stamp booklets etc. Cat. value over
3500 euros.
£ 650
28054 1907-1993 MNH collection in luxe Leuchtturm
album with slipcase. Collection is from 1930 almost complete
and contains various better material like (Michel no's): 114118**, 121**, 122-123**, 125-140**, 147-149**, 150-155**,
181-182**, 183-186**, 193-196**, 204-207**, 218-221**,
etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 950
27742 Nice collection of sets and sheetlets, also some
duplicates and special issues, from old to very recent (2012),
many issues in blocks of 4, in small box. Very high new issue
price!
£ 250
INDIA
27628 1856-1959 Nice mainly used collection including
nice classic part, better stamps and sets, also very many often
better and scarce covers, in old English album. Fascinating
collection with lots of valuable material!!
£ 750
28227 1860-1940 Collection of 45 covers, incluidng
registered ones, airmail covers etc.
£ 350
25066 1920-1950 Box with thousands of stamps of India
from the '20s till '50s. Contains mostly King Edward and
George, but also some anna stamps with Gandhi present. Nice
adventorous lot!
£ 425
24541 And States: 1854-1977 Very well filled mint and
used collection, incl. better older material, also nice States, in
2 reasonably well filled Minkus albums
£ 750
26270 And States: 1856-2013 Messy, but very well filled,
MNH, mint hinged and used collection in 4 blanc Davo
albums and 4 stockbooks. Collection contains better material
like (Michel no's): 90, 91 (discolored), 190* (10 R. Gandhi),
207-210*, 256-257*, 358-362*, 1315-1316**, 1440-1443**
(rare birds 1994, cat. 250,00), souvenir sheet 1**, 2**, 3**,
5**, 6**, 8**, 16**, 25**, 92**, Indian forces in Korea 1-12*,
etc. Also various Indian States and much fiscal material
present.
£ 2000
25695 British India and States: 1854-1950 Nicely filled,
mint hinged and used collection in stockbook.
£ 375
INDONESIA
28394 1948-1988 Reasonably complete, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in old Importa album. Also Riau
stamps 1-25 Rupiah in half sheets of 50 MNH (some toning,
but cat. value already 2600 euros!).
£ 350
27810 1948-2010 Almost complete, mostly MNH collection
Indonesia in 4 Davo luxe albums with slipcases and 1
stockbook. Collection contains a.o. overprint set 1949 mint
hinged, templeset mint hinged, Ris overprints 1950 mostly
used, Riau overprints 1954 mint hinged, tennis, football, and
ape souvenir sheets MNH etc.
£ 850
28103 1949-1966 Almost complete, mint hinged collection
in blanc album, including Ris overprints, Riau overprints,
temple set etc.
£ 275
28215 1949-1969 MNH and mint hinged collection in old
Importa album, in which a.o. overprint set 1949 and temple
set 1949 mint hinged.
£ 150

26680 1876-1972 Well filled, used collection in old
Schaubek album.
£ 600
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28397 1949-1976 Apparently complete, mostly MNH
collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o.
overprint set 1949 mint hinged, temple set 1949 MNH (some
toning), Ris overprints mint hinged, Riau overprints MNH (50
sen cancelled).
£ 500
26419 1949-1981 Almost complete, mostly MNH collection
in old album, including a.o. Ris overprints (mint hinged) and
Riau overprints (mostly MNH). Cat. value over 4000 euros.
£ 500
28392 1949-1984 Well filled, MNH collection in Davo
album.
£ 225
26420 1949-1990 MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
old album. Collection contains a.o. overprint set 1949 used,
Ris overprints used, Riau overprints mint hinged/used, tennis,
football and ape souvenir sheets MNH etc. Period 1980-1990
i s M N H ( s t a m p s a r e at t ach ed i n t h e a l b u m w i t h
sheetmargins). Cat. value ca. 5000 euros.
£ 550
28218 1949-2000 Very well filled, mostly MNH collection
in 3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases and 1 stockbook.
Collection contains a.o. tennis, football and ape sheetlets
MNH, Jakarta 95 sheetlets MNH etc.
£ 550
26061 1949-2010 As good as complete, almost only MNH
collection in 4 Davo luxe albums with slipcase. Collection
contains a.o. overprintset 1949 MNH, templeset 1949 MNH,
Riau overprintset 1950 MNH (few brown spots), all
expensive souvenir sheets (tennis, football, monkeys) etc.
Also a stockbook with various additional souvenir sheets with
overprints etc. Nice collection, bargain!
£ 1200
28338 1949-2010 Nearly complete mainly mint never
hinged collection (earlies some mint/used), including the
1949 overprint set to 25 guilder, 1950 scarce RIS overprint
set mint to 25 rupiah, further all the good sets and sheetlets,
in 4 Davo albums. Massive catalogue value and many good
thematics present, offered very cheap!!
£ 1000
26063 1949-2012 As good as complete, almost only MNH
collection in Davo cristal and 3 Davo luxe albums with
slipcase (2012 in stockbook). Collection contains a.o.
overprintset 1949 MNH, templeset 1949 MNH, Riau
overprintset 1950 MNH, all expensive souvenir sheets
(tennis, football, monkeys) etc. In an stockbook 2012 and
various souvenir sheets with overprints, Jakarta sheetlets
1995, Harry Potter sheets 2007 etc. Nice collection!
£ 1250
28288 1949-2015 With the exception of the expensive sets
(a.o. Ris and Riau) almost complete, MNH collection in 5
Davo luxe albums, 2 stockbooks and 1 folder. Year 2014 is
missing, but there are countles extra souvenir sheets, sheetlets
etc. present
£ 1100
27953 1950-1984 Almost complete,first mint hinged, later
(from 1978) MNH collection in Importa album. Collection
contains a.o. Ris overprints mint hinged, (5 rupiah missing,
3 and 10 rupiah cancelled), football and tennis sheets MNH,
etc.
£ 300
26065 1950-1986 Slightly messy, but reasonably filled,
MNH, mint hinged and used collection in old Importa album.
Collection contains a.o. the tennis and football souvenir
sheets.
£ 200
25157 1950-2000 Almost complete, MNH collection in 2
luxe Schaubek albums, including Ris overprint set, all good
souvenir sheets (ape sheets, tennis sheets, football sheets),
etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value.
£ 800

25640 1962-1995 Almost complete, only MNH collection
in Davo album, including Riau set MNH, good souvenir
sheets etc. The stamps are put in the album with photocorners.
£ 600
33035 1967 Fiscal stamp 2500 Rupiah purple and yellow
unused, difficult stamp, in complete sheets of 100, mainly
very fine. Barefoot fiscal catalogue number 313, cat. value
100.000 pound!!!
£ 2500
33031 1970-1984 MNH, totally complete collection in fat
stockbook. Collection is complete including all the souvenir
sheets, amongst which naturally the expensive ones like apesheets, tennis-sheets and football-sheets etc. Cat. value (Sun
flower) 3162,65 euros.
£ 700
27796 1985-2011 Well filled, MNH collection in 2 Davo
crstal and 1 Davo luxe album. Also some older stamps present
(from 1979), but in lesser quality (not counted). Collection
contains much material, including the ape sheets from 1989.
£ 525
27334 Stockbook with 18 drawings on postcards sent from
West Irian.
£ 200
IRAN
24516 1876-1988 Very well filled mint and used collection,
later also mnh, incl. good classics, later incl. many better
stamps and sets, in Victoria album.
£ 550
24525 1909-1978 Beautiful, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in 10 albums, including much better materia and
also some duplicates. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
288-303, 347-348*, 423-429, 433-440*, 441-445*, 501-507*,
508-513* (2x), 591*, 592*, 614-624*, 640-648*, 687-700*,
715*, 785-789*, 811-812**, 818-819*, 820**, 826-831**,
832-837**, 840-845*, 883-890*, 893-897*, 898-902*, 913916*, 933-937*, 958-962*, 963*, etc. Nice collection, very
high cat. value!
£ 1500
26389 1960-1980 Extensive, MNH lot in 7 stockbooks,
including many sheet margins with inscriptions and very
many definitive sets. Very high cat. value!
£ 1250
28296 1961-1994 Nice MNH (1st set hinged) collection in
2 blanc Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 375
28199 1979-2002 Incredible very specialised collection
with lots of crazy material like imperfs, partly perfs, misperfs,
missing colours, shifts, covers etc. etc. in very well filled
album. Seldom offered, especially in this quantity!! £ 800
27680 Persia/Iran 1876-2012 Incredible mint/used/mint
never hinged collection, partly specialised with types, perfs,
overprints, definitive sets, very many expensive sets and
singles, in mainly very good condition, sheetlets, the very
hard to get new issues, housed in 3 very well filled home
made albums. Seldom offered so extensive!!!
£ 1500
IRELAND
27904 1840-1902 Extensive collection British stamps with
numeral cancels on blanc pages in binder.
£ 2250
26502 1922-1979 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 9-11 I**, 37-39*, C61*, 83-84**, 116-117, 118119*, 134-135**, 146-147**, etc.
£ 800
25137 1922-1980 Two stockbooks with various material,
including (Hibernian no's): C5** (6x), C10** (10x),
railroadstamp R128*, nice part postage dues, overprints 1922
etc.
£ 400
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26550 1922-1989 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in blanc Leuchtturm album.
£ 400
25438 1922-2005 Mint/used/mnh collection, fairly
complete incl. many better issues like 1922 overprints to 1sh,
2/6, 5sh and 10sh, 1923 to 1sh, 1937 incl. 10sh, 1942/45 high
values to 10sh mint, further fairly to very complete, in 2
expensive Schaubek albums.
£ 1000
27791 1922-2007 Mostly MNH and mint hinged collection
in 3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases. Period 1923-1989 is
almost complete, after that more scarcely filled, but with some
face value and stamp booklets.
£ 600
25131 1922-2008 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection Ireland in 3 luxe Lindner albums. Collection
contains much material, including a nice part overprints 1922.
£ 1200
27291 1929-1993 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Hibernian album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 9-11, 37-39*, 52-54*, 83-84*, 116-117, 118119, 129**, 133, 136-137**, 146-147**, etc.
£ 825
26614 1938-2001 MNH stock in stockbook, in which better
stamps, sheetlets, postage due stamps and some face value
material.
£ 600
27903 Stockbook with various material of Ireland, including
private stamp booklets.
£ 125
ISRAEL
27853 1948-1974 Almost complete, MNH fulltab collection
in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains much better
material like (Michel no's): 6**, 1F**, 2F**, 3F**, 1-9
without tab on FDC, 10-14**, 10-14KZ** (tete-beche with
gutterpair), 18** (both left and right tab), 19-21**, 30-31**,
54**, 66**, souvenir sheet 1**, souvenir sheet 1 on FDC, etc.
Also anti-hunger sheet and several sheets present. Nice
collection!
£ 1600
27009 1948-1994 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 2 Schaubek albums. Collection contains better
material (a.o. new year, camel, Menorah etc.), but
unfortunately also some regummed stamps.
£ 950
26766 1948-2000 MNH (few older stamps hinged)
collection in 3 stockbooks. Older part some stamps without
tab or half tab, more modern part full tab. Also better stamps
with tab present like (Michel no's): 22-27**, 28-29**, 41**,
6 1 **, 7 2 **, 77-78**, 86**, s ou ven i r s h eet 4 3 B**
(imperforated 2x), etc. Also some ATM stamps and stamp
booklets present.
£ 400
26768 1948-2002 Well filled, mostly MNH collection in 6
luxe Safe albums. Collection starts cancelled and without or
with half tab. From ca. 1955 almost all MNH and fulltab.
£ 800
25049 1948-2004 Mainly mint never hinged full tab
collection, nearly complete (few half tab and *), incl. the good
early issues, later with blocks, sheetlets and machine vending
stamps, also first day covers period 1999-2004, housed in 7
albums/stockbooks and loose, in big removal box. Nice lot
and offered very cheap!!!
£ 1000
24877 1948-2005 Well filled, MNH, almost all full tab
collection in 5 Lindner albums. Collection contains a.o. 1948
Newyear, 1949 Newyear, 1950 Independence Day, 1950
Camel etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1050

28220 1948-2006 Well filled, mostly MNH collection in 4
stockbooks. In the early part mostly without tab and
cancelled, from ca. 1955 mostly MNH fulltab. Also nice part
ATM stamps and stampbooklets present. Offered at very low
price!
£ 500
24784 1948-2014 Very extensive, almost only MNH
collection in 6 albums. Also an album with stamp booklets, a
stockbook with new issues and some postal stationeries. The
collection contains better material (a.o. Michel 18**, 19-21*
(regummed), 28-29**, 32**, 33-38*, 39-40**, 54**, 57-58**,
59-61**, 66** (some brown spots), souvenir sheet 1** etc.)
and is from 1956 onwards almost complete, including
phosphor varieties, tete beches, kleinbogen, postage dues,
service etc.
£ 1600
27858 1948-2014 With the exception of no. 7-9, complete,
fulltab, mostly MNH collection Israel in 3 Leuchtturm
albums. Collection contains very much better material,
including anti-hunger sheet, back of the book etc. Older part
some mixed quality and some regummed stamps. £ 2300
27716 1949-1978 Used collection in mainly very good
condition, including many of the better earlies full tab, 1st
sheetlet, 1949 new year, 1949 independance set (low value
half tab), 1950 Camel, 1952 Menorah etc. etc. in expensive
Lighthouse album.
£ 400
28060 1949-1993 MNH, almost complete including
souvenir sheets and booklets in 2 luxe Leuchtturm albums
with slipcases.
£ 700
28753 1949-2002 Well filled, from 1953 almost complete,
MNH fulltab collection including souvenir sheets in 2 Davo
cristal albums with slipcases.
£ 450
25512 1950-1990 Nicely filled, MNH full tab collection in
2 Leuchtturm albums (till 1978) and 1 stockbook. Collection
contains a.o. anti-hunger sheet 1963 and the years 1979-1990
almost complete in pairs and including Michel souvenir sheet
41 imperforated. Cat. value Michel over 2400 euros.
£ 350
25817 1950-1993 Nicely filled, mostly fulltab MNH
collection in 3 stockbooks and 12 year collections. Collection
includes some better material like (Michel no's): 15**, 16**,
18**, 22-27**, 39-40**, souvenir sheet 1**, 43B**
(imperforated) etc.
£ 400
26554 1957-2013 Totally complete, canceled, full tab
collection including souvenir sheets and many extra's in 8
albums.
£ 950
27954 1965-1990 Well filled, MNH collection in 2 Davo
luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 150
27822 Album with 20 old covers of Israel and Palestine,
including interimperiod, FDC airmail 1953 (1000 with tab)
with autograph of designer, etc.
£ 225
26348 Fat stockbook with better souvenir sheets and stamp
booklets of Israel, including imperforated. Mostly MNH, but
also some canceled material. Cat. value Michel over 1800
euros.
£ 250
28545 Stockbook with MNH ATM stamps, stamp booklets
and souvenir sheets of Israel, including Michel souvenir
sheets 3** (29x, cat. 40,00 each).
£ 125
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ITALY
24960 1855-1996 Mostly mint hinged (classic part some
canceled) collection in 2 albums. Collection is nicely filled
including some better stamps like (Michel no's): 183-185*,
206-211*, 214-216*, 463-478*, 576-585*, 780*, 796-797*,
807-825*, 832*, I* (205 lire rose 1961!), etc. High cat. value!
£ 1050
28268 1860-1960 Nice lot various stamps, including
various overprints, misprints, misperforations, cinderella's,
fiscal material etc. in album.
£ 600
27114 1860-1998 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock in 2 stockbooks. Stock contains very much better
material like (Michel no's): 16-22, 49, 59, 61-66*, 82*, 9596*, 97-98*, 97-98, 99*, 128* (2x), 188-193* (Manzoni),
194-200*, 230-233*, 254*, 254, 275-278*, 345-357*, 373384* (2x), 391-407*, 415-434*, 445**, 479-487*, 514-519**,
514-519*, 532-542*, 560-575*, 744-745**, 748-760*, 773,
791-792*, 793-794**, 796-797*, 796-797, 834-836*, service
1-8*, pakketzustellung 1-4*, parcelpost 48-59**, 80*, etc.
Nice lot, very high cat. value!
£ 4000
27969 1861-2004 Almost only used, very well filled
collection in 3 Davo albums, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 57,
59, 61-66, 95-96, 97-98, 155, 161-164, 183-185 (2x), 194200, 206-211, 249-252, 268-269, 270, 271*, 278*, 293B**,
318-324, 333-336, 341, 362-368, 373-384, 385-390, 391-407,
486, 487, 494-513 (no. 510 missing), 537, 554, 773, 796-797,
826-827, 830-831, 834-836, 837-838, parcelpost stamps 1-6,
etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 1775
26130 1862-1924 Wonderful collection nearly only better
stamps and sets, in mainly very good condition, many scarce
issue present like 1853/77: 5c(2), 15c and 40c mint, 40c used
on piece with scarce cancel (signed Diena), 1878 overprints
mint with values from 2c on 5c to 2c on 10 lire, 1879: 10c,
20c and 25c mint, 1889: 5 lire used, 1890 overprint set
mint(2), 1891/97: 5c(2), 5 lire used, 1910 Garibaldi 5c and
15c used, 1924 Crociera overprint set mint etc. etc. in
stockbook. Cat. value Sassone over 18.000 EURO!!!
Superbargain, less than 6% catalogue value for these scarce
issues!!!
£ 1000
28273 1862-1932 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in binder. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 9-12, 41, 49, 54, 59, 79*, 80*, 95-96, 183185*, 188-193* (!, Manzoni), 240-243*, 268-269*, 270-271*,
279-280*, 285-294*, 345-357*, 362-368*, 373-384*, 391407*, 415-434*, 413, etc.
£ 1250
28687 1862-1954 Incredible used collection, in main
numbers nearly complete in wonderful condition, very many
rare stamps and sets present including 1879 set to 2 lire used
incl. the rare 30c used on piece, 1891 to 5 lire, 1910
Garibaldi, 1923 Fide and the rare Manzoni set used, 1924
overprint set of 4, all Pro Opera sets, 1927 Filiberto to 20 lire,
Montecassino to 10 lire, 1930 Vergilius incl. airmails, 1932
Dante incl. airmails, Garibaldi, 1934 airmail overprints set of
4, scarce football set incl. airmails, 1936 Oratius, 1937
Leopardi etc. etc. in album. Really great collection with so
many key issues present, Sassone catalogue value over 50.000
EURO (only counted up to 1939). Offered very cheap!!!
£ 2750

26581 1862-1967 Very well filled, double (MNH/mint
hinged AND used) collection in 3 albums, in which very
much better material like (Michel no's): 59*, 59, 79*, 95-96*,
95-96, 97-98*, 97-98, 99*, 194-200*, 285-294*, 345-357*,
362-368**, 362-368, 373-384*, 385-390*, 390, 391-407*,
391-407, 413**, 415-434*, 434, 439-444**, 445-446*, 463478*, 463-478, 479-487*, 514-519*, 523-527*, 523-527, 528531*, 547-559*, 560-575*, 682-704**, 748-760*, 773*, 773,
784-785*, 793-794**, 796-797*, 796-797, 807-825*, 831**,
service 10* (!), etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 3250
26678 1862-1972 With the exception of a few stamps in the
main numbers complete, mint hinged and used collection in
Davo album, in which also much back of the book (but no
airmail).
£ 1750
27445 1862-1979 Reasonably complete collection with
better classics in mixed condition, strong from 1900 onwards
with 1910 Garibaldi, 1923 Manzoni set mint never hinged
(5L shortish perf), very many other expensive sets of the
20/30's fresh mint never hinged, 1923 Crociera set mnh, 1932
Dante set mnh, 1934 Militia set mnh, 1934 footbal mnh, 1936
Horatio set mnh etc. etc. in extremely well filled album.
Massive catalogue value.
£ 950
26285 1862-1979 Well filled, slightly messy, mint hinged
and used collection in old Schaubek album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 128*, 183-185*, 194-200*, 201204*, 229*, 254*, 268-269*, 270-271*, 278, 279-280*, 439444*, 459-462*, 514-519*, 523-527, 591-600, 604-619*, 740745*, 773, 780*, 784-785*, 791-792*, 796-797*, 807-825*,
830-831*, 834-836*, 837-838*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 850
27493 1862-1989 Nice, mostly used collection in Davo
album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 22, 54, 56-57, 59, 61-66,
95-96, 194-200*, 368*, 391-400, 494-504, 560-569*, 773,
774-776, 785, 796-797, 830-831, 840, postage dues 1(*), 2,
3-14, 15-17, etc.
£ 725
25680 1862-2008 Well filled, mostly used collection in 2
Davo albums. Collection contains many better stamps like
(Michel no's): 95-96, 97-98, 183-185*, 201-204*, 205, 206211, 213, 214-216, 229, 230-233*, 270-271, 275-278*, 294*,
345-357, 362-368, 391-407, 430, 484-487*, 773, 774-776,
796-797, 826-827, 830-831, 834-836**, etc. Nice collection,
high cat. value!
£ 1250
26618 1862-2010 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 8 luxe Marini albums, in which also
airmail, postage dues, face value, Triest, postal stationeries
etc.
£ 2750
28309 1863-1910 Stockpage with better, mint hinged
stamps in somewhat mixed quality (some stamps without
gum). Very high cat. value!
£ 450
27478 1863-1980 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album. Collection contains better material
like (Michel no's): 22, 56-57, 58, 59, 61-66, 177-182*, 183185*, 201-204, 275-278*, 324, 345-353, 362-368, 373-384*,
391-400**, 494-504*, 547-554, 560-569, 744-745, 773, 774776, 796-797, 834-836, 837-838, etc.
£ 1000
25334 1863-1984 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Minkus album. Collection contains nice material
like (Michel no's): 99*, 157-159*, 161-164*, 183-185*, 231*,
232*, 234-239*, 279-280*, 318-324*, 767-770*, 772*, 773,
774-776, 785, 804*, 827, 834-836*, 838, 850-852*, etc. Also
some old Italian States and Italian territories present.
£ 750
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27161 1863-1995 Messy, but reasonably filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 2 Davo albums. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 22 (misses corner perf), 31*, 57,
59, 157-159*, 206-211*, 279(*), 772*, 779*, 780*, 784-785*,
827, 831, 834-836*, 838*, 838, 839-840*, etc.
£ 400
28069 1863-2004 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 Spanish albums. Collection contains
much material, including some better stamps like (Michel
no's): 234-239, 773, 826-827, etc.
£ 375
27609 1867-1907 Extensive, mint hinged and used
collection on old album pages in folder, including postage due
stamps, parcelpost, Italian post offices abroad etc. High cat.
value!
£ 1465
25224 1906-1975 Mint hinged and used collection in old
Spanish album. Part of the older mint stamps are stuck to the
paper.
£ 200
28651 1920-1923 Stockpage with 2 fronts of special
illustrated postal cards of Italy with 2 BLP stamps (Michel
B91 I and B 91 II). Seldomly offered!
£ 125
25381 1921-2006 Very good mainly mint/mint never
hinged collection, incl. better pre-war sets, from 1945 nearly
complete incl. the better issues and the hard to get new issues
with high face value, in 2 albums. Pretty and cheap
collection!!
£ 1350
25026 1945-1980 Massive lot from a collector estate, the
guy really loved the period 1945 onwards, so he bought
collection after collection, stocks, so everything is present in
large quantities, including the good sets of the 40's and 50's,
airmails etc. (also some older material present), housed in
17(!!) albums and stockbooks. Unpicked, with an incredible
catalogue value and offered very cheap!!
£ 1750
28124 1999-2010 Almost complete, MNH collection in 2
luxe Edifil albums with slipcases.
£ 600
26989 And Colonies: 1863-2010 Nicely filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in fat Scott album. Collection
contains very much material, including better.
£ 1250
27898 And Italian territories and colonies 1857-1955 Well
filled, mint hinged and used collection in 2 Scott albums.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Italie 26(*), 99*, 183185*, 270-271*, 275-278*, 279-280*, 479-483, 494-504*,
532-542*, 826-827*, 832**, 834-836**, 837-838**, Corfu 411*, 4-11, 12-14*, 12-14, I-III*, Fiume 50-61*, 86-90*, 98113*, 114-130* (116 and 124 cancelled), 163*, 164*, nice
part Arbe and Veglia, San Marino 100-104*, Vatican 45-50,
51-58*, 67-72, 161-162, 185-186*, 205-206*, etc. Much
material, high cat. value!
£ 2500
28343 And States: 1608-1893 Nice lot of 22 old covers,
amongst which nice cancels, frankings and destinations.
£ 400
27918 And Territories: 1863-1985 Reasonably filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection Italy, San Marino and
Vatican 1963-1985 in 3 albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): Italy 95-98, 373-384, 385-390, 391-407, 452458*, 463-478, 479-487*, 494-513, 514-519*, 532-542*, 547559**, 560-575**, 576-590**, 604-619*, 830-831, 850-852*,
San Marino 396**, 425-429*, 547-556*, Vatican 1959-1981
almost complete, both MNH and cancelled.
£ 1400
27516 And Territories: Very nice lot better stamps and sets,
in mainly very good condition, starting with Italy better
classics and issues of the 30's incl. regular footbal set mnh,
Servicio di Stato 10L mint (some staining), San Marino with
better sets of the 50's, Vatican incl. many expensive sets of

the 30's like 1933 set to 20L, 1935 Conference set mnh, 1938
Archeology set mnh, 1949 and 1951 airmail sets used, better
Colonies issues etc. etc. in stockbook. Valuable lot with
enormeous catalogue value and retail value!!!
£ 1500
26391 Stockbook with various, better material of Italy.
Contains a.o. (Michel no's): Sardinia 9, Italy 16 and 20 (both
regummed, no. 20 with certificate), 153-156, 391-407,
Somalia PB 1-6. High cat. value!
£ 850
28130 Well filled, mint hinged and used, partly double
collection Italy 1862-1957 in old Yvert album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 59, 167 with inverted overprint,
168 with inverted overprint, 275-278*, 391-407*, 415-434*,
49-513*, 532-542*, 547-559*, 560-575*, 576-590*, 748-460*
(760 cancelled), parcelpost 48-59*, etc.
£ 1700
ITALY - COLONIES
28629 1910-1936 Nicely filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in stockbook. Collection contains many better
stamps like (Sassone no's): Oltre Giuba 1-15*, postreceipt
stamps 1-6*, Lybia 13-16*, 81-85*, A19-A20*, Tripoli 1-4*,
5-10*, 73-A21*, 78-A7*, Somalia 185-192*, etc. Nice lot,
very high cat. value!
£ 750
28151 And Territories: 1874-1950 Mint hinged and used,
messy lot in album and stockbook, in which also some
Cilicia/Turkey. Adventurous lot!
£ 2500
26117 And territories 1890-1945 Stockbook with a mint
hinged and used collection. Collection contains many higher
values and without duplicates. Nice lot!
£ 750
26620 Italian colonies, occupations and territories: Small
stockbook with better, MNH and mint hinged various stamps.
High cat. value!
£ 950
24932 Italian East Africa: Stockpage with MNH sets of
Africa Orientale Italiana 1938. Contains Sassone 1-26 and
A1-A15. Luxe quality, cat. value 1450 euros.
£ 300
27703 Italian post in Levant 1900-1923 Small, MNH, mint
hinged and some used lot in stockbook, in which also
occupation of Greec/Turkish territories. Contains a.o.
overprints Janina, Smirne, Corfu, Salonicco, Jerusalem etc.
Cat. value Sassone ca. 11200 euros.
£ 1350
26602 Levant: 1908-1923 Very well filled, mint hinged and
used collection on Marini album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 11 I* (signed), 13-17 III, 16-17
IV, 26 III*, 41-45*, 46-53*, 60-70*, 81, etc. Also some
varieties present.
£ 1500
25065 Montenegro and Laibach: 1941-1943 Stockbook with
28 cobers and cards of the Italian occupation. All covers
documented and individually priced. Total retail value over
1750 euros.
£ 750
25264 Sardinia: 1851-1864 Small, mint and used collection
on album pages in folder.
£ 450
26129 Stockpage with better MNH and mint hinged stamps
of Italian colonies, like (Sassone no's): Egeo 2/2b* (pair,
signed), 2a*, Eritrea 24*, 25** (cat 500,00), 115*, postage
dues 14-19* expresse 1-3*, etc. Cat. value over 4000 euros.
£ 400
28128 Territories and occupations: 1919-1952 Nice, mostly
mint hinged collection on Yvert album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Julisch Venetien 10,
postage due 1 with inverted overprint, Trentino 11*, 12*, 23,
24, 25*, 26*, Triest 1-17*, 34-46*, 47-50*, 65*, postage dues
1-4*, 9*, 12*, 28*, etc.
£ 750
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24930 Well filled, mint hinged collection Italian colonies,
partly from the UPU archives. The majority of the stamps is
stiuck to the pages.
£ 1500
ITALY - STATES
25059 Modena: 1852-1859 Wonderful classic collection
incl. mostly 4 margined stamps, wonderful cancels, many
better values incl. 1852 values multiple to 1 lire (well
margined with wonderful cancel on piece, cat. value Sassone
5000+ euro!!), 1859: 5c mint, 15c mint, 20c used and mint,
40c (2x mint, 1x unused), wonderful 40c used on piece,
signed (Sassone 17, cat. value 2750 euro!!), Newspaper 1859:
10 cent used with bluish cancellation (Sassone 5, cat. value
3250 euro) etc. Total catalogue value Sassone over 17.800
EURO!!!
£ 1500
JAMAICA
27593 1860-1908 Almost complete, mint hinged and used
collection on 3 old album pages in folder, in which also some
fiscal, service and telegraph stamps.
£ 625
JAPAN
26447 1871-1994 Nice lot various material of Japan,
including nice classic stamps, booklets and souvenir sheets,
modern MNH material etc. in stockbook.
£ 650
28246 1872-2006 Exciting mainly used collection, many
definitives including specialisation, cancellations, sometimes
with many duplicates, also included modern commemoratives
used incl. sheetlets, in 4 albums + in folder. Offered very
cheap!!!
£ 700
28647 Japanese occupation and interimperiod Dutch east
Indies 1942-1954 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in selfmade album, in which much material,
including better stamp.
£ 750
27851 Japanese occupation Dutch east Indies and
interimperiod Mint hinged and used collection on blanc
album pages in folder.
£ 850
27993 Japanese occupation of Burma, Malaysia and the
Philippines Stockbook with various mint hinged and used
material.
£ 1150
28665 Japanese occupation of Malaysia Selangor 19421945 Small, specialised, MNH, mint hinged and used, double
collection on album pages in folder. Nice collection!
£ 450
KAZAKHSTAN
28086 1992-2012 Well filled, MNH collection in
stockbook.
£ 210

LAOS
25277 1951-1952 Stockpage with 5 imperforated MNH
(few stamps with some glassine residue) sheetlets of 4.
Contains (Yvert no's): 2 (20 cents), 6 (70 cents), 7 (1 piaster),
8 (1,5 piaster) and 16 (1,9 piaster). Extremely scarce material;
these sheetlets are normally offered for 500 euros each.
£ 1250
26218 1951-2008 Almost complete, mint hinged collection
in fat Scott album. Collection includes the souvenir sheets and
some extra's. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 950
LATVIA
27574 1918-1996 Beautiful lot in 2 stockbooks, in which
much special material like partly perforated stamps, various
proofs, plateflaws and also better stamps like (Michel no's):
190-192A** in blocks of 10, 190-192B* in blocks of 6, 203205B** in blocks of 6, etc. Also some covers present.
£ 1600
27517 1918-2010 Nearly complete mint/mint never hinged
quality collection including most of the expensive single
stamps and sets, airmails, sheetlets etc. in expensive
extremely well filled Kabe album. Nice collection with an
extreme cat. value!
£ 1500
27629 1918-2010 Reasonably complete used collection in
mainly very good condition, includes many good sets, singles
and sheetlets, in expensive Kabe album. Nice collection!
£ 700
28618 1930-1948 Nice lot of 45 covers in album, including
scarce material.
£ 400
LEBANON
28701 1924-1980 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection on blanc pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 1-14*, 15-18*, 22-25*, 53-56**, 91-94*,
220-227*, postage dues 1-5*, etc.
£ 300
LEVANT
28658 1865-1920 Folder with stockpages with a collection
Levant, including Austrian Levant, Russian Levant, Wrangel
Armee, localpost Turkey Turkie, cancels Turley, East
Roumelia etc. Nice, exciting lot, high cat. value!
£ 600
27561 Used collection on album pages in folder. Collection
contains mostly material of the Austrian and German offices.
£ 200

KOREA ( SOUTH )
27207 1955-1958 Stockpage with 3 MNH souvenir sheets
of South Korea, Michel no's: 110, 113 and 127. Also the
stamps from the sheets 81-83. High cat. value!
£ 250

LIBYA
28689 1912-1990 Box with an old dealer stock in glassines.
Lot contains much material, including better like (Michel
no's): Cyrenaica 109-110, Fezzan 31-32**, 44-55*, Tripoli
223-234* (231 missing), Lybia 24-33* (2x), 34-45*, 52-69*,
service 1-8**, 1-8*, postage dues 1-7*, souvenir sheet 1**
(17x), etc. Exciting adventure, very high cat. value! £ 1000

KUWAIT
28652 1923-1969 Mostly cancelled collection on album
pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 6, 12, 24, 47*, 52-63*, 90*, etc.
£ 235

26219 1912-2008 Very well filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in Scott album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): Italian Libya 14** (!), 21-22*, 43-44*, 66-67*, 68-70*,
Italian Tripoli 85-88*, 93-99*, Libya 1-13*, 14-23*, 24-33*,
34-45*, 52-69*, etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1900
LIECHTENSTEIN
24905 1816-1927 Stockbook with front- and corunners. Lot
contains covers and various Austrian and Swiss stamps with
cancels of Liechtenstein (Vaduz, Schaan).
£ 450
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25027 1912-1960 Messy, but well filled, mostly used
collection in Leuchtturm album, including much material,
amongst which many duplicates. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-3, 48A, 50A (3x), 52A, 51B, 53-60, 61-62A,
71, 75-77 (2X), 78-81, 85, 88, 105, 107, 108-113, 116 (3X),
117 (3X), 119-121, 122, 124, 140 (crease), 238, 247, 268278, 315-318, souvenir sheet 5, service 20-27, etc. £ 650

27388 1912-1975 Complete, mostly mint hinged collection
in Borek album. Collection contains all the good issues like
(Michel no's): 1-3x*, 1-3y*, 45-52A*, 45-52B*, 53-60*, 61A62B*, 71*, 72-74*, 78-81*, 82-89*, 94-107*, 108-113*, 114115*, 119-121*, 140-142*, 146*, souvenir sheet 1* (Vaduz
sheet), serviec complete, postage dues complete, etc. Very
nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 2850

24803 1912-1960 Nice MNH, mint hinged and used lot in
stockbook. Lot contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-3* (2x), 43**
with double overprint, 53-60, 57 proof in other color in
imperforated sheetpart of 15, 61-62A, 72-74*, 75-77*, 75-77,
198-201, 202-206, 238-239, 249-251, 253-255, 285-287, 301303, 306-308, 322-325**, 322-325, 326-328**, 329-331**
(2x), 338-341**, 353-356 on pieces, etc. Also 2 special
sheetlets from 1952 commemorating 50th anniversary of
Liechtenstein stamps. Nice lot, recommended!
£ 750

24961 1912-1977 Beautiful, mint hinged and used, partly
double collection in 2 small Frank Godden albums. Collection
contains much better material like (Michel no's): 1-3y*, 5360* (without 55), 63*, 64*, 72-74*, 75-77*, 78-81*, 78-81,
82-89*, 90-93* (2x), 94-107*, 108-113*, 108-113, 114-115*,
116-118*, 119-121*, 122-124*, 143-147*, 148*, 148, 149150*, etc. Very nice quality, high cat. value!
£ 1150

24830 1912-1960 Small lot better mint hinged stamps, like
(Michel no's): 1-3 in both papers, 86-89, 94-107 (without 100102), 119-121 (3x), 142, 197 in kleinbogen. All stamps with
minimal hinge remnants. Also 398 (Europa 1960) in block of
4 on FDC etc. High cat. value!
£ 1250
27623 1912-1960 Stockbook with better, MNH, mint
hinged and used material like (Michel no's): 1-3*, 53-60*
(without 55), 64*, 140-142*, 197, 268-276*, 309**, 398
(Cept 1960), souvenir sheet 1 (Vaduz sheet!), 4**, 4, 5**, 5,
etc. High cat. value!
£ 1250
27892 1912-1966 Beautiful, almost complete, cancelled
collection in blanc album. Collection is somewhat specialised
on perfs and contains much better material like (Michel no's):
1-3x, 1-3y (contains both 3ya and 3yb), 43, 44, 46-52B, 5360, 60PF1 (plateflaw), 61-62A, 61-62B, 63, 71, 72-74, 78-81,
90-93, 96C, 108-113, 116-118, 119-121, 122-124, 122-124
FDC, 143-147x, 143-147y, 148, 149-150, 183-185, 186-191,
398, souvenir sheet 5, service 1-8 (both perfs), 9-10, 11-19,
etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1600
27402 1912-1967 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, partly double collection in blanc Biel album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-3x, 1-3y, 48A*, 53-60, 61A62B, 71*, 71, 72-74**, 78-81**, 78-81, 82-89*, 104*, 107,
108-113, 114*, 115**, 116-118*, 116-118, 119-121*, 122124*, 122-124, 140*, 141, 142**, 143-147**, 148**, 149150**, 183-185**, 185** in kleinbogen, 197*, 309**, 311314**, 319-321**, 332-333**, 398**, 398** in block of 4
(CEPT 1960), souvenir sheet 1 (Vaduz sheet), 5**, service 18, 9-10*, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 3500
28185 1912-1975 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Muller album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-3x*, 3yb*, 47A*, 48A*, 49A*, 46-52B*, 5360*, 61-62B*, 63*, 64*, 65-70*, 71*, 82-89*, 90-93*, 94107*/o in various perfs, 108-113*, 114-115*, 119-121*, 122124*, 140-142**, 143-147*, 148*, 149-150*, 197**, 309**,
332-333, souvenir sheet 1* (Vaduz sheet, with certificate),
service 1-7, 9-10*, 11-19*, postage dues 13-20*, etc. Nice
collection, very high cat. value!
£ 2500
28190 1912-1975 Beautiful used very fine collection in
really fantastic condition, reasonably complete without the
really expensive stamps, including 1/3, 1930 to 2fr, better
issues of the 20/30/50's, airmails, service overprints etc. etc.
in Borek album. Very pretty collection with a very high
catalogue value!
£ 950

25949 1912-1979 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in luxe Leuchtturm album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 46-52B*, 53-60* (55 and 60
canceled), 61-62A*, 61-62B*, 63**, 64**, 65-70*, 71*, 7274*, 75-77*, 78-81, 90-93*, 94-107 (100 and 105 mint
hinged), 116-118**, 119-121*, 122-124*, 126-139*, 140*,
141, etc.
£ 750
24996 1912-1984 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in old, large Yvert album. Collection includes
some better material, including several times no. 1-3. Bargain!
£ 250
28188 1912-1990 Almost complete, mostly cancelled
collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-3, 45-52B, 53-60, 82-89* (85 thin spot), 9093*, 94-107 specialised on perfs, 108-113*, 114-115*, 119,
120, 122-124*, 142*, 143-147*, 148, 149-150, 183-185, 197,
238-239*, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1250
27576 1912-1990 ca. Nice, MNH, mint hinged and used lot
in 2 stockbooks. Lot contains a.o. (Michel no's): 51A (!), 59
(imperforated pair, mint no gum), 60*, 103*, 104*, 105*,
106*, 107*, 108-113, 116-118, 143-147, 148, 149-150, 171**
in complete sheet of 20, 253-255**, 449 in kleinbogen (9x
MNH and 63x cancelled!), souvenir sheet 2**, 2 (2x), 5**
(3x), 5, service 8**, 8, postage due proofs, etc. Very high cat.
value!
£ 900
27107 1912-1995 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
stock in fat stock album. Lot contains much material,
including better like (Michel no's): 65-70*, 75-77** (2x),
140**, 141**, 143-147**, 143-147*, 173-179**, 173-179*,
183-185** (2x), 183-185*, 247**, 252**, 257-266**, 268276** (3x), 284**, 285-287** (2x), 288** (2x), 289-295**,
301-303** (2x), 304-305A**, 304-305B** (! expensive perfs,
cat. 1460 euros), 306-308** (2x), 311-314** (2x), 319-321**,
332-333** (2x), etc. Nice lot, very high cat. value! £ 1250
25256 1912-1999 Very well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-3*, 52B*, 53*, 60*, 61-62A*, 61-62B*, 63*,
78-81*, 90-93*, 94-107* (105**, 106**, 107 without gum),
108-113*, 114-115*, 116-118*, 119-121*, 122-124*, 141*,
142*, 143-147*, 148*, 150**, 288**, 301-303**, 305*,
souvenir sheet 5**, service 1*, 2*, 3*, 5*, 6*, 7*, 9*, 15a*,
postage dues 13-20* etc.
£ 1000
28331 1912-2006 Wonderful fresh mint/mint never hinged
collection, nearly complete incl. so many good and hard to
find issues like 1912 set + extra 10h and 25h, 1921/4 set,
1921/25 set to 1fr, 1924/8 set to 1 1/2fr, 1928 Jubilee set to
5fr, 1930 definitive set to 2fr, 1933/35 to 3fr, Vaduz sheetlet
fresh mint hinged etc. etc. in 2 expensive Lighthouse albums.
Wonderful collection with a massive catalogue value!!!
£ 1950
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27173 1917-1977 Well filled, MNH collection in Safe
album on self made pages. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 61-62A**, 61-62B**, 72-74**, 75-77**, 90-93**, 116118**, 126-139**, 197**, 197** in kleinbogen, 247**, 247**
in kleinbogen, 309**, souvenir sheet 5**, etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 750
28482 1943-1986 Stockbook with a cancelled collection,
including better stamps like (Michel no's): 207-210, 214-217,
218-221, 243, 249-251, 252, 256, 285-287, 288, 353-356,
398, etc. Cat. value Michel ca. 2350 euros.
£ 200
26005 1959-2004 Canceled collection in stockbook. Nice
quality, directly from subscription.
£ 225
28616 1961-2010 Apparently complete, MNH collection
including souvenir sheets in 2 luxe Safe albums. High cat. and
face value!
£ 650
28481 1971-1982 MNH collection in stockbook, many in
blocks of 4. Cat. waarde Michel 1200 euros.
£ 150
28472 1973-1985 Extensive, MNH collection minisheets in
2 albums. Cat. value Michel 4176 euros.
£ 300
28620 1976-2007 Apparently complete, MNH collection
including souvenir sheets in luxe Edifil album with slipcase.
Cat. value ca. 1800 euros.
£ 360
28477 1993-2007 Nice, MNH in fat stockbook with very
much material, amongst which many blocks of 4. Cat. value
Michel over 5000 euros (high face value!).
£ 600
27387 Almost complete and mostly cancelled collection
Liechtenstein 1912-1985 in Biella album. Collection contains
all the good issues like (Michel no's): 1-3x, 1-3y, 53-60, 61A62B, 71, 78-81 (9x, of which 8 sets in blocks of 4), 82-89
(2x), 94-107 (2x, both perf 10½ and 11½), 108-113, 114-115
(2x), 116-118, 119-121, 140-142, 143-147, 148, 149-150,
183-185, 197* in kleinbogen, 304-305A, 304-305B, 309 (2x),
souvenir sheet 1* (Vaduz sheet), 5 (2x), service complete (1st
set in both perfs), postage due complete, etc. Very nice
collection, very high cat. value!
£ 4300
28476 Stockbook with various MNH and cancelled
material, mostly from the '70s-'90s. Cat. value Michel over
3400 euros.
£ 300
28483 Stockbook with various MNH and cancelled
material, mostly from the '80s. Cat. value Michel over 1900
euros.
£ 160
LITHUANIA
28041 1918-1940 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder. Collection contains nice
material like (Michel no's): 136F* (together with 135), 316323A*, 316-323B*, 324-331B, 332-339A**, 332-339B**,
340-347A*, 356-363A**, 356-363B**, 364-371A**, 364371B** etc.
£ 575
27666 1918-2010 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Kabe album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 138175*, 230X*, 237-240*, 252X*, 263X*, 293-306*, 348355A*, 348-355B**, 356-363B**, 364-371B*, 372-379A*,
372-379B*, 391-393*, 404** with upright overprint, probably
fake (not counted), 417-420**, 421-424**, 429-431*, etc.
Period 1990-2010 apparently complete present.
£ 1550
27665 1918-2010 Well filled, used collection in Kabe
album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 1-2, 3-8, 9-12, 13-19, 2026, 417-420, 421-424, etc. Period 1990-2010 apparently
completly present.
£ 1050

LUXEMBOURG
28564 1852-1971 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in luxe Kabe album with slipcase. Collection
contains a.o. nice classic material (but in mixed condition)
and some better stamps like (Michel no's): 56**, 82, 227231*, 240-244*, 245-249*, 252-256*, 259-264*, 277*, 278*
(5 Frank intellectuals, gum partly brown), 284-289*, 309314*, 333-338*, souvenir sheet 3*, etc.
£ 335
28372 1852-1982 Well filled mint/used/mint never hinged
starter collection, including very much material, partly double,
incl. better sets, singles and service overprints, in Davo
album. Offered very cheap!
£ 200
28600 1852-1994 Very well filled, mostly cancelled
collection in exploding Leuchtturm album (so mechanism is
broken). Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-2 (3x), 3, 4
(2x), 8, 9, 10, 11 (3x), 21, 25, 26, 39, 41, 55 (3x), 56 (2x), 66,
72-83, 144-146, 148-151, 208-212, 213-217, 227-231, 240244, 245-249, 252-256, 259-264, 284-289, 296-301, 333-338,
413-416, 423-426, 427-430, 468-473, 474-477, 478-483, 484487, 488-489, 490-494, souvenir sheet 3, 7, service 4 with
inverted overprint, 6, 9, 10 I, 14 I, 16 I, 17 I*, 11 II with
inverted overprint, 15 II, 35-46, 47-56 (without no. 55), 5761, 62-75, 76-92, 109-123, etc. Nice collection, very high cat.
value!
£ 1750
28559 1852-1995 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains much
material, including some nice clasic stamps. Bargain.
£ 300
28330 1852-2000 Wonderful mainly mint/mint never
hinged collection (few earlies used), in mainly good
condition, virtually complete with the key stamps and sets like
1852: 1/2 used, 1859/63: set 1c to 40c unused, 1865/73: 1c to
25c, 37 1/2c unused(thin), un franc used, 1873/4 set, 1891
and 1903 set mint, the good issues of the 20/30's including the
hard to get intellectuals set, 1923 rare sheetlet mint (well
centered!), very good section of officials incl. many key
stamps, in 2 Davo albums. Great collection with a massive
catalogue value!!!
£ 2300
26991 1852-2001 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in Scott album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 142* (stamp from S/S 1), 240-244*, 245-249*,
252-256*, 259-264*, 266-280*, 284-289*, 333-338*, 417422*, 468-473**, 478-483*, 488-489*, 490-494**, 555557**, 572-574*, souvenir sheet 3*, etc.
£ 1400
27697 1852-2014 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection
incl. better earlies, also nice part service, from 1950 virtually
complete and mainly mint never hinged including the hard to
get and expensive new issues and sheetlets, in 2 expensive
Davo de Luxe albums. Bargain!
£ 800
25973 1859-1959 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase. Collection
contains nice classic part (partly without gum) and also a.o.
(Michel no's): 121** in kleinbogen (many creases), 221226**, 227-231**, 284-289**, 296-301**, 309-314**, 333338**, 339-341**, 417-422**, 468-473**, etc. MNH
complete till 1959, souvenir sheet 3**, 7**, goed service,
postage dues, telegraph etc. Nice collection!
£ 1600
25974 1859-1967 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 240-244*, 245-249*, 259-264*, 309-314*, 333338*, 478-483*, 488-489*, 490-494*, 495-500*, 572-574**,
souvenir sheet 3*, 7**, nice part service, postage dues etc.
£ 525
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25346 1859-2000 Well filled, first mint hinged, later MNH
collection in 2 Davo luxe albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 52*, 59aF* (20 cents brown), 82**, 227-231**,
240-244**, 245-249**, 259-264**, 309-314*, 333-338**,
417-422**, 470-473**, 478-483**, 490-494**, 555-557*,
572-574**, blok 3**, 7**, nice service, postage dues etc.
£ 1000

MADAGASCAR
25445 1891-1963 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection on blanc album pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. (Yvert no's): 5, 8, 14, 15*, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 48-50,
51-55*, 73*, 76, 77*, airmail 46*, 64A*, postage dues 1, 2*,
3*, etc.
£ 500

27076 1859-2007 Nearly complete mint/used/mint never
hinged collection, including strong classic part, later with
many better sets, sheetlets, back of the book, new issues with
high face value etc. in 2 Davo albums.
£ 950

MALAYA
25744 1900-1980 Reasonably filled lot MNH, mint hinged
and used material of Malaysia, Malayan States, Straits
Settlements etc. in fat stockbook.
£ 300

26074 1875-1935 Very well filled, mint hinged and used,
partly double collection service stamps of Luxembourg 18751935 in blanc Biella album. Collection contains much better
material like (Michel no's): 5 I* (signed), 6 Ia* (signed), 7 I*
(signed), 8 I in pair (signed), 9 II (signed), 14 I* (signed), 15
*, (signed), 15 II* (signed), 21 I* (signed), 26 I*, 33 I*
(signed), 27-30 II*, 47-56*,
£ 3100

MALAYAN STATES
28663 Kedah 1965-1986 Specialised collection with MNh
and cancelled material on selfmade pages in album, in which
a.o. some complete sheets, plateflaws, blocks of 4,
platenumbers, some stamp booklets, etc. Also cancelled 25$
fiscal stamp present (1950).
£ 265

25499 1875-1974 Well filled, mint hinged collection in
Schaubek album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 3744*, 45-56*, 57-66*, 72-83*, 142* (!), 227-231*, 240-244*,
245-249*, 252-256*, 259-264*, 266-280* (intellectuals), 284289*, 468-473*, 478-483*, 488-489*, 490-494*, 555-557*,
572-574*, souvenir sheet 3*, etc. Nice collection, high cat.
value!
£ 1250
26018 1882-1990 Wonderful and very fresh mint or mint
never hinged collection, from 1914 onwards nearly complete
including the many good sets of the 30's and 50's, in 2
expensive Lindner albums + slipcases. Offered very cheap!!!
£ 500
27418 1882-2012 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
Collection contains better material like (Michel no's): 56, 7283*, 134-136*, 240-244*, 245-249*, 252-256*, 259-264*,
284-289*, 333-338*, 464-467*, 468-473**, 474-477*, 478483*, 484-487**, 488-489**, 490-494**, 495-500*, 555-557*
(CEPT 1956), 572-574* (CEPT 1957), souvenir sheet 3**,
7**, etc.
£ 1000
28599 1895-1969 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 134-136*, 164**, 182-186**, 213-217**, 227231**, 240-243**, 245-249*, 252-256*, 259-264*, 266-280*
(intellectuals), 284-289*, 296-301**, 309-314*, 333-338**,
431-434**, 442-459**, 460-463**, 464-467**, 468-473**,
478-483*, 488-489**, 490-494**, 555-557* (Cept 1956),
572-574** (Cept 1957), souvenir sheet 3**, 7**, telegraph 15 (cancelled), etc. High cat. value!
£ 1000
27699 1974-2012 Wonderful nearly complete collection
unaddressed first day covers, also some earlier issues,
including the very expensive and hard to get new issues,
many nice thematics, housed in 4 albums, offered far below
new issue price!!
£ 250
28498 Stockbook with various cancelled material, mostly
period 70-90 and many in blocks of 4. Cat. value Michel ca.
1100 euros.
£ 100
33058 Stockpage with 10 x Luxembourg 1956 Michel 552554 Coal and steel set MNH in luxe quality. Cat. value 700
euros.
£ 125

28674 Negri Sembilan 1965-1992 Specialised collection
with MNH and cancelled material on selfmade pages in 2
albums, in which a.o. some half sheets, plateflaws, blocks of
4, platenumbers, different perfs, some stamp booklets, etc.
Beautiful collection!
£ 1175
28675 Pahang 1935-1999 Specialised collection with MNH,
mint hinged and cancelled material on selfmade pages in 5
albums, in whcih a.o. some half sheets, plateflaws, blocks of
4, platenumbers, different perfs, some stamp booklets etc.
Beautiful collection and a high cat. value!
£ 3000
28678 Penang 1948-1986 Specialised collection with MNH,
mint hinged and cancelled material on selfmade pages in 5
albums, in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 1-2**, 1-2, 322**, 3-22, 28-43**, 28-43, 44-54**, 44-54, some half sheets,
plateflaws, blocks of 4, platenumbers, different colours, some
stamp booklets etc. Beautiful collection and a high cat. value!
£ 2950
28676 Perak 1892-1986 Specialised collection with MNH,
mint hinged and cancelled material on selfmade pages in 5
albums, in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 61-64* with
specimen oveprint, 65* with specimen overprint (4x, with
small errors in specimen), 76, 78(**) (regummed), 101*,
102*, 105a* (malformed 2c.), 105ba* (malformed 2c), 115*,
117*, 118*, some half sheets, plateflaws, blocks of 4,
platenumbers, different perfs, some stamp booklets, some
fiscal stamps til 250 pounds, etc. Beautiful collection and a
very high cat. value!
£ 3800
28594 Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged and used
material, including some better stamps like (Stanley Gibbons
no's): Kedah 114, Negri Sembilan 60*, 61*, 62**, 79*, North
Borneo 49 (CTO), 307*, Straits Settlements, Singapore etc.
Also nice Hong Kong and Brunei present.
£ 375
MALTA
28321 1882-1989 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album.
£ 300
28265 1885-2001 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used,
partly double collection in blanc album, in which some better
stamps like (Stanley Gibbons no's): 154**, 169*, 170*, 172*,
190*, 192*, 193-209*, 250*, 330-348**, postage dues 1-10*,
stamp booklets etc.
£ 650
26100 1977-2006 Apparently complete, MNH collection in
luxe leuchtturm album.
£ 450
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28263 Malta 1857 (!)-1972 Well filled, mint hinged and
used, partly double collection in blanc album. The collection
start with ca. 40 stamps of Great Britain cancelled in Malta
and also a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 30, 34*, 35, 41*, 44*,
52*, 61*, 86, 88, 113, 231, 250*, etc.
£ 750
MEXICO
26690 1856-1996 Extensive reasonably complete
mint/used/mint never hinged collection, many earlies incl.
district issues, good back of the book incl. airmails, service
and postage dues, in well filled Yvert album. Nice collection
to continue!
£ 900
27568 1863-1987 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, double collection in 2 Scott albums. Collection contains
much material, including classic, many airpost stamps,
souvenir sheets, service etc.
£ 1000
27364 Stockbook with , mostly used, classic stamps of
Mexico, amongst which many of the first issue and better
stamps.
£ 500
MONACO
28269 1885-1928 Mint hinged and used collection on
album pages in binder. Collection contains much better
material like (Yvert no's): 1-8, 9*, 10* (!), 21, 27-33*, 44-47*,
postage dues 4*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 1700
27657 1885-1940 Very well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in blanc album, in which also over 100 covers/cards
and postal stationeries. Collection contains many better
stamps like (Yvert no's): 1** in block of 10, 1* (2x), 2*, 2(*),
3* (2x), 4* (2x), 5*, 5(*), 6(*), 7* (2x), 8* (2x), 8, 9(*), 14*,
15* (2x), 16*, 21* (3x), 21, 34-42*, 140-153**, 140-153** in
blocks of 4, 184*, 185-194**, 200-214*, airmail 1**, 1 on
cover, souvenir sheet 1**, 1, postage dues 4*, 4, 10*, etc.
Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 2400
27403 1885-1962 Stockbook with better MNH, mint hinged
and used material like (Yvert no's): 2*, 3*, 6 (3x), 8, 14*, 15*,
19* (2x), 20* (2x), 21*, 21 (3x), 30* (4x), 31* (2x), 62**, 62*
(4x), 62, 115-118* (4x), 135-139*, 184*, airmail 55-58**,
59**, postage dues 4*, 4 (2x), etc. Also some material of
Cavalle and Dedeagh present. Nice quality, cat. value ca.
6000 euros.
£ 750
28292 1885-1970 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection
incl. better classics like 1885 to 75c, 1891/94 to 5fr, airmail
nr. 1, 1940 red cross, later reasonably complete and mainly
mint never hinged, in well filled Schaubek album. High cat.
value and face value!
£ 375
24530 1885-1974 Very well filled, mostly MNH collection
in 2 luxe Leuchtturm albums. Collection contains a.o. (Yvert
no's): 1*, 2*, 3*, 4*, 5*, 6(*), 7*, 8*, 9(*), 10 (with defects),
27-32*, 33, 115-118*, 119-134 (128 missing), 140-153*,
184*, 185-194*, 200-214*, airmail 28-31, 32-35*, souvenir
sheet 1*, etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value! £ 1150

no's): 119-134*, 135-139*, 184**, 185-194*, 185-194, 200214*, airmail 55-58*, souvenir sheet 3A**, 3B**, etc. High
cat. value!
£ 1250
25776 1885-1990 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 4 albums. Collection contains very much
better material like (Yvert no's): 7*, 8, 9, 21*, 27-33* (!), 4447*, 119-134* (124 canceled), 135-139*, 184**, 184a*
(imperforated), 185-194*, 200-214*/o, 420**, airmail 2831**, 32-35*, 42-44*, 55-58**, 66-68*, souvenir sheet 1**,
3A**, 4A, 4B, 5**, 6**, postage due 4* (signed), 8-10*, 2728*, precancels 1-10**, etc. Nice collection, very high cat.
value (but some stamps with brown spots).
£ 2000
24958 1885-2005 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 4 Davo albums. Collection contains a.o. (Yvert
no's): 13*, 14*, 15(*), 16(**), 62*, 64*, 101*, 102**, 103**,
119-134*, 135-139*, 154-166*, 200-214*, 441*, airmail 1*,
32-35*, 56*, 73-78**, souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 1350
26456 1885-2011 Very well filled, from 1921 almost
complete and mostly MNH collection in 5 Spanish Edifil
albums (albums little bit tired) including souvenir sheets and
airmail. Collection contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 4*, 133**, 134*,
135-139**, 140-153*, 184**, 185-194*, 415-419**, 420**,
airmail 28-31*, 28-31, 32-35**, 32-35** imperforated, 4244** imperforated, 51-54**, 55-58**, 66-68*, souvenir sheet
2**, 3A**, 3B** (few brown spots), 4A**, 4B**, etc. High
cat. value!
£ 2750
27419 1885-2013 Very well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 6 Davo luxe albums with slipcases. Collection
contains better material like (Yvert no's): 13*, 16*, 21(*), 46*,
54-64*, 73-103*, 140-153*, 184**, 371-375**, 415-419**,
420*, 441**, airmail 1*, 28-31**, 32-35**, 42-44**, 51-54**,
58**, 59**, souvenir sheet 1**, 2**, 4A**, 9**, 10**, 12**,
13**, 14**, postage dues 10*, 27-28*, etc. Nice collection,
high cat. and face value!
£ 3200
27234 1885-2015 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 6 ordners on self made pages. Collection
contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 15*, 16*, 115-118**, 135-139**,
135-139*, 140-53**, 185-194* (2x), 200-214** (2x), 334A337B**, 379A-382B**, 420**, airmail 1* (2x), 28-31**, 3235**, 42-44*, 51-54**, 57*, 66-68**, souvenir sheet 1**, 9**,
10**, postage dues 28*, precancels 1-10**, etc. Very nice
collection, cat. value ca. 14500 euros.
£ 2500
27252 1891-1992 Well filled, MNh and mint hinged
collection in 3 Edifil albums. Unfortunately is in the 1st
album some 'rust' present (taken into account in the price).
Collection still contains much better material like (Yvert no's):
47**, 48-50**, 62**, 63**, 64**, 102**, 103**, 139**, 184**,
194**, 215-224**, 307-313C**, 420*, airmail 28-31* (partly
with rust), 32-35* (partly with rust), 42-44**, 51-54**, 5558** (rust), 67**(!), 68**, souvenir sheet 3A**, 3B**, 4A**
(few minute rust spots), 4B** (few minute rust spots), postage
dues 4*, 8-10**, 27-27**, etc. Very high cat. value! £ 1250

25491 1885-1974 With the exception of only a few stamps
complete, mint hinged collection in Schaubek album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 5*, 6*, 14*, 15*, 2733*, 34-42*, 44-45*, 120-136*, 138-142*, 190-199*, 205219*, 502-505A*, 502-505B*, souvenir sheet 3A*, 3B*, 4A*,
4B*, etc. Nice quality, high cat. value!
£ 2500

28087 1891-2012 Mostly MNH collection in stockbook.
£ 150

28138 1885-1983 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
stock in 2 stockbook. Much face value material!
£ 575

28142 1949-1956 Collection imperforated material,
including epreuves de luxe, airmail, blocks speciaux etc.
Seldomly offered!
£ 300

25213 1885-1987 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in 2 Davo luxe albums. Collection contains nice
classic part (some stamps regummed) and further a.o. (Yvert

25245 1948-1979 Stockbook with MNH sets, including
better ones and much face value material. Cat value over 2700
euros.
£ 300
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27828 1960-2000 Almost complete, MNH collection in 2
luxe Leuchtturm albums. Cat. value ca. 3800 euros. £ 600
27565 1970-1989 Nicely filled, MNh collection in
stockbook. High cat. value!
£ 275
27764 Small, mostly MNH and mint hinged lot Monaco in
stockbook. Contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 3* (2x), 4*, 5*, 6*, 6,
7*, (10*, thin spot, not counted), 13*, 15*, 101*, 163*, 165*,
167-168**, 215-224*, 234-248**, 764** imperforated in blue
(normal colour violet and grey), airmail 1*, etc. Bargain!
£ 285

26283 1890-1988 Well filled, mint hinged and used (partly
double) collection, including 1 Anna blue in sheet of 64, ½
Anna black in sheet of 64 (with 5 inverted stamps), various
better stamps like (Michel no's): 68-79*, 80-91*, 92-96*, 97*,
98-109*, etc. in album. Also various covers present. Nice
collection!
£ 775
NETHERLANDS
24735 1852 Collection 1st issue, collected by plate and
position. Collection contains 81 x 5 cents no. 1, 62 x 10 cents
no. 2 and 6 x 15 cents no. 3. Reasonable quality, some nice
cancels, nice lot.
£ 1650

27621 Stockbook with a few varities of Monaco like 1891
26713 1852 Folder with a small collection of the 1st issue
5 cents blue in block of 20 (rusty), 1946 Prins Louis II 50 &
of the Netherlands, in which 71x no. 1, 72x no. 2 andn 7x no.
100 Frank in MNH sheets with 5 imperforated gutterpairs and
1981 Europa CEPT in imperforetade progressive colour trials. 3. Some nice cancels present as well as stamps from many
different plates.
£ 1500
£ 350
MONTENEGRO
26990 1874-1943 Very well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in blanc album. Collection is specialised on perfs,
types and several varieties and also includes Italian
occupation. Nice collection!
£ 850
26552 1874-2003 Very nice, specialised, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in blanc Lindner album, in which
a.o. imperforated material, blocks of 4, double prints, postal
stationeries, German occupation WWII etc.
£ 650
25488 Nice, specialised, mostly mint hinged collection on
blanc album pages in folder.
£ 375
MONTSERRAT
25535 1876-1983 Very fresh mint and used collection incl.
very beautiful classic part incl. 1876: 1d and 6d, 6d bisect on
piece, 1880: 2 1/2d and 4d used, 1884 incl. 1d bisect on piece
together with 2x1d, 1903 Edward VII to 5sh mint and 5sh
used, 1904 to 5sh mint, 1916/22 incl. 5sh used, 1922/29 to
5sh, 1932 tercentenary set used very fine to 5sh, 1938/45 to
10sh mint with shades, 1948 RSW etc. etc. in homemade
album. Pretty collection!!!
£ 1600
MOROCCO
28207 1891-1984 Very well filled, partly double, mostly
MNH and mint hinged collection (years 1956-1965 missing)
in old Yvert album. Slightly messy collection but with much
better material like (Yvert no's): 4*, 5*, 6*, 6A, 7**, 8*
(signed), 11-17*, 20-24*, 25-36*, 37-53*, 63-79* (2x), 8097* (2x), 150-152* (2x), 153-160*, airmail 1-11**/*, 12-23*,
22-31*, 74a** (without red), postage dues 1-5*, 6-9*, 10-16*,
etc. Also nice imperforated material present. High cat. value!
£ 1050
MOZAMBIQUE
28653 1925-1973 Small, mint hinged and cancelled
collection on album pages in folder, in which a.o. (Michel
no's): 266-272*, surcharge stamps 9-14*, 15-24*, 25-34*, 3545* (no. 40 cancelled) etc.
£ 125
NEPAL
27324 1881-1977 Mostly mint hinged collection on album
pages in folder, in which nice classic material and also better
stamps like (Michel no's): 68-79*, 80-91*, 92-96*, 98-109*,
115-128*, etc.
£ 400

27855 1852 Nice, extensive, on colour and plate specialised
collection in Davo kosmos album with slipcase. Collection
contains much better material, like 5 cents plate 2 on ribbed
paper (certificate Dr. Louis), 2 strips of 4 of the 10 cents, 2
strips of 3 of the 15 cents (of which 1 with certificate), and
over 40 covers, including 2 with single franking 15 cents.
Nice collection!
£ 6700
27654 1852-1896 Mostly used collection on 3 album pages
in folder. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-3, 4-6, 7-12,
13-18 (18 mint no gum), 19-29,44, 47*, 48* (5 guilder
Wilhelmina), postage dues 1-2, 3-12, etc.
£ 950
27974 1852-1940 In the main numbers almost complete,
used collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 3, 6, 12, 29, 48 (with certificate),
80 (with certificate), 101 (with certificate), 104-105, 130-131,
136-138, postbewijs 1-7, service 1-8, airmail 12-13, postage
dues 1-2, 3-12, 27-28, 31-43, syncopated complete (without
no. 32), etc. High cat. value!
£ 2300
27679 1852-1945 Used collection, reasonably complete
incl. the 1852 set, 1864 set, 1867 set to 50c, 1869/1870 set,
1872 to 2,50, 1891/1897 to 2,50, 1924 exhibition set etc. in
album.
£ 525
28571 1852-1958 Mint collection in mainly very good
condition, (few mixed, some no gum), many expensive
stamps present incl. 1852: 5c blue mint with gum, 10c red,
proof of the 10c, 1869 arms set, 1872 including 25c, 1891 to
25c, 1899 defin set to 60c, 1920 overprints, 1923 Jubilee set
to 5gld, 1924 exhibition, 20s defins with and without
watermark incl. the high values to 5gld, from 30s onward
nearly complete incl. the two good definitive sets to 10
guilder, also better interrupted perfs, postage dues, armenwet
overprints, Internment pair etc. etc. in well filled Importa de
luxe album. Catalogue value over 17.000 EURO!!! Offered
very cheap!!
£ 1750
28182 1852-1958 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, remainder collection in luxe Importa album. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-3, 13-18, 84-86*, 248-251*,
270-273*, 274-277*, 278*, 279-282*, 356-373*, 356a-d*,
513-517**, 550-555**, 563-567*, 568-572**, 578-581*, 592595*, 602-606**, 641-645**, 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 225
27160 1852-1959 Somewhat specialised (on perfs), used
collection in blanc album in mostly very fine quality with
various better stamps and nice cancels.
£ 325
26844 1852-1960 Reasonably filled, mint hinged and used
collection in old Holland album. Contains a.o. 518-533*
(Juliana en Face lower values).
£ 150
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28224 1852-1965 Well filled, largely double (mint hinged
and used), somewhat specialised (on perfs) collection
Netherlands 1852-1965 on blanc pages in binder. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 202a (vertical watermark), 225228*, 244-247, 257-260, 278*, 283-286*, 356a-d*, 474-486*,
487-489*, etc. Unfortunately also some rust, so a low price.
£ 250
28403 1852-1966 Well filled, mostly cancelled collection in
Lindner album, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 3, 6, 28, 44, 136138, 229-231*, 232-235*, 244-247, 257-260*, 356-373*, 402403B (legion sheetlets), 550-555*, 556-560, 563-567*, 582585 (ITEP), airmail 1-3*, postage dues 28*, etc.
£ 400
27550 1852-1969 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 3 (not so nice), 6, 28, 97, 98, 203-207*, 244247, 257-260, 346-349, 350-355*, 474-486*, 487-489*
(Harz), 518-533* (low values Juliana en Face), 592-595**
(Itep), etc.
£ 225
26050 1852-1970 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 6, (130, damaged, not counted), 244-247*, 270273*, 274-277*, 278*, 279-282*, 402-403B* (legion
sheetlets), 563-567**, 568-572**, 573-577**, 583-587**,
602-606**, 671-675**, V886-888** (Amphilex sheetlets),
etc.
£ 300
28368 1852-1970 Small collection of around 175 covers
including nr. 1 on cover, 1864 issues, stampless covers, postal
stationery etc. in album. Offered very cheap!
£ 225

26574 1852-1979 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Lindner album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 3, 6, 47, 104-105, 130-131, 136-138*, 402-403B**
(legionsheets), airmail 12-13** etc.
£ 700
28432 1852-1980 In the main numbers complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Norma album including
much back of the book material. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 3, 6, 12, 29, 48, 80, 101, 104-105, 130-131,
136-138, 212-219*, 244-247, 257-260, 278**, 402-403B**,
487-489** (Harz), syncopated 19-31, 33-56 (no. 46 mint
hinged), 74-77, 78-81, 82-85, 86-89, 90-93, 94-97, 98-101,
airmail 12-13**, postage dues 1-2, 12, 27-28, 31-43, service
1-7, 9-15, postbewijs 1-7 (with beautiful small round cancel
'Westerbork' on no. 5, marine insurance 2-7*, etc. Very nice
collection, very high cat. value!
£ 2200
28366 1852-1982 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in old Importa album and stockbook. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 6, 212-219 on piece with special
c a n c e l , 2 3 8 - 2 3 9 *, 2 4 4 -2 4 7 , 2 5 7 -2 6 0 , 3 4 6 -3 4 9 *
(Konijnenburg), 356a-d*, 402-403B* (legion sheets), 487489*, 518-537* (Juliana en Face), etc. High cat. value!
£ 400
25652 1852-1983 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 2 Davo cristal albums. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 3, 6, 14, 16, 44, 355-373*, 550-555, 556-560*,
573-577**, 578-581*, 592-595** (Itep), etc. Bargain!
£ 250

26053 1852-1970 Very well filled, only used collection in
2 Davo albums. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 3, 6,
18, 29, 47, and from 1925 as good as complete.
£ 325

27487 1852-1987 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 3, 6, 12, 29, 47, 49, 104-105, 130, 136-138*, 356-373*,
402-403B* (legion sheetlets), 592-595* (Itep), V886-888**
(Amphilex sheetlets), etc.
£ 850

27148 1852-1971 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Unie album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 3, 6, 98*, 207-211*, 229-231*, 240-243*, 248-251*,
257-260*, 270-273*, 278*, 283-286*, 538-541**, 550-555**,
563-567**, 568-572**, 583-587**, 602-606**, 612-616**,
671-675**, 681-682**, etc. Also many combinations from
stampbooklets and child sheetlets present.
£ 200

26837 1852-1989 MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
Unie album. Collection contains Netherlands 1852-1900 and
1937-1989 (period 1900-1936 is not present). Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 13-18, 49, 350355*, 356a-356d*, 402-403B** (legion sheetlets), 474-489**
(Harz), 518-537* (Juliana en face), 550-555**, 556-560**,
563-567**, 568-572**, 592-595** (Itep), etc.
£ 450

26877 1852-1972 Small, used (some mint) collection on
stockpage. Contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 7*, 8(*),
14(*), 16(*), 29, etc.
£ 300

28214 1852-1990 Nicely filled, mint hinged and cancelled
remainder collection in Importa album. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 6, 29 (bit discoloured), 99, 100, 244-247,
248-251, 264*, 346-349, 474-486*, 487-489*, 550-555*, 556560*, 563-567*, 592-595* (ITEP), 671-675*, postage dues 1,
12, 80-106*, etc. Also nice Dutch east Indies present like
10P* (broken c of cent), 16, 30, 165, 172-175*, 290-292*,
345, 346, 351-361, postage dues P6fd, P6fh, etc.
£ 250

26661 1852-1976 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Norma album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 3, 6, 29, 100, 105, 212-219, 244-247, 257-260, 563567**, 573-577**, 592-595* (Itep), postage dues 28*, 43*,
service 8*, 'postbewijs' 1-7, etc.
£ 600
25637 1852-1977 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, somewhat on perfs specialised collection in blanc
Importa album, including nice classic material, many sets
from the '30s, better sets from the '50s (mostly mint hinged)
etc.
£ 250
25999 1852-1977 Nicely filled, partly double, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 2 Leuchtturm albums.
£ 250
26838 1852-1977 Well filled, mostly mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 84-86*, 97*, 98*, 240-243*, 244-247, 248-251*,
336P** (gent instead of cent), 350-355*, 356-373*, 402403B* (legion sheetlets), 474-489* (Harz), 518-832* (Juliana
en Face low values without 75 cents), 550-555*, 556-560*,
563-567*, 568-572*, 592-595* (Itep), V886-888* (Amphilex
sheets), postage dues, service etc.
£ 300

28404 1852-1991 Very well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 3, 6,
12, 29, 136-138 on pieces with special exhibition cancel, 203207*, 212-219*, 244-247, 257-260, 356-373* (358 and 359
cancelled), 356a-d*, 402-403B* (legion sheets), airmail 1213, internment 1-2*, postage dues 3-12, 27-28, syncopated
complete (without no. 32), etc.
£ 1000
28355 1852-1992 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 albums, in which much better material
like (NVPH no's): 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 29, 49*, 84-86*, 90100*104-105, 132**134-136, 149-162**/*, 163-165*, 177198*, 236-237*, 244-247*, 257-260*, 346-349*, 356-373*,
402-403B* (legion sheets), 518-537** (Juliana en Face),
syncopated mint hinged complete (without no. 32), postage
dues 31-43*, 67b**, service 1-8*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 2750
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27196 1852-1995 Reasonably filled, mint hinged and used
collection in old Spanish album.
£ 220
26861 1852-1997 Well filled, cancelled collection in Davo
album.
£ 175
25961 1852-1997 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 2 Davo albums. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 3, 6, 12 (top short), 29, 48, 49, 104-105*, 130*, 131,
136-138*, 212-219*, 240-243*, 244-247*, 257-260, 346-349,
356-373*, 592-595*, postage dues 31-43*, postbewijs 1-7,
etc.
£ 1100
27479 1852-1998 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in stockbook. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's):
3, 6, 12, 29, 49, 49, 104, 130 (thin), 131, 402B*, 403B
(legion sheetlets), 550-555*, 556-560*, 592-595*, V886888** (Amphilex sheetlets), etc.
£ 900
27222 1852-1999 Well filled, mostly mint hinged and used
collection in Importa album. Collection contains nice classic
material (some mixed quality), including the 5 guilders
Wilhelmina loose hair (NVPH 48), good stamps from the '30s
and '50s, nice combinations from stamp booklets etc.
£ 300
28650 1852-2001 In the main numbers complete mint
collection (mixed mint/mint never hinged/unused no gumand
few regummed) in mainly very good condition, includes all
the scarce and hard to get issues like the 1852 set to 15c,
1964 to 15c, 1867 to 50c, 1872 to 2 1/2gld, 1891/1900 to 5
guilder, all good 10 guilder stamps, 1913 and 1923
Anniversary sets, etc. etc. Also airmail complete, blocks and
sheetlets, in 4 expensive Davo de luxe albums. Magnificent
collection with a gigantic catalogue value!!!
£ 5750
27150 1852-2001 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 82-83*, 203-207, 229-231*, 232-235*, 238-239*, 244247, 248-251*, 257-260*, 261-264*, 274-277*, 348, 350355*, 487-489*, 518-533* (526-528 canceled), 550-555*,
556-560*, 563-567*, 568-572*, 592-595* (ITEP), etc.
£ 175
26848 1852-2001 Well filled, partly double collection in old
album, including some plateflaws. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 87P*, 212-219, 244-247, 257-260, 287P**,
310P1**, 350-355*, 356-373*, 550-555**, 556-560*, 563567**, 592-595** (Itep), 592-595, 671-675**, 681-682*, etc.
High cat. value!
£ 275
28754 1852-2002 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 Excellent albums with slipcases.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 3, 6, 12, 29, 44, 49, 8486*, 104-105, 130-131, 136-138, 212-219*, 244-247, 257260, 356-373*, 356a-d*, 402-403B** (legion sheets), 592595* (Itep), 886-888V** (Amphilex sheets), airmail 12-13,
syncopated 74-77*, 78-81*, 82-85*, 86-89*, 90-93*, 94-97,
98-101*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 850
28280 1852-2005 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 5 Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
Collection contains much better material like (NVPH no's): 13, 11, 18*, 46-76*, 84-86*, 104-105*, 136-138*, 212-219*,
236-237*, 238-239*, 240-243*, 356-373*, 356a-d*, 402403B* (legion sheets), 474-489** (Harz), 518-537* (Juliana
en Face), 550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 592-595**
(ITEP), postage dues 31-43*, etc. High cat. value! £ 1500
28415 1852-2010 Used/mint/mint never hinged collection
including good classics like 1852 set to 15c, 1864 set to 15c,
1867 set to 50c, 1869 arms set, 1872 William III to 2 1/2gld,
1891/96 Wilhelmina set to 5 guilder, 1906 tbc set mint, 1913

jubliee set to 10 guilder used, 1920 overprint set 2.50 on 10
guilder, further fairly complete incl. better 30's and 50's, also
large part of face value, some back of the book, in 6 expensive
Davo de Luxe albums + slipcases. Massive catalogue value
and face value!!
£ 1200
28460 1852-2015 Virtually complete collection, only a few
stamps missing, in mainly very good condition, starting with
used, later mint/mint never hinged, including 1852, 1864,
1869 and 1872 sets to high values, 1891 to 2 1/2 guilder,
1913 jubilee to 5 guilder, 1923 jubilee set to 5 guilder, 1924
exhibition set mint, both Veth defin sets mint (missing 2
minor stamps) including the high values to 5 guilder mint,
1940 overprints etc. etc. further over 1000 euro face value of
the period 2001 to 2015, in 7 expensive Davo de Luxe
albums. Massive catalogue value and retail value!!! £ 1700
27217 1864 Nice collection of 20 covers franked with
stamps of issue 1864 of the Netherlands, all to foreign
countries, including combination frankings and strips of 3 in
album with good descriptions.
£ 1050
27854 1864 Specialised collection issue of the Netherlands
in Lindner album with slipcase, in which sprips, pairs and 25
covers with various cancels like ontoereikend, na posttijd,
proof cancels etc. Also some proofs present. High cat. value!
£ 2100
27769 1867-1979 Reasonably filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in Importa album. Collection contains many mint
hinged sets from the '20s and '30s, legion sheetslets MNH,
'50s mint hinged (some MNH)), Amphilex sheetlets MNH etc.
£ 250
27163 1867-1981 Mint and used lot, from old to new, incl.
many better issues, better older material, sets of the 20 and
30's incl. duplicates, better 50's, very much, in thick
stockbook. High catalogue value!!
£ 175
26927 1867-1994 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Importa album. Collection contains better
material like (NVPH no's): 136-138, 203-207, 212-219, 232235*, 238-239, 244-247, 248-251, 257-260, 289-292**, 300304**, 305-309**, 346-349, 356-373**, 356a-d**, 402403B** (legion sheetlets), 474-489** (Harz), 518-533* (lower
values Juliana en Face), 550-555**, 563-567**, 592-595**
(Itep), 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 300
26054 1869-1970 Nicely filled, used collection in Importa
album. Contains much material, 30's, 40's, 50's almost
complete (including legion sheetlets), and also some Dutch
territories present.
£ 225
26430 1869-1982 Reasonably filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 2 Davo cristal albums. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 97*, 356-373*, 487-489*, 518537* (Juliana en Face), 550-555**, 556-560*, 563-567**,
568-572**, 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 300
25636 1869-1994 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Importa album. Collection contains much
material, including the Amphilex sheetlets 1967 canceled.
£ 125
28439 1870-1938 Extensive mint collection including very
much scarce and sought after material (but many stuck to the
pages, will come off when soaked or steamed), including 61c
tete-beches in blocks of 4, postages dues tete beches blocks of
4, Armenwet overprint set, Marine insurance set, Internment
set, interrupted perfs very extensive and many extra in pairs
or blocks of 4, postage dues 1870 and 1881 issues incl. many
perfs and types incl. many scarce stamps, 1906 overprints in
types etc. etc. in album. Massive catalogue value!! £ 1800
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26524 1871-1965 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Lindner album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 550-555**, 556-560**, 592-595** (ITEP) etc.
£ 150
26330 1872-1990 Reasonably filled, mostly MNH (from ca.
1953) and mint hinged collection in 3 Excellent albums.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH n's): 274-277*, 279-282*,
283-286*, 289-292*, 296-299*, 305-309*, 318-322**, 346349* (Konijnenburg), 350-355**, 474-489* (Harz), 518-533*
(lower values en face), 592-595* (ITEP), 641-645*, 671675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 250
26044 1872-2000 Mostly MNH and mint hinged collection
in 3 Davo albums. Collection contains nice material like
(NVPH no's): 550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567*, 568-572**,
573-577**, 583-587**, 596-600**, 602-606**, 607-611**,
612-616**, 641-645**, 402-403B** (legion sheetlets, MNH,
but many brown spost), etc.
£ 175
25642 1876-2001 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 2 Davo albums. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 66*, 203-207*, 212-219*, 248-251*, 356-373*,550555**, 556-560**, 561-562**. 563-567**, 568-572**, 573577**, 583-587**, 592-595**(Itep), 602-606**, 671-675**,
etc.
£ 250
28436 1877-1903 NVPH nr. TG1 to TG12, 1 cent to 2
guilder telegraph set complete including the rare 25 cent, 1
guilder and 2 guilder with good perfs and mainly good
colours. The set is stuck to the page, but will come off when
soaked or steamed. Cat. value 8020,00 EURO!!
£ 1250
28319 1891-2003 Specialised collection 100 year Queens
on the throne including most of the expensive issues like
1891 set 3c to 5 guilder mint, 1898 Coronation guilder, 1899
high values 1g to 5gld, Wilhelmina set 3ct to 60ct mint, 1913
Jubilee to 5 guilder, 1923 Jubilee to 5 guilder, 1924
Exhibition set, Wilhelmina defins with and without
watermark incl. the high values etc. etc. in special album.
Seldom offered!!
£ 1400
26426 1898-1999 Somewhat specialised, partly double
collection commemorative stamps in messy blanc album.
Contains some nice material like (NVPH no's): 98*, 99, 578581*, 592-595* (ITEP), 592-595, and further very much
material from the '70s till 2000, including many strips with
sheetmargins.
£ 150
28459 1899-1986 Very powerful only mint never hinged
quality, nearly complete in very fresh condition, very
powerful and valuable pre-war part including 1899 cipher set,
Wilhelmina incl. many better values, 1906 tuberculoses set,
1913 to 1 guilder, 1921 airmail, 1924 exhibition set,
Wilhelmina defin sets with and without watermark, from
1924 complete including all the good sets of the 30's,
Konijnenburg and En Face definitive sets to 10 guilder,
airmail seagulls 15gld and 25gld etc. etc. in 2 expensive
Importa albums + slipcases. Catalogue value around 15.000
EURO!!!!
£ 3850
26036 1899-1986 Very well filled, only used collection in
Davo cristal album. Much better material present, including
nice postage dues.
£ 225
27842 1900-1969 Reasonably filled, first mint hinged, later
MNH collection in 2 Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 212-219*, 224*, 261264*, 2570-273*, 274-277*, 402-403B** (legion sheetlets),
474-489** (Harz), 550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 592595** (Itep), V886-888** (Amphilex sheetlets) etc. £ 350

28179 1900ca.-1980 Reasonably filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in Davo album. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 195*, 257-260*, 346-349* (Konijnenburg),
356-373**(Guilloche), 387-389*, 402-403B* (legion
sheetlets), 518-533* (Juliana en Face lower values), 550555*, 556-560*, 592-595** (ITEP), etc.
£ 250
28470 1916 Stockpage with the 2 internmentstamps of the
Netherlands 1916. Green stamp is MNH with a few brown
perfs, brown stamp appears to be regummed.
£ 125
28525 1919-1979 Mostly MNH collection in Excellent
album, in which much better material before the war, but
unfortunately also many regummed stamps.
£ 400
27913 1919-1990 Almost complete, mostly cancelled
collection in Davo album. Collection contains better material
like (NVPH no's): 104-105, 130-131, 136-138, 346-349, 356373 (372 and 373 mint hinged), 592-595* (ITEP), etc.
£ 500
25519 1919-2006 Album with a nice collection mint and
used address cards, including better like (Geuzendam no's):
4*, 8*, 9*, 18*, etc. Collection contains over 110 vards and
also 15 cards for phone numbers.
£ 100
25119 1923-1999 MNH and mint hinged collection in 2
Davo albums, from 1940 almost complete, MNH including
souvenir sheets.
£ 400
28711 1924-1939 Remainder of a specialised collection
Veth and Lebeau stamps on album pages in folder, in which
nice cancels, covers etc.
£ 250
27152 1925-1969 MNH and mint hinged collection in Davo
luxe album with slipcase. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 225-228*, 279-282*, 350-355*, 402-403B* (legion
sheetlets), 538-541**, 550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**,
568-572**, 592-595** (ITEP), 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 175
27151 1934-1992 Very well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 2 Davo cristal albums. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 270-273*, 274-277*, 283-286*, 327-331*, 402403B* (legion sheetlets), 474-486*, 487-489*, 538-541**,
550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 568-572**, 592-595*
(ITEP), 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 175
26693 1936-1960 Very impressive special collection,
contains alone 40 pre-runners incl. many scarce and rare
covers, includes 1946 Child on green Sluis cover, Wilhelmina
50ct and 60ct on cover with date 25-1-46 (unique! Earliest
date known is 28-1-46!!!), Child 1940 on cover with cancel 5V-40 (6 days before offical date of issue of 11-V-40), Miners
and Riebeeck with handpainted illustration etc. etc. in album.
Unique collection!!!
£ 1250
25649 1939-1975 Well filled, mint hinged collection on
album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's):
356-373* (371 missing), 487-489*, 518-533*, 550-555*, 556560*592-595* (Itep), many combinations from stampbooklets
etc.
£ 150
28249 1940-1957 Well filled, MNH collection, including
legion sheetlets, Harz set, ITEP etc. Also some older (mint
hinged) material present in luxe leuchtturm album with
slipcase.
£ 200
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26851 1940-1979 Well filled, mostly MNH collection in 2
Safe albums (mechanism of 1 album broken). Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 347*, 348*, 356-373*, 487-489**
(Harz), 535* (Juliana en Face 2½ guilders), 550-555**, 556560**, 592-595** (Itep), 671-675**, etc. Few stamps with
brown spots.
£ 225

26843 1945-1969 Almost complete, only MNH collection
in Davo cristal album. Bargain!
£ 150

27542 1940-1985 Mostly MNH and almost complete
collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 346-349* (Konijnenburg), 518-533* (low
values Juliana en face), 555-555**, 556-560*, 563-567**,
573-577*, 578-581**, 592-595** (Itep), 602-606*, 671675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 200

25889 1945-1969 Complete, mostly mint hinged collection
in somewhat mixed condition in Davo album, including
Juliana en Face (NVPH 518-537).
£ 250

25572 1940-1987 Well filled, almost only MNH collection
in 2 luxe Lindner albums.
£ 175
26856 1940-1988 Stockbook with a MNH and mint hinged
collect i on . Con t a i n s a.o. (NVPH n o's ): 3 4 6 -3 4 9 *
(Konijnenburg), 550-555*, 556-560**, 563-567**, 568-572*,
592-595** (Itep), 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 200
26846 1940-1999 Almost complete, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 346-349* (Konijnenburg), 356-373*, 474-489* (Harz),
550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 568-572*, 592-595*
(Itep), 671-675**, etc.
£ 225
26037 1940-2001 Almost complete, MNH collection in 2
Davo albums. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 550555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 592-595** (ITEP) etc.
Bargain!
£ 200
28464 1940-2016 MNH collection in 13 (!!) Davo luxe
albums with slipcases. Collection contains over 2500 euro
face value material and also period 1950-2000 almost
complete, many stampbooklets etc. Retail value of the abums
alone (they look brand new) is already 1300 euros. Bargain of
the month!!
£ 2500
28718 1941-1974 In the main numbers almost complete,
MNH collection (without souvenir sheets and definitives),
including the expensive '50s in special album. Cat. value ca.
1200 euros.
£ 180
26377 1943-1976 Strange, but extremely well filled
collection in 4 blanc albums. Collection contains both
MNH/mint hinged material as used, of which much on FDC.
Much better material like 518-537 mint hinged (Juliana en
Face), airmail 12-13 MNH and used, and a.o. FDC 1-30! Very
high cat. value!
£ 1550
26428 1943-1979 Nicely filled, MNH collection in 2 luxe
Leuchtturm albums with slipcases. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 568-572**,
592-595** (ITEP), 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 150
26436 1944-1976 Complete, mostly MNH collection in
Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's):
487-489*, 518-537* (Juliana en Face), 550-555**, 556-560**,
592-595**(ITEP), 671-675**, 681-682** etc. Bargain!
£ 300
26435 1944-1981 Complete, MNH collection (without en
Face) in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o. 487489** (Harz), 550-555**, 556-560**, 592-595** (ITEP), 671675**, 681-682**, V886-888** (Amphilex sheetlets) etc.
£ 175
25706 1945-1968 As good as complete, MNH and mint
hinged collection in luxe Safe album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 487-489**, 518-537*, 563-567**, 568572**,592-595*, 671-675**, etc.
£ 250

28213 1945-1969 Complete, cancelled collection in Davo
luxe album with slipcase, including Amphilex sheetlets.
£ 125

26422 1945-1975 Very well filled, MNH collection in luxe
Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's):
550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 568-572**, 592-595**
(ITEP), 641-645**, 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 150
28751 1945-1989 Almost complete, MNH (Juliana en face
low values hinged, NVPH 518-533) collection including
souvenir sheets in Davo cristal album with slipcase.
£ 225
26060 1945-1994 Very well filled, mostly MNH collection
in Davo cristal and 2 Davo luxe albums. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 534-537* (Juliana en Face high values),
550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 568-572**, 573-577**,
578-581**, 583-587**, 592-595** (ITEP), 602-606**, 671675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 300
28451 1946 Stockpage with MNH set Netherlands:
Konijnenburg (NVPH 346-349). Nice quality, cat. value 544
euros.
£ 125
27552 1946-1971 Almost complete, only MNH collection
in Lindner album. Contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 474-487**,
487-489** (Harz), 550-555**, 556-560**, 563-568**, 568572**, 573-577**, 578-581**, 592-595** (Itep) etc.
£ 150
26209 1948-1980 Almost complete, MNH collection
including souvenir sheets and combinations in Davo cristal
album.
£ 175
26526 1949-1968 Mostly mint hinged collection on album
pages in folder. Contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 518-537* (536
apparently MNH), 550-555*, 556-560*563-567*, 592-595*,
671-675*, 681-682* etc.
£ 250
25154 1950-1954 Folder with better addressed FDC's of the
Netherlands (NVPH no's): E2, E3, E4 (2x), E6 (2x), E7 (4x),
E8, E9 (4x), E10 (3x), E11 (3x), E13 (7x), E14 (3x), E15
(4x), E16 (5x). Slightly mixed quality, but over 7700 euros
cat. value. (E2 with regular cancel not counted).
£ 1100
25116 1950-2010 Complete collection in mainly nice
condition, incl. E1 with open flap, from E39 mainly
unaddressed, including the hard to get new issues to E621
(november 2010) in 5 Davo albums. Nice collection with a
massive catalogue value!!
£ 1500
26417 1950-2013 Almost complete collection FDC's (E4E677) in 7 FDC albums. E5 is missing, from E80 without
address. Cat. value ca. 6600 euros.
£ 1000
26779 1950-2014 Complete collection first day covers from
the rare number 1 onwards, complete till Christmas 2014!!!!,
in mainly very good condition, in albums. Great collection
with a massive catalogue value!!!
£ 1400
26929 1950-2015 Almost complete collection FDC's from
E2 (churches 1950) up untill E720 in 5 Davo luxe FDC
albums with slipcases. Collection is unaddressed from no. 50
onwards and contains some nice extra's like child sheetlets
1973, 1974, 1975 and 1976. Cat. value ca. 7500 euros.
£ 1400
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26928 1950-2015 Almost complete collection FDC's of the
Netherlands from E4 (child 1950) up untill E720 in 8
expensive Mandor FDC albums and 1 Davo luxe FDC album.
Collection is unaddressed from no. 63 onwards and contains
some nice extra's like child sheetlets 1973, 1974, 1975 and
1976, E173 with missing gold colour etc. Cat. value ca. 7250
euros.
£ 1400
26261 1951-1959 Remainder collection addressed FDC's
(E6-E41) in folder. Cat. value ca. 1300 euros.
£ 175
24840 1951-2011 Almost complete collection FDC's from
no. 6 till no. 642 in 5 FDC albums. From no 63 apparently all
without address. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 6
(closed flap), 9 (registered, closed flap), 10 (open flap), 11
(closed flap), 13, 14, 15, 16, etc. Total cat. value ca. 5500
euros.
£ 700
26111 1951-2012 Almost complete collection FDC's in 4
luxe Importa FDC albums with slipcases. Collection starts
with E5 (summer 1951) and ends with E663 (december
stamps 2012). Older part mostly with address, from ca. E50
mostly without. Cat. value ca. 6000 euros.
£ 900
25708 1952-1963 Collection addressed FDC's in luxe Davo
FDC album. Collection is complete from E7 till E60. Cat.
value over 2250 euros.
£ 350
27263 1952-2011 FDC collection. Complete mainly fine
used collection incl. the high catalogue value early sets and
the hard to get new issues, mainly commercially used (very
hard to get), incl. sheetlets, housed in 4 stockbooks. Very high
catalogue value and offered very cheap!!!
£ 350
33016 1960-1963 Collection unaddressed, open FDC's of
the Netherlands E42 till E61 in stockbook. Good quality, cat.
value 591,50 euros.
£ 200
2 6 5 1 1 1 9 6 4 -1 9 8 7 A l m o s t c o m p l e t e c o l l e c t i o n
stampbooklets in Davo album, in which all the expensive
booklets no. 6 and 9.
£ 375
33085 1964-1990 Complete MNH collection stampbooklets
including all the expensive no. 6 and 9 booklets in Lindner
album and also a complete collection combinations from
stampbooklets 1964-1990 in Lindner album. Cat. value over
2560 euros.
£ 450
28277 1964-1994 Well filled, specialised collection stamp
booklets in Davo luxe album with slipcase. Collection
contains many better booklets and several varieties like
register stripes, plateflaws, cutting lines etc. High cat. value!
£ 450
27641 1964-1994 Wonderful specialised collection
including the good booklets, many extra's like varieties,
guidelines, plate faults, 'telblokjes' etc. in 2 expensive Davo
de Luxe albums. Cat. value (according to collector) 3700
euro!! Offered very cheap!!
£ 500
28248 1964-2000 Complete collection stamp booklets in
Lindner album, with all the expensive booklets 6 and 9. High
cat. value!
£ 400
28219 1964-2000 Very well filled collection stampbooklets
in Davo luxe album with slipcase, in which many better
booklets. High cat. value!
£ 150
28278 1964-2002 Complete collection stamp booklets in
Davo luxe album with slipcase, including all the expensive 6
and 9 booklets. High cat. value!
£ 450

27880 1964-2002 In the main numbers complete,
specialised collection stamp booklets in album. Collection
contains a.o. counters, register markkings, plateflaws, 2
proofbooklets (ot counted) etc. Cat. value NVPH over 3000
euros.
£ 500
27841 1964-2002 Reasonably well filled collection
stampbooklets in Davo luxe album with slipcase.
£ 200
271 2 4 1 9 6 4-2007 Complete, MNH collection
stampbooklets in Davo luxe album with slipcase. Collection
contains all the good booklets no. 6 and 9 and also the sought
after booklets 82b, 83b and 83c. Nice collection, high cat.
value!
£ 475
26274 1965-2000 Stockbook with hundreds of mostly MNH
souvenir sheets in somewhat mixed quality. Cat. value ca.
4500 euros.
£ 250
27531 1965-2010 Complete collection FDC's in 5 Importa
FDC albums. Collection is complete from E76 till E621,
including various better FDC's with child sheets. Cat. value
ca. 2900 euros.
£ 400
33015 1974 Scarce first day cover (10x) with double cow
instead of single cow!
£ 75
26867 1974-2005 Double, CTO collection in stockbook.
Very high post office price!
£ 150
33039 1980-2009 Complete collection incl. A-numbers
including the very hard to get new issues, that cost a fortune
alone! In 4 albums, in box.
£ 500
27583 1989-2012 As good as complete collection FDC's in
3 luxe Importa FDC albums with slipcases. Collection runs
from E261 till E663. Cat. value ca. 2400 euros.
£ 300
27246 1993-199 7 Stockpage with 5 FDC's of the
Netherlands with sheetlets of 10. The FDC's are (NVPH no's):
313a, 331a, 355a, 355b and 361a. Very scarce material,
extremely undervalued in the catalogue!
£ 150
26836 1995-2012 Complete collection FDC's in 3 Davo
FDC albums. High cat. value!
£ 450
28445 1996-2001 Nice collection of 27 so called
'hangmapjes' incl. many scarce issues and several duplicates,
in album. Seldom offered!!
£ 200
28444 1996-2003 Nice collection of 19 so called
'hangmapjes' incl. many scarce issues, also uncatalogued
booklets, values to 40 guilder and euro face value, in album.
Seldom offered!!
£ 200
28443 1996-2003 Nice collection of 32 so called
'hangmapjes' incl. many scarce issues, also uncatalogued
booklets, values to 40 guilder and 19,50 euro face value, in
album. Seldom offered!!
£ 340
28719 2000-2015 MNH, complete collection including
souvenir sheets in 2 special Davo illustrated albums. Face
value already over 1010 euros!
£ 950
25092 2001-2014 Complete collection FDC's of the
Netherlands from no. 437 till 704 in 2 luxe Davo FDC
albums. High cat. value!
£ 500
33073 2002-2014 Complete unaddressed collection of the
euro period, including the A-numbers, from start of the euro
to Christmas 2014, in 2 albums. These recent years are scarce
and cost a small fortune as new issues, offered far below new
issue price!!
£ 500
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28381 2006-2012 Wonderful mint never hinged collection
of mainly personalised sheetlets of 3, 5 and 10, many different
thematics, jubilee, stampexhibition, also official issues of the
post, but mainly private and hard to get issues, in total 147
sheetlets + some singles, in doublethick stockbook. The face
value alone is 627,80 euro. This material was sold with a big
premium over face value, and many of these issues are scarce,
fetching several times face value, now offered very cheap at
only 10% above face value!!
£ 700

27287 And Territories 1852-1964 Well filled, mint hinged
and used collection in old Davo album. Collection contains
nice material like (NVPH no's): Netherlands 1 with name
cancel Workum, 6, 29, 49, 132, Dutch east Indies 58*, 80*,
97*, etc. Slightly mixed condition, but nice material.
£ 400

33066 Album with 150 old picture postcards of the
Netherlands.
£ 135

27206 Beautiful collection smallround cancels of the
Netherlands in 2 blanc Lindner albums. Collection contains
a.o. 1700 stamps with very many better and nice strikes. Very
high cat. value!
£ 4150

27331 Album with 78 military picture postcards of the
Netherlands.
£ 220
27085 And Colonies: 1852-1940 Mint and used collection
in rather mixed condition, including many better stamps like
Netherlands 1/6 multiple, 7/12 set, 13/47, 10 guilder orange
mint (thin spot), Wilhelmina defin set 3c to 60c unused
(several no gum), Internment nr. 2, Indies nr. 1 used, nr. 2
mint, Curacao, Surinam, on album pages, in folder. £ 650
28697 And Colonies: 1852-2006 Well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection Netherlands, Dutch east Indies,
Netherlands New Guinea, Antilles and Surinam in 3 Davo
albums, in which much material, including better stamps.
Mint stamps are partly stuck to the pages.
£ 1350
26225 And Colonies: 1869-1992 Very well filled, mostly
mint hinged and used collection in fat Scott album. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): Netherlands 101*, 104-105*, 130131*, 134-135*, 136-138*, 238-239*, 244-247, 402-403B*
(legion sheetlets), 550-555*, 556-560*, 592-595* (ITEP),
airmail 12-13*, postage dues 31-43, service 1-8*, Curacao 4243(*), 75-81*, 104-120*, airmail 1-3*, 18-25*, 26-40*, 8288*, Suriname 115*, 116-117*, 229-240*, airmail 9-14* (Do.
X), postage dues 36-46*, etc.Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 2950
28440 And Colonies: 1870-1940 Very nice lot of
platefaults, misprints, proofs and other material, partly stuck
to the pages (but will soak/steam off), with much scarce
material incl. Netherlands 1913 Jubilee 10 guilder with
broken E, 1920 overprint on 10 guilder with broken E, de
Ruyter postage dues in type II (7 1/2ct in block of 6 with 5
normals), Indies with many nice varieties, 12 1/2c with
broken c(2x in pairs with normal), 1 gld with misprint, scarce
proof of the 1 guilder with both Buiten Bezit AND Java
overprint, postage dues with platefaults, Surinam with nice
platefaults, on album pages, in folder. Very interesting lot!!
£ 850
25166 And Colonies: ca. 1900-1947 Reasonably filled,
somewhat specialised, mint hinged and used collection in old
Kabe album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's):
Netherlands 212-219, 229-231*, 244-247, 274-277*, 279282*, 283-286*, 350-355*, 356-373*, 356a-d*, service 9-15,
16-19, Dutch east Indies 167-170*, 172-175*, 176-179*, 217220*, Surinam 122*, 137-140*, 146-149*, 151-156*, 179182*, etc.
£ 250
26121 And territories 1852-1952 Well filled, mint hinged
and used, partly double collection in old large Yvert album.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): Netherlands 3, 6, 12,
29, 49, 105, 130, 136-138*, 203-207*, 203-207, 212-219*,
212-219, 244-247*, 236-237*, 238-239*, 244-247, 356373**, 592-595*, postage dues 1-2, 3-12, telegraph 1*, 2*, 4,
Dutch east Indies 1*, 16*, 30*, 79f* (1 gulden java inverted),
Curacao 11, Surinam 1-15*/o, 34-36, 39, postage dues 1-8
etc.
£ 1000

27335 And Territories Album with ca. 70 covers and cards,
including old covers and airmail covers.
£ 220

26380 Beautiful lot large round cancels of the Netherlands
in 5 stockbooks. Lot contains postoffices, seconday offices,
auxilary offices, traject cancels etc. Also some smallround-,
numeral-, double ring cancels etc. present. Many thousands of
stamps including many very nice strikes.
£ 1650
24702 Collection coilstamps of the Netherlands, mostly
MNH in strips of 5 and loosee stamps with number on the
back. Contains better material like Juliana en Face 95 cents in
MNH strip of 5. High cat. value!
£ 950
27202 Collection of 274 small round route cancels of the
Netherlands on various stamps of various issues in album.
Contains many nice and scarce strikes, very high cat. value!
£ 1550
26317 Collection of ca. 800 small round cancels of the
Netherlands, including ca. 400 secondary offices and 100
special offices and traject cancels in stockbook. Collection
contains many better cancels like Aduard, Biervliet,
Biezelinge, Ellemeet, Ellewoudsdijk, Zandpoort-Statn,
Utrecht-Bokstel, etc. Cat. value according to collector ca.
13700 euro.
£ 1350
27869 Complete, MNH collection Netherlands 4 seasons in
special album with slipcase in which 25 sheetlets of 10
stamps. Face value already 146,40 euros.
£ 140
26961 Extensive collection printed matter roller cancels of
the Netherlands from A till Z in blanc Kabe album. Contains
over 600 zegels, including some on pieces and better cancels
like Groningen 2, Zwolle 1919 etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1250
25022 Nice collection of 44 baby thank you cards incl.
better, in stockbook.
£ 100
25023 Nice collection of 53 baby thank you cards incl.
better and duplicates, in stockbook.
£ 100
25021 Nice collection of 64 baby thank you cards incl.
better (also some Summer Charity issues), in stockbook.
£ 150
28577 Nice collection of over 880 largeround cancels of the
Netherlands in stockbook, in which mostly stamps on pieces.
Many nice strikes, including auxilary postoffice, railroad etc.
£ 400
25545 Nice lot cancels of the Netherlands in 5 stockbooks,
including nice rail road cancels (2 books), special cancels on
pieces and various numeral cancels, small round cancels etc.
Also some classic Russia present.
£ 675
33063 Nice sorting lot, box full with remainders, (part)
collections, duplicates, both mint never hinged, hinged and
used, from old to new, much sorting pleasure
£ 250
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25387 Small round and large round cancellations, collected
by date, from 1877 to 1906 incl. many better and clear
cancels, probably a few thousand cancellations, in 24 ring
binders. A real challenge to complete!!
£ 675
28635 Small stockbook with various cancelled plateflaws of
the Netherlands (over190) and also a very nice harmonica fold
on NVPH no. 267.
£ 250
27213 Stockbook with ca. 1750 largeround cancels of the
Netherlands, partly on pieces.
£ 950
24668 Stockbook with over 200 Veth stamps on cutouts of
parcelcards with gummicancels. Nice niche to collect!
£ 600
26859 Stockbook with various MNH and mint hinged
material of the Netherlands like (NVPH no's): 346-349*
(Konijnenburg), 671-675*, etc.
£ 100
26527 Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged and used
material, including (NVPH no's): 32a*, 134-135**, 203-207*,
207**, 305-309**, 318-322*, 371-373* (2x), 474-486* (3x),
487-489* (4x), 535*, 537*, internment 2(*), etc.
£ 300
26520 Stockpage with guilloche stamps (NVPH 356-373)
and Juliana en Face low values (518-533) mint hinged. Also
12½ cents Konijnenburg with plateflaw G instead of C
(336P). Bargain!
£ 100
28471 Stockpage with MNH set of the Netherlands 1949;
Juliana en Face (NVPH 518-537). Nice quality (35 cents with
colour stripe reversed side, cat. 35,00), cat. value 1480 euros.
£ 375
27211 Stockpage with various smallround cancels of the
Netherlands, mostly on pairs, including some on pieces. Nice
lot including a.o. Appelteren, Gilze, Heijthuizen, Limmen,
Vlieland, Zuilen, Amsterdam-Uitgeest, Arnhem-Zeist, etc.
£ 325
26833 Suriname 1927-1975 Almost only MNH collection
in Davo luxe album.
£ 135
24818 Very nice collection of hundreds and hundreds of
smallround cancellations incl. many better and on better
values, cancels like Biezelinge, Hallum, Jaarsveld, Laren
(Gld), Mookhoek, Oppenhuizen, Groning:-Roodeschool,
Kamp bij Zeist(?), Kadzand, Heinkenszand, Burgh,
Wagenberg (n.B.) etc. etc. in 3 stockbooks. Cat. value over
15.000 EURO!!! Supercheap collection!!!
£ 1800
NETHERLANDS - COLONIES
25523 1864-1945 Slightly messy, but nicely filled, mint
hinged and used collection Dutch east Indies, Curacao and
Suriname in old binder. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's):
Dutch east Indies 1, 2, 30, 81-98*, 149-159* (Bandoeng, 12½
cent used), 160-166, 262, Cura‡ao 1-12, 19-23*, postage dues
4, 7, 11-20, Suriname 1-15, 60-64 on piece, 220-243*, etc.
£ 1550
26376 1864-1958 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection in old Unie album, in which various better stamps
and sets.
£ 1250
28398 1864-1975 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in old Importa album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): Dutch east Indies 1, 2 (1 perf missing), 61, 80,
98, 141A (perf 11½ x 11), 149-159 (Bandoeng), 160-166,
278, 346, 351-361, service 1-7, 19a*, 27, Indonesia Ris
overprints used, Curacao 42-43(*), etc.
£ 700

28247 1864-1982 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): Dutch east Indies 1* (short), 21, 25*, 167-170*, 172175*, 176-179*, 217-220*, postage due 1 with specimen (thin
spot), Netherlands New Guinea complete MNH/mint hinged
(including UNTEA), Curacao 82-88*, 234-238*, 239-243,
airmail 41-44*, 45-52*, 53-68**, Surinam 19 with specimen,
34-36, 115, 116-117, 130-136, 137-140, 141-144, 146-149,
151-156, 179-182, 243, 297-307**, 308**, etc.
£ 325
28282 1867-1981 Reasonably filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection Dutch east Indies, Netherlands New Guinea
and Curacao/Netherlands Antilles in Davo luxe album with
slipcase. Collection contains some better material, including
Curacao postage dues NVPH 34-43*.
£ 250
27672 1870-1955 Mint hinged and used collection on
album pages in binder in somewhat mixed condition.
Reasonably filled collection including Dutch east Indies
Bandoeng overprints mint hinged, Indonesia templeset mint
hinged, Curacao 300 years Dutch colony mint hinged,
Surinam reasonably filled etc.
£ 750
26830 1870-1975 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Unie album, in which Dutch east Indies,
Netherlands New Guinea, Curacao and Suriname.
£ 260
28352 1870-1992 Nice mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, starting with Dutch Indies incl. better, 1902 set to
2 1/2gld, overprints, Dutch New Guinea complete incl.
UNTEA overprint set, Dutch Antilles incl. scarce 1950
definitive set to 10 guilder fresh mint never hinged and
further virtually complete to 1992 incl. sheetlets, Surinam
with period 1951-1975 complete etc. in well filled Davo
album.
£ 400
25634 1870-1992 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 Davo cristal albums. Contains Dutch east
Indies, Netherlan d s New Guinea (complete),
Curacao/Antilles, Aruba and Suriname. Much material,
including some better stamps.
£ 300
28221 1873-1961 Reasonably filled, mint hinged and used
collection Dutch east Indies, Netherlands New Guinea,
Curacao and Surinam 1873-1961 in old Importa album.
£ 250
28413 1873-1963 Pretty mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, includes many expensive sets like 1911 emergency
overprint set, 1923 Jubilee set to 5 guilder mint, 1923/27 to
2 1/2 guilder, several stamps with platefaults incl. 12 1/2 cent
with missing bar in overprint, 1931 the scarce Do.X. overprint
airmail set etc. etc. in expensive Lindner album. NVPH
catalogue value in excess of 2660 euro!!
£ 475
28410 1873-1975 Fantastic nearly complete mainly mint
never hinged collect i on (earli es s ome */0), in the
mainnumbers only missing nr. 32a (10 on 25ct blue),
including all the hard to get issues like 1873/1888 set to 2 1/2
guilder, 1900 overprints, 1902/1909 to 2 1/2 guilder, 1909
both tete-beche pairs, 1911 crown overprints, 1913/1931 to 2
1/2 guilder, 1923 Jubilee set used very fine (high values with
controlable dates), 30's mainly fresh mint never hinged, also
airmails and postage dues almost complete incl. airmails with
the scarce Do.X. overprint set mint, postage dues incl. 1886
first set to 50 cent, 1911 overprint 10 cent on 50 cent used
etc. etc. in expensive Davo de luxe album. Catalogue value
over 6000 euro!!
£ 1100
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28405 1873-1975 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection Netherlands New Guinea, Curacao and
Surinam in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): Curacao 1-12, 35-41*, 42-43(*), 179*, 180*, 234-238*,
239-243*, airmail 18-25*, 26-40*, 86*, postage dues 34-43*,
Surinam 280-283*, 285-293*, 294*, 308*, 309-311*, postage
dues 36-46**, etc.
£ 700

28281 Aruba: 1986-1998 Complete collection year sets in
original packaging. Also year sets Netherlands Antilles 19921994 present. In small box.
£ 130

28223 1873-1975 Nicely filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in luxe Kabe album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): Dutch east Indies 61, 167-170*, 172-175*, 176179*, 182-185*, 186-210*, 211-215*, 217-220*, 230-234**,
241-245**, 246-259*, 337-346*, Netherlands New Guinea
almost complete (mint hinged), Surinam 69-86*, 87-99*, 100103*, 116*, 137-140*, 141-144*, 146-149*, 151-156*, 175178*, 220-243*, 280-283*, 285-293*, 294*, 308*, etc.
£ 275

25784 Aruba 1986-2006 Complete, MNH collection in
Davo luxe album, including souvenir sheets. Collection is
complete till June 2006 (NVPH 362).
£ 250

28102 1912-1967 Mint hinged and used collection Dutch
east Indies, Netherlands New Guinea, Antillea and Surinam
in blanc album, in which various better material, like 5
guilder jubilee Dutch east Indies (NVPH 166) cancelled.
£ 250

25909 Aruba: 2005-2008 Folder with face value material.
Face value over 3100 guilders (ca. 1560 euro).
£ 525

28261 1942-1948 Nice mint hinged and used sorting lot
Japanese occupation of Dutch east Indies and interimperiod
in stockbook.
£ 625
25220 Antilles 1873-2008 Very well filled, mostly MNH
(before 1950 mostly mint hinged) collection in 3 Davo
albums. Collection contains much beter material like (NVPH
no's): 26-28*, 57-67*, 82-88*, 89-99*, 135-137*, 185-195*,
230-233** (Juliana en Face MNH), 234-238**, 239-243*,
airmail 1-3*, 4-16*, 17*, 18-25* (prins Bernhard fund),
postage dues 34-43** etc. From 1950 onwards is the
collection as good as complete and MNH till 2008. Very high
cat. value!
£ 900
26423 Antilles 1949-1975 and Suriname 1945-1975 Well
filled, almost only MNH collection in luxe Leuchtturm album.
Contains a.o. (NVPH no's): Antilles 218-229**, 239-243**,
248-252**, Suriname 214-219**, 220-243**, 257-273**, 280283**, 285-293**, 294**, 308**, etc. Bargain!
£ 150
27224 Antilles: 1949-2006 Almost complete, first mint
hinged, from 1999 MNH collection in Importa album. Also
Aruba 1985-2006 complete mint hinged (from 1999 MNH).
Very high cat. value!
£ 400
25644 Antilles 1949-2010 Apparently complete, MNH (till
ca. 1960 hinged) collection in 3 luxe albums. Nice collection
with all the extremely expensive modern sets. Very high cat.
value!
£ 750
28165 Antilles: 1957-1981 Almost complete collection,
mostly unaddressed FDC's, beginning with no. E2 in 2 Davo
FDC albums, so including better covers like E2 unaddressed
(cat. 160), E6 unaddressed (cat. 50), E7 unaddressed (cat. 28),
E8 unaddressed (cat. 33), etc. High cat. value, nice quality.
Recommended!
£ 125
25158 Antilles: 1980-2010 Complete, MNH collection in 3
luxe Lindner albums. Cat. value ca. 3400 euros.
£ 700
28049 An t i lles : 1 9 8 4 -2 0 1 0 Comp let e collect i on
presentation packs, including A numbers (pack 1 till 273C)
and some extra's in small box.
£ 350
28690 Antilles: 2004 Sheet of personal stamps fro
cruiseships (NVPH 1534-1535) WITH INVERTED
OVERPRINT. Seldomly offered!
£ 225

26359 Aruba 1986-2005 Complete, MNH collection
including souvenir sheets in Davo luxe album with slipcase.
£ 225

28048 Aruba: 1986-2011 As good as complete (only a few
stamps are missing), MNH collection in Davo album.
£ 300
27547 Aruba 1986-2012 Almost complete, MNH collection
in Davo album. High cat. value!
£ 350

28408 Curacao 1873-1948 In the main number complete
mint and used collection (also some mint never hinged)
including all key stamps and sets like 1873/1998 set to 2 1/2
guilder, 1892/1895 incl. 25ct mint, 1901/2 set mnh,
1903/1908 set mint to 2 1/2 guilder, 1923 Jubilee set, 1934
anniversary set to 2 1/2 guilders, 1941/42 defin set to 2 1/2
guilder, 1947 high values to 10 guilder mint, aimails and
postage dues complete incl. all expensive and hard to find
issues, in expensive Davo de Luxe album. Catalogue value
6660 EURO!! Offered very cheap!!
£ 1300
26974 Curacao 1873-1979 in Davo album, in which better
material like (NVPH no's): 11(*), 19-23*, 104-120*, 178181*, 230-233** (Juliana en Face), airmail 26-40**, 82-88*.
High cat. value!
£ 800
26035 Curacao 1873-1979 Nicely filled, MNH and mint
hinged remainder collection in Davo album.
£ 125
28407 Curacao 1873-1980 Complete, almost only MNH
and mint hinged collection (few stamps cancelled) in Davo
cristal album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-12(*),
26-28*, 42-43(*), 75-81*, 104-120*141-152*, 178-181*,
232**, 233**, 234-238**, 239-243*, airmail 1-3*, 18-25*, 2540*, 82-88*, postage dues 7(*), 18, 19, 20, 31-33*, 34-43*,
etc. Cat. value over 7350 euros.
£ 1500
28406 Curacao 1873-1981 Almost complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Kabe album. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-12 (without no. 2), 42-43, 7581*, 104-119 (so without no. 120), 178-181*, 185-194*,
195*, airmail 1-3*, 18-25, 82-88, postage dues 4, 7, 11-20*,
34-43*, etc.
£ 900
27847 Curacao 1873-1986 In the main numbers complete
(including airmail and postage dues), mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in Davo cristal album with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-12 (*), 19-23*, 3541*, 42-43(*), 74a*, 75-81*, 104-120*, 178-181*, 230-233*,
airmail 1-3*, 18-25, 82-88*, postage dues 1-10, 11-20*, 3133*, 34-43*, etc. Nice collection, high cat. Value! £ 1900
27543 Curacao 1873-1989 Nicely filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in blanc album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 7(*), 19-23*, 24*, 58A** (perf 11), 68-70*,
200-205**, 206-208**, 234-238**, 239-243**, airmail 416**, 41-44, 45-52**53-68**, etc.
£ 175
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26965 Curacao 1873-1990 Almost complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Davo cristal album. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 11, 12, 42-43, 74b (type 1 and 2
together), 75-81*, 104-120, 178-181*, airmail 1-3*, 1825*26-40**, 82-88, postage dues 11-20, 31-33, etc. Also
Aruba 1986-1991 MNH complete.
£ 1475

2 7 6 9 0 C u r a c a o / A n t i l l e s 1 8 7 3 -2 0 1 0 E x t e n s i v e
mint/used/mint never hinged collection, earlies specialised
with types, perfs, better sets and singles, modern part
overcomplete incl. blocks, sheetlets, tete-beche pairs, booklets
etc. etc. in 2 expensive Davo de Luxe albums. Massive
catalogue value and new issue price!!!
£ 800

27809 Curacao 1873-1990 Almost complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Davo cristal and 2 Davo luxe
albums. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-12a(*)
(without no. 5), 19-23*, 26-28*, 29-41*, 42-43(*), 104-120*,
178-181*, 230-233*, airmail 1-3*, 18-25*, 26-40*, postage
dues 19*, 20*, 31-33, 32-43*, etc. Collection is from ca. 1963
almost complete and MNH, including various gutterpairs.
£ 1375

28450 Dutch Antilles 1950, Juliana en Face NVPH 230-233
MNH in good quality (5 guilders few brownish perfs). Cat.
value 425 euros.
£ 110

28409 Curacao 1873-2000 Almost complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Davo album, in which a.o.
(NVPH no's): 1-12(*) (no. 7 cancelled and no. 11 with
specimen overprint), 42-43, 104-120*/o, 178-181*, 234-238*,
239-243**, airmail 1, 2*, 3*, 18-25*, 26-40*, 86, 88*, postage
dues 18*, 19, 31-33, 34-43* etc. Cat. value over 7300 euros.
£ 1250
26964 Curacao 1873-2000 Almost complete, mostly MNH
and mint hinged collection in 2 Davo luxe albums and 1
binder with Lindner album pages. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 2(*), 4*, 6(*), 11, 12, 42-43, 75-81*, 104-120,
178-181**, 230-233** (Juliana en Face), airmail 1, 2, 3*, 1825*, 82-88**, postage dues 1-10 (no. 2 missing), 18*, 19*,
20*, 31-33*, 34-43**, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1600
28198 Curacao 1873-2000 Very well filled, first used, later
MNH (also some mint hinged), collection in fat Schaubek
album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-12, 29-34, 3541, 42-43, 75-81*, 104-120, 178-181**, airmail 1-3*, 18-25*,
82-88, port 4, 11-20, 34-43*, etc. Also various covers and
cards present and also Aruba 1986-2000 MNH complete.
£ 1450
26048 Curacao 1895-2003 Well filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in 2 Davo albums. Collection seems to be
complete from 1951 and MNH and contains before that a.o.
(NVPH no's): 57-67*, 68-70*89-99*, 126-137*, 218-229**
(Juliana en face lower values) etc. High cat. value! £ 400
24849 Curacao and Surinam 1873-1975 Nicely filled,
mostly mint hinged collection in Davo album.
£ 175
27850 Curacao: Stockpage with 45 stamps with numeral
cancels of Curacao (208 and 209), some bar cancels,
specimen overprint, etc. Also 5 postal cards of Curacao (of 4
cards the additional franking has been soaked of).
£ 750
28323 Curacao/Antilles 1873-1990 Wonderful mint/mint
never hinged virtually complete collection in mainly very
good condition, missing only a few stamps, including 1873
defin set to 2 1/2 guilder, 1892 WIlhelmina set incl. 25ct,
1903/8 defin set 1c to 2 1/2gld, 1923 Jubilee set to 5 guilder
(5gld mnh!), 1934 set to 2 1/2gld, 1936 Wilhelmina set, 1946
to 5gld, 1950 Juliana set to 10 guilder mint, most good
airmail issues, postage dues incl. 1889: 25ct, 1948 set, also
Aruba, in Davo album. Good collection!!
£ 1300
28752 Curacao/Antilles 1873-1997 Well filled, mostly
MNH collection in 2 Davo cristal albums with slipcases, in
which some better sets like (NVPH no's): airmail 18-25*
(prince Bernhard fund), 82-88** (airplane), port 31-33**
(British print), etc. Also Aruba 1986-1997 MNH complete.
£ 700

27600 Dutch east Indies 1864-1908 Almost complete, mint
hinged and used collection on old album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 3-16 in several
perfs, 17-22 in several perfs, 23-30, 31-37, 63-80*/o, 8198*/o, postage dues 1-4, etc.
£ 800
26981 Dutch East Indies 1864-1948 Almost complete, mint
hinged and used collection on album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 149-159
(Bandoeng), 160-166, 260* (50 cents gray with watermark),
280, 287*, 289, 346, marine insurance 1-7*, postage dues 1-4,
service 19a* etc. Also Netherlands New Guinea present.
£ 1250
28399 Dutch east Indies 1864-1948 Almost complete,
mostly mint hinged collection in Davo luxe album with
slipcase. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 3-15*,
31-37*, 63-80*, 79a (Java high 1 guilder), 81-98*, 149-159*
(Bandoeng), 160-166*, 277, 280*, 289, postage dues 1-4*, 513*, 14-22*, service 1-7*, 8-27*, marine insurance 1-7* etc.
Also Netherlands New Guinea present. Cat. value over 9100
euros.
£ 1800
28400 Dutch east Indies 1864-1948 Almost complete,
mostly MNH and mint hinged collection in Davo luxe album
with slipcase. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 315*, 31-37*, 63-80*, 81-98*, 149-159* (Bandoeng), 160166*, 280, 287, 289, postage dues 1 specimen, 2*, 9*, 14-22*,
service 1-7*, 8-27*, marine insurance 1-7* etc. Also
Netherlands New Guinea present. Cat. value 11600 euros.
£ 2000
27852 Dutch east Indies 1864-1948 Nicely filled, mint
hinged and (mostly) used, somewhat specialised on perfs,
collection on blanc album pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 5, 61, 80, 98, 149-159*/o (Bandoeng
overprints), 165, 277*, 278*, 346**, service 7, 27*, etc.
£ 650
26842 Dutch East Indies 1864-1948 Nicely filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Lindner album. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1* (minute thin spot), 26*, 61,
27*, 97*, 165, 166* (minute thin spot), 172-175*, etc. Also
Netherlands New Guinea present.
£ 225
28363 Dutch east Indies 1864-1949 Nicely filled, mostly
cancelled collection in old Schaubek album.
£ 200
25473 Dutch east Indies 1864-1950 Very well filled, mint
hinged and used collection on old Kabe album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 5, 30, 61, 98f* ( !,
2½ gulden inverted overprint buiten bezit, but with thin spot),
149-159 (Bandoeng), 160-166* (166 thin spot), 345-346*,
etc. Also nice postage dues and service present.
£ 1350
27711 Dutch east Indies 1869-1941 Box with over 200
covers, including registered ones, censored covers, declared
value etc.
£ 700
28396 Dutch east Indies 1870-1948 Nice duplicates lot and
some Curacao, in which various better material in stockbook.
£ 275
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26654 Dutch East Indies: 1964-1949 Messy, but well filled,
mint hinged collection in Importa album. Collection contains
better material like (NVPH no's): 5(*), 7*, 13*, 63-80* (Java),
81-98* (Buiten bezit), 149-159* (Bandoeng), 160-166*
(Jubilee 1923), 205-208*, 345*, 346*, 351-361* etc. Further
nice postage dues, service and Netherlands New Guinea
complete.
£ 800
28402 Dutch east Indies and Surinam 1864-1975 Well
filled, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in Davo album.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): Dutch east Indies 1, 2,
149-159* (Bandoeng), 160-166*, 260* (50 cents grey with
watermark), 277*, 278, 280*, 287* (crease), 289, marine
insurance 1-7*, service 1-7*, 8-27* (some lower values
cancelled), Surinam 1-15, 58-59a(*), postage dues 36-46*,
etc.
£ 1500

28411 Surinam: 1873-1975 Missing only nr. 32a, further
complete collection in mainly very good condition, incl. all
the key sets and singles like 1873/1888 set to 2 1/2 guilder,
1892 Wilhelmina set mint, 1900 overprint set, 1902/1909 to
2 1/2 guilder, 1909 both tete-beche pairs, 1911 crown
overprint set, 1913/1931 set to 2 1/2 guilder incl. mint never
hinged, 1923 Jubilee set mint (5 guilder unused ng), 1936 set
to 2 1/2 guilder, 1945 set mint to 10 guilder, airmails only
missing nr. 18, including the scarce Do.X. overprint set,
postage dues complete incl. 1886 set to 50 cent, 1911 both
overprints, 1950 postage due set mint etc. in expensive Davo
LX album. Catalogue value above 6500 euro!!
£ 1200

25937 Dutch east Indies and Surinam 1867-1975 Nicely
filled, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in Davo cristal
album.
£ 225

26059 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in Davo luxe album. Collection contains
nice material like (NVPH no's): 23*, 65-68(*), 100-103*, 118126*, 130-136**, 137-140*, 141-144*, 146-149*, 151-156*,
157-178*, 197-199*, 257-273**, 280-283*, 294**, 308*,
airmail 1-7*, 19* (few brown spots), postage dues 17-32*, 3335*, etc. Bargain!
£ 175

27640 Dutch Indies and Surinam 1864-1975 Very nice
mint/used/mint never hinged collection, condition mainly
good, partly specialised with perfs and types, many better
singles and sets, in well filled Davo album. Catalogue value
according to collector over 6000 euro, offered cheap!
£ 550

26049 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-15, 34-36, 115, 115-126, 130-136*, 151156*, 157-178*, (175 canceled), 220-243, 280-283*, 308,
309-311*, airmail 9, 10, 11, 19, 22*, 23, postage dues 4(*),
5(*), (15-16* both repaired, not counted), 46 etc.
£ 250

28448 Indies: 1864-1948 Reasonable starter collection incl.
nr. 1 mint with gum (little faded), nr. 2 used, William III to 2
1/2 guilder, Wilhelmina to 2 1/2 guilder, Java and Buiten
Bezit overprint sets to 2 1/2 guilder, several other better
issues, also some Curacao and Surinam, in stockbook.
Superbargain!
£ 175

26046 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in Importa album. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 14*, 15*, 23(*), 39(*), 87-99*,100-103*,
118-126*, 151-156*, 157-178*, 220-243*, 280-283*, etc.
£ 300

28437 Indies: 1908-1909 NPVH 81f/97f, 1/2ct to 1 guilder
with overprint 'bezit buiten' including the very rare 22 1/2
cent mint. The set is stuck to the page, but will come off when
soaked or steamed. Cat. value 3163,00 euro
£ 650
33003 Netherlands Antilles 1970-1989 Stockbook with a
complete MNH collection, including souvenir sheets.
Collection contains all the stamps and souvenir sheets of
NVPH no. 421 till no. 934.
£ 150
27995 Stockbook with halfround and smallround cancels of
Dutch east Indies. Contains a.o. 8x no. 1 with halfround
cancels and 1x with (red) smallroundcancel. Further various
material with roundcancels and some shipscancels. £ 350

28364 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 24(*), 35(*), 36(*),
56(*), 175-178*, 183-186**, 257-273**, 280-283*, 285293**.294**, postage dues 15-16(*) (with certificate), 36-46*,
etc.
£ 300
28492 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, mostly MNH (before
the war mostly mint hinged) collection in Davo luxe album
with slipcase.
£ 160
26040 Surinam 1873-1978 Nicely filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in Schaubek album.
£ 175

27604 Surinam 1873-1911 Mint hinged and used collection
on old album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 1-15 specialised on perfs, 34-36, 37-40, 56-57, 6064(*), postage dues 15-16(*), etc.
£ 725

27952 Surinam 1873-1980 Very well filled, mostly mint
hinged collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-14(*) (no. 10 and 10a missing), 16-20(*),
34-36(*), 37-40(*), 41-57(*), 69-103*, 104-110*, 115**, 118126*, 130-136*, 157-178*, 220-243*, 280-283*, etc. High
cat. value!
£ 750

27846 Surinam 1873-1975 Almost complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-15, 40, 56-57, 58a59a, 60-64*/o, 104-110* (106 cancelled), 308*, airmail 8-14
(Do.X with certificate Muis), 15-19, postage dues 3(*), 15-16,
36-46*, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1475

28283 Surinam 1873-1982 Well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in Davo cristal album with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 87-99*, 115**, 116117(*), 137-140*, 141-144*, 146-149*, 151-156*, 179-182*,
280-283** (Curie), 297-307**, 308*, 309-311*, postage due
36-46* (few stamps with rust spots), etc.
£ 225

27848 Surinam 1873-1975 Almost complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-15*/o, 40(*), 56-57,
58a-59a, 60-64, 104-110*, 220-243*, 308**, airmail 8-14
(Do.X), postage dues 3, 15-16(*), 36-46*, etc. Nice collection,
high cat. value!
£ 1375

26280 Surinam 1873-1990 Almost complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Davo album. Collection
contains a.o. issue 1873 complete, crownoverprints 1911,
jubilee 1923 mint hinged complete, airmail Do.X overprints,
postage dues complete etc. Collection is from 1962 almost all
MNH (stamps are attached with sheetmargins).
£ 1075
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28197 Surinam 1873-2000 Almost complete, mostly MNH
and mint hinged collection in overfilled Schaubek album.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-15, 56-57, 60-64,
104-110*, 132P (without fraction bar), 151-156, 280-283*,
308**, 309-311**, airmail 8-14* (Do.X), 15-19*, postage
dues 3, 15-6 (with certificate), 36-46, etc. Republic of
Surinam 1975-2000 apparently complete MNH inclusing
souvenir sheets and sheetlets. Collection also includes many
covers and cards.
£ 1600

27153 Suriname: 1900-1990 Very well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 2 Davo cristal albums.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 197-199*, 214-219**,
220-243*, 280-283*, 285-293*, 294*, 308**, 309-311**, etc.
Republic of Suriname 1975-1990 almost complete and only
MNH. High cat. value!
£ 200

28414 Surinam 1873-2007 Very well filled, MNH and mint
hinged (few older stamps used) collection in 3 Davo luxe
albums. High cat. value, bargain!
£ 450

25274 Suriname: 1975-2003 Complete, MNH collection in
2 Davo luxe albums. Cat. value over 3500 euros.
£ 400

33081 Surinam: 1945 Mercurius airmail stamp overprinted
22 1/2 on 60 cent fine mint with variety: inverted overprint,
scarce stamp. NVPH LP24fa, cat. value 400 euro.
£ 150
33082 Surinam: 1945 Mercurius airmail stamp overprinted
22 1/2 on 60 cent fine mint with variety: inverted overprint,
scarce stamp, 5x in good condition, NVPH LP24fa, cat. value
2000 euro
£ 500
27162 Surinam 1953-1975 Complete collection of first day
covers, in mainly good condition, including the hard to get
early covers, in fdc album. Seldom offered!
£ 150
28109 Surinam ca. 1900-1988 Extensive, mostly MNH
stock in stockbook, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 151-156*,
285-293**, 294**, 297-307** (2x), 309-311**, 312-315**
(2x), 317-320** (5x), and very much material after the
independence. High cat. value, bargain!
£ 200
28412 Surinam/Curacao 1873-1980 Very pretty used very
fine collection, including much better old material like
Surinam 1873 to 2 1/2 guilder, 1901/08 to 2 1/2 guilder,
better 30's, Curacao from 1949 incl. definitive set to 10
guilder etc. in album. High catalogue value!!
£ 250
27104 Suriname: 1873-1975 Well filled, mint hinged and
used collection on blanc album pages in binder. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-15*/o, 22a, 30, 40(*), 62(*),
64(*), 104-110*, 242*, 243*, airmail 8-14(*) (Do.X), 18,
postage dues 1-8, 15-16, 36-46 etc.
£ 1300
25631 Suriname: 1873-1975 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 115*, 116-117*, 130-136*, 137-140*, 141144*, 151-156*, 157-178*, 194*, 195-196*, 197-199*, 249273*, 280-283** (Curie), 285-293**, 294**, 306** (souvenir
sheet), 309-311**, 312-315**, airmail 23**, port 33-35**, etc.
£ 200
25515 Suriname 1873-1978 Nicely filled, mosty MNH and
mint hinged collection in luxe Kabe album.
£ 150
26959 Suriname 1873-1989 Very well filled, mostly MNH
and mint hinged collection in 2 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 64(*), 104110*, airmail 9-14* (Do.X), 15-19*, postage dues 1-8(*), 1516(*), etc. Also Republic of Suriname 1975-1989 MNH
complete.
£ 1350
25219 Suriname: 1873-2002 Very well filled, mostly MNH
(before 1950 mostly mint hinged) collection in 3 Davo
albums. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 16-20(*), 2328(*), 41-57(*), 87-99*, 116-117(*), 118-126*, 157-178*,
280-283*, 309-311**, 312-315**, souvenir sheet 1**, etc.
From 1950 onwards the collection is as good as complete and
almost all MNH. High cat. value!
£ 700

26829 Suriname 1975-1994 Almost complete, MNH
collection in Davo cristal album.
£ 200

NEW ZEALAND
28294 1855-1993 Nice mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, classics used incl. better, 1882 to 4d mint, 1898
t/m 5sh ongebruikt, 1916/30 serie t/m 1sh, 1925 exhibition
set, 1926/34 high values, 1931 smiling boys, from 1935
onwards virtually complete and mainly mint never hinged, in
expensive Lindner album.
£ 650
28238 1862-1995 Messy, but well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used, partly double collection in 2 Davo albums. Very
much material!
£ 700
27011 1862-2007 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 4 Davo luxe albums with slipcases, in which also
better material like Health sheets 1957**, 1958, 1959,
1965**, 1966**, 1967 etc. Also very much modern MNH
material, very many souvenir sheets and also Ross
Dependency present.
£ 1000
26404 1870-1994 Nice, MNH, mint hinged and used stock
in 2 stockbooks. Lot contains much material including better
like (Michel no's): 160*, 155-160, 184*, 186*, 206-208**,
344**, 345**, 409**, 411**, 412**, service 9, life insurance
25-32** (2x), 33-38** (2x), further many Health sheetlets and
better souvenir sheets like 14 I**, 23B**, 30**, 30, 32 I**,
etc. Bargain!
£ 675
26156 1873-1985 Nicely filled, used collection in Stanley
Gibbons album, including various better stamps.
£ 225
26284 1892-1990 Nicely filled, cancelled collection in Davo
album, including Smiling Boys 1931.
£ 425
28058 1896-1998 From 1929 almost complete, MNH
collection in 2 luxe Leuchtturm albums with slipcases.
£ 1100
28166 1898-1995 MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases. Collection is in the early
years scarcely filled, but from ca. 1969 almost complete and
MNH. High cat. value!
£ 400
27578 1898-2014 Very well filled, cancelled collection in
3 Davo albums and 1 stockbook, in which very much
material, including older stamps in various types and perfs
and very many souvenir sheets. Very high cat. value!
£ 1100
26871 1900-1985 Extensive, specialised, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 4 albums.
£ 1000
26589 1907-1949 Nice small, mint hinged and used
collection service stamps on album pages in folder. £ 550
27912 Stockbook with Elizabeth 2, 6 and 9 penny and 1
and 1'6 shilling in MNH numbered coil pairs. All stamps
complete from number 1 till 19. Cat. value according to
Campbell Patterson ca. 2200 NZ$ (ca. 1350 euros). Seldomly
offered!
£ 475
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NIGER
28497 Niger 1959-1972 and Senegal 1960-1973 Almost
complete, MNH collection in Euralbo album. Collection
contains various better material like (Michel no's): Niger 52**
in minisheet, 170-171** imperforated, 193-199**, 206-209**,
225**, 279**, souvenir sheet 4** imperforated, Senegal 239243**, 267-272**, 287** in minisheet, 378-383**, 505509**, 526-529** etc. High cat. value!
£ 350
NORFOLK IS.
24927 1956-2006 Complete, almost only MNH (few stamps
hinged) collection in luxe Kabe album. Nice quality!
£ 850
NORWAY
27675 1855-1960 Stockbook with various better MNH,
mint hinged and used material like (Michel no's): 1 (2x), 2
(2x), 3* (certificate), 3, 4*, 6, 7, 75-88** (certificate), 83**,
87**, 88** (certificate), 159-161** (2x), 236** (4x), 258**
(2x), postage dues 7-12**, service 9-21 I**, etc. High cat.
value!
£ 1150
25941 1855-1994 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains nice
classic part (but some mixed quality), souvenir sheets,
service, postage dues etc.
£ 400
27970 1855-2006 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in 3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases and 2
stockbooks with duplicates and stamp booklets. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1, 16*, 17*, 19*, 105-108*, 109115*, 116-119**, 137-140**,155-158*, 159-161*, 162*,
236**, nice part service stamps etc.
£ 1050
27792 1856-1997 Well filled, first mint hinged and used,
later mostly MNH and mint hinged collection in 3 Davo luxe
albums with slipcases (with pages till 2006).
£ 450
27798 1856-1999 Reasonably filled, mostly used collection
in 2 Davo albums, in which a.o. nice classic material (some
mixed quality).
£ 385
28066 1856-2000 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Spanish album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 3, 4, 5, 11-15, 16-21, 22-31, 159-161, 198-199,
258*, 372-374, 380-382, 393-395*, etc.
£ 375
26651 1856-2001 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album, including various stamps booklets.
£ 525
27027 1856-2014 Messy, but nicely filled collection in
Schaubek album. Collection is mostly cancelled and the
period 1910-2014 is almost complete.
£ 750
28152 1871-1960 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in blanc album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 137140** (138 hinged), 141-149* (2x), 155-158*, 159-161* (2x),
162*, 163-166*, 195-197* (2x), 236**, 236*, 258* (2x), 258
FDC, 265-266* (2x), 323-333**, 323-333* (2x), etc.
£ 575
28053 1911-1993 Very well filled, MNH collection in
Spanish album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 109115**, 116-119**, 120-132**, 137-140**, 155-158**, 159161**, 162**, 236**, 258**, etc.
£ 600
26465 1931-1975 MNH and mint hinged stamps in
somewhat mixed quality in small stockbook.
£ 170
27241 1970-1986 Mint never hinged lot incl. better sets,
thematics and duplicates, on stockpages, in folder. The face

value is already Kr 1675+ = €175,00. Offered far below face
value!!
£ 100
27274 Great mint never hinged collection of stampbooklets,
from old to new, incl. many better booklets, duplicates, selfadhesives, nice thematics present, in thick stockbook. The
face value alone is over 5000 Norwegian kroner = over 525
euro!! Offered far below face value!!
£ 300
27741 Nice collection of sets and sheetlets, also some
duplicates and special issues, from old to very recent 2011, in
small box. Very high new issue price!
£ 150
PALAU
28169 1983-1999 MNH, apparently complete collection in
Davo luxe album and stockbook. Seldomly offered, high cat.
value!
£ 500
PALESTINE
28154 1918-1945 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
sorting lot in 2 well filled stockbooks.
£ 350
PAPUA & NEW GUINEA
24513 1935-2007 Beautiful, as good as complete, MNH
collection in 3 albums and also 5 albums with FDC's.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Papua 107-111** (3x),
112-117**, Papua New Guinea 1-23**, 27-28**, 29-39**, 6272**, 72** with specimen overprint, 83-94**, 635**, 648
III** (20x in 2 stampbooklets), 706-707**, 737F**, 741742** (pope without overprint!), 714-724**, 746 I II**, 746
II II**, postage dues complete with the exception of no. 3,
many stampbooklets, etc. Further an extensive collection
FDC's including 1-23, various presentation packs, 3
yearbooks etc. Very nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 2600
25374 1952-1956 Stockbook with hundreds of pieces with
stamps. Nice lot for the cancel collector.
£ 225
25543 1952-1997 Double collection, both used and
mint/mnh nearly complete incl. the better sets and sheetlets,
modern part even 2x mnh and 2x used, many in blocks of 4,
offered very cheap!!
£ 525
24950 1952-2003 Apparently complete, only canceled
collection in Kabe album. Collection also includes the postage
due stamps, including Stanley Gibbons no. 1 on piece (with
BPA certificate, cat. 450 pounds).
£ 850
24952 1952-2006 Almost complete, MNH (few older
stamps hinged) collection in luxe Kabe album. Nice
collection!
£ 1050
PARAGUAY
28705 1870-1964 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in selfmade album. Collection contains nice classic
part, including reprints and further a.o. (Michel no's): 392393*, 392-393, 398-402*, 398-402, 414-418, 432-436*, 432436, 437-441*, 437-441, 500-507* with muestra overprint,
537-542* with muestra overprint, A940-H940**, 986-992**,
993-999**, 1288-1294**, souvenir sheet 3**, 4**, 9**, 12**,
14**, 15**, 17**, 22**, 23**, 26**, 36**, 44**, 48**, 49**,
50**, 51**, 63** in booklet, 64** in booklet, etc. High cat.
value!
£ 875
PENRHYN IS.
24523 1920-2008 Apparently complete, MNH collection in
album. Also a very extensive collection FDC's in 2 albums.
Nice collection!
£ 1300
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PHILIPPINE IS.
27257 1880-1988 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in 2 Spanish Philos albums. Before the war the
collection is scarcely filled, mostly used and in mixed quality,
after the war the collection is almost complete, including
souvenir sheets. Unfortunately part of the collection has been
affected by 'rust', but that has been taken into account in the
price.
£ 500
POLAND
26378 1860-1977 Nicely filled, used collection in 4
Schaubek albums, in which better material like (Michel no's):
1 (2x!), 247-248, 398, 405, 427, 434, souvenir sheet 1
(selvage partly missing), 2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 6, 11, 12, 18, 19, 20,
22, etc.
£ 600
28297 1918-1994 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 Davo albums and 1 stockbook. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1 (very short), 22B (signed), 154157*, 212*, 244*, 247-248*, 282*, 283*, 329**, 331-343*,
360-367*, 368-375*, 398**, 403**, 407*, 515-517*, souvenir
sheet 5A(*), 6(*), etc.
£ 1250
26289 1938-1978 Nicely filled, mostly canceled (few last
years MNH) collection in fat Kabe album (with pages from
1918). Period 1955-1978 is reasonably complete, including
souvenir sheets.
£ 175
PORTUGAL
24779 1853-1930 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder, including a.o. good
classic material.
£ 1150
27329 1853-1940 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection on blanc album pages in folder, in which nice
classic part. Also some Portugese colonies present. £ 625
24718 1853-1945 Reasonably filled, mostly used collection
on blanc pages in album, including good classic material
(with many duplicates), nice variety 40 C Ceres stamp
(accordeon fold) and some better stamps.
£ 950
24892 1853-1965 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 286*, 289*, 316-346*, 316-346, 405*, 406429*, 430-439*, 440-454*, 509-514*, 559-564*, souvenir
sheet 3*, etc.
£ 375
26004 1853-1965 Very well filled, mostly used collection
in blanc Biella album. Collection contains nice and extensive
classic part and further a.o. (Michel no's): 96-108, 109-123,
138-145, 190-195, 553-558, 63-641, souvenir sheet 1**, etc.
Also some Azores and Madeira present. Nice collection!
£ 2800
24679 1853-1969 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on Schaubek album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 60, 61, 75, 76, 77, 93, 95, 105*,
182-189, 190-195, 316-346*, 347-377*, 385-405*, 430-439*,
440-454*, 456-471*, 559-564*, 565-570*, 571-576*, 578580*, 602-605*, 606-613*, 622-629*, 751*, etc. High cat.
value!
£ 750
27177 1853-1986 Well filled, used collection in 3 albums,
in which good classic part and various better material like
(Michel no's): 80-86, 87-92, 93, 94, 96-108, 553-558, 559564, 632-641, 714-719, etc. Also some Azores and Madeira
present. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 1250
27475 1853-1990 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains better
material like (Michel no's): 93, 94*, 95, 145*, 167*, 181*,

195*, 316-346*, 385-405, 429*, 440-454*, 559-564, 565570*, 571-576*, 602-605*606-613*, 612-621*, souvenir sheet
2*, 3*, 4*, 5**, 6**, 7**, 8*, 9*, 10**, 11**, 12*, 13**, 14**,
etc.
£ 1000
26306 1853-1990 Well filled, canceled collection in 3
albums, including better stamps like (Michel no's): 24, 30, 31,
32, 45, 49, 76, 77, 78-79, 138-145, 515, 553-558, 602-605,
632-641, souvenr sheet 14, etc. Also some Portugese
territories present.
£ 900
27299 1853-1993 Very well filled, mostly used collection
in 3 Kabe albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 8, 9,
15, 16, 17-24, 26, 30, 31, 32, 77, 86, 96-108, 138-145, 167,
168-181, 190-195, 196-203, 316-346, 347-377 (372 missing),
405, 440-454, 456-471, 553-558, 559-564, 642-645, souvenir
sheet 2*, 3*, 4*, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11**, 12, 13, 14, etc. Nice
collection, very high cat. value!
£ 1150
24658 1853-2010 Nicely filled, used collection in Davo
album, including nice classic part and further reasonably
filled. Further a mint hinged and MNH collection (in the same
album) with various better stamps like (Michel no's): 430439*, 452*, 454*, 456-471*, 598*, 606-613*, 614-621*, 632641*, 681-688**, 740-743**, 748-751**, 825-828*, 856859*, souvenir sheet 3*, etc.
£ 1350
24898 1853-2011 Nicely filled, mostly used collection in 3
self made albums.
£ 450
28205 1862-1940 Mint hinged and used collection,
including a small cancel collection on the 25 reis Louis I, in
small stockbook.
£ 250
25258 1862-2000 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 5 luxe albums, including (Michel no's): 247*,
292*, 385-405*, 430-439*, 428*, 440-454*, 477A** (! signed
Borek), 606-613**, 693-700**, souvenir sheet 2** (few
creases), 4**, 7** (2x), 8**, 10**, 12**, 14**, etc. From 1963
almost complete and mostly MNH. Also an album with
Azores and Madeira 1980-2000 MNH complete. Nice
collection, high cat value!
£ 1600
28540 Over 550, mostly MNH souvenir sheets of Portugal
in 2 fat stockbooks. Also some cancelled sheets, some loose
stamps and many stamp booklets present. High cat. value!
£ 375
PORTUGAL - COLONIES
27191 Angola and Portugese Guinea 1924-1982 Well filled,
MNH, mint hinged and used collection in blanc album.
Collection contains nice thematic sets and a.o. (Michel no's):
Portugese Guinea 171-194*/o, souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, etc.
£ 350
27977 Azores/Timor: 1868-1950 Wonderful reasonably
complete collections + duplicates, partly with perfs, types and
some interesting varieties, including Azores 1868 imperf 20r,
80r and 100r, 1868 perf to 120r, 1871/79 to 300r, Dom
Henrique to 1000r etc. etc. Some Horta, then Timor incl. 1885
overprints, 1887 to 300r, later overprints etc. etc. in
stockbook. Seldom offered and scarce material!!! £ 1500
27595 Cape Verde 1877-1911 Apparently complete, mint
hinged and used collection on old album pages in folder.
£ 425
27502 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used collection
Portugese colonies on album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): Angola 10-14(*), Azores 7(*), 21,
33, 232**, 233**, 236**, 237**, Madeira 21, etc.
£ 400
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25562 Stockbook with a nice mint hinged and used
collection on cards, including nice classic material. £ 625

28679 1865-1994 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and mostly
used collection in 6 blanc albums, in which very many
stamps, but mostly common material.
£ 450

RHODESIA
26716 and Zambia: Very extensive mint/used/mint never
hinged collection, partly double collected, starting with strong
earlies, double heads incl. pound with perfin, later many
definitive sets to high values (several double present),
Nyasaland, South Rhodesia, Zambia, including many extra's,
in 2 very well filled home made albums.
£ 600

27661 1866-1960 Mint hinged and used collection in blanc
album, in which also some postal stationeries and covers.
£ 450

RUMANIA
28667 1858-1927 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 17-20, 21-25, 26-28, 29-31, 33, 34, 36*, 37*,
44F ND* (blue), 146-153*, 154-160, 159F (orange instead of
red-orange), 160*, 192F* (green instead of blue), 197-207*
(203 cancelled), 227-236* (234 cancelled), etc. Also various
covers and cards present. High cat. value!
£ 850
27815 1864-1969 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Marcilor album. Collection contains nice
clasic material and a.o. (Michel no's): 406-412, 413-417, 437442*, 443-445, 468-473*, 691 I-695 II*, 703-705 in
kleinbogen (*), 864-866*, 867-873*, 874-878**, 879-883**,
884**, 884Zf**, 885-896x(*), 885-896y(*), 917-920**,
souvenir sheet 1, 3-8*, 16(*), 18*, 42**, etc.
£ 550
28595 1871-1989 Stockbook with a MNH, mint hinged and
used collection, in which very much material, including
various imperforated sets.
£ 150
28501 1872-ca.1960 Stockbook with various material,
including better like (Michel no's): 413-417, 418*, 436**,
446-448**, 1565-1576, etc.
£ 100
27417 1932-1986 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 4 Schaubek albums. Collection contains
better material like (Michel no's): 691-695 I*, 691-695 II*,
864-866**, 867-873*, 884*, 885-896*, 885-896x** in
kleinbogen, 885-896y** in kleinbogen, 917-920*, 998-999**
in kleinbogen, 1125-1131*, 1149-1152*, 1171-1176*, 14501453**, 1500-1509**, 1565-1576*, 1586-1588*, 16041613**, 1614-1625**, 1717-1720** in 2 strips, idem in 2
blocks of 6, souvenir sheet 1*, 15**, 38**, 40**, 41**, 42**
(!), 44** (!), 86 (!), 89** (!), 94**, 98**, 103**, 113**, 115**
, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1200
28581 1939-1945 MNH and mint hinged collection in
ringbinder, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 691 I-695 II**,
souvenir sheet 15*, 16*, 18*, 27**, etc. Also nice part covers
and cards (36), with many censored cancels, foreign
destinations, military covers, red cross etc.
£ 300
27323 And Bulgaria 1862-1930 Mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder. Collection contains better
stamps like (Michel no's): Romania 9*, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17-20,
21-25, 26-28, 29, 33, 34, 90-94*, 154-160, 234*, 235*, 236*,
Bulgaria 6-11, 21, 22, 23, postage dues 4- 6, 7-9, 10, etc.
High cat. value!
£ 425
RUSSIA
28648 1858-1924 Cancel collection transkaspian railroad
and cities in current Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan. Large number of cancels, including on piece and
much scarce material. Seldomly offered!
£ 500
28702 1858-1960 MNH, mint hinged and used lot in 3
stockbooks, in which very much material, including some
better stamps.
£ 260

27567 1914-1919 Really magnificent collection of over 660
cards prisoner of war post send from and to Siberia 19141918 in 4 albums. Contains postal cards, picture postcards,
many red cross cards, censor cancels, etc. etc. Unique, once
of a lifetime collection!!
£ 6000
RWANDA
25342 1962-1992 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 2 blanc albums. Collection contains much
material, including souvenir sheets.
£ 250
SAAR
28342 1920-1934 Very well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on Schaubek album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-17*, 29*, 31*, 53-69*, 70-82,
104-107* (107 cancelled), 122-125*, 135-141*, 144-150**,
151-157*, 161-167*, 168-170*, 171-177, etc. Cat. value 3900
euros.
£ 800
28350 1920-1959 Almost undescribable collector
accumulation of mainly varieties of the different issues,
THOUSANDS of listed and unlisted varieties present, often
with large duplication, from cheap to very expensive, of the
first overprint set, the scarce 80c is 11x present, including 4x
the complete set on cover, incredible amount of nice and
sought after material, misprints, imperfs, platefaults,
gutterpairs mint and used, stamps on piece and on cover,
complete sheets with varieties, housed in 16(!!) stockbooks
and loose, in 2 big boxes. Unique opportunity to acquire
possibly the biggest accumulation of this sought after
material!!!
£ 5250
28233 1920-1959 In the main numbers complete MNH and
mint hinged collection on Leuchtturm album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-17* (16 signed), 1831* (28-31 signed), 104-107*, 122-125*, 128-134*, 135141*, 144-150*, 151-157*, 161-167*, 168-170*, 171-177*,
199-205*, souvenir sheet 1-2* (Hochwasserhilfe sheets) etc.
Very high cat. value!
£ 2100
28170 1920-1959 Mostly cancelled collection in stockbook.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 104-107, 144-150,
309-313, 338-340, etc.
£ 250
26610 1920-1959 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection on album pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 29*, 31* (signed), 69**, 104-107, 122-125,
128-134* (134 signed), 135-141* (140 and 141 canceled),
144-150* (148 and 149 canceled), 151-157* (151 canceled),
161-167**, 171-177*, 199-205*, 255-259, 262-263, 267271*, 289, 291, 292, 297-298, 299-303*, 309-313, souvenir
sheet 1-2* (Hochwasserhilfe), etc. Nice collection, high cat.
value!
£ 1600
SAINT VINCENT
25541 1885-1986 Mint and used collection incl. better
classic part incl. higher values, 1948 to $4,80, 1955 to 2$50
mint and used, later much more modern material incl. better,
in album.
£ 385
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33051 1987-1988 Colou r t ri als , St ockb ook wi t h
imperforated 8 souvenir sheets with British football clubs
from the British premier league 1987-1988 with 9 different
trials per souvenir sheet. In total so 72 sheetlets.
£ 250
SAMOA
24865 1953-1998 Apparently complete, MNH collection in
selfmade album. Collection includes the better stamps like
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 232-235**, 257-262**, 280-289b**,
etc.
£ 375
SAN MARINO
26619 1877-1999 Nicely filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 3 Marini albums. Also some stamps and
sheetlets from 2010 present. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 100-104**, 121-124*, 125-130*, etc.
£ 500
27463 1894-2000 Messy, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in blanc album with various better material like
(Michel no's): 62-67*, 99*, 100-104*, 121-124*, 125-130**,
138-140*, 141-144*, 318-334*, 350*, 397-401*, 409-422*,
440-441*, 464-475*, 477-484*, 493-501*, etc.
£ 450
25850 1945-1991 Nicely filled, mostly MNH collection in
Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
350**, 439B* in kleinbogen, 439C* in kleinbogen, 454455**, 456**, 475**, 484**, 502**, 586*, 700** in
kleinbogen (Europa CEPT 1961), 700 in kleinbogen, souvenir
sheet 4A***, 4B**, etc.
£ 475
SERBIA
27986 1866-1918 Very well filled, mint hinged and used,
specialised collection on blanc pages in folder. Collection is
specialised on perfs, paper, colour, etc. Also some covers
present, nice cancels, some varieties etc. Very nice collection!
£ 1950
28458 1866-1920 Very valuable mint and used collection,
specialised with types, perfs, imperfs, cancellations and many
covers, in overal mainly very good condition, including 1866:
10pa mint with gum (cat. 1500 euro!), 20pa multiple incl.
cancellations, 1866/1868 extensive with paper varieties, mint
stamps and cancellations, 1867: 1pa and 2pa incl. imperf,
1869 issue very extensive with many mint stamps, better
perforations etc. etc. Also in total 43 postal history items incl.
wonderful registered, multiple franking covers etc. in album.
Fantastic collection with many scarce items present!!
£ 1250
SIERRA LEONE
25034 1859-1912 Small used collection on old album
pages.
£ 225
26413 1859-1953 Mint hinged and used collection on
album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 8*, 19*, 34*, 96*, 97*, 109*, 110*, 127*, 188200*, 203-204*, etc.
£ 675
SINGAPORE
33074 1991-1995 Mint never hinged lot better sheetlets in
small quantities: Block 25(29x), 27(31x), block 32I (with
stamp exhibition overprint: 62x) and the scarce bloc 33B: 13x
mint never hinged (IMPERF block with the orange oetang on
the background, scarce block, cat. 90 euro each!), good
thematic blocks, Michel catalogue value over 3700 euro!!
Bargain!!
£ 400

SLOVAKIA
28235 1939-2011 With the exception of the 1st set
complete, MNH collection including souvenir sheets in 2
blanc albums.
£ 400
SOLOMON IS.
24808 1937-1984 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in Stanley Gibbons album.
£ 275
SOMALIA
28311 1928-1941 Somalia parcelpost Sassone no. 54-65
(without 58) and postage dues 52-64, both sets luxe MNH.
Cat. value 7400 euros. On stockpage.
£ 1100
SOUTH AFRICA
27915 1910-1953 Well filled, mostly mint hinged collection
on Scott album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 26-29*, 35* in pair, 35b* in pair, 36*
in pair, 40-41*, 45aw* in pair, 49* in pair, 64b* in pair, 64c*
in pair, 76-79* in pairs, 82-84* in pairs, good postage dues
and service etc. High cat. value!
£ 875
27926 1910-1990 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album, in which various pairs, nice postage
dues and servioce, souvenir sheets, few covers etc. £ 600
28303 1910-2003 Messy, but very well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used, partly double and somewhat specialised
collection in 3 Davo albums, in which also various pairs,
blocks of 4 etc.
£ 750
28418 1911-1975 Reasonably filled, mostly used collection
on blanc pages in binder, including several pairs. Also some
South West Africa present.
£ 375
28682 And Territories: 1852-1908 Mint and used
collection, partly specialised + duplication, very much
expensive classic material present, starting with South
African Republic 1852-1877 with many imperfs, 1880-1899
perf, Transvaal overprints, New Republic with 10 values,
Natal from earlies with many better issues, Edward to pound
and 5 pound(!!), wonderful cancellations as bonus, Orange
Free State incl. better and many nice cancellations, in
doublethick stockbook. Fantastic lot with a huge catalogue
value!!
£ 2750
25544 And Territories: 1855-1954 Nice mint and used
collection incl. a good classic part of Cape of Good Hope incl.
triangles, Natal, Transvaal, Zululand, Griqualand overprints,
SWA etc. in album.
£ 550
24582 Territories: Fantastic used collection incl. a great
d eal of b et t er stamps + hundreds and hundreds of
cancellations, unpicked, incl. many beautiful full strikes,
scarce cancels and some rare cancels of Cape of Good Hope
(incl. triangles + a Woodblock 1d), Griqualand, Natal,
Transvaal incl. expensive classics, postcard with wonderful
can cel Mach ad od orp , Zululand, in 2 alb u ms wi t h
descriptions. Enormous catalogue value and wonderful
cancellation material!!!!
£ 3950
SOUTH WEST AFRICA
27930 1923-2000 Beautiful, mostly cancelled collection in
Davo album. Collection contains much better material like
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 8 in pair, 9 in pair, 10* in pair, 12* in
pair (signed), 24 in pair, 28 in pair, 37 in pair, 38* in pair, 39
in pair, 49-54 in pairs, 56-57, 58-67 in pairs, 74-87 in pairs,
105-108 in pairs, good postage dues, service etc. Very high
cat. value!
£ 2500
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SPAIN
26925 1850-1899 Stockpage with various mint hinged and
used material, including better stamps.
£ 325
26898 1850-1900 Mint hinged and used collection Spain
and colonies (a.o. Puerto Rico, Spanish Antilles etc.) on
stockpages in folder.
£ 300
28360 1850-1960 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in 2 albums, in which a nice classic part and also
a.o. (Michel no's): 227*, 228*, 408-421*, 455, 679-680*,
711*, 721-726* (submarines), 928*, 929*, 948-949*, 975982**, 986*, 1010*, 1019*, 1020*, service 10-11* in blocks
of 4, souvenir sheet 1, 5* (submarines), 7*, 8*, 9*, etc. Very
high cat. value!
£ 2500
28565 1850-1992 Reasonably filled, mint hinged and used
collection on blanc pages in cassette.
£ 250
25407 1850-2000 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 Davo albums, including a.o. very much MNH
modern material, souvenir sheets etc.
£ 500
28576 1929-1945 Wonderful mint/used/mint never hinged
collection of this scarce and sought after material, very
specialised incl. types, perfs, shades, overprint types, many
better sets and sheetlets present, also nice additional material,
varieties, covers and fiscals, all described, in 3 expensive
Davo de Luxe albums with slipcases. Very seldom offered,
especially so extensive at such a low price!!!
£ 2500
25461 And Colonies: 1850-1990 Untouched and unpicked
collector accumulation from Spain and its Colonies, very
much material incl. better, from classics to recent, 20
albums/stockbooks with part-collections, blocks of 4, also
very large number of envelopes with quantities mnh, fdc's
incl. Spanish Colonies, also some world, in large removal
box. Much adventure and sorting pleasure!!
£ 1100
28257 Incredible lot of hundreds of classic covers, (mainly
well before 1900), including many pre-philatelic covers with
interesting cancellations, piles of franked covers, interesting
for destinations, types, varieties, cancels, in box. Potential
goldmine for expert.
£ 550

good thematic sets!! Catalogue value is around 10.000 EURO.
Only 7.5% catalogue value!!
£ 750
25958 Andorra 1926-1993 Well filled, mostly MNH
collection in Lindner album.
£ 200
28623 Andorra 1948-2001 Almost complete, MNH
collection in Lindner album.
£ 225
SUDAN
24896 1897-1948 Small, mostly used, specialised
collection, including some nice airmail covers in blanc album.
£ 350
24797 1897-1965 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on Scott album pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 1-8, 10-17*, 28*, 45b*, 45c*,
46b*, 59-67* (59, 60 and 65 canceled), 95, 115-122**,
postage dues D1-D4*, D5-D8*, service O3, O4-O11, O39*,
O40*, O41*, O43-O58*, O59-O66**, military service A1b,
A11, A12, A14*, A14, etc.
£ 950
SURINAM
26433 1873-1975 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 14, 34-36, 130-136**, 151-156, 214-219, 243,
280-283, 308**, 309-311, etc.
£ 150
26516 1873-1981 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 58-59(*), 100-103*, 115*, 118-126*, 130-136*, 183186**, 194*, 197-199*, 239-243*, 285-295*, 308**, 309311**, etc.
£ 150
26513 1913-1975 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 69-103*,118-126*, 157-178*, 197-199*, 214219**, 220-243* (242 missing), 249-273**, 285-294**,
308**, 309-311**, 312-315**, airmail 24-26**, etc.
£ 200
26443 1961-1993 Extensive, MNH stock in 3 stockbooks,
in which very much material, max. 5x per set and souvenir
sheet. High cat. value!
£ 150

25388 Spanish Civil War: Mint/used/mnh collector
accumulation, very, very much material incl. better, types,
overprints, varieties, partly in multiples, in home made album.
Very interesting lot!!
£ 900

28495 1975-1985 Complete, MNH collection including
souvenir sheets in Lindner album. Bargain!
£ 100

SPAIN - COLONIES
28302 1855-1972 Extensive, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in 3 Edifil albums, in which a.o. Philippines, Puerto
Rico, Fernando Po, Ifni, Morocco, Sahara etc.
£ 800

28385 1975-1990 Complete, MNH collection including
souvenir sheets in luxe Leuchtturm album.
£ 175

28153 1870-1971 Nice, well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 2 Edifil albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): Spanish Morocco 77-90*, 140**, 141-145*,
281-286*, 302-314*, souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, Morocco-Tanger
23-33*, 117*, 118*, 119*, 141-146*, Morocco- North Zone 18*, Spanish Guinea 69*, 121-132**, 133-143**, 206-208*,
216*, 217-221*226*, 227*, 242-257**, 259-261**, Ifni 6168*, 69-70**, 71-87**, 91-96*, 102-104*, 132-142*, etc.
£ 800
28619 1903-1963 Mostly mint hinged collection in Spanish
album. Collection contains a.o. Ifni, Spanish Sahara, Spanish
Morocco and Tangier etc.
£ 425
25383 1960's Mint never hinged lot of virtually only
complete sets in sheets and part sheets, overal very good
condition, of Ifni and Spanish Sahara, in box. Includes many

28212 1975-1989 MNH, complete collection in Davo luxe
album with slipcase.
£ 165

28217 1975-1990 MNH, as good as complete collection in
Davo cristal album with slipcase.
£ 125
28250 1975-1995 Almost complete collection FDC's in 2
Davo albums. Nice quality, high cat. value!
£ 160
28163 1975-1995 MNH, complete collection in 2 Davo luxe
albums with slipcases.
£ 250
26489 1975-2015 Apparently complete, MNH collection in
4 albums (3 Lindner and 1 Davo luxe), including souvenir
sheets (collection runs till September 2015). Also a small
album with stamp booklets. High cat. value!
£ 1650
25570 1988-2012 As good as complete, MNH collection in
stockbook. Collection also includes almost all the souvenir
sheets, many gutterpairs (also some from before 1988) and a
few special sheetlets. Cat. value Zonnebloem over 6500 euros.
£ 1000
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26392 Stockbook with 7 proofs of Surinam of the American
Banknote Company and 3 other proofs, a.o. of Kolff. Mixed
quality, high cat. value!
£ 675

27125 1855-2011 Well filled, only used collection in 2
Davo albums, in which a.o. Michel 144-158 (1st UPU set)
and very much modern material including souvenir sheets.
Also 2 albums with ca. 250 MNH stampbooklets. £ 1150

SWEDEN
25870 1797-1856 Stockbook with 17 pre-philately covers
of Sweden, including 2 printed matters ""in name of the
king"".
£ 250

27380 1858-1976 Nicely filled, cancelled collection in Facit
album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 26A, 40, 54,
97-106, 171, 273B/Dr, 273 Dl/B, 277 Dl/B, nice service,
postage dues etc.
£ 300

26396 1855-1967 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged
(classic part canceled) collection in Torino album. Collection
contains nice extensive classic part and also a.o. both UPU
sets 1924 mint hinged, nice combinations, service stamps etc.
£ 1600

28573 1858-1979 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 Davo cristal albums with slipcases.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 7, 11, 15a, 40, 54, 147157* (1st UPU set, 20 ore-2 kronen), 227-238*, 306-310 on
FDC, etc. Also various stamp booklets present.
£ 375

27293 1855-1980 Very well filled, cancelled collection
Sweden 1855-1994 in 2 Kabe albums in very nice quality.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 15a, 26A, 26B(!), 54,
86-96, 97-106, 144-156 (1st UPU set), 159-173 (2nd UPU
set), etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 925

26457 1858-2010 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 4 Leuchtturm albums. Collection contains
very much material, including better stamps, nice (older)
FDC's, many booklets, combinations, souvenir sheets etc.
£ 2100

26688 1855-1980 You enjoy Sweden cancellations? Now
here is your chance: collector estate of 80 ALBUMS FULL of
Sweden cancels, from A to Z, from very powerful classic, to
modern, on single stamps, piece, cover/card or fdc, lifework
of a collector, biggest collection that you will ever see of this
nice and sought after material, from very cheap to rariities,
mainly very clear cancels, probably tens of thousand of them,
housed in 80 homemade albums. Bargain!!!
£ 4250

27884 1858-2016 Well filled and from 1945 almost
complete, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in 3 Davo
albums, including various pairs and souvenir sheets.
£ 850

27112 1855-1983 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock in stockbook. Lot includes service, souvenir
sheets, stampbooklets, combinations from stampbooklets etc.
£ 425
26309 1855-1994 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 2 Davo cristal and 1 Davo luxe album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 4, 6, 8, 16, 26, 54, 96*,
97-106 (106 mint hinged), 144-158 (1st UPU set), 159-173
(2nd UPU set, 3 highest values mint hinged), service 1-11A
(no. 1 thin spot), 1-11B, 12-13, etc.
£ 1250
27901 1855-1996 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases (pages of 1
album are somewhat spotted in teh corners, not visible on the
pages). Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-5, 6, 7-12,
13, 15a, 15b, 54, 159-173 (2nd UPU set, no. 169 missing),
etc. Collection is from 1970 MNH and almost complete.
£ 1800
27175 1855-1997 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in Spanish Philos album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 6, 15a, 26A (2x), 54**, 86-96*, 97-105, 142Z*,
143W*, 144-156* (1st UPU set), 159-173* (2nd UPU set),
227-238*, 406-410** in kleinbogen, etc. High cat. value!
£ 900
27298 1855-2000 Messy, but very well filled, mostly
cancelled collection in very nice quality in 3 Borek albums.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 4, 6, 8, 13, 15a, 26A,
54, 96**, 97-106**, 144-158 (1st UPU set), 159-173 (2nd
UPU set), 406-410 in kleinbogen, etc. Also nice service and
postage dues present. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 1850
27018 1855-2010 Well filled, cancelled collection in 4 ring
binders. Collection contains much better material like (Michel
no's): 3, 6, 13, 15a, 144-158 (1st UPU set), 159-173 (2nd
UPU set), various 3 and 4 sided perfed pairs etc. In modern
part also some MNH material present.
£ 1350

25656 1918-1966 Small album with 71 stamp booklets,
including many varieties.
£ 250
25881 1920-1940 Stockcard with various MNH material,
including better like (Michel no's): 127A (4x), 127B (8x),
129B (5x), 132 (8x), 185 (2x), 189 (3x), etc.
£ 300
24827 1924 Stockpage with a mint hinged set, Michel 144158 (1st UPU set) and 3 mint hinged sets 159-173 (2nd UPU
set). Also some duplicates, including 157 and 158 (2 and 5
kronen). High cat. value!
£ 850
28008 1946-2013 Well filled, used collection in 2 albums.
Collectie also includes souvenir sheets, contents of
stampbooklets, combinations, some covers etc.
£ 775
27836 1950-1989 Especially in the more modern part nicely
filled, MNH collection in 2 Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 350
27813 1957-2000 Extremely extensive, cancelled collection
in 6 albums, in which a.o. content of stamp booklets,
combinaties, horizontal and vertical pairs, loose stamps,
souvenir sheets etc. Also many modern PHQ cards present.
£ 700
28065 1977-2003 Stockbook with MNH sets, souvenir
sheets and booklets.
£ 125
28491 1990-2009 Very well filled, MNH collection in Davo
luxe album with slipcase.
£ 350
28496 Collection of 187 stamp booklets of Sweden,
including some better (a.o. red cross 1945, H72, falcon 1981,
H329, some rabatt booklets etc.) in 2 albums.
£ 250
SWITZERLAND
27390 1850-1937 Reasonably filled, mostly cancelled
collection in Lindner album. Collection includes some better
stamps, like the Pro Juventute frontrunners from 1912
(Michel I-III) mint hinged, Pro Patria souvenir sheet 1936
cancelled, airmail etc.
£ 475
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27197 1850-1975 Very well filled, mostly used collection
Switzerland 1850-1975 in 2 albums. Collection contains nice
classic material, sitting Helvetia 1881 on faserpaper canceled
(!), numeralset 1882 on white paper, 1882 stading Helvetia
perf 9¾:9¼, pax set 1945, souvenir sheets (including Naba
1934), sheet 5 (1940) on FDC, Very good part service stamps
etc. Very nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 3500
26912 1850-1983 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. nice
classic part (including rayon 1 cancelled), sitting and standing
Helvetia, Pro Juventue, Pro patria, Pax set mint hinged, much
face value material (over 400 SFR), nice part service etc.
£ 1000
27181 1850-1987 Beautiful, very well filled, cancelled
collection in 3 Leuchtturm albums, in which good classic
material (also various perfs and papers), Pax set, souvenir
sheets (including Naba sheetlet 1934), Pro Juventute, Pro
Patria, service, airmail, postage dues etc. Very nice collection,
very high cat. value.
£ 3500
2 8 382 1 8 5 0 -1 9 9 5 Reas on ab ly t o v e r y c o m p l e t e
mint/used/mint never hinged collection, starting with a few
rare stamps (but probably fakes), good classic part with many
standing and seated helvetia's, perfs and types, many better
included, largely complete incl. 1945 Pax set fine mint to 10
franc, further very much face value, Pro Juventute and Pro
Patria look complete incl. sheetlets and face value, sheetlets
missing only nr. 1, further all present, airmails complete incl.
the scarce nr. 1/2 fine mint etc. etc. in 2 expensive Lighthouse
albums. Great collection with a massive catalogue value!!
£ 1500
27899 1850-2001 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock in 3 stockbooks. Enormous amount of stamps,
gigantic cat. value!
£ 1750
26034 1854-1961 Nicely filled, mostly used collection in
Leuchtturm album, including various better souvenir sheets,
10 Frank Pax set (signed), good airmail etc.
£ 495

combinations from souvenir sheet 1**, souvenir sheet 5**
(2x), 5*, portfree stamps 1* (gratis stamp), 6 I** (2x), nice
part combinations, service 4 I**, 5 I**, 8 I* (2x), 4 II**, 5
II**, IBE I-IV**, V-VIII**, WHO 1-5** (2x), 6-25**, etc.
Nice lot, very high cat. value!
£ 975
25735 1882-1968 Reasonably filled, mostly used collection
in luxe Leuchtturm album.
£ 135
26133 1907-1978 Nice, MNH and mint hinged(some used
material present), almost complete collection in Leuchtturm
album, including a.o. many better souvenir sheets, Pax set
MNH complete (5 Frank hinged), face value material etc.
£ 900
25839 1910-2002 Very extensive lot FDC's and special
covers in 30 (!) small FDC albums. Contains many blocks of
4, semipostal sets etc.
£ 300
27401 1912-1964 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock Pro Juventute stamps in stockbook. Nice, balanced
stock with ca. 6-8 times mint and 6-8 times used of most of
the stamps. High cat. value!
£ 1000
26204 1913-1981 Stockbook with used Pro Juventute and
Pro Patria sets, including the more expensive older sets. Cat.
value over 1500 euros.
£ 175
27821 1915-2000 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
blocks of 4 of Switzerland in 8 Lindner albums. Very much
material, including many Pro Juventute and Pro Patria sets,
some face value and very many modern cancelled blocks of 4.
£ 1050
25674 1918-1994 Extensive, canceled collection service
stamps, including better sets, plateflaws etc. in 2 stockbooks.
£ 750
28314 1922-1937 Cancelled collection Switzerland service
on stockpage. Cat. value Zumstein over 3400 Swiss Frank
(over 2900 euros).
£ 450

27692 1862-1881 Part of family archive of over 650!!
covers with contents, all sent to Joseph Berger in Altdorf,
incredible variety of cancellations, rates, unchecked on
platefaults, shades and other specialities, in flat box. Offered
very cheap at less than 1,50 per cover!!!
£ 900

28211 1922-1990 Small album with stockcards with various
MNH, mint hinged and used service stamps of Switzerland
1922-1990. Lot contains a.o. (Michel no's): SDN 1-15x, 1625x (2x), 19-25z, 26-35 (2x), 56, 65-67**, BIT 1-14x, 1524x, 25-31, BIE 1-21, 29-39**, 29-39, ONU 1-11**, 12-20**,
etc. Nice quality, high cat. value!
£ 800

25522 1862-1960 Very well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Leuchtturm album, including (Michel no's): 121123*, 128-129*, 130-132*, 133-135*, 142*, 145*, 152*, 226228*, 233-234*, 447-459* (Pax, 5 and 10 Frank with
certificate), souvenir sheet 1* (regummed), 5*, 6*, 7*, 8*, 9*,
10*, 11*, 12**, 13*, 14*, 15*, etc. High cat. value! £ 1550

25725 1936-2006 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock souvenir sheets in stockbook. Contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 2**, 2, 4**, 4, 8*, 8, 9**, 9, 10**, 10, 11*, 11,
12*, 12, 13**, 13, 14**, 14, 15**, 15, etc. Also some various
other material present.
£ 475

26441 1862-1968 Reasonably filled, partly double, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in blanc album.
£ 275
28383 1862-1980 Reasonably filled, mostly cancelled
collection in Schaubek album. Bargain!
£ 200
28316 1862-1983 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 130-132**, 133-135*, 145, 153-155*, 189191*, 233-234*, 245*, 250-255*, souvenir sheet 2**, 4**,
6**, 7**, 8**, 9**, 10**, 11**, 13**, 15**, combinations K9
etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 950
28578 1880-2002 Mostly MNH and mint hinged, somewhat
specialised lot in luxe Importa stockbook. Lot contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 36-44**, 98-100** (2x), 108*, 109**, 128129**, 130-132**, 142**, 226-228*, 233**, 285** in
sheetpart of 25, 586 I** (plateflaw 'blind passenger'),

27394 1938-1976 Complete, almost only cancelled
collection in Safe album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 447-459 (Pax set), souvenir sheet 4, 5**, 6**, 7**, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, service 28-45*, 46-63, 64-74 etc.
£ 725
25248 1938-1990 Small box with 250 covers, all franked
with tete-beches or combinations!
£ 450
25822 1945-2012 Very extensive lot FDC's, including many
better, blocks of 4, kleinbogen on FDC, 1st flights etc. in 33
(!) luxe albums with slipcase.
£ 1000
27230 Postage Dues: Nice mint hinged and used remainder
lot postage dues of Switzerland from 1878 in album and 2
stockbooks, in which some specialised material. Also some
MNH sheetparts present and some 10 cents telegraph.
£ 600
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26930 Stockbook with over 450, mostly mint soldier stamps
of Switzerland, partly without gum.
£ 350

28617 1865-1920 Nice lot cancels on Ottoman stamps in 2
stockbooks. Much material, high cat. value!
£ 625

28473 Stockbook with various cancelled material, mostly
period 70-90 and many in blocks of 4. Cat. value Michel ca.
1550 euros.
£ 150

24944 1865-1963 Nicely filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in blanc album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 54*, 71(*), 787-792*, 823*, 824*(!), 1248**,
postage dues 47-51**, 52-56*, etc. Also some nice red
crescent stamps, including some varieties.
£ 425

28475 Stockbook with various cancelled material of
Switzerland, mostly period 80-90 and many in blocks of 4.
Cat. value Michel over 1300 euros.
£ 125
28478 Stockbook with various cancelled material of
Switzerland, mostly period 80-90 and many in blocks of 4.
Cat. value Michel over 3200 euros.
£ 300
28479 Stockbook with various cancelled material of
Switzerland, mostly period 80-90 and many in blocks of 4.
Cat. value Michel 1550 euros.
£ 125
28484 Stockbook with various cancelled material of
Switzerland, mostly period 80-90 and many in blocks of 4.
High cat. value!
£ 175
25737 Stockbook with various, used classic material of
Switzerland.
£ 200
THAILAND
28033 1972ca.-2015 Extremely extensive, mostly MNH
stock in 14 binders. Lot contains very much material,
including many souvenir sheets. Very high cat. value!
£ 4200
TRANSVAAL
33055 Old booklet (1923) with reprints of Transvaal.
Contains reprints of stamps of 1885, 1896, 1900 and 1901.
£ 100

27038 1865-1988 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 Schaubek albums. Collection contains
much material amongst which various (better) souvenir
sheets, service stamps, postage dues etc.
£ 650
27980 1869-1995 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in album. Collection contains nice material,
amongst which better stamps like (Michel no's): 99, 143, 173,
259-260, etc.
£ 300
27339 1882-1983 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
remainder stock in fat dealer album, in which some better
material like (Michel no's): 777, 897*, 891-912*, 1019-1028*
(2x), red half moon 120-127*, 201-211*, etc. Much material,
bargain!
£ 400
25343 Nice lot cancels of Turkey in 3 stockbooks, including
cancels used in Greece, various scarce cancels etc. £ 825
26875 Turkish Cyprus 1974-2007 Almost complete, MNH
collection in luxe Lindner album (pages till 2006). Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 350
27484 Turkish Cyprus 1975-1989 Well filled, MNH
collection in luxe Lindner album (with pages till 1996).
£ 150
28226 Turkish Cyprus 1975-2011 Complete, MNH
collection in blanc album.
£ 375

TRIESTE
27510 1950 Triest Zone A: 100 lire MNH
IMPERFORATED pair with certificate Friedl. Unknown in
Sassone. (original imperforated stamps without overprint are
catalogued in Sassone for 9000 euro the pair!).
£ 1000

TURKMENISTAN
28077 1992-2010 Nicely filled, MNH collection in fat
stockbook.
£ 275

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
25613 1990 Stockbook with life insurance stamps. Contains
25 sets of 10 from $1 till $19,35 in sheetpart.
£ 150

TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
25324 1867-1940 Mostly mint hinged collection on Scott
album pages in folder. Contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's):
1*, 2*, 3, 4*, 5, 101-109*, 115-126* (115 canceled), 129139* (132 canceled), 176-186*, 194-205* (without 201a and
220a).
£ 550

25614 1990 Stockbook with life insurance stamps. Contains
50 sets of 10 from $1 till $19,35 in sheetpart.
£ 250
TRISTAN DA CUNHA
27920 1952-1990 Almost complete, MNH (few older sets
hinged) collection in blanc album.
£ 450
TUNISIA
27752 1888-1977 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in blanc album, in which much material. £ 300
26778 1888-1994 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection on blanc album pages in folder.
£ 350
27297 1888-1996 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in large Yvert album. Collection contains
a.o. (Yvert no's): 5, 18, 58, 110-119*, 185-204*, 471-496*,
553-558B*, 655-662*, 966-971**, 1071**, airmail 18*, 2225*, 26-33*, postage dues 16*, 17*, 21, etc.
£ 675

24673 1867-1950 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 1, 3, 4*, 50, 61*, 67*, 70-72*, 70-72,
101-109*/o, 110-112*, 115-126*, 129-139*, 154-161*, 162175*, 176-186*, 194-205* (203 missing), 209*, 221-233**,
etc.
£ 1400
TUVALU
24515 1976-2007 Complete, MNH collection in 2 albums,
including stampbooklets, gutterpairs etc. Also a very
extensive collection FDC's in 6 albums. Nice collection!
£ 1500
UKRAINE
28095 1992-2012 Well filled, MNH collection in 2
stockbooks. Also some older material (1918-1922) present.
£ 350

TURKEY
25366 1865-1901 Stockbook with various used stamps,
including some nice cancel material.
£ 150
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UNITED NATIONS
28699 1951-1988 Complete (souvenir sheet 1 New York
missing), MNH collection of the 3 offices (New York, Geneva
and Vienna) in Leuchtturm album. Also much additional
cancelled material present (not counted).
£ 200
28671 1951-2005 In the main numbers apparently
complete, MNH collection in 5 luxe Leuchtturm albums with
slipcases, in which New York, Geneva and Vienna, including
flagsheets. Also 5 albums with FDC's and PHQ cards.Very
nice quality!
£ 600
28615 1951-2007 MNH, as good as complete collection in
3 albums, in which New York (including 2x souvenir sheet
1), Geneva and Vienna and much extra's.
£ 300
28120 1951-2010 Almost complete, MNH collection United
Nations New York in 3 luxe Safe albums with slipcases.
£ 350
28099 1951-2012 In the early part scarcely filled, from ca.
1991 very well filled, MNH collection United Nations New
York 1951-2012 in 2 stockbooks.
£ 250
28032 1951ca.-2000 Extremely extensive, MNH stock in 10
fat, very well filled Leuchtturm stockbooks. Lot contains
material of all 3 territories (New York, Vienna and Geneva)
and also many blocks of 4. Bargain!
£ 775

set, very good back of the book, some nice covers, Philipines
incl. 1906/14 watermark set mint to 10P etc. etc. in 7 very
expensive Davo de Luxe albums. Great collection with a
massive catalogue value and face value!!!
£ 6500
28683 1850-1865 Locals/Carriers, Mint and used collection
of the different cities and companies, originals and reprints,
including many better issues, duplicates, blocks of 4, some
proofs, much scarce material, in total over 350 stamps, in
stockbook. Seldom offered!!
£ 1450
28703 1851-1951 Mint and used collection in mainly very
good condition, many expensive early issues present like
1851: 12c imperf with good margins, left and right with part
of neighbor stamps, 1861 to 12c incl. grills, 1887 and 1890 to
90c, 1893 to 50c, 1898 Omaha to 1 dollar, officials, postage
dues, parcel post mint to 25c, 1895 to 1 dollar, 1902/3 to 5
dollar(!), 1912/15 set mint to 10c, 1912 to 30c mint etc. etc.
in album.
£ 1250
26507 1851-1999 Nicely filled, used collection in blanc
album, in which a.o. nice classic material.
£ 900
28286 1851-2006 Very extensive, used collection in 26(!)
albums, in which beside the general stamps extensive part
back of the book, fiscal stamps, postal stationeries and very
many precancels.
£ 6300

27382 1957-2003 Extensive collection FDC's, covers and
cards in 7 albums with slipcases. Collection contains ca. 600
items and also some MNH material.
£ 350

26455 1851-2013 Mostly MNH (till ca. 1940 mostly used),
very well filled collection in 6 albums. The classic part is
scarcely filled, the modern part is very extensive, including
many sheets and souvenir sheets. Very high cat. and face
value!
£ 2700

27515 1969-1998 MNH and cancelled collection in 10
special albums. Collection contains mostely material of
Geneva, amongst which some Swiss service stamps. Contains
a.o. sheetlets, plateblocks, first day sheets etc.
£ 450

28698 1857-1988 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, partly double collection in 2 blanc Leuchtturm albums.
Much material!
£ 450

28395 1969-2000 Almost complete, MNH collection United
Nations Geneva, including souvenir sheets and many
kleinbogen in Davo luxe album with slipcase.
£ 200
25586 1979-2004 Massive mint never hinged collector
accumulation, many issues in blocks of 10 with UN logo,
sheetlets, postal stationery also some odds and ends, in big
flat box. Massive new issue price!!
£ 235
26810 1979-2007 Complete, MNH collection (New York,
Geneva and Vienna) in 2 stockbooks and 1 album with
stampbooklets. Nice collection, high cat. and face value!
£ 500
27314 Thematic MNH collection 50 years United Nations
1995 including souvenir sheets, stampbooklets, kleinbogen
and covers in 3 special Lindner albums with slipcases.
£ 325
25289 Vienna 1979-2005 MNH collection in Schaubek
album. Also a Schaubek album with MNH flagsheets of
United Nations New York.
£ 200
UNITED STATES
2 8 5 6 2 1 8 4 7 -2 0 0 7 Fan t a s t i c n e a r l y c o m p l e t e t o
overcomplete mint never hinged/mint hinged and used
collection, starting with 1847: 5c brown, 1851 imperfs to 12c
incl. types, 1857 perf to 12c, 1861 set to 90c, 1869 to 30c,
1893, 1879 and 1890 sets to 90c, 1894 and 1895 to $5!!, 1901
panam, 1902/3 to $2, 1904 set *, definitives very specialised
with imperfs, papers and watermarks, 1918/20 high values,
modern part with estimated 1500/2000 U.S. dollar face value
incl. sheetlets and sheets, airmails complete apart from 1930

28137 1860-1983 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
stock in 2 stockbooks.
£ 450
28168 1860-1995 Early part cancelled, from ca. 1980
mostly MNH and almost complete collection in 5 Davo luxe
albums with slipcases. Also some more modern material
present, mostly in sheetlets.
£ 800
27733 1861-1966 Very pretty mint and used collection
including better stamps and sets, many (better) and pretty
covers, back of the book with airmails, pre-cancels, postage
due, special delivery etc. etc. in 3 albums. Nice lot! £ 450
27736 1861-1995 Extensive mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, not much value in the early issues, from 1946
mainly mint never hinged and extensive including many plate
blocks, also of the $5 stamps (sometimes all 4 of the different
plate blocks in the sheet), booklets, booklet stamps, sheetlets
etc. etc. housed in 7 stockbooks and small box, in big box.
Massive face value present!!!
£ 1000
26449 1865-1945 MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
Lindner album, including nice Back of the Book (few fakes),
Hawaii, Canal Zone etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1000
27014 1870 onwards, Very extensive, MNH and mint
hinged stock in 8 fat stockbooks in box. Gigantic amount of
stamps, amongst which very many blocks of 4.
£ 1250
27812 1870-2000 First scarcely filled, from 1930 well
filled, MNH, mint hinged and used collection, in which the
period 1982-2000 almost completely MNH present. Also 2
stockbooks with duplicates, including much face value
material.
£ 850
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28340 1879-1978 Well filled, mostly used collection USA
postage dues on Davo album pages in folder.
£ 240
27634 1880-1945 Massive used hoard in quantities, offered
intact and unpicked, many nice cancels seen on the classics,
Columbus in massive quantities, other (better) issues, back of
the book etc. in big fat stockbook. Very nice adventure lot!!!
£ 450
25997 1916-1989 Very well filled, MNH collection in fat
Scott album.
£ 700
28336 1920-1986 Very well filled, mostly MNH collection
in 3 luxe Kabe albums.
£ 750
28655 1925-1936 Folder with album pages with 8 airmail
covers, including 7 Zeppelin covers (Sieger no's): 20N, 22B,
29A, 64F, 64G (brown), 244C and 409C.
£ 500
27375 1926-1940 Collection of 300 1st flight covers in
ordner.
£ 650
27192 1929-1948 Nice collection 1st flight covers in 3
stockbooks. In total 229 covers.
£ 375
28067 1953-2001 Almost complete, MNH collection
including souvenir sheets, airmail, various extra's in 5
Spanish albums with slipcases. Collection also includes
Marshall Islands and Micronesia.
£ 1250
28707 Box with 2 albums and 3 stockbooks with estimated
over 10.000 stamps of USA with precancels. Fascinating
collecting subject!
£ 1000
28107 Olympics: Folder with MNH olympic stamps of USA
1932 in sheetparts with plate numbers and also over 20
FDC's, many from Lake Placid and a picture postcard from
Van Wuijckhuise (coach of the legendary Dutch swimmer
Willy den Ouden).
£ 325

26365 1929-1999 Complete, mostly MNH collection in luxe
Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 115*, 17-20**, 39-44* (!), 45-50**, 51-58**, 147-148**, 16162**, 185-186**, 205-206**, souvenir sheet 1** etc. Also
some material of Church State present.
£ 1450
26192 1929-2000 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, partly double collection in 12 albums. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-15*, 17-20*, 45-50*, 147-148,
161-162**, 161-162, 174-177**, 180-184**, 185-186, 205206**, 211**, souvenir sheet 1**, 1, etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1450
27015 1929-2001 Almost complete, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 2 Davo luxe albums with slipcases. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-15*, 17-20(*), 21-38*, 39-44*
(! Provisorien set, signed Diena),45-50*, 51-58*, 67-73*, 147148*, 161-162**, 180-184**, 185-186**, 205-206*, souvenir
sheets 1(*) etc. Also some old Church State present. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 1300
26366 1929-2002 Only canceled, extensive stock in 2
stockbooks. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 17-20 (2x), 39-44(!),
45-50 (6x), 51-58 (5x), 161-162, 205206 (5x), 207-208 (3x),
souvenir sheet 1, etc. High cat. value!
£ 775
27709 1929-2004 Wonderful fresh mint never hinged
quality collection, including all the good early sets mnh (1934
Provisori overprint set used very fine), also all the good
airmails, sheetlets etc. in 2 very expensive Lighthouse albums
with slipcases (also some Papal states, not valued). Very
pretty collection with all the good and sought after issues!!
£ 1650
27220 1929-2005 Well filled, first mint hinged and used,
later mostly MNH collection in 2 stockbooks. Much material,
superbargain!
£ 350

27365 Stockbook with various, mostly MNH material of
USA, including many 'line-pairs' of coilstamps, modern
sheetlets etc.
£ 400

28062 1929-2006 Almost complete, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 3 stockbooks. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 1-15*, 17-20*, 21-38*, 51-58*, 67-72*, 147-148*, 161162**, 180-184*, 185-186**, 205-206*, 211*, etc. £ 600

VATICAN CITY
24867 1852-1999 Well filled, first mint hinged an dused,
later MNH collection in Davo album. The collection is with
the exception of the provisional set (1934) almost complete.
£ 750

25678 1929-2009 Nicely filled, partly double (MNH/mint
hinged and used) collection in 3 albums. Collection looks a
little bit disturbed, but contains very much and also better
material like (Michel no's): 1-16, 17-20*, 32*, 33*, 42, 45-50,
51-58, 67-72*, 147*, 148, 161-162*, 185-186**, 211,
souvenir sheet 1**, 1, etc.
£ 1050

26994 1852-2012 With the exception of the provisori set,
almost complete, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in 2
Davo albums. All good airmail stamps present. High cat.
value!
£ 1100

28091 1929-2012 Especially in the modern part well filled,
mostly MNH collection in stockbook.
£ 240

28644 1929-1958 Stockbook with better MNH and mint
hinged material in mixed quality, like (Michel no's): 40*, 41*
(2x), 42**, 42** (signed Diena, bit rusty), 43*, 45-50*, 5158*, 53** (4x, all bit brown), 148** (crease), 211** (6x),
souvenir sheet 2** (6x) etc. Cat. value ca. 4500 euros,
bargain!
£ 400
28237 1929-1975 Very well filled, MNH collection.
Collection contains all the good items like (Michel no's): 115**, 17-20**, 21-38**, 39-44** (!), 45-50**, 51-58**, 147148**, 161-162**, 185-186**, souvenir sheet 1**, postage
dues 1-6**, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1350
25990 1929-1992 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 stockbooks including many duplicates.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-15* (2x), 17-20*
(3x), 17-20, 32*, 33*, 45-50*, 53* (3x), 55* (2x), 67-72*,
souvenir sheet 1** etc.
£ 425

28115 1930-1983 Mostly MNH stock in stockbook with
very much material, including airmail and some better
stamps.
£ 150
26032 1968-2008 Beautiful, MNH collection in blocks of 4,
in 2 stockbooks, so including much face value material. Cat.
value ca. 7000 euros.
£ 1000
26630 And Church state: 1852-1990 Well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Davo cristal album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-15**, 17-20*, 4550**, 51-58*, 67-72*, 147*, 161-162, 180-184*, etc.
£ 425
28315 Church State Staat 1852-1868 Album with various
cancelled material, almost all signed, including nice cancels,
some covers, etc. Also some stamps of other States present.
£ 900
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27652 Papal State: Mostly used lot duplicates on stockpages
in folder. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 10 (thin spot), 11* and
also many signed stamps.
£ 525
VENEZUELA
28593 1859-1985 Stockbook with a MNH, mint hinged and
used collection, in which nice classic part and further a.o.
(Michel no's): 151-174, 187-203* (no. 198 cancelled), 278*,
281**, 293-300* (293 cancelled), 301-309**, 554-562**,
729**, 950-963**, 1116-1125**, 1126-1141** (1126
cancelled), 1364-1369**, 1416-1421**, 1433-1450**, 14641478**, souvenir sheet 1**, 2*, 3**, 14**, 15**, revolution
stamps 1(*), 16, 17, 18, 19-23*, service, some shippost
stamps etc.
£ 450
26934 1859-1997 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock in 2 fat stockbooks. Gigantic amount of stamps,
including better material.
£ 1000

25783 1918-1990 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 4 albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
228-237*, 249-254**, 272-274*, 275-277*, 426-427*, 507511*, 548-551*, 575-577, 583-586*, 616-620*, 644-652*,
655-657, souvenir sheet 4A, 4B, 5*, etc. Also nice Triest
present, like Zone A 1-17*, 34-46*, Zone B I-III** in strip,
70-75** etc.
£ 1000
26637 1944-1992 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 luxe Kabe albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 486-491** in pairs, 507-511*, 515-520** in
pairs, 548-551**, 611-615**, 616-620**, 628-639**, 655657**, 668-670**, 776-787**, souvenir sheet 4A**, 4B**,
5**, 6**, etc.
£ 450
27820 Stockbook with a mint hinged and used stock classic
material of Serbia, Montenegro and Fiume. Also some MNH
modern material of Croatia present.
£ 275

26701 1861-1998 Very pretty and valuable mint/used/mint
never hinged nearly complete collection incl. the better
stamps, sets, airmails, blocs and sheetlets, in 4 expensive
albums. Highly recommendable collection of this popular
country!!
£ 1500

28298 Territories: 1866-1995 Messy, but nicely filled,
MNH, mint hinged and used lot Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro
and Yugoslavia 1866-1995 in 2 albums and 2 stockbooks.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Croatia 1-8**, 9-23**,
Yugoslavia 169-173*, 176-185**, 200-211*, 228-237*, 249254*, 272-274*, 575-577*, 667(*), etc.
£ 950

27907 1880-1975 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged but
mostly used collection on Scott album pages in binder.
Collection contains nice classic material, better airmail
stamps, almost all the arms sets from the fifties cancelled,
souvenir sheets etc.
£ 900

ZAIRE
28327 1971-1996 Almost complete, MNH collection
including private overprints in luxe leuchtturm album. Cat.
value OBP over 2300 euros.
£ 460

YUGOSLAVIA
27347 1918 Stockbook with ca. 400 stamps, including
many small overprint varieties, partly described. Nice lot for
the specialist.
£ 525
27372 1918-1959 Messy, but well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 41*, 41, 51-54, 63*, 243-248*, 249-254*,
272-274, 275-277*, 275-277, 370-374, 375-378, 381-384*,
389-392, 393-407**, 408-412*, 413-417**, 426-427*,
437I**, 616-620*, 666-667 on FDC, 693-695, 730 on FDC,
733, 738-749*, 776-787**, souvenir sheet 1**, 2**, 3I**,
3II**, 4A, 4B, 5, Istria Ia-i on cover, IIa-c on cover, IV-V**,
postage dues 7, 13 II, etc. High cat. value!
£ 625
24959 1918-1974 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 albums. Collection contains many stamps,
including duplicates and better material like (Michel no's):
200-211*, 243-248*, 249-254*, 257-268*, 272-274*, 275277*, 285-298*, 515-520 I-II* (in pairs), 575-577** (2x),
583-586**, 605-608**, 611-615**, 616-620**, 628-639**,
667**, 677-688**, 738-749**, 804-811**, souvenir sheet 6**
(2x), 6, etc. High cat. value!
£ 425
27491 1918-1985 Very well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 2 luxe Schaubek albums (pages till
1998). Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 51-54**, 169173*, 176-185**, 188-199*, 200-211*, 212-221*, 228-237 I*,
228-237 II**, 249-254**, 257-268**, 272-274*, 275-277*,
575-577**, 583-586**, 605-608**, 616-620**, 655-657*,
666-667*, 693-695**, 733**, 738-749**, 776-787**, 804811**, souvenir sheet 6**, etc. Also good German occupation
of Serbia present: 1-15** (2x), postage dues 1-8**, etc. Nice
quality, high cat. value!
£ 1200

28259 1977-1996 Nice MNH lot including imperforated
stamps, proofs, varieties etc. in stockbook.
£ 450
GREAT BRITAIN - QUEEN VICTORIA
28419 1858-1884 Collection on album pages in folder, in
which a.o. a complete (of course without no. 77) collection
plate numbers on the penny red, and various other material.
£ 350
26442 Album wi t h 1 8 covers t o vari ou s forei gn
destinations. Contains a.o. 1 shilling embossed on cover to
USA and various covers to Scandinavia. Nice lot! £ 1000
26496 Covers: 1840-1902 Great collection of single
frankings, mainly in very fresh and wonderful condition, the
collector took several decades to get these covers together
with lots of better (single) items, scarce stamps on cover,
many good destinations, plate numbers etc. etc. starting with
1840 Penny Black on cover, 1840: 2d blue on cover, pennies
imperf incl. cancels, many covers with descriptions, 1 1/2d
single franking (very hard to find), very extensive surface
printed incl. plates, many better frankings and destinations in
this powerful section: 9d single franking to Rio de Janeiro, 6d
single franking to Nova Scotia, 10d single franking to
Christchurch, 1sh single franking Bombay-Aden Sea post
office, the scarce 8d as single franking to New South Wales,
6d on 6d to Adelaide, green and lilac issue 5d and 6d single
frankings, several nice official covers etc. etc. housed in 2
albums. Cat. value 20.000+++ POUND = over 22.000
EURO!!!
£ 3350
GREAT BRITAIN - EDWARD VII
28642 1902-1910 Stockpage with Great Britain Edward 2/6
shilling MNH with corner margins and 1 pound green luxe
mint hinged with nice colour.
£ 1100
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GREAT BRITAIN - GEORGE V
27893 1912-1922 Beautiful, MNH and mint hinged
collection controll numbers in stockbook. Seldomly offered,
very sought after material.
£ 1000
28668 1912-1924 Small, mint hinged and used specialised
collection George V with Single Cypher watermark on album
pages in folder, in which a.o. watermark varieties (inverted,
missing crown), plateflaws, specimen overprints, various
perfs, colours etc. Cat. value according to collector ca. 4250
pounds.
£ 850

28421 1987-1998 Almost complete, MNH collection in luxe
Leuchtturm album. High face value!
£ 270
28550 1992-2017 MNH collection in 2 stockbooks, in
which over 1460 pounds face value material (over 1650
euros). So below face!
£ 1400
28693 2008-2014 Nice, MNH collection Post & Go stamps
in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains loose stamps, strips
and presentation packs, including various varieties like partly
missing text, inverted texts, strips without text etc. Many
issues with the original receipt. Nice lot!
£ 900

28669 1924-1936 Small, mostly mint hinged specialised
collection George V with Block Cypher watermark on album
pages in folder, in which a.o. watermark varieties (inverted,
sideways), plateflaws, various perfs, colours, platenumbers,
cancelled overprints etc. Cat. value according to collector ca.
4000 pounds.
£ 850

25814 Complete sheet of 36 MNH stamps of Diana from
1997 with Specimen overprint. Proof? Cinderella? £ 175

GREAT BRITAIN - ELIZABETH II
25490 1952-1993 Beautiful, as good as complete, only
MNH collection in 3 Davo albums, including a.o. Stanley
Gibbons no's 536a-539a (castles de la Rue printing, certificate
Holcombe), all good phosphor sets, various plate flaws,
combinations from stamp booklets, etc. Nice collection, very
high cat. value!
£ 2600

GREAT BRITAIN - MIXED COLLNS
26497 1820-1960 Nice collection starting with interesting
pre-philately covers, 1840: Penny black with black maltese
cross and penny black with reddish maltese cross, penny
plates incl. cancels/papers, penny plates, surface printed incl.
better, mint/used postal stationery, better destinations, in total
over 260 items, in album. Bargain!!
£ 950

26070 1952-1995 Extensive, partly double collection in 7
blanc Biella albums. Collection contains nice part Wildings
and Machins, including types, phosphor, graphite stripes etc.
Many good phorphor sets, various covers and FDC's etc. Nice
collection!
£ 1250

26269 1840-1970 Incredible used collection, nearly
complete in mainly very good condition, missing only a few
stamps, most scarce and rare stamps present + many extra
plate numbers incl. many expensive issues, starting with 1840
penny black and 2d blue with nice margins, 1847/54
embossed set used with good margins, all the following sets
to 1sh incl. the scarce 8d, 9d, 10d stamps, 1867/80 set to 2sh
blue and the rare 2sh brown, 1867/80 ALL HIGH VALUES
IN BOTH WATERMARKS, so you get 5sh(3), 10sh(perfin)
and 1 pound in watermark Malteser Cross + 5sh, 10sh and 1
pound(perfin) in the rare anchor watermark, and as a bonus
ofcourse the rare and soucht after 5 POUND ORANGE used,
1884 high values to 10sh and 1 pound lilac, pound green,
Edward pound green, Seahorses set 2/6 to 1 pound green etc.
etc. Further a powerful section of the scarce officials with I.R.
official to 5sh, Govt. Parcels complete!!, Army Official,
Admirality and Royal Household complete, O.W. Official and
Board of Education with expensive stamps, postage dues
complete etc. etc. in expensive Davo LX album. Great
collection with so many rare and expensive issues together in
one collection. Gigantic catalogue value and retail value!!!!
£ 15500

28446 1952-2006 Wonderful mint never hinged collection
in very good condition, many better issues like 1952
definitive set with tudor crown, 1955/58 definitive set with
Edward crown, 1955 Castles high value set mnh, 1959 castle
high value set 2nd de la Rue mnh, from 1971 onwards with
massive face value part, Castles to 5 pound, 10 pound stamp,
Machins to 5 pound etc. etc. in very well filled double thick
stockbook. Massive catalogue value and face value!!
£ 400
28519 1960-1985 MNH and cancelled, partly double
collection in Leuchtturm album, in which already over 140
pound face value (ca. 160 euros). Also 1960-1970 MNH
largely present (no phosphor sets) and some FDC's. £ 150
24833 1963-2007 Very well filled, largely double (MNH
and canceled) collection in 8 luxe Lindner albums. High cat.
value and face value!
£ 1500
28621 1965-2003 Almost complete, MNH collection in 4
Edifil albums. Also some older (cancelled) material present.
Cat. value ca. 3000 euros.
£ 625
26945 1970-2000 Very extensive, MNH collection with
sets, souvenir sheets, sheetlets and booklets in 4 albums.
Slightly messy collection, but very high cat. and face value!
£ 900
26165 1970-2002 Mostly MNH collection in 3 albums and
2 stockbooks, including many Machins (partly specialised),
coilstrips, regionals, souvenir sheets etc. Also some older
material present, including Govt Parcel overprints of Victoria,
postage dues etc. High face value!
£ 750
25952 1971-2000 Nice MNH collection in 2 luxe
Leuchtturm albums with slipcases. Collection includes
souvenir sheets and panes from stampbooklets. Nice
collection!
£ 600

28613 Nice collection of ca. 300 stamp booklets of Great
Britain, all with valid stamps in Davo kosmos album. High
cat. and face value
£ 1300

28429 1840-1970 Mainly used nearly complete collection,
with lots and lots of expensive stamps like: 1840 penny black
and 2d blue, very extensive surface printed with the good
values and very many platenumbers extra, 1867/80 incl. the
rare 2sh brown used, 1867/80 high values incl. 5sh red plate
4 (scarce stamp) and the always missing 5 pound orange used
with good perfs and colour, 1883/1884 high values 2/6(2),
5sh(2), 10sh and pound lilac (wmk. crowns), 1887/1900 to
pound green, Edward VII 1910/1910 incl. 2/6(3), 5sh, 10sh
and pound green, many seahorses, 1929 PUC pound mint
very fine with light hinge trace, further virtually complete,
also nice part service and postage dues incl. better, in Davo
album. Great collection with an incredible high catalogue
value!!
£ 6400
27342 1840-1970 MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
blanc album, in which a.o. inverted watermarks and phosphor
stamps.
£ 250
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28427 1840-1970 Powerful mint/used/mint never hinged
collection in slightly mixed condition, starting with 4 Penny
Blacks, embossed 6d and 1sh with 4 margins, very extensive
surface printed with the better values and many platenumbers,
also some mint stamps, 1867/1883 high values incl. 5sh (2x
plate 1, 1x plate 2), the very rare 5 pound orange unused (not
original gum) with fantastic bright colour and good perfs!!!,
1884/1888 pound lilac both used (wmk. orbs with perfin!),
Victoria 10sh blue (3x used with shades), Edward VII incl.
1/2d green cornerbloc of 6 with fantastic misperforation,
seahorses very extensive with types and shades, values to 1
pound green, later very many issues with watermarks and
types incl. better, extra's, some cover material, duplicates etc.
etc. in 2 big fat stockbooks. Wonderful lot, offered very
cheap!!
£ 8000
25551 1840-1976 Messy, but reasonably filled, mint hinged
and used collection in 2 Davo albums, including a.o. nice
classic material in somewhat mixed quality.
£ 625
28686 1840-1976 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged but
mostly used collection in 2 Lindner albums. Collection
contains nice classic material including penny black, various
platenumbers, some covers, some phosphor sets etc.
£ 1250
27351 1840-1996 MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
3 albums and 4 stockbooks, in which very much modern
MNH material including many gutterpairs.
£ 950
25328 1840-1997 Nicely filled, mostly used collection in
Scott album, including no.1 (1840), from 1992 mostly MNH
and also some offices abroad.
£ 600
28132 1840-1997 With the exception of the top stamps,
almost complete, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in 3
Edifil albums with slipcases. Nice quality, high cat. and face
value!
£ 2250
25363 1840-1998 Well filled, mostly used collection in
Davo album. Collection contains nice classic material, but
unfortunately in very mixed condition, including a no, 1 on
piece and loose. High cat. value!
£ 1100
27126 1840-2000 MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
album and also 17 yearbooks of 1984-2000. Much face value
material!
£ 750
28266 1840-2000 Well filled fat stockbook with used
material, including a 1 pound green seahorse.
£ 500
28007 1840-2007 Well filled, used collection in 2 Davo
albums. Nice quality and also with some better stamps like
no's 1 and 2.
£ 1050
25003 1840-2009 Beautiful, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in 3 Davo albums, including very much better
material like (Stanley Gibbons no's): 1 (2x), 128 (10 shilling
Victoria green watermark Maltezer Cross), 135 (10 shilling
Victoria green watermark anchor), 136 (1 pound Victoria
brown-lilac watermark anchor, with perfin), 137 (Victoria 5
pound orange), 153, 159, 162, 163, 180, 183, 185 (Victoria 1
pound brown), 266 (Edward 1 pound green), 403, 438* (PUC
pound), etc. Also regionals, stampbooklets, very much face
value material etc.
£ 9000
27569 1840-2009 MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
4 Kabe albums and 1 folder, in which a.o. good classic
material, very much face value material, service, nice part
Morocco Agencies and other offices abroad, Coronation 1937,
etc.
£ 3100

28610 1841-1970 Extensive, used stock in fat old
stockbook, in which very much classic material, somewhat
sorted on plate numbers. Ideal lot for specialist. Also some
Gibraltar and malta present. Very much material, enormous
cat. value!
£ 900
25362 1841-1970 Nicely filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged (some classic stamps canceled) collection in Davo
luxe album. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's):
13, 162, 163, 176, 417*, 494**, many good phosphor sets,
postage dues, service etc.
£ 1300
26020 1841-1978 Very powerful mint/used/mnh collection,
in mainly very good condition, includes very many expensive
stamps and sets like: 1847/54 emossed 10d and 1sh, extensive
surface printed with plate numbers and many better values up
to 2 shilling, fantastic superb used 5 POUND ORANGE
WITH WONDERFUL CANCEL 'LONDON-CHIEF-OFFICE',
1884 pound lilac fine used, 1912/22 George V low values to
1sh mint, high values Seahorses 2/6, 5sh, 10sh and the very
scarce pound green mint (slightly toned), the scarce 1929
PUC pound mint (slightly toned), from 1940 virtually
complete mint/mint never hinged, in album. Great collection
with a lot of key values!!!
£ 6500
28354 1841-1991 Decent mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, classics including 1862 to 9d, 1867: 5sh used with
perfin, 1883/4 high values to 10 shilling, 1948 RSW pound,
1951 festival to pound, 1952 tudor crown set mnh, 60's incl.
the hard to get phosphor sets mnh, later with big amount of
face value material, in well filled Davo album.
£ 500
27638 1847-1969 **/*/0 collection incl. better earlies, 1847:
6d embossed, Victoria to 1sh, Edward to 10sh, Elizabeth II
early phosphor sets etc. in Lighthouse album
£ 280
28416 1854-1966 Reasonably filled, used collections in
Leuchtturm album, including better material, like various
service overprints.
£ 350
27256 1855-2003 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in 4 Spanish Edifil albums. Before the war the
collection is mostly used in somewhat mixed quality, after the
war first mint hinged and from ca. 1960 onwards MNH.
£ 900
26154 1858-1970 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Collecta album.
£ 135
28423 1858-1976 Stockbook with various MNH, mint
hinged and used material, including nice classic part.
£ 250
28318 1858-1996 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection,
classic part not so impressive, from 1967 virtually complete
mint never hinged including large part face value, in Davo
album.
£ 425
28549 1862-1910 Stockbook with a collection/stock back
of the book, in which very many better officials like (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 1, 2 (2x), 4, 5 (4x), 6, 7, 14 (2x), 22, 33, 35 (!,
signed Buhler), 36, 37, 38, 39, 62, 64, 65, 68 (3x), 69, 70, 71,
72, 77, 83**, 85, 92, 103, 104, 106, 109, 110, 111, etc.
Further nice part official perforations (board of Trade),
postage dues, telegraph stamps 1, 2* (plate 1), 2 (plate 2), 3
(plate 1), 3 (plate 2), 6 (plate 1 in pair), 8 (plate 4), 8 (plate 5),
11, 13 (2x), perfins etc. Cat. value of the officials is already
over 14000 pounds!
£ 1000
28553 1870-1982 Mostly cancelled collection in Kabe
album, in which some early phosphor sets. Period 1952-1982
is reasonably complete.
£ 200
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28624 1910-1951 Small, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in album, in which a.o. inverted watermarks, plate
numbers, cylinder numbers, colour nuances etc.
£ 275
28461 1927-1973 Incredible collection of over 450(!!!)
mainly different mint/mint never hinged (also few used)
varieties with descriptions, including many registered in the
SG Concise (cat. value up to 100 pound each!!!), flaws,
missing phosphors, shifts, misplaced graphite, also very nice
part definitives including much St. Edwards crown up to the
high values, graphites etc. etc. in 2 albums. Superbargain,
only 2 euro each!!!
£ 900
25081 1946-1992 Big collection of around 700(!) first day
covers, with different cachets, official and private covers,
different frankings, great variety in cancellations incl. many
better and more expensive, addressed/unaddressed, illustrated
and plain, many recorded covers to Australia, little mixed
condition, offered at a very low price!!
£ 400
25080 1946-1992 Giant collection of around 1500(!!) first
day covers, with different cachets, official and private covers,
different frankings, great variety in cancellations incl. many
better and more expensive, addressed/unaddressed, illustrated
and plain, many recorded covers to Australia, little mixed
condition, seldom offered so extensively!!!
£ 1000
25082 1946-1992 Massive stock of thousands of first day
covers,(more than 3000!!!) incl. different cachets, official and
private covers, different frankings, great variety in
cancellations incl. many better and more expensive,
addressed/unaddressed, illustrated and plain, many recorded
covers to Australia, little mixed condition, offered at a very
low price!!
£ 450
25957 1947-2003 Album with various covers, cards, special
issues etc.
£ 100
28582 1948-1980 Stockbook with MNH material, in which
better sets, phosphor sets, face value material etc. Cat. value
ca. 3500 euros.
£ 495
25047 And Channel Islands: 1840-1994 Mainly mint never
hinged collection (GB older used) incl. 1840 penny black,
better service overprints, from 1958 complete mint never
hinged incl. the good phosphor sets, very much face value
material, Guernsey, Jersey and Man complete collections from
the start to 1994 incl. sheetlets and postage dues, housed in 5
expensive Kabe albums. Clean collection!
£ 1250

27746 Nice collection of sets and sheetlets of Jersey and
Alderney to 2012, also some duplicates and special issues,
from old to very recent, in box. Very high new issue price!
£ 350
GREAT BRITAIN - ISLE OF MAN
27834 1973-2015 Reasonably filled, MNH collection in 3
Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 450
GREAT BRITAIN - JERSEY
28070 1941-2011 Mostly MNH collection (years 1996-2004
are missing) in album, stockbook and various yearsets. Also
some stamps from Guernsey and Alderney present. High face
value!
£ 300
28490 1969-2009 Nicely filled, MNH collection in 2 Davo
luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 300
GREAT BRITAIN - GUERNSEY
26453 1941-2014 MNH, complete collection including
souvenir sheets and postage dues and all expensive new
issues in Leuchtturm stockbook. Very high cat. value and face
value!
£ 750
26175 1969-1976 Seldomly offered collection in complete
sheetlets, including complete double sheets with gutter pairs
in large album. Scarce material!
£ 350
25222 1969-1989 MNH, complete collection in luxe
Leuchtturm album. Collection also includes souvenir sheets,
sheetlets, booklets etc.
£ 225
28092 1969-2012 Well filled, mostly MNH collection in
stockbook.
£ 250
27833 1969-2015 Very well filled, MNH collection in 2
Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 450
GREAT BRITAIN - ISLANDS
28089 Alderney: 1983-2012 Well filled, MNH collection in
stockbook. High face value!
£ 200
28494 Alderney: 1983-2014 Well filled, MNH collection in
Davo luxe album with slipcase.
£ 300

GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS
27268 1969-1991 Almost complete, mostly MNH (few
stamps hinged) collection Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man
in 3 Edifil albums.
£ 300
27773 1969-2000 Very pretty and reasonably complete mint
never hinged collection including the good early sets, postage
dues and many, many sheetlets, also booklets etc. in 3
expensive Davo albums + stockbook. The face value alone is
over 728 pound. Offered at only 50% of the face value,
superbargain!!!
£ 400
27008 1969-2009 Extensive, mostly MNH collection
Jersey, Guernsey and IOM in 6 Davo albums.
£ 950
28627 1969-2011 Almost complete, MNH (few stamps
hinged) collections Alderney 1984-2011, Guernsey 20002011, Jersey 1969-1999 and Isle of Man 1973-1996 including
souvenir sheets and postage dues in 4 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases. Very high cat. and face value!
£ 550
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